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And each man hears as the twilight nears,

to the beat of his dying hearty

The Devil drum on the darkened pane:

"You did it, but was it Art?"



FOREWORD

The analytical theory of semi-groups is a recent addition to the ever-growing list of

mathematical disciplines. It was my good fortune to take an early interest in this disci-

pline and to see it reach maturity. It has been a pleasant association: I hail a semi-group
when I see one and I seem to see them everywhere ! Friends have observed, however, that

there are mathematical objects which are not semi-groups.
The present book is an elaboration of my Colloquium Lectures delivered before the

American Mathematical Society at its August, 1944 meeting at Wellesley College. I wish

to thank the Society and its officers for their invitation to present and publish these lectures.

The book is divided into three parts plus an appendix. My desire to give a practically
self-contained presentation of the theory required the inclusion of an elaborate introduc-

tion to modern functional analysis with special emphasis on function theory in Banach

spaces and algebras. This occupies Part One of the book and the Appendix; these portions
can be read separately from the rest and may be used as a text in a course on operator

theory. It is possible to cover most of the material in these six chapters in two terms.

The analytical theory of one-parameter semi-groups occupies Part Two while Part

Three deals with the applications to analysis. The latter include such varied topics as

trigonometric series and integrals, summability, fractional integration, stochastic theory,
and the problem of Cauchy for partial differential equations. In the general theory the

reader will also find an alternate approach to ergodic theory. All semi-groups studied in

this treatise are referred to a normed topology; semi-groups without topology figure in a

few places but no details are given. The task of developing an adequate theory of trans-

formation semi-groups operating in partially ordered spaces is left to more competent
hands.

The literature has been covered rather incompletely owing to recent war conditions and

to the wide range of topics touched upon, which have made it exceedingly difficult to give

the proper credits.

This investigation has been supported by grants from the American Philosophical Society

and from Yale University which are gratefully acknowledged. On the personal side, it

is a great pleasure to express my gratitude to the many friends who have aided me in pre-

paring this book. J. D. Tamarkin, who read and criticized my early work in the field and

who vigorously urged its inclusion in the Colloquium Series is beyond the reach of my grati-

tude. I am deeply indebted to Nelson Dunford and to Max Zorn who have contributed

extensively to the book, the former chiefly to Chapters II, III, V, VIII, IX, and XIV,, the

latter to Chapters IV, VII, and XXII. Both have given me generously of their time and

special experience. Various portions of the manuscript have been critically examined and

amended by Warren Ambrose, E. G. Begle, H. Cramdr, J. L. Doob, W. Feller, N. Jacobson,

D. S. Miller, II. Pollard, C. E. Rickart, and I. E. Segal. To all helpers, named and un-

named, I extend my warmest thanks.

EINAK HILLE

New Haven, Conn.,

December, 1946



CONVENTIONS

Each Part of the book starts with a Summary, each Chapter with an Orientation. The

chapters are divided into sections and the sections, except orientations, are grouped into

paragraphs. Cross references are normally to sections, rarely to paragraphs. Section

3.10 is the tenth section of Chapter III; it belongs to 2 which is referred to as 3.2 when

necessary. The page headings show the numbers of the current section and paragraph,
the integral part of the former is the number of the chapter. Definitions, formulas, lemmas,
and theorems are numbered within each section; thus Theorem 9.4.2 is the second theorem

in section 9.4. References to the literature give the author's name followed by numerals

in brackets referring to his book or paper by that number in the Bibliography at the close

of the book. Such references are given in the text when needed; collected references for

a whole chapter occur after the orientation to the chapter in question except in the case

of chapters with heterogeneous subject matter when they are given at the end of each

paragraph. There is a list of special symbols following the Index at the end of the book.

VI
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PART ONE

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

Summary. The first part of these Colloquium Lectures is devoted to a brief

exposition of some of the basic ideas of modern functional analysis. There are

five chapters entitled: Abstract Spaces, Linear Operations, Vector Valued Func-

tions, Functions on Vectors to Vectors, and Analysis in Banach Algebras.

We start with a description of the topological and algebraical properties of the

spaces to be considered later and proceed to a discussion of linear operations on

one such space to another. The function theory proper starts in Chapter III

where we are concerned with functions of real or complex variables, having their

range in a Banach space; in Chapter IV the discussion turns to (analytic) func-

tions having domain and range in complex Banach spaces. Finally in Chapter V
either the domain or the range or both belong to a Banach algebra. For the

algebraic side of the theory of Banach algebras as well as for further complements

of the analytical theory, the reader is referred to the Appendix, Chapter XXII,

Notes on Banach Algebras.



CHAPTER I

ABSTRACT SPACES

1.1. Orientation. This chapter is intended to give a brief review of the

basic notions in the theory of abstract spaces which will be needed in the fol-

lowing. The material is grouped under four paragraph headings: Topological

Concepts, Additive Spaces, Linear Spaces, and Algebraic Spaces. The abstract

spaces occurring in this treatise normally have a definite algebraic structure

in addition to being topological spaces of one type or another. This fact under-

lies the choice of the headings. As practically all the material is taken from

current literature, proofs are usually omitted. The reader who needs further

explanations is referred to the literature quoted at the end of the paragraphs.

1. TOPOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

1.2. Closure. Let be an abstract space, that is, a set whoso elements x, y,

are called points. X, Y, Xa are subsets of
;
the symbols X U Y and UA" tt

denote unions, X(~}Y and C] aXa intersections of the sets occurring in the symbols.

X and Y are disjoint if X fl F =
0, the empty set. The complement of X with

respect to is denoted by 3C.

A closure topology is introduced in by ordering to evety set X in a set, X,
called the closure of X, subject to the conditions:

Ci . TUT = X U ?,

Cs . X = X ifX is empty or is a single point.

% is then said to be a topological space in the sense of Kuralowski or a Ti-spaca

in the sense of Alexandroff-Hopf. The axioms go back to M. Fre"chet and

F. Riesz.

The postulates imply that X C X. If X = X, the set X is closed, it is open
if % is closed. Closed sets have a closed intersection, open sets an open union.

The union of a countable number of closed sets is called a set Fa ,
the inter-

section of a countable number of open sets a set Gs . An open set containing
the point x is called a neighborhood of x and is denoted by N(x) or Nx . The
union of all open sets in X is the interior of X, denoted by Int (X) . If x

Int (X}, then x is an interior point of A". The boundary of X is the intersection

of the closures of X and of Jr.

2



ABSTRACT SPACES 3

The point is a limit point of the set X if every N(xa) contains infinitely

many points of X. The set X' of limit points of X is called the derived set of

X and X = X U X'. X is closed if X' C X, dense in itself if X' ID X, per/ed
if X' = X.

A set X is dense in $ if X =
,
dense in F if T C X f) 3

7
- X is a separable

set if there is a countable set which is dense in X. In particular, 36 is a separable

spaceJf there is a countable set which is dense in 96. X is nowhere dense if

Int(l) = 0.

X is of the first category in 3 if X is the union of a countable number of sets

each of which is nowhere dense in
,
otherwise X is of the second category. It

is of the first category at the point x if there exists a neighborhood N(x) such that

N(x) fl X is of the first category. It is of the second category at x if N(x) PI JT

is of the second category for every neighborhood N(x) of x. The set of points

of 3 where a given set X is of the second category will be denoted by D(X}.
We have D(X) = if and only if X is of the first category. The operation D
is additive and idempotent, that is,

D(ZUF) = DPOUDC?"), D[Z>(X)] = D(X).

Finally, D(X) is closed, contained in the closure of X, and equals the closure of

its own interior.

X has the properly of Baire if every non-void open set G contains a point where

either X or X is of the first category; such a set will become an open (or a closed)

set upon adjunction and suppression of suitable sets of the first category.

A topological space is connected if it is not the union of two open non-void

disjoint sets. In a connected space the empty set and the whole space are the

only sets which are simultaneously open and closed. A subset X of X is con-

nected if for every partition X = A U B, A 9* 0, B 5* 0, we have (A fl B) U

(A D B) ? 0. A component of a set is a connected subset which is not contained

in any larger connected subset. Each point of X determines a unique com-

ponent containing it and X is the union of its components.

A system # of sets {A a }
is a covering of the setX if each point ofX is interior

point of at least one set A a . The set X has the Hcine-Borcl property if every

system of open sets {Ga \
which covers X contains a finite sub-system also

covering X. Following S. Lefschetz we shall say:

A topological space or a subset thereof is compact if it has the Heine-Sorel prop-

erty. It is locally compact whenever each point x of the space has a neighborhood

N(x') whose closure is compact.

1.3. Hausdorff spaces. Given a space X and a collection of subsets {Na },

called neighborhoods, the space will be called a Hausdorff space or a Tz-space if:

Hi . To every point x there is at least one neighborhood N(x) containing it.

II2 . // Ni(x) and N%(x) are neighborhoods of x, there is at least one neighbor-

hoodN3 (x) of x such that N3 (x) C NI(X) D N2 (x) .
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H 3 . // N(x) is a neighborhood of x,and y 6 N(x), then there is a neighborhood

N(y] of y with N(y) C N(x).

H4 . If x ? y, there exist neighborhoods N(x) of x and N(y] of y such that

N(x}f\N(y] = 0.

A Hausdorff space is a topological space provided open and closed sets are

defined in an obvious manner in terms of the given neighborhoods, the closure

of X being then the intersection of all closed sets containing X. On the other

hand, a topological space satisfies conditions Hi-H3 but ordinarily not the separa-

tion axiom H<t .

A subset {N^ of the given neighborhoods is a neighborhood base at the point

x if x Np for all /? and if to every given open set G containing x there is an Np
such that Np d G. The set [Np] is a neighborhood base for the whole space

if it contains a base for each point of X. The case in which there is a countable

base is particularly important. The two well known axioms of Hausdorff refer

to this situation :

FIRST COUNTABILITY AXIOM. There is a countable base at each point of the

space.

SECOND COUNTABILITY AXIOM. The space has a countable base.

A HausdorfF space satisfying the second countability axiom is separable.

In a Hausdorff space a sequence {#} converges to a limit XQ if and only if for

every neighborhood N(XO) of XQ there is an m with xn N(%o) for n > m. The
limit is unique.

If & , & ,

*

j %n are topological spaces, the product set Xi X X% X X
Xn , Xi C & , ,

Xn C 9 n ,
is the set of all ordered w-tuples (x\ ,

xz ,
-

, #)
where xj. 6 -Xi , ,

xn 6 Xn . In particular, the symbol & X & X X
#n denotes the product space of all such ordered n-tuples. The product space
can be made into a topological space by the convention that the point x =
(xi , ,

xn) belongs to the closure of the set X if and only if for every choice

of open sets (&,' ,Gn with Xi <?i ,

*

, a;* 6 Gn we have (Gi X X (?)
fl X 5^ 0. In particular, the closure of a product set is the product set of the

closures. If the given spaces are Hausdorff spaces, we make the product space
into a Hausdorff space by defining {Nai X X Nan }

as the system of neigh-
borhoods for the product space where {Nai }

is the given system of neighborhoods
of the space & .

1.4. Metric spaces. X is a metric space if for each pair of points x, y in

there is defined a real-valued function d(x, y), called the distance from x to y,

subject to the two postulates of Lindenbaum:

DI . d(x, y) =
if and only if x = y,

D 2 . d(x, y) ^ d(z, x) + d(z, y) for any three points x, y, and z.

These two properties imply:
D3 . d(x, y) ^ 0,
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D4 . d(x, y)
=

d(y, x),

and in view of D4 the triangle axiom D2 may be written

Da. d(x,y) ^ d(x,z) + d(z,y}.

In a metric s'pace the set of points x with d(x , x) < p is called a sphere. A
point x is an interior point of the set X if there is a sphere d(x , x) < p which

is in X. The subset of interior points of X is Int (X] and X is open if Int (X}
= X. The point x is a limit point of X if every sphere d(xa , x) < p contains

at least two points of X. The set X is closed if it contains its limit points.

It is bounded if it is contained in a sphere. The diameter of X is sup d(x, y)

for x, y X.

A topological space is said to be normal if to every pair of disjoint closed

sets FI and F2 there are disjoint neighborhoods: FI C G\ ,
F2 C G% , GI fl <?2 = 0.

A metric space in which neighborhoods are defined to be the open sets of the

space thereby becomes a normal Hausdorff space satisfying the first count-

ability axiom. It is separable if and only if it satisfies the second axiom of

countability. According to Urysohn, a topological space which is normal and

satisfies the second countability axiom is metrizable, that is, a metric topology

may be introduced which is equivalent to the original topology so that the

property of being closed means the same thing in both topologies.

In a metric space a sequence [xn ] converges to the limit x if and only if

d(xo , Xn) > 0. The Cauchy condition: to every < > there is a /(c) such that

d(xm , Xn) < e for m, n > /c(e), is necessary for convergence. A sequence satis-

fying this condition is called a Cauchy sequence and a metric space is said to

be complete if and only if every Cauchy sequence converges to a limit. If a set

X is of the first category in a complete metric space, then X is dense in the

space. A complete metric space is of the second category and cannot be of the first

category at any point.

BAIRB'S CATEGOEY THEOREM. If a complete metric space is represented

as the union of a countable set of subsets,
= U n.X"n ,

then the closure ofXn contains

a sphere for at least one value ofn.

A set X in a metric space is totally bounded if for every 5 > the set may be

represented as the union of a finite number of sets each of diameter < 5. A
totally bounded set is separable. In a complete metric space the closure of

a totally bounded set is compact. Conversely, a compact subset of a metric

space is totally bounded and a compact metric space is complete. A metric

space is sequentially compact if every sequence {xn }
contains a subsequence

converging to a point in 26. A sequentially compact metric space is compact and

vice versa.

1.5. Partial ordering. A set X is 'partially ordered if for some pairs of ele-

ments x, y an ordering relation x < y exists (also denoted by y > x) which, is

transitive: x < y and y < z implies x < z. The ordering is reflexive if x < x
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for all x, proper if x < y together with y < x implies x = y. The set X is simply
ordered if all pairs x, y are ordered.

In a partially ordered system X the subset Y is said to have yo for an upper
bound whenever y < ya for every y Y. The clement x is maximal for .Y

if x > x implies x > x. For the existence of maximal elements we have the

convenient maximal principle of Max Zorn, one form of which is

ZORIST'S LEMMA. IfXis a partially ordered system in which each simply ordered

subset has an upper bound in the system, then X contains at least one maximal

element.

References. Frechet [4], Kuratowski [2], Lefschetz [1].

2. ADDITIVE SPACES

1.6. Algebraic systems. The topological spaces which arc most useful in

functional analysis are at the same time algebraic systems. By this we mean
that one or more algebraic operations are defined in the space which is closed

under the operations in question. There are essentially three binary operations,

conventionally referred to as addition, multiplication, and scalar multiplication,

which come into consideration in this connection.

The simplest and most primitive systems are obtained when there is only one

operation defined, either addition or multiplication. The system is then a

semi-group or possibly a group depending upon the stringency of the postu-
lates. In the case of two operations, there are two useful alternatives: addition

and multiplication give rise to a ring, addition and scalar multiplication i o a,

linear system. Finally if all three operations are defined, the system is an

algebra. Formal definitions will be given when needed, here only an orientation

is desired.

The systems discussed in the remainder of this chapter are determined by
three sets of postulates: the first defining the algebraic operations which are

permissible, the second the topology of the space, and the third the relations

between operations and topology. The purpose of the third set is to ensure

continuity of the operations in the particular topology under consideration.

From this enumeration the reader will perceive that there: are five basic possibilities of

constructing algebraico-topological systems. We shall, however, omit multiplicative
spaces as well as ring spaces. The three remaining alternatives, additive, linear, and
algebraic spaces, will be highly specialized since we shall have no use for the general theory
of such spaces.

1.7. Additive groups. Let 1 be a set, containing at least two distinct ele-

ments, in which a binary operation called addition is defined.
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DEFINITION 1.7.1. % is an additive group if the following conditions hold:

Ai . Every ordered pair of elements x, y has a uniquely defined sum x + y.
A2 . Addition is associative, that is, (x + y) -f z = x + (y + z).

A3 . There is a zero clement Q such that x + 6 = 6 -\- x = x for all x.

A,] . To every x there is a negative, written -x, such thai, x + ( x) = 6.

Addition is not assumed to be commutative for the present. The postulates

imply that the zero element and the negative are unique and that (x) + x
= for all x whence it follows that -(-x) = x. The properties of the nega-
tive give the law of cancellation :

x + z ^ y + z or z -j- x = z + y implies x -
y.

A subset X of is called a subgroup if X is an additive group under the same
operation.

If X and Y are subsets of
,
the symbols -X, X + Y, and X - Y denote

the sets {-a:}, {x + y}, and {x
-

y} respectively where x X, y Y. In

particular X + y =
{z + y}, y + Z =

{y + x} where & Z.

1.8. Additive group spaces. Let be an additive group and suppose that

a topology has been introduced in so that becomes a topological space, which,
in particular, may be a Hausdorff space or a metric space.

DEFINITION 1.8.1. An additive group % is:

(1) a toTKfoyictd additive group if is a topological space and
AT. X Y = X Y whenever one of the sets X or Y reduces to a single

point, the other being arbitrary;

(2) a Hausdorff additive group if 3 is a Hausdorff space and

AH. to every pair of elements x, y and every neighborhood N(x y) of x y
there are neighborhoods N(x) ofx and N(y) ofy such that N(x) N(y) C N(x y) ;

(3) a metric additive group if X is a metric space and

AD. whenever d(xn , x^) andd(yn , y }
> 0, then d(xn yn ,

x T/O)
> 0.

There are a number of definitions of topological groups, additive or multiplicative, in

t,he literature corresponding to different choices of the basic topology and of the continuity

postulate. Ordinarily it is required that x + y be a continuous function of (x, y). This

is guaranteed by postulates AH and AD above but not by AT. The latter, however, suffices

to make the group operations continuous, that is, reflection in the origin and right and left

translations are continuous operations and even homeomorphisms under AT. This postu-
late of course amounts to assuming that the closure operation commutes with the group

operations. This in turn implies that all topological properties of subsets of are left

invariant by the group operations. Thus if a set X has a certain topological property P,

then the sets X -{ a,a-{- X, and X have the same property for every a.

A similar remark applies to conditions ST and MT of Definitions 1.10.1 and 1.13.1 below.

These postulates are sufficient to make scalar multiplication and ring multiplication con-

tinuous with respect to each variable separately but not necessarily with respect to both

variables simultaneously. For a verification of the continuity properties, see section

2.4 below.
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The following theorem on subgroups is due to C. Kuratowski ([2, p. 75] and [1, p. 38]).

The proof can serve as a preparation for Theorem 7.7.1.

THEOBEM 1.8.1. If a subgroup G of a topological additive group has the property of

Baire, then either G is of the first category in H or G is both open and closed in 3 so that G = X

if X is connected.

PBOOF. Suppose that G is of the second category in and form the set D(G) which

is not empty. Since D(G) is the closure of its own interior, Int [D(G)] 7*0. G being of

the second category at every point of the open set Int [>((?)], we conclude that the in-

tersection of G and Int [D(G)] is not empty.
Let us now consider how these sets are transformed by the operations of G. If g G G,

then G + g G and <?=(?. We have also g + G = G, but we shall not need the use of

left translations in the following. Since X and X 4- g have the same topologial properties,
Int (X H- fit)

= Int (X) + g. Thus

Int[D(GO] - Int [(-<?)] - Int [-!>(}] - -Int [D ((?)],

Int [((?)] - Int [(<? + 0)1 - Int [(<?) + g] Int [D(G)] + g,

or Int [D(G9] and, a fortiori, its closure D(G] are invariant under the operations of G. But
this implies that if one point of G belongs to Int [D(GO], so do all points of (?. Hence

If p G, then every neighborhood of p contains elements of G. Let g be a point of G
in the open set Int [D(<?)] + P which is clearly a neighborhood of p. Then g p Int

[((?)]. Hence also p - g Int [(<?)] and finally p Int [D7)]. In other words, C
Int [D(G)] and consequently

Int [!>((?)]
-

.

The set on the left is open, the one on the right is closed. Hence G is both open and closed.

If X is supposed to be connected, we conclude that G =
.

So far we have not used the assumption that G has the property of Baire. Since 6 *=

D(G) is an open set and G is of the second category at all of its points, it follows that
G is of the first category at some point of 8. Suppose that p is a point of G not in G and
form the coset G + p. It has no points in common with G, that is, G + p C G; it is of the
second category and has the property of Baire since topological properties of G are un-

changed by right translations. It follows that G + p is of the second category at all points
of its own_closure which, however, equals G + p. But G is also a subgroup of X so that
G + p ~ G and G + p is of the second category at all points of G. It follows that G, of

which G + p is a subset, is also of the second category at all points of G. The contradic-

tion implies that G = G, or G is both open and closed and equals 9 if X is connected. This

completes the proof.

References. Alexandroff-Hopf [1], Banach [2], van Dantzig [1], Hille [8],

Kuratowski [1,2], Lefschetz [l],Pontrjagin [1], A. Weil [1,2],
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3. LINEAR SPACES

1.9. Linear systems. In an additive group we introduce a second opera-

tion, that of scalar multiplication. The scalars could form any domain of integrity

without essential modification of the subsequent postulates, but for the sake of

simplicity we restrict ourselves to the most important case in which the scalars

are either real or complex numbers. The scalar field will be denoted by $.

DEFINITION 1.9.1. is a linear system (= module over the scalar field $)

if its elements admit of the two operations of addition and scalar multiplication),

subject to the following conditions.

Addition satisfies postulates Ai to Ai of Definition 1.7.1 together with

AB . Addition is commutative: x + y = y + x.

Scalar multiplication satisfies:

Si . To every number a 6 * and every element x 96, there is a uniquely defined
scalar product ax ~ xa in X.

Sa . (a + /3)OJ
= ax + PX.

83 . a(x + y)
= ax + ay.

84 . a(Px) = a$x.

SB . l-x = x.

From S 2 ,
S5 ,

and A3 it follows that x ( l)a? and that 0-x = d for all x.

If X is a subset of and A a subset of $, the symbol AX stands for the set

{ax} where a (~ A, x X.

A subset X of X is said to be convex if x\ , x% 6 X implies that

axi + (1
- a)xz X for < a < 1.

A linear system, with or without an imposed topology, is usually referred te-

as a linear vector space and the elements are called vectors, A system of n vectors

x\ ,
xz , ,

xn ,
none of which is zero, is said to be linearly independent if the

equation

aiXi + a2x2 +...-)- anxn =
6, a.k *,

implies a\ = a2
= = = 0. They are linearly dependent

if such an equation holds in which at least one coefficient is different from zero.

If X contains n linearly independent vectors, but every system of (n + 1) vectors

is linearly dependent, then 36 is said to be of dimension n. If there is no limit to

the number of independent vectors, then X is 'said to be of infinite dimension.

1.10. Linear spaces. We suppose that 9c is a linear system and proceed to

introduce a topology in # in such a manner that the arithmetical operations

become continuous.

DEFINITION 1.10.1. A linear system X is:

(1) a topological linear space if X is a topological additive group and

ST. AX = AX whenever one of the sets A or X reduces to a single' point, the

other being arbitrary,
''
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(2) a Hausdorff linear space if is a Hausdorff additive group and

SB. to every a.
<3>,

x 6 $ and every neighborhoodN'(ax) of ax there are neigh-

borhoods N(oi) of a and N(x) of x such that N(a)N(x) C N(ax);

(3) a metric linear space if is a metric additive group and

SD. whenever an a and d(xn ,
cc )

* 0, then d(anxn ,
a x } 0.

Assumptions AT and ST of course imply that the closure operation commutes

with the arithmetical operations of the linear system, that is, with addition and

scalar multiplication, so that all topological properties of subsets of the space

remain invariant under the arithmetical operations. Thus if a set X has a

topological property P, so do the sets X -f y and aX (a j& 0) . The same is

true in the Hausdorff and the metric cases. The metric linear spaces contain

the (F)-spaces of Banach as a special instance.

If C 36 and C is a linear space, then 8 is called a linear subspace of or a

linear manifold in $. To each set X in X there is a least linear subspace (X)

which contains -X". It is made up of all elements of the form )/T=a a*#/t where

n is finite, a& 6 #, and x/s 6 -X". A closed linear subspace is a linear subspace

which is closed in #. The closure of (X) is the least closed linear subspace con-

taining X .

The analog of Theorem 1.8.1 for linear spaces reada:

THEOREM 1,10.1. // a linear subspace of a topological linear space has the property of

Baire, then it is either of the first category or is the whole space.

For a proof, see E. Hille [8, p. 380]. Note that a lopological linear space is connected.

The theorem is true for more general scalar systems but presupposes that <I> is connected .

1.11. Banach spaces. By far the most important class of metric linear

spaces arc the Banach spaces, (B)-spaces for short. Here the metric topology
is based upon a norm.

DEFINITION" 1,11.1. A linear system is catted a (B}-space if

(1) with every element x there is associated a real number \\x\\, called the norm

of x }
with the properties

Ni .
||
x

Ji ^ and
\\
x

\\

=
if and only ifx =

8,

N2 .
|| call

= lajll* ||,

Wa. ll* + y||g|M| + ||y||;

(2) d(x,y) =
||
x - 2/||;

(3) is complete in the resulting topology.

9 is a real or a complex (B} -space according as $ is the real or the complex number

field.

Verification of the fact that a (B) -space is a metric linear space in the sen,se of

Definition 1 .10.1 is left to the reader. Numerous examples of special (B)-spaces
are given in Banach's treatise [2] ;

other examples are to be found in Part III

of this book.
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In any (B) -space the interior of the unit sphere is a convex set. J. A. Clarkson

[1] has introduced (B) -spaces having a stronger convexity property:
A. (B) -space is said to be uniformly convex if \\

xn \\

=
l,^\yn \\

~
.1,

n 1,

2, 3, , together with lira _><*,
|| %(xn + 2/J ||

= 1 implies lim B-*w
||
xn yn \\

= 0.

The Lebesgue spaces Lp (a, 6) with p > I are examples of uniformly convex

spaces. On the other hand, Li(a, 1} and C[a, b] are not uniformly convex.
Each ^^-dimensional euclidean space with the usual metric is a locally compact

(B)-space. Conversely, by a theorem of S. Banach [2, p. 84] which goes back
to F. Riesz:

A locally compact (B) -space is of finite dimension, that is, there is a finite set of

elements ui ,
u2 , ,

un such that every element of 9 is of the form x ~ a\Ui

+ + <xnun with coefficients in <E>.

A countable set of elements {un }
is said to be a base of the (B) -space if

for each x there is one and only one sequence of numbers {} in $ such
that x X^n-i anUn .

References. Banach [2], Clarkson [1], Hillo [8], F. Riesz [3].

4. ALGEBRAIC SPACES

1.12. Algebras. An algebraic system in which all three operations are

defined is known as an algebra.

DEFINITION .1 .12.1 . ?( is an algebra over the scalar field $ if its elements admit

of the three, operations of addition, multiplication, and scalar multiplication, subject

to the following conditions.

51 is a linear system in the sense of Definition 1.9.1.

The multiplication satisfies:

MI . Every ordered pair of elements x, y has a unique product xy.

Ma . Multiplication is associative: (xy}z ~
x(yz).

D. Addition and multiplication are distributive:

x(y + z)
= xy + xz, (y + z)x = yx +- zx.

Sfi . Multiplication and scalar multiplication commute : axj3y
=

afixy.

Further conditions which will sometimes be imposed are:

M^ . There exists a unit clement e such that ex = xe = x for each x.

M^ . Multiplication is commutative: xy yx.

We speak of an algebra with a unit element if MS holds, a commutative algebra

if M4 holds.

If X and Y arc two given subsets of 21, the symbol XY will denote the set

{xy},.r r
: X, V e 7.

"
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1.13. Algebraic spaces. Topologies are introduced as in the previous cases.

DEFINITION 1.13.1. An algebra 1 is

(1) a topological algebra (= topological algebraic space) if 21 is a topological

linear space and

MT. XY XY whenever one of the sets X or Y reduces to a single point,

the other set being arbitrary;

(2) a HausdorjJ algebra if $1 is a Hausdorff linear space and

MH. to every neighborhood N(xy) of xy there are neighborhoods N(x) of x and

N(y) ofy such that N(x)N(y) C N(xy);

(3) a metric algebra if 1 is a metric linear space and

MD. whenever d(xn , #o)
-

0, d(yn , yo) >
}
then d(xnyn , Xayo) * 0.

In all three cases the arithmetical operations of the algebra commute with

the closure operation, so that if X has a certain topological property, the sets

X -f V, <xX (a -^ 0), yX, and Xy have the same property.
If $1 C St and d is an algebra, then SIi is a subalgebra of St. To every subset

X of 31 there exists a least subalgebra SIQO containing X. It consists of all

finite multinomials obtained by adding and multiplying elements of X, the

coefficients being in $. The closure of 2l(Z) is the least closed subalgebra con-

taining X. A proper subalgebra which has the property of Baire must be of the

first category in 31.

1.14. Banach algebras. By far the most important instance of a metric

algebra is given by the Banach algebras which are usually known under the name
of normcd vector rings. The latter name being a misnomer from the algebraic

standpoint, we have adopted the term Banach algebra, (B) -algebra for short,

following a suggestion of Max Zorn.

DEFINITION 1.14.1. SQisa Banach algebra if S3 is an algebra as well as a Banach

space and if, in addition,

It is a real or a complex Banach algebra according as $ is the real or the complex
number field,

The inequality

* y -vn + I^*-^^
shows that xy is a continuous function of both variables together.

If 53 has a unit element e, we have
||

e
|j ^ 1. I. Gelfand has shown that it

is always possible to assume that
||

e
\\
= 1. If this is not true at the start,

we can always replace 93 by a (B)-algebra SB
7 which is algebraically as well as

topologically equivalent to SB (SB' is an isomorphic and homeomorphic image
of 53) whose unit element has the norm one.

References. Ambrose [1], van Dantzig [1], Gelfand [4].



CHAPTER II

LINEAR OPERATIONS

2.1. Orientation. In this chapter we shall give a survey of. those parts of

the theory of linear operations which have a bearing on our main problem." More
proofs are included in the text than in the preceding chapter, but the presenta-
tion is far from self-contained and the References are recommended for supple-

mentary reading. The material is grouped under five paragraph headings':
Continuous Transformations, Linear Transformations, Linear Functionals;
Linear Bounded Transformations, and /Spaces of Endomorphisms.

'

-

1. CONTINUOUS TRANSFORMATIONS

2.2. Mappings. Let and ) be two topological spaces, in the sense of

section 1.2, which may be identical or distinct. Let y = T(x) be a single-valued
function with domain ) in and range ft in g), that is, to every x in SD corresponds
a unique y in ft and every y in ft is the image of at least one x in SD. Theii y **=

T(x) is said to define a mapping of SD onto 9? or a transformation on SD 'to ft.'
' "

If X C SD, the symbol T(X} denotes the set of all points T(x] .with,a; <X
and T(X) is called the image of X under the mapping. If Y C ft then the set

of all points a; in SD with !F(a;) 6 F is called the inverse image of F and ..is de.-

noted by T\Y). It is clear that

Y = T[T-\Y}} for all Y C ft,

Z T-'irCX)] for all Z C SD, ',,'"' .',

and, in general, the inclusion is proper. The mapping is one-to-one if equality

holds, that is, if Y = T(X] implies X = T~\D for every Z C SD. In this case

there exists a unique single-valued function x = T~
l

(y) with domain ft 'and

range SD such that
.

T[T\y}] = y for all y ft and Tl

(T(x)} = a; for all a; 6 SD. .

We call x = ar
1

^) the inverse of y = T(x). The point set [a;, T(x)], x 6 SD,

in the product space 3 X ) is known as the i/rap/i of T(x) .

2.3. Continuity. For the sake of simplicity we take SD = # and denote

closure by the same symbol in both spaces.

13
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DEFINITION 2.3.1. The transformation y
~

T(x) is continuous at x = x if

for every set X the condition x 6 % implies that T(XO) G T(X}- T(x) is a con-

tinuous transformation (mapping) if T(x) is continuous at all points.

THEOREM 2.3.1. Necessary and sufficient conditions in order that T(.r') be

a continuous transformation are

(1) T(X] C T(XJ for every set X, or

(2) T~
1

(G) is open for every open set G, or

(3) T~
L

(F) is closed for every closed set F.

For a proof see C. Kuratowski [2, pp. 07-68]. Functions of two or more
variables are discussed in the same manner by introducing the product space
on which they are defined. In the case of a Hausdorff space satisfying the first

countabilifcy axiom and, in particular, if the space is metric, the conditions may
be given the classical form: T(x) is continuous at x .TO if and only if x,,,

* .r (J

implies that T(xn) > T(XQ) .

A continuous transformation maps compact sets onto compact sets.

DEFINITION 2.3.2. // y = T(x) has a unique inverse and is continuous together

with its inverse, then T(x) is called a topological transformation and the mapping
is a fiomeomorphism.

If # and ) are complete metric spaces, if
{
Tn (x) },n = 1, 2, 3, , are trans-

formations with domain $D C 1 and range 9tn C g), and if limn_, Tn (x) exists

for each re in SD C D n ),4 ,
then the limit defines a transformation jP(.r) with

domain 3} and the sequence {
Tn }

is said to converge to T in ).

DEFINITION 2.3.3. // 36 and g> arc complete metric spaces, and if y T(JC}

has 36 as its domain and has its range in ), and if T(x) takes bounded sets in 3

into totally bounded sets in g), then T(x) is called a compact transformation.

Here the usual term is "completely continuous transformation." This is a misnomer,
however, since a compact transformation need not be continuous anywhere. Thus the

function f(x) which is zero or one according as x is rational or irrational defines a compact
transformation on reals to reals which is nowhere continuous.

2.4. Continuity of the arithmetical operations. In the definitions of sections 1.8, 1.10,

and 1.13 conditions were laid down with the stated purpose of making the arithmetical

operations continuous in additive groups, linear spaces, and algebraic spaces, but no

attempt was made to verify the continuity. Theorem 2.3.1 (1) provides a, tool for such
a proof. We shall carry through the argument for additive groups, mainly as an illustra-

tion of the theorem.

Applying condition (1) to the transformation y = -x we see that -A' C ~X for_all sets

X is necessary and sufficientJor continuity. Replacing X by X reverses the inclusion

and gives the final
condition^ X =

~^X for all X. The transformation y = x + a is con-

tinuous in x if and only if X + a C X~+~~a is true for all X. If this holds for all a, then
all right translations will be continuous together with their inverses, that is, they become

homeomorphisms. This implies that X~+~a - a CX~+a a - It whence X~+~a - X + a
for all X and all a. Similarly the left translations become homeomorphisms if and only if
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a + X * + A for all A" and all a. Combining all three conditions, we see that Postulate

AT results. This postulate is consequently equivalent to the requirement that the three

operations of reflection in the origin, left translations, and right translations be homeo-

morphisms.
The same type of argument, shows that Postulate ST is necessary and sufficient in order

that scalar multiplication be continuous with respect to each variable separately. Similarly,

Postulate MT is necessary and sufficient for the continuity of ring multiplication with

respect to each of the factors.

References. Kuratowski [2], Lefschctz [1].

2. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

2.5. Additive transformations. In the following both domain and range

spaces will be algebraic systems. For the sake of simplicity we use the same

symbols for corresponding operations in the two spaces and do not distinguish

between the two zero elements.

DEFINITION 2.5.1. Lei and g) be two topological additive groups and y = T(x)

a transformation on into
<

j). T(x) is said to be additive iffor all x\ and x% we have

+- Xz)
= T(XI) + T(Xz).

The definition implies that

T(e) -
6, T(-x) = -T(x).

THEOREM 2.5.1. An additive transformation is continuous everywhere if it is

continuous at a single point.

PROOF. Suppose that T(x) is continuous at x = rr
,
take Xi 7* x

,
and let

X bo any set with xi C- %. Then

.I'd (~ A. ~~
Xi ~r~ XQ == jrt 3/i "i" Xo

and by Definition 2.3.1 this implies

!T(.ro) r= T(X- xl + o%)
= T(X] - T(xl)

whence T(xJ T(X}. Hence T(x) is continuous at the arbitrary point x\ .

2.6. Linear transformations. We turn now to linear spaces. We recall

that the scalar field * is either the real or the complex field.

DEFINITION 2.6.1. Let 9 and $ be two topological linear spaces with the same

scalar field $ and Id y = T(x) "be a transformation on % into g). // T(ax)
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T(x) for allx and all real a, then T(x) is said to be real-homogeneous- T(x) is
homogeneous if the relation holds for all a $.

Aeneous, i (x) zs

The two notions obviously coincide if $ is the real field.

^D
ITION 2.6.2. An addit^e and homogeneous transformation is said to be

be ttruofcldM r
OU8m es r - prW for each rational p. Let P

the oloBu T/n p i n

"
; T ,

' SDd ^ n PCn Set contd^ so that . is in

W n>m*) and thl f /L
M oontmuou3

' *Vt) to the closure of 3-(W n P)x) _
of

,

at
aJ. (x) and T() is real-homogeneous. The rest is trivial.

t i

^ M a,

eide the i

. If rfci,) is bounded, then

of points

References. Banach [2], Hille [8].
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3. LINEAR FUNCTIONALS

2.8. Subadditive functional. A numerically-valued function on an abstract

space -E is known as a functional. In the following we restrict ourselves to the

case in which X is a (B) -space; g) is the real or the complex number field. The
notions of additive, homogeneous, linear, and continuous functionals are ob-

tained from the definitions in the preceding sections of this chapter by taking
as a (B) -space and g) as the real or complex vector space. We need a new

notion, that of subadditivity which will play some role in the present paragraph
and special instances of which will be studied at length in Chapter VI.

DEFINITION 2.8.1. A real-valued functional F(x) is said to be subadditive if

for all x\ and Xz in we have

F(X! + a;8) ^ F(*0 + F(xl).

We shall prove a couple of simple properties of subadditive functionals. We
note first that if a subadditive functional is non-negative outside a sphere ||

x
\\
=

R, then it is non-negative for all x. Indeed, if
1 1

x
\ \

< R, then there is a positive

integer n with n
\ \

x
\ \
^ R unless x 6. Hence ^ F(nx) ^ nF(x) and

F(x) ^ 0. For x = e we have F(B) ^ 2F(0) so that F(ff) ^ 0. Here we have

tacitly assumed F(x) to be finite-valued, if not we may have F(&) oo .

However, since F(x) ^ F(x) -f- F(tf), the assumption F(Q) = <=o would lead

toF(x) s co against the assumption.

THEOREM 2.8.1. A subadditive functional which is continuous at x = 6 with

F(ff)
= is continuous for all x and there exists an M such that M \\x\\ ^

F(x) Jlf[|M| + 1].

PROOF. The double inequality

F(x)
- F(-K) F(x + K) F(x) + F(h)

shows that when h >

F(x) liminfFGc + K) limsup^Co; + h} ^ F(x),

so that F(x) is continuous everywhere. Next, there is anM such that F(x) ^ M
for

1 1

a;
1 1
^ 1. Indeed, since F(x) ^ nF(x/n) for every positive integer n,

the contrary assumption would imply that F(x) could take on arbitrarily large

positive values in any e-sphere about the origin, which clearly contradicts the

continuity of F(x) . Further, = F(8) ^ F(x) + F(~x) gives F(x} ^ -F(-x) ^
-M and

|
F(x)

\
^ M for

||
x

|| ^ 1. If n - 1 g ||
x

\\
< n, we have F(x) ^

nF(x/n) ^ nM ^ M[ \\
x

j| 4- 1] and here we may replace F(x) by \F(x) \,

The lower bound for F(x) may be improved upon, however. For any e >
we can find an R = R e such that F(x) ^ (M + e)

1 1

x
\ \

when
1 1

x
\ \
^ R t .

Now, F(x) + (M + e) II
#

||, being the sum of two subadditive functionals, is

also a subadditive functional and, being non-negative for
||
x

\\ ^ R e ,
it has

to be non-negative for all x. Since this holds for every e > 0, we have F(x) <

M
||
x

||
and the theorem is proved.
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RTCMARK. The theorem does not admit of much improvement in any direction. Thus

the conclusion docs not necessarily hold if F(x) is continuous at x = 6 but F(9) ? or if

F(x) is continuous for an x 7s- 0. For the case in which = B\ (euclidean one-dimensional

space), counter examples are furnished in connection with the proof of Theorem 6.8.2

below. Finally, the function F(x) ||
x

| j

a
,

< a < 1, shows that an inequality of the

form F(x)~ ^ M ||
x

||
need not hold for all x.

COROLLARY. In a (5) -space the norm of x is a continuous function of x.

2.9. Extension of linear functionals. Let be a given (B)-spacc and con-

sider the linear bounded functionals on which will be denoted by the generic

symbol x* = x*(x) in the following. We recall that x* is linear if

(2.9.1)

for all a, /3 6

(2.9.2)

x*(ax + $/) = ax*(x) + $x*(y)

and x, y It is bounded, if for all x

and its norm has the value

(2.9.3) 1
1
a;

^ M

sup x*(x) I,
< 1,

It is of fundamental importance to know if any linear bounded functionals

are available on a given (B)-space and, if so, if there are sufficiently many to

distinguish between distinct elements of . We have of course always the

trivial functional x*(x) =
0, but are there any others? In particular, are there

functionals vanishing on a preassigned proper linear subspace of without

vanishing identically? To what extent can a linear functional be preassigned?

In principle continuous linear functionals could exist in any linear topological space.

However, J. P. LaSalle [1] has shown that non-zero linear functionals exist if and only if the

space contains an open convex set, containing the origin but not the whole space. On the

other hand, according to A. Kolmogoroff [3] the existence of a bounded open convex sot is

necessary and sufficient for the existence of an equivalent normed topology and J. V.

'\J

reh,uscn [1] has shown that the existence of a linear continuous non-zero functional

implies a normed topology for equivalence classes modulo the functional in question. Ex-

amples of topological spaces in which x* s= is the only linear functional are given by the

space of measurable functions (S. Banach [2, p. 234]) and the space Lp with < p < 1

(M. M. Day [1]).

For (B)-spaces the questions raised above may be attacked with the aid of

the Hahn-Banaeh extension theorem in the real case and the Bohnenblust-

Sobczyk analog in the complex case. As point of departure one may take the

following theorem for which the reader is referred to S. Banach [2, pp. 27-29].

THEOREM 2.9.1. Given a real (B] -space 3 and

(1) a subadditive positive-homogeneous functional p(x] defined on :

p(z + y) ^ p(x) + p(y), p(ax) = ap(x) for a > 0;
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(2) a real linear functional /(.r) defined on a linear subspace 2 of such that

f(x) p(x), x 6 8.

Then there exists a linear functional F(x) defined on % such that F(x) p(x)
for all x 6 % and F(x) =

/(a
1

) in 2.

ft should be observed that the inequality F(y) ^ p(x) implies F(-x) ^
p( x) so that the final conclusion is

(2.9.4) -p(-x) ^ F(x) p(x).

The Hahri-Banach extension theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem
2.9.1. It reads as follows:

THEOREM 2.9.2. Given a real (B) -space X, a linear subspace 8, and a real

linear bounded functional f(x) defined on 8. Then there exists a real linear bounded

functional x*(x) defined on such that x*(x) =
/(re) on 8 and the norm of rc*(.r)

on X is the same, as the norm off(x) on. 8.

PROOF. If

M =
||/|| 8

=
sup|/(o;) ,

x 6 8, ||*||
<

1,

we take p(x)
- M

\\
x

\\
and apply Theorem 2.9.1. Formula (2.9.4) ensures

that the resulting extension is a bounded linear functional.

On the basis of this theorem one may now prove various existence theorems

for linear bounded functional^ A couple of results which go back to II . Hahn
[2] are listed in the next two theorems.

THKORBM 2.9.3. To each point XQ of 3 there exists a linear bounded functional

on such that X*(XQ) =
\\XD\\ find

\\
x*

|j

= 1.

PROOF. We may assume ,rn ^ 0. Then the elements of the form ax
,
a

real, form a linear subspace 8 on which we define f(ax )
= a

\\
x

\\
so that

|| / ||g

= 1. The desired result then, follows from the preceding theorem. This

shows the existence of infinitely many linear bounded functional on .

THEOREM 2.9.4. To each given linear subspace 8 CZ ^ and each point .TO at a

positive, distance d from 8 there is a linear bounded functional x* such that (i)

;r*(.r)
= on 8, (ii) &*(*) =

1, and (iii) ||
x*

\\

=
l/d.

PROOF. If x\ ranges over 8 and a is real, the elements of the form .TI -f- CK.TO

make up a linear subspace Vi of X. If x c, 81 ,
then x = XL -f- axo where .TI and

a are uniquely determined since d 7^ 0. We define f(x) = a. on 81 . It is

obvious that/fa) is a linear functional on 81 such that /Or)
= on 8 and /(.TO)

= ] .

It is a simple matter to prove that \\f\\yi
=

\/d. The extension theorem is

then used to c-omplete the proof.

So far X was a real (B)-space. Now let X be a complex (B)-space instead

and 8 a linear subspace of . This means that 8 contains all complex linear
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combinations of any finite number of its elements. Theorems 2.9.1 and 2.9.2

may still be used to prove the existence of additive, real-homogeneous fimctionals

on 9c, but they no longer apply to linear (that is, complex linear) fimctionals.

Here the basic theorem is due to F. Bohnenblust and A. Sobczyk [1]. We ob-

tain their theorem, hereafter referred to as THEOREM 2.9.5, by replacing "real"

by "complex" in the wording of Theorem 2.9.2.

For the validity of Theorem 2.9.5 it is eseentia that the initial functional f(x), given
on the linear subspace 8, is actually linear and not merely additive and real-homogeneous.

Indeed, Bohnenblust and Sobezyk have shown that in every complex (B) -space of infinite

dimension there exists an additive, real-homogeneous functional denned on a linear sub-

space which does not admit of a bounded linear extension to the whole space .

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.9.5. Let /(a) = fi(x) + ifz(x) be the linear functional

given on 8. Here fi(x) and fy(x) are real-valued and a simple calculation shows

that they are additive real-homogeneous functional of norm not exceeding
that of /(re) on 8, furthermore fi(x)

=
~-fi(ix). As we have already observed,

Theorem 2.9.2 may be used to obtain a real additive, real-homogeneous func-

tional ft (a) on such that ft (a)
= /x (rc) on 8 and

|| ft || x
=

|| / ||8
= M. We

then set

x*(x) = Fi(x)
-

iFi(ix).

Since x*(ix) =
ix*(x}, this is a linear bounded functional which obviously

coincides with /(re) on 8. If &*(#) == re
tB
we have

| x*(x) |

= <rV(as) = re*(<r\) = ft(rt) M
\\
x

||.

This completes the proof.

We note in passing that Theorems 2.9.3 and 2.9.4 hold for complex (B)-

spaces. In constructing the auxiliary functional /(re) we let a take on all com-

plex values instead of real values and then use Theorem 2.9.5 instead of 2.9.2.

The set of points where a given functional x* vanishes is a closed linear mani-
fold 9o . If x*

jz 0, & 5^
,
and we may find a vector rei not in such that

x*(x{)
= 1. If x*(x) = x*(y} }

then x y 6 o . It follows that with respect
to x* every element re has a unique decomposition, x = XQ + ox\ where x

(! .

DEFINITION 2.9.1. A setX in X is said to be fundamental if the least closed linear

manifold containing XQ is 9.

THEOREM 2.9.6. A necessary and sufficient condition that a set XQ be funda-
mental is that every linear bounded functional which vanishes on XQ vanishes iden-

tically.

PROOF. This is a corollary of Theorem 2.9.4.

THEOREM 2.9.7. // the dimension of 9 exceeds n and if x* , ,
x*n are n given

bounded linear functionals on 3, then the homogeneous system of equations

*(*) =
0, j =

l, 2, , w,

always has non-trivial solutions.
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PROOF. We may assume the given functional to be linearly independent
and choose (n + 1) linearly independent vectors x\ , ,

xn+i in which span
a linear subspace ,+1 . If x H-I ,

=
1 1 + + ^ixn^ ,

and if %(%) =
ajk then the system

Xj (x) = ay,ii + . . .
-f- aj,n +i n+i

=
0, j = 1, 2, , n,

has a non-trivial solution (1 , , %.i) which defines a non-trivial solution

4- + n4in4i of the original system.

The problem of solving infinite systems of linear equations in functional was attacked
in special but typical cases by F. Riesz [1, 2] and E. Helly [1] and in the general case by
H. Halm [2] . We state two theorems of Hahn's without proof. The necessity of the stated

conditions is obvious and the reader should have no difficulty in deriving the sufficiency from
Theorem 2.9.5. The second theorem involves the notion of a reflexive space which is de-

fined in the next section.

THEOREM 2.9.8, Given a complex (B)-space X, a countable set of elements {xn } in X, and
a countable set of complex numbers {?}. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence

of a linear bounded functional x* such that (i) x*(xn )
= Cn for all n, and (ii) ||

x*
\\

* M is

that the inequality

hold for each k and each choice of the complex numbers {}.

THEOREM 2.9.9. Given a complex reflexive (B~) -space %, a countable set of linear bounded

functionals {x*} on
,
and a countable set of complex numbers {(?}. A necessary and suf-

ficient condition for the existence of an element x in HI such thai (i) x*(x) = Cn for all n and

(ii) 1 1

x
1 1

: M is that the inequality

hold for every integer k and each choice of the complex numbers {} .

2.10. The adjoint space. Let X be a complex (B)-space and consider the

set * of linear bounded functionals on . If x\ and xz are elements of
* and

on , 2 are complex numbers, it is obvious that 0.1X1 -\- azXz is also in *. It

follows that addition and scalar multiplication are defined in 96* and it is a simple

matter of showing that X* is a linear system in the sense of Definition 1.9.1.

The zero element of 3* is the zero functional which vanishes for all x. We may
introduce a normed topology in

*
by setting

II r* II _ ,,,,
| r*(r\

I

Jj
| OUJJ |

Ju \>bj

Cf. formula (2.9.3). It is easy to show that this definition gives a proper norm

in the sense of Definition 1.11.1 and that X* is complete in the resulting topology.

It follows that *
is a complex (B)-space which is known as the conjugate or

the adjoint space of X. The term polar space was used by Harm to whom we owe

much of our knowledge of this field.
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The value of the functional x* * at the point x 6 is a complex number
.5 (re, re*). We may consider .8 (re, re*) as a bilinear functional since obviously

(2.10.1) B(ax -h $/, re*)
= a(re, re*) -f 0B&, a;*),

(2.10.2) (re, 73* + V) ==
YJSCr, a-*) + B(s, 0*),

(2.10.3) \B(x,x*)\ ||
a;

|| ||*||.

Since *
is a (B)-space, it also has an adjoint space **. This is made up

of the linear bounded functional defined on 36*. Formula (2.10.2) shows

that for fixed re we have B(x, re*) 6 **, that is, there exists an re**
** with

(2.10.4) re**(x*) =
re*(rc)

for all re*. By formula (2.10.3) we have
||

re**
|| H re

||. Here, however, the

equality must hold; this is shown by Theorem 2.9.3 according to which there is

a functional re* 6 36* of norm unity whose value at a given point re equals ||
re

||.

If re = 0, we have B(x, re*)
= for all re*. Conversely, by Theorem 2.9.3,

if 2? (re, re*)
= for all re* and x is fixed, then re = 6. This has the following

important consequence:

THEOREM 2.10.1. // B(x, re*)
= B(y, re*) for every re*, then x =

y.

In other words, if x and y are distinct elements of X, then there is at least one

functional re* such thai re* (re) 7* re*(?/).

The correspondence x * B(x, re*) establishes a mapping of onto a subset

2 of X**. The correspondence is an isomorphic and isometric homeomorphism:
it is one-to-one by Theorem 2.10.1, if re *-

re**, y <- y**, then arc -f @y *-> o;re**

+ j3?/**, and ||
re

||
=

|j
re**

|j.
It follows that the space X may be embedded in the

space
** without change of algebraic or metric relations. This is the sense to

be attached to

THEOEEM 2.10.2. C **.

The case in which X = X** is of particular interest . Such spaces were originally
called regular by H. Hahn in 1927; following B. R. Lorch (1939) we shall use

the more suggestive term reflexive . We list some properties of reflexive spaces
in the next theorem, referring to B, J. Pettis [2, 3] for the proofs.

THEOREM 2.10.3. (1) A closed linear subspace of a reflexive space is reflexive.

(2) If is reflexive, so is
* and vice versa. (3) A uniformly convex space is

reflexive.

We note finally

THEOREM 2.10.4. If X* is separable, so is .

PBOQF. It is easily seen that if X is a countable set in a (B)-space X, then
the least closed linear subspace containing X is separable. The assumption
that X* is separable implies the existence of a countable set {ret} dense on the
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*
surface of the unit sphere in *. Since

||
x n \\

=
1, it is possible to choose for

each n an element xn of such that
||
xn \\ fg 1 and

| x^(xn) |
^ |. If the set

{xn }
is not fundamental, Theorem 2.9.4 asserts the existence of a functional x*

with
||

re*
||

=
1, x*(xn}

= for all n. We have then

so that {x n }
would not be dense on the unit sphere of *

against the assump-
tion. It follows that {xn }

is fundamental and hence that is separable. The
converse of this theorem is false: the space L is separable, but its adjoint space
LM is not. It should be noted that L is not reflexive.

2.11. The weak topology. The normed topology of a (B)-space is often

called the strong topology. When this terminology is used, a Cauchy sequence

{xn }
is said to be strongly convergent and its limit is called the strong limit of xn .

In the applications it is frequently necessary to use also another topology,

called the weak 'topology, in terms of which the space is a Hausdorff linear space.

The neighborhoods are defined as follows. Let xa 36, e > 0, n arbitrary

positive integer, and x% ,
x z , ,

x n any n elements of #.*. The set of all

elements x such that

(2.11.1)

'

| x*(x x )
|

< e, k =
1, 2, , n,

constitutes the neighborhood N(x ; Xi , ,
x n ; e) of .TO . The set of all such

neighborhoods is the system {Na }
which defines the topology. It is obvious

that Hausdorff's axiom HI is satisfied. If Ni and Nz are two neighborhoods

Ni = N(XO ', Xi , ,
xm ; ei), Nz = N(x ;

xm+i , ,
xm+n ; 2)

then

;k sfc ?fc ik

/v *> r* /v \ '7*A "Ti 'T* T*ii * 1*
* fo }

with es < min (Q , 2), has the property N$ C Ni D A^a so that axiom H2 is satis-

fied. If 7/0 N(XO), we take

N(yo) = N(yo ; rci , ,
$

; 5)

with the same functional as in N(x } and d < e max/c
|
^ (XQ j/ ) This

condition ensures that N(y ) C N(XQ) so that axiom H3 holds. Finally, in order

to verify axiom lit ,
we take

N(XO) = N(xQ ; re*; e), N(y )
= N(yQ ; re*; e)

where x* is arbitrary except for the condition x*(y XQ) 1. This gives

x*(x
-

XQ) x*(x y ) =1. Hence if e < -|, we have JV(rc ) H JV(^o) = 0-

It is also a simple matter to verify that axioms AH and SH of Definitions 1.8.1

and 1.10.1 are satisfied. It follows that in terms of this weak topology the

(B) -space 3 is a Hausdorff linear space. Thus x + y and ax are continuous

functions of (re, y) and (a, x) respectively, just as in the strong topology.
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There are some surprising differences between the two topologies, however.
Thus

1 1

a;
1 1

is not a continuous function of x in the weak topology. This follows
from Theorem 2.9.7 according to which we can find an element y of arbitrarily
large norm such that x*(y) ==

0, ,
x*n (y) - 0. It follows that every neigh-

borhood N(xQ ] xi , ,
x*n ; e) contains elements of the form x + y where

|| y ||
is arbitrarily large. This excludes continuity of the norm of x in this

topology whenever is of infinite dimension.

The weak topology of Hilbert space was introduced by J. von Neumann in 1929, but the
corresponding notion of weak convergence is much older. For the case of Lebeague spaces
it goes back to F. Riesz! (1910).

DEFINITION 2.11.1. A sequence {xn }
in a (B) -space is said to be weakly

convergent if limn_M *(O exists for every x* *; it is said to be wealdy con-

vergent to the element x if limn_M x*(xn} = x*(x ) for all x*.

DEFINITION 2.11.2. A (B)-space is said to be weakly complete in case every
weakly convergent sequence in is weakly convergent to an element of Hi.

DEFINITION 2.11.3. A subset X of a (B) -space is said to be sequentially weakly
compact if every sequence in X contains a subsequence which converges weakly to

a point in %.

Strong convergence implies weak convergence, but not conversely.

THEOREM 2.11.1. If a sequence {xn } converges weakly, then there is an M
such that

||
xn |[

M for all n. More generally, a sequentially weakly compact
subset of 9 is necessarily bounded.

This is a special case of Theorem 2.12.3 below.

J. von Neumann [3] has called attention to the fact that weak closure cannot be definedm terms of weak convergence. In Hilbert space a sequence may have a single limit pointm the weak topology, but nevertheless there is no subsequence which converges weakly
to this point. This implies that the neighborhoods in the weak topology do not satisfy
the first countability axiom, much less the second. A Hilbert space is not sequentially
weakly compact, but bounded subsets have this property and this extends to reflexive spaces
as shown by B. J. Pettis [2]-.

_

THEOEEM 2.11.2. A set in a reflexive space is sequentially weakly compact if and only if
it ^s bounded ^n the strong topology.

THEOREM 2.11.3. A reflexive space is weakly complete.

References. Banach [2], Bohnenblust and Sobczyk [1], Day [1], Hahn
[1, 2], Helly [1], Kolmogoroff [3], LaSalle [1], Lorch [1], v. Neumann [31
Pettis [2, 3], F. Riesz [1, 2], and Wehausen [1].
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4. LINEAR BOUNDED TRANSFORMATIONS

2.12. General principles. Let 3- and g) be (B)-spaces with the same scalar
field. Definitions 2.G.2 and 2.7.1 give

DEFINITION 2.12.1. A transformation y = T(x) with domain and range in g)
is said to be linear and bounded if (i) T(axj. + /3z2) = aT(x1) + /3T(x,) for all

, * and a* , 3, 6 X, (ii) || TO || 25 AT
||
*

|| /or aZZ *. ^ norm of T is

\\T\\ -sup || TO || /or |[* II
1. ,

'

In this section we collect some basic theorems, which are used constantly,
and start with the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.

THEOREM 2.12.1. Let {Tn }
be a sequence of linear bounded transformations

on to g) such that (i) ||
Tn

\\ ^ M for all n, and (ii) lim^ Tn (x) exists for every
x m a set X which is dense in a sphere S. Then lim^ Tn (x) exists for all x and
the, limit is a linear transformation with bound < M.

PROOF. Cf. S. Banach [2, pp. 79-80]. The first step is to prove convergence
in S. Let x S and xn - XQ ,

xn 6 X. For arbitrary positive integers n,
p, g we have

Tp (xn)

whence

^ 2M\\x - xn
p.q-nx

Since xn -> a;
,
the convergence of {T^Oo) }

is proved. If T/O is the center of S,
r its radius, and x an arbitrary point in

,
then y + ax S for

|

a
|
< r/ [|

x
\\,

and consequently the sequence {Tn (yo + ax)} converges. But

(2-12.1) Tn(y + ax) = Tn(y ) + rn (a:).

Hence {Tn (x)} also converges, that is, ^(a;) = lim^oo Tn (x) exists for all x.
Since 2TB (a:) is linear, T(x) will have the same property and II Tn II ^ Jf implies

||
!T ||^ AT.

ii 11 -

For the following lemma we refer to S. Banach [2, pp. 13 and 19].

LEMMA 2.12.1. // {Fn (x)} is a sequence of functional defined on a (JB)-space
X and if lim sup^oo Fn (x)

\
< <* for all x in a set X which is of the second cate-

gory in
,
then there exists a sphere S in X and an integer N such that

\

Fn (x)
\

^ N for all x in S and all n.

Next we take the principle of uniform boundedness.
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THEOREM 2.12.2. If {
Tff(x) }

is a set of linear bounded transformations on to g)

and ifsupa \\
Ta(x) ||

< for all x, then the set
{ ||

Tff \\ }
is bounded.

PROOF. We consider first the case in. which, the given set is countable, Ta

Tn ,
n =

1, 2, 3, . By virtue of Lemma 2.12.1 there is a sphere S and an

integer N such that
1 1

Tn (x] \\
N for all a; in S and all n. Let Sbe\\x~y \\

<
r and use formula (2.12.1). It shows that

|

a
| ||

Tn (x) \\
2N for

\

a
\

<

r/ ||
x

\\.
It follows that

|

Tn (x) (2N/r) \\
x

\\
for all x and so

||
Tn \\ g

2N/r for all n. Supposing the theorem, to be false for some non-countable set

{Tr}, we can find a countable subset {Tn }
C {Tf \

such that \\Tn \\
-> >.

This, however, leads to a contradiction with the countable case, since obviously

supn ||
Tn (x) |j ^ supff ||

Tf(x) ||
< oo implies that supn ||

Tn \\
is finite.

Among the many consequences of this theorem, we note the following of which

Theorem 2.11.1 is a special case.

THEOREM 2.12.3. // a set of points {xa } of is such that sup a
j oj*() |

<
for all functionals x* of%*, then the set is bounded.

PROOF. We use the second adjoint space. By Theorem 2.10.2 there is to
skju

v *
jtjfe

u

every xu G an element x a 6
** with (i) xa (a*) = x*(xa) for all x* and (ii)

x a
= x a \\.

The set {x (#*)} of linear bounded transformations on

to the complex plane satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.12.2. Hence the
i ( \ \

*" ^
[ I 1 f ! ( I I 1 1 11

set
{ ||

xa || j

=
{ |[

x a || }
is bounded.

2.13. Inverse and adjoint transformations. As above -E and ) are (B)-

spaces with the same scalar field <; y = T(x) is a linear transformation, not

necessarily bounded, with domain S) d X and range 9t C g). The basic theorems

on the inverse and the adjoint transformations will be presented in this section;

practically all the results are due to S. Banach and so are the proofs.

We recall that y = T(x) has an inverse x = T~
l

(y] if and only if the cor-

respondence between S) and 5ft is one-to-one. In this case

y = T(T-\y}}, y SR; x = ^[TCa)], a SD.

The condition for the existence of the inverse is that xi & x% should imply

T(XI) ? T(XZ) and, owing to the linearity, this is equivalent to

(2.13.1) T(x) = e if and only if x = 6.

A simple argument shows that the inverse of a linear transformation is also linear.

THEOREM 2.13.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that y = T(x) have a

bounded inverse is the existence of an m > such that
\ \ T(x] \\

St m
\ \

x
\ \
for all

x in 3). The largest admissible value of m is the reciprocal of the norm of T~
l

.

PROOF. If T~l

(y) exists as abounded transformation, then 1 1

x
\ \

=
\\
T~l

(y)
\ \

f

M \\y\\, y SK, and \\T(x) || ^ (1/M) ||a; ||. Conversely, if
|| T(x) || ^

m
||
x

||,
then (2.13.1) holds, T~\y} exists, and

|| T\y) \\ (1/m) \\y \

.
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THEOREM 2.13.2. If y = T(x) and its inverse are bounded linear transforma-
tions, and if the domain of T(x) is closed, then the range is also closed.

PROOF. Given lim yn = ya , yn 6 9fc, and yn = T(xJ, then
||
xm - xn \\ ^

1 1

T 1

1 1 1 1 ym
-

yn 1 1

whence it follows that lim xn = x exists. Since T(x) is denned
and continuous 'for x = jc

,
we have Z'fo) = lim T(xn]

=
IJQ , that is, y 6 $

and 9? is closed.

DEFINITION 2.13.1. Lei y = T(x) be a bounded linear transformation and let
* and g)* 6e &e adjoint spaces of and g) respectively. Set x*(x) =

y*[T(x)]
for y* D* and a* = T*(y*). The transformation T* on )* to

* & caZZed the

adjoint of T.

It is obvious that y*[T(x)\ 6 * for every y*.

THEOREM 2.13.3. T* is a linear bounded transformation and
\\
T*

\\
=

\\
T

||.

PROOF. Since
|
x*(x) \

^ \\ y* || ||
T

\\ \\
x

\\, we have \\T*\\ ^ \\T\\.
But by the definition of the norm, we may find an x with

1 1

XQ
\ \

= 1 and
J | T(x )

\ \

>
||
T

||

- e for any preassigned e > 0. If T(xQ}
= y ,

we take the functional

y* 6 )* such that y*(y )
=

|| y 1|, || y* ||

=
1, which exists by Theorem 2.9.3.

Thena;*(a:o) = y*M =
\\y \\ ^ \\

T
j|

-
,
so that

||
T*

||
>

||
T

\\

-
6. Hence

||
T*

||

=
||
T

||.
The linearity is obvious.

DEFINITION 2.13.2. // TI(X) and Tz(x] are linear transformations on -g to g)B domains 3)i emd S)2 stc/i ^Aai S)i C S)2 anrf ^(rc) = Z^Oc) m i ,
^e^i Tz(x)

is called an extension of TI(X) .

THEOREM 2.13.4. If y - T(x) is a linear bounded transformation on % to g) 3

then its second adjoint T** is an extension of T. defined on X** to )** and
\ \

T**
\ \

=
\\T\\. In particular, T** = TijKisa reflexive space,

PROOF. The second adjoint is defined as T** = (Z
7

*)*. It follows from
the preceding theorem that T** is a linear bounded transformation on X** to

g)** and that
||

Z
7**

||

=
||
T*

||

=
\\T\\. By Theorem 2.10.1, * C X**. Now

take an x** = x 6 36 and let y** = 2
r7

**(a;). We shall show that T/** = T(x).
This follows from a repeated use of the definition of the adjoint. Taking an
arbitrary y* <~ )*, we have

Since this holds for every y*, we have y** = T(x) . This shows that 2
7** coin-

cides with T in X, so that T** is actually an extension of T. If 3 is reflexive,

We have seen that the adjoint preserves boundedness. J. Schauder [1] has

proved the sharper result: if T is a linear compact transformation (see Definition

2.3.3) so is T*.

We now turn to the use of the adjoint transformation for the study of the
inverse.
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THEOEEM 2.13.5. A linear bounded transformation has a linear bounded

inverse if and only if the range of its adjoint is the whole space $,*.

PROOF. If every element x* 6
*

is of the form T*(y*) for a suitable y* f)*

witho;*(aO = y*[T(x}], then T(x\) ^ T(XZ) when x\ 9* #2, since otherwise x*(xi) =

x*(xz) for every x*, which is clearly impossible. Hence T~l

(y) exists. If

T~
l

is not continuous, there would exist sequences {y\ C g) and {xn \
C '

such that (i) y n
= T(xn], (ii) \\yn \ 0, and (iii) \\xn ||

> <=o . For an arbitrary

2/* 6 D* and the corresponding a;* we have x*(xn) = y*(yn")
when n ><*>.

Since this must hold for every re* *, it follows from Theorem 2.12.3 that

||
xn || ^ M, against our assumption. Hence T~

l

(y) is continuous.

Conversely, if T~
l

(y) exists and is continuous, then for every x* 6
* the

formula x*[T~
1

(y}]
= y*(y) , y G 9t, defines an element of )*. Further 7/*[7

7

(o:)]
=

^{T"
1

^)]} = s*(aO so that x* = 'ffo*). Since a;* is arbitrary, it follows

that the range of T* is 3*.

THEOREM 2.13.6. The closure of the range of the linear bounded transformation

y = T(x) consists of all points y such thai T*(y*) = 6 implies y*(y} 0.

PEOOP. Suppose that y ) is such that ?/%o) = for every y* satisfying

T*(y*) = 0- If yc is not in $, then Theorem 2.9.4 shows the existence of a

functional y such that |/*(i/ )
=

l,y* (S?)
= 0. If x* - T*(y*), wehave x*(x) =

y*[T(x)}
= Ofor all a; X, whence it follows that x* = B and T*(y*) = 0.

By assumption this requires y' (y&)
= in contradiction to the definition of y* .

Hence yo 6 5K.

'

Let Sfto denote the set of points y satisfying the conditions of the problem,
that is, such that y*(y) == for every y* satisfying T*(?/*) = 6. Since % is

the intersection of closed sets, % is closed. Now suppose that yi 91 and that

T*(y*) = so that the associated functional x* = 6. Then y*^) =
a;*(a:1 )

=
where T(XI) = yi . It follows that 91 C 9i and hence % = $.

We shall not press the investigation of the properties of the adjoint any further. The
remaining theorems in this section are concerned with the notion of closed transformations
and the properties of the inverse. Theorem 2.13.7 (in a slightly less general form with
"bounded" instead of "closed") was proposed by Nelson Dunford in lieu of a previous argu-
ment of the author's.

DEFINITION 2. 13 .3 . A linear transformation is said to be closed in case lim _*, =
XD and lim^oo yn = yQ ,

with xn 2), yn = T(xn), always implies that XQ (i %)

and T(XO) = yo .

THEOREM 2.13.7. Ify = T(x] is a closed linear transformation whose range 91

is of the second category in ), then

(1) ft =
p;

(2) there is a constant m > such that to every y ty there is an x 6 3) with

y = T(x) and \\x\\ g m
\\ y ||;

(3) if T~
l

exists then it is bounded.
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PROOF. Since 5)J is of the second category in the (B)-space g), there exists

an open sphere K C g) at each point of which Sft is of the second category for

Int [D (9?)] 5* 0, see section 1.2. Let r > be fixed but arbitrary, let S be
the sphere 1 1

x
\ \

< r, and set 3Di = > fl S. Then

9* n /Co = u [Ts>i) n isy

and there is an integer n for which 7
7

(JwS)i) fl Id is of the second category.

Hence there is an open sphere K d K at each point of which TQn&i) is of the

second category. Since D(X) C X, we have !F(w$Di) Z> K. Hence

T(#DI) ID r(jsDO - ni>0 =>'?'(iSi)
-

rftfci) => ; K - -K
/ 76

where /i is an open sphere, || y \\
< r\ say. It follows that

fO 10 o\ mfn~ikcr\ \ \ 9~~ ,QL 7- A 1 9 ...^.1O.^ . I \4 XJl) ' *->! ,
/ \J

}
JL

}
4

}

'
.

Let ?/ be an arbitrary point of Si . Using (2.13.2) with k = 0, we can find

a point Xi 2~"
1

3)i such that

H
, Tlrr "HI ^ 9~1

, 1 1 T, 1 1 ^ O-""
1
*'y i (Xi) ||

<-, z ri, II 'T-i I)
<- * '

Since y T(xi) 2~
1

>6'i ,
we can use (2.13.2) with /,;

= 1 to pick a point
.TO 6 2~

2

h such that

By using (2.1,3.2) repeatedly in this manner, we obtain a sequence {xn } 6 '3Di

with

n
II .

rrfi> \ ... T(v \ II II 11
/7V'V^ T.^ I <^ n-n it

||
*.

cy-n
II //

* \'l'lJ * \'
l n) || || y -I- \ / j J*]tJ

|

-^4 11 , ||
.(/

||
v^ j5 /.

1 -

Upon setting sn =
^Dx" re/. ,

we see that (i) sn 6 SDi > (ii) limn _oo sn = x exists

and is in S, (iii) limn_oo T(sn )
'=

y. Since T is closed it follows that x 6 5Di

and y =
!T(a;).

Thus we have shown that the image T(i) contains >a sphere ^ with center

at 6. Statement (1) is an immediate consequence of this fact. Statement (2)

follows by taking m = 2r/n for if y 6 ) we have ny/(2 \\y\\) Si and hence

there is an 6 SDi such that
|

^o
||
< r, r\y/(2 || ?/ || )

= T(rc ) and thus, if

re = (2 || ^/ | AI).TO we have ?/
= 2

r

'(a;) and
||
x

|| ^ (2r/rO || y ||.
Statement

(3) follows from (2) and Theorem 2.13.1. This completes the proof.

COROLLAEY. 7/ y = T(x] is a linear bounded transformation mapping % in

a one-to-one manner onto ), then the inverse is also bounded.

For a bounded transformation is closed.

If in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2.13.7 we know that 36, then we can

conclude that T is bounded. This follows from Theorem 2.13.9 below but can also be proved

gssrs

sSi
Lib e

'

lors

3588
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as follows. If T has an inverse, we have merely to apply the theorem to T"1 in order to

see that (f"1
)"

1 = T is bounded. We can reduce the general case to this particular one

by a device which may be useful also for other purposes. We say that xi and xz belong to

the same equivalence class, modulo T, if T(XI) = T(z2). Since T is defined for all x and is

closed, every x belongs to a unique equivalence class X and these classes are closed point

sets in . The equivalence classes form a linear system in the sense of Definition 1.9.1

and this system can be made into a (B) -space So by defining ||
X

\\
= inf

||
x ||,

x 6 X.

Cf . the proof of Theorem 22.11.4 (the Gelfand-Neumark metric) ;
the idea of metrizing equiv-

alence classes in metric spaces is due to S. Banach [2, p. 232] and F. Hausdorff. To the

transformation T on to 2) corresponds a transformation To on o to ) defined by To(X) =

T(x) for x X. Since T is closed, so is To . Further T^
1
exists since T a(X) = 9 if

and only if X = 0. Theorem 2.13.7 then applies to T^
1

and shows that To is bounded. If

x and 2 are elements of X } we have

||JP(*)||
- \\Tt (X)\\ ;g M||Z i|

= MinflMI :g M ||a;||,

so that T is also bounded.

THEOREM 2.13.8. // a linear system can be made into a (B~) -space by two

different choices of a norm, \\x | [i
and \\x\\z, in such a manner that limn-+co

1 1
xn

\ la
=

always implies limft_oo j|
xn \\i

=
0, then the corresponding notions of con-

vergence are equivalent and for x ? dwe have < m \\x \\z/\\
x

||i ^ M < <*>
,

where m and M are independent of x.

PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the corollary of the preceding

theorem if one takes for and g) the (B)-spaces corresponding to the two norms

and sets T(x) = x.

We come finally to the closed graph theorem.

THEOEEM 2.13.9. A closed linear transformation which is defined everywhere

in # is bounded.

PROOF. We introduce a second norm in by putting ||
x

\\z
=

\\x\\ +
1 1
T(x) | j, 1 1

x
\ |i
=

| j

x
1 1

. This definition leads to a new metric in X and we shall

show that the space remains complete. Suppose that limm
,
n ||

xm xn
|| 2
= 0.

This implies lim OT
,n \\xm xn ||i

= and limm ,n || T(xm} T(xn} \\

= 0. Since

both X and } are complete, there are points x 6 , 2/0 2) such that
||
xn

x
||i

-* 0, || T(x^ jfo ||
~> 0. T(x) being closed, we have T(XQ) ~ y . It

follows that
||
xn x

\\% 0, so that % is a (B)-space also in the second metric.

Since
||

a;
|[i ^ || ||a ,

the assumptions of the preceding theorem are satisfied

and the resulting inequality ||
x

([2 =5 M\ X\\L asserts that T(x) is bounded.

The graph of the transformation y T(x} is the point set [x, T(x}], x 6 3D,

in the product space % X /

j). We norm the latter by setting || (x, y) \\

||
x

|| -f || y J|.
Definition 2.13.3 then gives

THEOREM 2.13.10. A transformation is closed if and only if its graph is closed.

If T" 1

exists, we see that the graph may also be written in the form

[T~
l

(y), y], y 9?. This observation leads to

THEOREM 2.13.11. If a closed linear transformation has an inverse, the inverse is

also closed.
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2.14. Resolvents and spectra. In the present section we consider a linear

transformation, not necessarily bounded, whose domain S) and range 9 are

located in the same complex (B)-space 9. We shall make a preliminary study of

the spectral properties of T. The resolvent will be studied in more detail and
from a different angle in 5.3.

The transformation T\ = \I T, where X is an arbitrary complex number
and / is the identity transformation, is also defined in S). Its range will be

denoted by 9\ . The distribution of the values of X for which T\ has an inverse

and the properties of the inverse when it exists are basic in the description of T.

DEFINITION 2.14.1. The values of \ for which T\ has a bounded inverse R\ =

R(\; T) with domain dense in %form the resolvent set p(T] of T. R(\; T) is catted

the resolvent of T. The values of X for which T\ has an unbounded inverse with

domain dense in form the continuous spectrum Ca(T}. The values of \ for

which Tf, has an inverse whose domain is not dense in form the residual spectrum

Ra(T) . The values of X for which no inverse exists form the point spectrum P<r(T} ,

The union of C<r(T), Pc(T}, and Ra(T} is the spectrum <r(T) of T.

The definition gives

- THEOEEM 2.14.1. The four sets p(T), C<r(T}, Pff(T), and Ro-(T) are mutually

exclusive and their union is the complex plane.

It should be noted that 9tx ,
the range of T\ ,

is dense in X if X p(T} U C<r(T),

non-dense if X 6 Rcr(T), and is not subjected to any restriction if X 6 Pcr(T).

Statement (2.13.1) gives

THEOEEM 2.14.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that Xo G P<r(T) is

that the equation T(x] = X # have a solution x ^ 0.

DEFINITION 2.14.2. // X 6 P<r(T), then X is called a characteristic value of T
and if T(x) =

Xo#, x ?* 6, then x is a characteristic element (vector} of T; it is

normalized if \\x\\
= 1. The least closed linear manifold 9K(X ; T} containing

the characteristic elements corresponding to Xo s called the characteristic manifold

of T corresponding to the value X .

In connection with these notions the reader should consult Definitions 14.6.1

and 15.5.1 below.

THEOREM 2.14.3. 7/X C<r(T], there exists a sequence [xn ]
i> such that

(i) Ha^H =
1, (ii) ||2\,(s-)||-*0.

This follows from Theorem 2.13.1. On the other hand, the existence of such

a sequence indicates merely that X 6 <r(T) but not necessarily to Ccr(T) .

The change of the spectrum under extensions of T is important. If T is

an extension with domain , then 2t = X/ T is an extension of 2\ and if

their ranges are 9t and 5R\ respectively, then SD d 5D
, 3?\ C 9t\ . If T\ has an
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inverse, so does T* ,
and (Tl)"

1
is an extension of (Tx)"

1

. On the other hand,
the existence of (TV)"

1

does not imply that of (T\)~
l

.

THEOREM 2.14.4. // T is an extension of T
t
then Pa(T) Pa(T) and

2ft(X ; T) <i $m(X ;
270

) for every X Pa(T). Further, Ra(T] 3 R<r(T ),

C<r(T) CV(!T ) U P(r(T), <md p(T) ii

PROOF. The first statement is obvious. If X 6 R<r(T), then (7'x)"
1

exists

and 9?x is non-dense in X. Hence (jPx)"
1

also exists and 9?x is non-dense. This

proves Rtr(T) =? Ra(T). On the other hand, a point in 72<r(T) may very well

turn up in any one of the four sets associated with T. If X 6 Ca(T), then

9?x i= $x and both are dense in
; (Tx)"

1

either does not exist or is unbounded
since (^x)"

1

is unbounded. Finally, if X G p(T) , then (Tx)"
1

exists as a bounded
transformation and 9$ is dense in X. It follows that (^x)"

1

also exists and is

bounded, but its domain may be non-dense. This proves the last statement.

Conversely, a point in p(T) may turn up in any one of the sets associated with

T except in R<r(T*).

Thus an extension may enlarge the point spectrum. No characteristic value is ever

lost, existing ones may get their characteristic manifolds enlarged but never contracted.
New characteristic values may be generated from p(T) or by transfer from the rest of

<r(T). The continuous spectrummay suffer losses to the point spectrum but may gain from
the residual spectrum or from the resolvent set of T. Finally, the residual spectrum
never gains and the resolvent set can gain only from the residual spectrum.

Anticipating a result of the discussion in sections 5.8 and 5.14 we state

THEOREM 2.14.5. The resolvent set is open and the spectrum is never vacuous

in the extended complex plane,

It may happen, however, that the whole finite plane belongs to the resolvent

set. In this case the point at infinity is assigned to the spectrum. This will

be justified later.

References. Banach [1, 2], Lorch [2], Schauder [1], Stone [2], Taylor [2].

5. SPACES OF ENDOMORPHISMS

2.15. The Banach algebra of endomorphisms. The family of all linear
bounded transformations on a (B) -space X to itself is one of the most important
instances of a Banach algebra in the sense of Definition 1.14.1. We introduce

DEFINITION 2.15.1. A linear bounded transformation on a (B}-space % to itself
will "be called an endomorphism of 3.
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This use of the term is sufficiently close to modern usage in abstract algebra
so that no confusion is likely to arise.

DEFINITION 2.15.2. // T, ft ,
and ft are endomorphisms of ,

then ft + T2,

aT for a G $, and ftft are defined for all x by

THEOREM 2.15.1. If T, ft ,
and ft are endomorphisms of 36, so are ft + ft ,

aT, and ft ft . Further

||ft+ ft II g ||ft|| + II
ft II, liar II

= Himi,
II ftft I) ^ |

ft || || ft ||.

PROOF. This is obvious.

THEOREM 2.15.2. The set of all endomorphisms of 3 forms a Banach algebra

((36) which is normally non-commutative and has the identity transformation as

unit element.

PROOF. It is understood that the algebraic operations in (() are defined

by Definition 2.15.2 and that the norm is defined by ||
T

\\

= sup || T(x) ||,

||
a;

|| 5i 1, as usual. The only point that calls for comment is the completeness
of the space. Let {Tn }

be a Cauchy sequence and set 8mn = \\Tm Tn \\.

Since
||
Tm (x) Tn(x) \\ ^ 8mn \\

x
\\
and is complete, the sequence [Tn (x)}

converges for all re to a limit TQ(X) when n o . If Smn ^ e for m, n > N, we
have

||
Tn (x)

- ft (a;) ||
e

||
x

\\
and

||
Tn

- T
|| ^ e. It follows that when

n > oo we have
||
Tn T

\\
> and ((#) is complete.

We call (S(3Q the Banach algebra of endomorphisms of 9.

If T is a fixed element of ((), a polynomial in T
7

is of the form

n
T i \ "

mfc mfc rprpkl r ^
1

The set of all such polynomials in a fixed T is a commutative subalgebra of

((:) and so is its closure.

In the following the terms operator and operaiion will often be used as syno-

nyms for transformation.

2.16. The strong and the weak topologies. The system of all endomor-

phisms of X was made into a Banach algebra in the preceding section by the intro-

duction of the normed topology, in this connection usually referred to as the uni-

form topology. Following J. von Neumann [3] we may also introduce the strong

and the weak topologies. The resulting topological algebras will be denoted by
@(30 and S,(:6) respectively. They are not Hausdorff algebras in the sense of

Definition 1.13.1 because Postulate MH does not hold, though they are Hans-
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dorff spaces and Postulates AH and SH are satisfied. These topologies cor-

respond to well-known definitions of convergence.

DEFINITION 2.16.1. (1) The sequence {Tn } of endomorphisms of converges

strongly if lim,,,,-,.*, ||
Tm (x) Tn (x) \\

= and converges strongly to the cndo-

morphism T if lim^oo ||
Tn (x) T (x) \\

=
for all x, (2) The sequence con-

verges weakly if limm ,_,. | x*[Tm(x}} x*[Tn (x) ] |

= and it converges wealdy to

To if lim_ | x*[Tn (x)]
-

x*[T (x)]
|

= 0/or all x 6 and all z* 3*.

The corresponding neighborhood topologies are defined in a manner analogous
to the procedure used in section 2.11 for introducing the weak neighborhoods in

A strong neighborhood of T is any set N[T ; x\ , ,
xn ; e] which is made

up of all operators T such that

\\T(x$
- T (xk) ||

< e, k =
1, n

where Xi, ,
xn are n arbitrary elements of . Similarly a weak neighborhood

is any set N[TQ ; Xi , ,
xn x*

, ,
x*n ; e] made up of the T's satisfying

\x*[T(xk}}
- a[T9(xj]\ < e, k =

1, , n,

jfe rfi

where rci , ,
xn and jci , ,

x n are arbitrary elements of 9 and 9* respec-

tively. The set of all neighborhoods is obtained by varying T
, e, n, Xk ,

and
xk over their domams of definition. We leave to the reader the verification of

the fact that these two types of neighborhoods satisfy the Hausdorff axioms
and that Postulates AH and SH of Definitions 1.8.1 and 1.10.1 hold as well.

On the other hand, multiplication is continuous merely with respect to one factor

at the time.

THEOREM 2.16.1. (.() is strongly complete in the sense that every strongly

convergent sequence {Tn } converges strongly to an element of the space.

PBOOF. Since 3 is complete, ||
Tm (x)

- Tn (x) ||
-* for all x when m, n -> oo

implies the existence of a T (x) such that
|| T*(x)

- T (x) ||

- for all x. By
Theorem 2.12.2 there is an M with \\Tn \\ ^ M" for all n and consequently
|| To ||

^ M so that T <&().

DEFINITION 2.16.2. @w(^) is said to be weakly compkte if every weakly con-

vergent sequence in (&a() converges wealdy to an element of the space.

Reference, v. Neumann [3].



CHAPTER III

VECTOR-VALUED FUNCTIONS

3.1. Orientation. This chapter is devoted to an exposition of the theory

of functions of real or complex variables having values in a (B} -space. In 2.3

we considered functional, that is, functions on vectors to numbers; here the

dependence is reversed and we are concerned with functions on numbers to

vectors. Related questions for functions having values in a Banach algebra
are discussed in Chapter V if the operation of multiplication enters in the prob-
lem in an essential manner, otherwise they are included in the present chapter.
The exposition still leans heavily on the work of other writers; material has

been selected with a view of providing an account of the general ideas as well

as the special results which will be needed in Part Two of this treatise. Neither

the text nor the References aim at completeness. The paragraph headings:
Abstract Integration and Complex Function Theory, indicate the main themes.

1. ABSTRACT INTEGKATION

3.2. Functions and measure. Let E;c be the /c-dimensional euclidean space,

S a measurable set in Eh ,
and x x(a) a mapping of S onto a set 9t in a (B)-

space 36. Thus, to every point a = (i , , a&) of S corresponds a unique
vector x(ci) in 9t so that #() is a function on number /c-tuples to vectors. Our
first task in the study of such a function is to discuss the notion of measurability .

Actually there are several such notions and a number of definitions are required

at the outset.

DEFINITION' 3.2.1. Let #() and {xn (oi)} be functions on S to 9c. The sequence

{xn(a) } converges to x(a) in S
(1) almost uniformly if to every e > there is a set S e C 8 with m(Se} < e

and to every S > an integer n(d) such thai
\\ x(ci) a%,(a)|| < <5 for a S Se

and n > n(8);

(2) almost everywhere if there exists a null set Sn in S such that
\ \

x((t) xn (a)
j |

for a (E S So when n + >
;

(3) in measure if for every e > the outer measure of the subset of S where

|| x(oi) xn (<x) ||
> tends to zero when n * & .

THEOREM 3.2.1. The three types of convergence in the preceding definition are

related asfollows: (1) implies (2) and (3) if\\x (a) xn (a) II
is measurable., and if

m ($)< TO then (2) implies (1) and (3); (3) does not imply convergence anywhere.

35
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The proof goes as in the numerically-valued case and is omitted here.

DEFINITION 3.2.2. (1) x(oi) is said to be finitely-valued if ii is constant on each

of a finite number of disjoint measurable sets S,- with S U$y . (2) It is a simple

function if it is finitely-valued and the set where x(a) 5^ 9 is of finite measure.

(3) x(oi) is countably-valued if it assumes at most a countable set of values in %

each on a measurable set S,- .

DEFINITION 3.2.3. #() is said to be separably-valued if its range $ = x(S)

is separable. It is almost separably-valued if there exists a null set So in S such

that x(S So) is separable.

DEFINITION 3.2.4. (.1) #() is said to be weakly measurable in S if X*[X(QL)]

is measurable (Lebcsgue) in S for every x* *. (2) a;(a) is strongly measur-

able (Bochner) if there exists a sequence of countably-valued functions converging

almost uniformly in S to X(K).

If m(S) < co we may replace "countably-valued" by "finitely-valued" in

part (2) of the last definition. These various notions are connected by the

following theorem due to B. J. Pettis [1].

THEOREM 3.2.2. #() is strongly measurable in S if and only if it is weakly
measurable and almost separably-valued.

PROOF. We start with the necessity. If x(a) is strongly measurable, then

there exists a null set So in S and a sequence |o;n(a)} of countably-valued func-

tions such that
|| #() #() ||

- when n if a S - So (cf. Theorem

3.2.1). If &* G *, we have also x*[x(a)]
-

x*[xn(a}] |

-> in S - S . Here

x*[xn (tt)] takes on at most a countable set of distinct numerical values, each

in a measurable set, and is consequently measurable (Lebesgue). Since x*[x(<x)]

is the limit almost everywhere of a sequence of measurable functions, it is also

measurable, so that #() is weakly measurable.

The values taken on by the functions x n (oi) form a countable set and the least

closed linear manifold containing this set is consequently separable. By as-

sumption x(S So) is a subset of this manifold and hence also separable. Thus

x(<x) is almost separably-valued.

We shall next prove that if x(ot) is weakly measurable and almost separably-

valued, then \\x(ot) |

is measurable (Lebesgue). Without restricting the gen-

erality, we may assume that #() is actually separably-valued. We can then

find a countable sequence {#} = {#()} dense in x(S). Now let x* 6 X*
be the functional such that xn (xn) [|

xn \\
and

||
x*

\\

= 1. By assumption,

x*[x(u)] is measurable (Lebesgue) in S, so that
| x*[x(ct)] \

and supn x*[x(a)] \

=
/() have the same property. Here /() ^

j a;() ||
for all and we have

equality at least for a =
. However, for a 9* an and any given e > we

mayfindann such that \\x(un) \\
> \\X(K) \\

- e. We have then/() ^ |a;I[(a)] |
^

\x*[xM]\ -
| x*[x(ct}

- *()]! > ||a;(a) ||

- 2e. Hence /(a) =
|| a;(a)||

for all a and
|| o;(a:)|| is measurable.
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We shall now sho\v that under the same assumptions x(oi) may be approxi-
mated uniformly by countably-valued functions. We note first, by virtue of

the result just proved, that each of the functions
||

a- (a) xn
\\

is measurable

(Lebesjnie) . If m is a fixed positive integer, each of the sets SMn where

|| x(a) xn
|

< l/m is measurable and non-vacuous and \J n Smn = S since

[xn ]
is dense in x(S). We now set Smi = Sm i and S

r

mn = Smn (J"~i Smj for

n > 1. Then the sets S'mn are disjoint, measurable, and their union is S.

Denning xm (a) = xn in Smn , m, n =
1, 2, 3, ,

one sees that xm (u) is a

countably-valued function and
|
x(a) xm (a) \\

< l/m for all m and all a.

Hence X(K) is the uniform limit of countably-valued functions and consequently

strongly measurable. This completes the proof.

This theorem has interesting

COROLLARIES. (1) // 3 is separable, strong and weak measurability are equi-

valent notions. (2) A function x(ci) is strongly measurable if and only if it is

the uniform limit almost everywhere of a sequence of countably-valued functions.

Strongly measurable functions have analogous properties to functions mea-
surable (Lebesgue).

THEOREM 3.2.3. (1) // x(u) and y(a)
f

are strongly measurable in S and ji ,

72 are constants, then yix(<x) + 72?/(a) is strongly measurable. (2) // /(a) is a

finite numerically-valued function which is measurable (Lebesgue), then f(<x)x(tt)

is strongly measurable if x(a) has this property. (3) // x(a) is the limit almost

everywhere of a sequence of strongly measurable functions, then x(<x) is strongly

measurable. (4) The same conclusion is valid if in (3) the word "limit" (that is,

strong limit) is replaced by "weak limit." (5) The conclusion is also valid if "limit

almost everywhere" is replaced by "limit in measure."

PROOF. We shall give merely brief indications of the argument. (1) follows

directly from Definition 3.2.4. (2) follows in the same manner if one keeps in

mind that /(a) is the limit almost everywhere of countably-valued numerical

functions. (3) If x(a) is the limit almost everywhere of the sequence {rcTO (a) }

of strongly measurable functions, then each xm (a) is weakly measurable and
almost separably-valued so that the limit #() has the same properties and is,

hence, strongly measurable. (4) This follows from the fact that weak conver-

gence of xn (oi) to .T() (that is, convergence of x*[xn (ct)] to x*[x(a)] for all x*

X*) implies strong convergence too;(a) of a sequence of suitably chosen linear

combinations of the xn (a). See S. Banach [2, p. 134]. (5) If #() converges
in measure to x(a), then there exists a subsequence which converges strongly
to x(oi) almost everywhere.

Ordinarily x(a)y(<x) does not have a meaning in (B) -spaces, but if 31 is a Banach

algebra and not merely a Banach space, then the product is well denned and

is strongly measurable whenever the factors have this property.

3.3. Operator functions and measure. The considerations of the preceding
section apply also to the case in which #() is an element of a Banach algebra of
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endomorphisms. But in this case a new set of conventions is more appropriate

for the applications.

DEFINITION 3.3.1. Let U = U(ci) be a function on a set Sin a k-dimensional

euclidean space Ej, to (S(), the Banach algebra of endomorphisms of a (B~) -space .

Then U(a) will be called an operator function in .

DEFINITION 3.3.2. (1) The operator function Z7() is said to be uniformly

measurable in S if there exists a sequence of countably-valued operator functions

in (() converging uniformly to U(ci), uniformly with respect to a except in a null

set. (2) Z7(a) is strongly measurable in S if the vector function U(ci)[x] is strongly

measurable in the sense of Definition 3.2.4
'

(2) for all x (3) U(a) is weakly

measurable in S if x*{ U(a)[x]} is measurable (Lebesgue) for all x 6 ,
#* 6 #*-

The reader should observe that in part (1) the first and second "uniformly"

refer to the topology while the third refers to a. In other words, there should

exist a null set So , possibly void, a sequence { ?/() }
of countably-valued

functions in ((), and to every e > an n(e) such that
|| U(a) /*() ||

< e for 6 S $o and n > n(t).

The connection between the three different types of measurability is given

by the following theorem due to N. Dunford:

THEOREM 3.3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that Z7() be (1) strongly

measurable is that U(ot) be weakly measurable and that U(u) [x] be almost separably-

valued in for all x 6 3J; (2) uniformly measurable is that U(oi) be weakly measur-

able and almost separably-valued in

PROOF. Part (1) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2.2 and Defini-

tion 3.3.2 (2). The proof of part (2) follows the same lines as the proof of

Theorem 3.2.2 and it is only in the proof of the measurability of
\\ U(u) \\

that

any modifications are necessary. It should be noted first that if U(u) is almost

separably-valued in (S(3), then U(ci)[x] is almost separably-valued in $ for all x.

Thus the first conclusion from the assumptions in part (2) is that U(u) is strongly
measurable. In order to prove that

|| U(ot) ||
is measurable we argue as follows.

Without restricting the generality we may assume that U(S) is separable,

There is then a countable set {/} =
{[/(a*)}) dense in U(S). To every n

we can find a sequence [xmn ]
such that (i) ||

xmn ||

= 1 and (ii) | U(an) [xmn] \\

^ || UM II 1/w. All the functions
| \U(oi)[xmn} \\

are measurable (Lebesgue)
since Z7() is strongly measurable. Hence F(a) s& supm ,

n || U(u) [xmn] j|

is also measurable and F(ci) |j C7(a) ||
for all a. Actually equality holds

at least for a = an . However, for an a ^ <x n we may choose an n = nm such

that
|| Z7(a)

- UM ||
< 1/m. Then

M(xmn}\\ \\UM[*n]\\ ~
\\{V(*)

- UM}(xm%]\\

>
Ii UM II

- 2/m >
|| C7() ||

- 3/m
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for every m. Hence F(a) =
j| U(o) \\

for all a and
|| U(a) j|

is measurable.

The proof is then completed as in Theorem 3.2.2.

3.4. Remarks on other properties. All function theory is based upon limiting

processes, that is, ultimately upon a notion of convergence. In a (B)-space

we have at least two such notions at our disposal, in a Banach algebra of endo-

morphisms at least three. This fact reflects itself in a corresponding multipli-

city of all other concepts. This was illustrated above in the case of measur-

ability. Other instances of importance for our later purposes are listed below

for future reference.

DEFINITION 3.4.1. A vector function x(<x) on S to a (B)-space 9 is (1) weakly

continuous at a = aQiflima^ao \ x*[x(a) x(ct )] |

= Oforallx* *, (2) strongly

continuous iflima-*ao \\ x(a) #(0:0) ||

= 0.

DEFINITION 3.4.2. An operator function U(a) on S to ((#) is (1) weakly

continuous at a = if lim^ \x*{[U(a) U(a )](x)} \

= for all x X,

x* *, (2) strongly continuous if lima_
|| [U(<x) U(a )](x) ||

= for all

x G X, and (3) uniformly continuous if lim_ao || U(oi) 7(o) ||

= 0.

DEFINITION 3.4.3. A vector function x() on the interval (1 , 2) to the (B) -space

X is weakly (strongly') differentiable at $ =
o if there is an element #'(o) 3

such that the difference quotient oT\x(^ + a) #(o)] tends weakly (strongly) to

X'(%Q) when a > 0. We call x f

(%o) the weak (strong) derivative of x() at ^o

The extension to partial derivatives of functions of several variables is ob-

vious. In the case of operator functions /() we have a third possibility, that

of uniform differentiability when \\ oT\U(^ + a) Ufa)] U'fa) \\
0witho;.

A weakly (strongly, uniformly) differentiable function is evidently weakly (strongly,

uniformly) continuous.

THEOREM 3.4.1. If the weak derivative of x() equals everywhere in (1 , 2),

then x(!-) is a constant.

PROOF. The assumption implies dx*[x(^)]/d^ = and hence x*[x()] =
for all a;*, ^o fixed in fa , fe) . By Theorem 2.10.4, x($ = xfa) for all f .

DEFINITION 3.4.4. A vector function x() on the closed interval [& , 2] to the

(B) -space 26 is of (1) weakly bounded variation in [^ , 2] if x*[x()] is of bounded

variation for every x* X*, (2) bounded variation if sup || X) [#(&) #(<*<)] II

< oo for every choice of a finite number of non-overlapping intervals (on , pi)

in Ki , 2], and (3) strongly bounded variation if sup XI II (<)
~

(<-i) II
<

where all possible partitions of [i , 2] are allowed. The two suprema are known

as the total and the strong total variations respectively.
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THEOREM 3.4.2. A function of weakly bounded variation is of bounded varia-

tion (but not necessarily of strongly bounded variation) .

For a proof see Theorem 12 of N. Dunford's paper [3].

Weak and strong forms of a function theoretical property are never independent. If

the definitions are properly made, a stronger form always implies a weaker one. It some-

times happens that the converse is true so that the two forms are actually equivalent. This

may be due either to the character of the space or to the character of the property in ques-

tion. The first possibility is illustrated by Theorem 3.2.2 according to which weak and

strong measurability coincide in separable spaces. An example of the second possibility

is afforded by Theorem 3.4.2 above. Still another will be found in Theorem 3.9.1 below

which asserts that all notions of holomorphism coincide for operator functions regardless

of the character of the space. Here even the weakest form of the property in question

requires such stringent cohesion between the values of the function that the strong and

uniform conditions are satisfied automatically. A number of interesting instances in

which a weaker property implies a strong form of the property has been found by N. Dun-
ford (see the paper quoted above).

We list some conventions concerning infinite series with terms in a (B)-space.

Such a series will be said to converge strongly (weakly) to the sum s if the partial

sums converge strongly (weakly) to s. The series
)
un is said to be absolutely

convergent if 2_, \\
un \\ converges; an absolutely convergent series is obviously

strongly convergent. If un wn (a), 6 S, we have the possibility that the

strong or weak convergence is uniform with respect to a; formal definitions

are left to the reader. In the case of series of operator functions ^ Un(&),

great care should be taken in distinguishing between various types of uniform

convergence. Such a series may be convergent in the uniform topology for

fixed a or it may converge, in one sense or another, uniformly with respect to a.

Both phenomena are properly referred to as uniform convergence, but the uni-

formity is in one case with respect to the elements on the unit sphere of the

operand space and in the other with respect to a point variable in a parameter

space.

3.5. Integration. The problem of developing a theory of abstract integra-
tion has attracted many authors during recent years. The Riemann integral
was extended by L. M. Graves (1927) ;

the Lebesgue integral by S. Bochner (1933) ,

G. Birkhoff (1935), N. Dunford (1935-1938; three definitions, the DQ , DI ,
and

D2 integrals mentioned below), I. Gelfand (1936-1938; two definitions (n and G'->

below), and B. J. Pettis (1938). The exact relations between the various ex-

tensions of the Lebesgue integral are not completely known at the present time.

It is known, however, that the Bochner and theD integrals, which are equivalent,
are the most restrictive and that for strongly measurable functions the Birkhoff,
the Di ,

and the Pettis integrals are equivalent. The D2 and the Gz integrals
are equivalent and the most inclusive definitions. Here the integral is no longer
necessarily an element of the same space as the integrand but always belongs to

the second adjoint space. We shall give explicit definitions of the Pettis and
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the Bochner integrals, but devote most of the attention to the latter integral

which is most important for our purposes. In the terminology of the preceding
section we could describe the Pettis integral as a weak and the Bochner integral

as a strong form of the concept "integral of an abstract function."

DEFINITION 3.5.1. The function x(a) on S to % is integrdble (Pettis) over Sif
and only if there is an element xs 6 such that for all #* 6 9*

/ x*[x(u)] dot = x*[xs],
Is

where the integral on the left is supposed to exist in the sense of Lcbesgue. By
definition,

(P) / x(ci) da = x3 .

JH

Immediate consequences of the definition are: (1) an integrate function is

wealdy measurable (not necessarily strongly measurable, however), (2) the integral

is uniquely defmed, (3) it is a linear operation on 9c to itself, (4) a simple function

in the sense of Definition 3.2.2 (2) is integrable and

(P) / x(oi) da = X) Xjm(Sj],
Js

(5) if 9 is the space of complex numbers, the definition coincides with the Lebesgue

integral.

A fundamental property of the integral is contained in

THEOREM 3.5.1. If T is a linear bounded transformation on the (B) -space 9

to the (B} -space g) with the same scalar field and if a; (a) 6 36 is integrable (Pettis)

over the set 8, so is T[x(ci)] and

(P) f TDe(oO] 'd* = T[x3].
j.<?

PROOF. This follows from the properties of, the adjoint transformation T*.

It is required to show that y* { T[x(oi)}} is integrable (Lebesgue) for every y* 2)*

and that the value of the integral is y*{ T[xs]}. . Now .to a given ?/* g)* cor-

responds a unique cc* X*, x* = T*(y*~), defined by y*[T(x}] = x*(x), and

I y*{T\x(<x}}} dot = I *[x(a)] dec = x*[xs]
= y*[T[xA}

Js Js

for every y* as asserted.

Pettis observed that any definition of an integral of functions o?() on S to 96,

which reduces to the definition of Lebesgue when H is the space of complex
numbers and has the property of Theorem 3.5.1, is included in his own in the
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sense that the (P) -integral of x(a) must also exist and have the same value.

To see this it is enough to take g) equal to the space of complex numbers.

There are several alternate ways of introducing the Bochner integral. The

following approach, which is due to Dunford, involves two steps.

DEFINITION 3.5.2. A counlably-valued junction x(a) on S to 36 is integrdble

(Bochner) if and only if j| x(d) ||
is integrable (Lebesgue). By definition

00

(B) rc(tt) da = Z ay
Js =l

The series converges since

/
j| x(ce) ||

doc =
Js

Consequently

"(B)
r

Js

for countably-valued functions. Further

f X*A

Js j*=i

for every x* 9*, the series being absolutely convergent. It follows that the

(B)- and the (P) -integrals of such functions coincide.

DEFINITION 3.5.3. A function X(K) on S to # is integrable (Bochner) if and

only if there exists a sequence of countably-valued functions {#()} converging

almost uniformly to x(a) and such that

Una
m,n-oo

.Tm (a) arn() ||
doe = 0.

By definition

(B) f x(u) da - lim (B) f zn() da.
>$ n->cn Js

We have to verify that the limit exists and is unique. The existence follows

from the fact that the integrals in the right member have values in 96 and
form a Cauchy sequence in view of the inequality

/ xm (ci) da I #() d<x - I [xm (oi) xn (a)] d<x
Js Js Js

^
I II 3() -

*()'! |
dn.

Js
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Here and in the following we omit the prefix (B) as long as the sense of the

integral is clear from the context.

That the limit is independent of the defining sequence is shown by the following

argument. Let {xn(u)} be an admissible sequence, set xn =
J xn (oi)da, x =

lim xn ,
and let x* * be an arbitrary linear functional. Then

;*(xn) / x*[xn ((x)\ da > x*(x)
>s

when n co . Since x*[xn (oi)] converges in the mean of order one, and also

converges almost uniformly to x*[x(ci)], it converges in the mean of order one

to x*[x(ct)]. This implies that

x*(x) I X*[X(K)] dot.
/,<?

Now if J2/n(a)} is any other admissible sequence converging to #() and yn =

/ yn (oi) da, y = lim yn ,
then by the same argument

x*(y] = I 2*[o;(a)] da.
.. Js .

Since x*(y) x*(x) for all x* *, we have y = x and the limit is unique.

THBOBBM 3.5.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that x(&)\on 8 to $ be

integrable (Bochner) is that a; (a) be strongly measurable and that Js || x(ci) \\
da

< CO. '.'!'

PEOOF. If x(ct) is integrable then it is strongly measurable by virtue of

Definitions 3.4.2 and 3.5.3. Hence
|| x(a) \\

is measurable (Lebesgue). From

f
Js

da -

it follows that
|| () ||,

which tends almost uniformly to
||

a; (a) ||,
also con-

verges in the mean of order one to
|| a;(o) ||

so the latter function is integrable.

Conversely, if x(ct) is strongly measurable and
||

a; (a) ||
is integrable, thenwe

may find a sequence of countably-valued functions {xn (oi) } converging almost,

uniformly to x(a) and satisfying the additional condition of converging in the

mean of order one to a; (a). If m(S) is finite, the latter condition is implied by,

the first, otherwise it may be attained by a suitable modification of the original

sequence. The existence of such a sequence {xn (ct)} implies the integrability
:

of x(ci). ]

We denote the class of Bochner integrable functions x(<x) on S to X by B(S ; 30 .
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THEOREM 3.5.3. // Xi(a) and xz(oi) G B(S; ) and 71 , 72 arc constants, then

/ [71 EI (a) + 72 82 ()] dot 71 / .%() <7 + 72 /
.T2 (a) da.

Js '.s* 's

PROOF. The theorem is true for countably-valued functions and follows

for the general case by an obvious limiting process.

We prove similarly

THEOREM 3.5.4. // x(v) G B(S; ),

^ f || ()
J.S

THEOREM 3.5.5. // ,S = U;S
, ,S< S, = 0, tft

r r
/ o;(a) r/a = X) / s;()
JH n==l '.Sn

In other words, the integral is a completely additive function of sets. The last

two theorems together imply that this set function is also absolutely continuous:

THEOREM 3. 5.G. For every x(ci) G -#OS'; ) and to every e > there is a 8 =

5(e> x) such that for disjoint sets 8n in 8 the condition ]Cn~i w(*S'w) < 5 implies

E;UI II /**()<* !!<'.

It is of fundamental importance for the applications that Theorem 3.5.1 AoMs

/or (B) -integrals. This is shown as follows. Suppose that o;(a) G #OS'; 30

and that ?/
= T(x] is a linear bounded transformation on Hi to $. Let {%*(<*)}

be countably-valued functions in B(8', X) such that /.? || ^(a) .Tn(a) ||
/

> 0. We note first that T[x(u)] belongs to B(S; g)). Indeed, if x(<x) is almost

separably-valued so is T\x(a}] and from 7/*{2
n
[.r(a)]}

=
x*[x(oi)], where x* =

T*(y*), we conclude that weak moasurability is preserved. Hence T[:c(a)]

is also strongly measurable and since
|| T[x(<x)] \\ ^ ||

T
\\ \\ x(ct') \\,

the norm

|| T[x(u)] ||
is inlegrahle (Lebosgiie) and finally T[x(u)] is (B)-integrable, Tho

four expressions

T T(xM] dec

then have a sense and define elements of $. Here the third and the fourth

expressions are obviously equal. Further the third expression converges to

the first when n > > since T is continuous, and

f 7'[aj()] da - I T(x,t (K)} da =
f T[*(

Js Js Js

f || flXa) ~
*.()! ||

r/ ^ ||
7

1

J .s
f
Js

0.
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This proves that

f f If
(3.5.1) T< jc() da\ =

/ T[x(a)] du
(Ja j Js

for (B)-integrable functions.

Since the Bochner integral clearly reduces to the Lebesgue integral 'when 36

is the space of complex numbers and formula (3.5.1) holds, the remark of Pettis

quoted above shows that every (B}~integrable function is also (P)-integrable and
the integrals have the same value.

3.6. Further properties of the integral. We start with convergence in the me.an

and related questions. ,,. , ,

f

lim /

OT.JJ >> Js

THEOREM 3.6.1. Ifxn(a) B(S;%)forattnand

() - &() ||
da =

0,

then there exists an element x(a) B(S',%) such that

lim /
|| x(a) xn(oi) ||

da = 0.
n-n -IS

oi) has the same property, then x(a) = y(a) almost everywhere.

PEOOF. Brief indications will suffice since the argument follows closely the

classical proof. We select a subsequence [xni ()} subject to the condition

/ |j ,() xn (oi) \\
du < 2~J

for n > / .

Js

The series

converges for almost all a since the integral of the sum of the norms converges.
The sum x(a) is strongly measurable by Theorem 3. 2.3 (3) and

|| x(a) \\
is integ-

rable. Hence x(a) 6 B(S; X). For fixed n the function
])
x
nj (a) rc(a) |j

is dominated by a fixed integrable function for all j and
(j
x
ni (a) xn (oi) ||

>
|| x(a) xn(a) ||

for almost all a when j > oo . Hence

/
|| a;(o) xn(a) \\

da ^
Js

for n

The uniqueness almost everywhere of the limit is proved by the usual argument.
In other words, a sequence {xn(a)} in B(S; 36) which converges in the mean o/

order one converges in the mean of order one to a limit in B(S; 36). This result

implies
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THEOREM 3.6.2. The set B(S-, 9) becomes a (B}-space if the norm of the ele-

ment x( ) is defined to be

- I II a() II
<*.

Js

Definition 3.5.3 shows that countably-valued functions are dense in B(S; )

and this implies in turn that simple functions are also dense. This means that

the two-valued simple functions [x(a) = a on Si ,
on S Si] form a fundamental

set in B(S; 96). This set may be reduced, however, provided S is a connected

convex set as we may assume without restricting the generality. A classical

argument shows that it is sufficient to restrict Si to be an oriented /c-dimensional

interval, /: (jn < <xi < 712 , ,7*1 < a* < 7*3). The corresponding functions

x(a) = a on /, on $ / form a fundamental set. Such a step function can ob-

viously be approximated in the mean arbitrarily closely by continuous functions.

Hence the continuous functions are also dense in B(S', #) . From this fact we con-

clude that the functions ofB(S; 9) are continuous in the mean. To simplify the

formulation we take S = JEk .

THEOREM 3.6.3. If x(u) B(Eh ; ), then

lim I
[| aU-fn) - &() ||

do. = 0.

n-*o Jsk

Here X(K + n) = x(a\ -f 171 , -,/; + 17*) -^n important consequence in

THEOREM 3.6.4. Ifx(a) 6 J5(^ ; 3) andf(u) is a bounded numerically-valued
measurable function, then

2/OD =
f /(o)a;(a + rfa
JEk

is a continuous function of %.

PEOOF, The integral obviously exists and defines an element of X. If

| /(a) |
^ M we have

\\y(S + n)
- y(0 |i ^ |/() | ||a;(o + ? H- n)

-
( + ||

do
J
^fc

g M f \\x(Q + n)
-

() || d? -* with n.
'ff*

In addition to the class #(; X) = ^(5; 3), mention should be made of the

classes BP(S; 90, 1 < p < <w. A function x(a] on S to % belongs to BP(S; 1}

ifx(ot) is strongly measurable in 3 and /fl || x(n) \\

p
dot < . Similarly x(ct)

5^(5 ; 3E) , if a;() 's strongly measurable and \\x(u) \\is bounded except in a null set.

The class BP(S;%) becomes a (B*) -space under the norm

V/p

*()ird , Il*(0|j -ess.sup||a!(o)||.
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The obvious generalizations of Theorems 3.6.1, 3.6.3, and 3.6.4 also are valid.

In the last theorem we have now to suppose that /(a) 6 Lp>(En) where 1/p -+-

l/p
f = 1. The analogy between the spaces LP(S} and BP(S; 3c) is not complete,

however; in particular, classical Fourier analysis does not carry over without

serious impairment.
We return to B(Ek ; 30 . The question of differentiability of the indefinite

integral is of paramount importance. Let x(oi) 6 B(Ek ; 96), let (?(, 7) be the

cube

and put

^(^j ?j 7) (27)"
'

/ x(a) d.

THEOBEM 3.6.5. For almost all %

PROOF. The theorem is obviously true for continuous functions. Let

{()} be a sequence of continuous functions in B(Ek ; 30 tending to x(ct) for

almost all a. For fixed n

lim sup || v (rc; ?, 7)
-

a?(0 || ^ lim sup <p (||
x - xn ||; ?, 7)

T~*0 7-*0

-h lim sup H <p(xn ?, 7)
- s(0 || + || *(?)

-
,( ||.

T-*O

The first term on the right equals 1 1 x() xn (%)
\ }

for almost all ? by the classical

theorem of Lebesgue and the second term is zero for all since xn ($) is continu-

ous. Hence for all n and almost all ?

lim sup 11^(3; 5,7)
-

rc(0 || ^ 2||a;(0
-

(?) ||.
7-+0

But when n oo
,
the right-hand side tends to zero for almost all ?. Hence

lim sup j| <p(x', ^, 7)
~

(?) ||
=

for almost all ? and the theorem is proved.
In this theorem we may replace the cube C(, 7) by certain other measurable

point sets S(%, 7) which shrink to the point ? when 7 0. The quantity (27)*

.is then to be replaced by m[S(%, 7)]. If fc = 1, we may take in particular either

of the intervals ( 7, ) or (?, f + 7) This leads to the following

COROLLARY. If x(a) B(Ei ; X), then for almost all

1 f*
+7

lim - / x(a) da. #(!).
7-0 7 "f
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It is also possible to prove the sharper statement :

1
rf+y

(3.6. 1)
: lim -

| x(u)
-

x(g) ||
da =

... 7->0 7 J
f

for almost all . For a proof, see pp. 271-272 of Bochner's article.

;|The
:

classical theorem of Lebesgue on passage to the limit under the sign of

integration holds for (B)-integrals.

THEOREM 3.6.6. IfxM B(S; ) for all n and converges almost uniformly

to a limit function x(d] and if there exists a fixed function F(u) L(S) such that

\\
xn(u) || Sa ^(a) for all n and a, then x(a) B(S; #) and

lim / x n (ct) da I x(ot) da.
n-xxj ^S ^S

The proof may be left to the reader. We see in particular that the conclusion

is valid if#() converges boundedly to x(<x) and the measure of S is finite. Another

sufficient condition is that #n(a) converges in the mean of order one to .T().
'

'Finally we 'mention that the Fubini theorem holds for (B) -integrals. We shall

make occasional use of this theorem in the following formulation :

THEOREM 3.6.7. // x(a, (3) is a strongly measurable function of (a, (J)
= (a: ,

, , jSi , , |8B), then x(a, (5) ^ B(Em+n ; X) if there is a function y(a, 5)
=

X(K, g) for almost all (,

,{!.

exists. In this case

da
JBm+n

da.

$ - I y(u, (3) da d$
JBm+n

= [
\

f i/(o, 5)
J JS

{.
J Em

3.7. Singular integrals. A considerable body of the classical theory of

singular integrals carries over to the case of vector-valued functions. We shall

state several theorems concerning such integrals with brief indications of the

proofs which follow standard patterns. Throughout the discussion the kernel

/(, a; co) is a numerically-valued function defined for oo < ,
a < <x>

,
w > 0,

measurable in (, ot) as well as in and a. separately for all values of the other

variable. We set

(3.7.1) (; w) =
/* & a; w)rc(a) da,
JB\

where #(a) is vector-valued and the existence of the integral will be- ensured by
further assumptions.
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THEOREM 3.7.1. Let /(, ; co) satisfy the conditions:

(1) K(%, a
; co) 6 Li(Ei) as a function of % for all a and as a function of a for all %

when co is fixed but arbitrary]

(2) JBl | K(%, a; co)
|

d ^ A for all a and co;

(3) Hm u _>M J l
_7

( K(%, a; co)
|

d = /or ewery open interval I containing a;

(4) liniu.^ // K(Z, ; co) da = 1 /or even/ open interval I containing .

(i) #(; co) exists for almost all and belongs to B\(Ei ; X);

(ii) H^.jaOilxfiAIKOIIi;
(iii) lim^oo (| &() -

&( ; to) ||i
= 0.

PROOF. The measurability assumptions ensure that the integrand in (3.7.1)

is a strongly measurable function of a for all and co. That
| K(%, a; co) || x(d) \\

is integrable follows from the Fubini theorem by virtue of the inequality

fJjB

which is implied by (1) and (2). This proves (i) and (ii). If x(a) is the step
function Xi(a) = a in I and 6 outside, m(T) < <*>

,
then

da ~

a|l
/,-z

', ci\ co) dot.

Both terms on the right tend to zero when co oo by virtue of conditions (4)

and (3). But these step functions form a fundamental set in Bi(Ei ; 36) and
the operation which takes #() into #(; co) is linear and bounded uniformly
with respect to co. The Banach-Steinhaus theorem 2.12.1 then shows that (iii)

holds for every a(0 6 Bi(Ei ; 36).

The conditions of Theorem 3.7.1 are not suitable for a discussion of point-
wise convergence. The choice of additional conditions is simplest in the case

of convergence at points of continuity.

THEOREM 3.7.2. Let K(%, a; co) satisfy conditions (1) and (4) of the preceding

theorem and in addition:

(5) to every there is a finite M\(%, co) such that
\ K(%, a; co) |^ M\(, w) for

alia;

(6) to every % and every e > there is a finite M$(%, e) such that
\ K(%, a; co) |

<
Ma(, e) for all co when a is outside of ( e, + e);

(7) to every tfiere is a jftm'te M($ such that J|tl | X(, a; co)
|

da g
/or aZZ co.

If x(a) BI(?I ; X) #ien a;(; co) exists for all % and

; w) =
U-+00

aZZ points of continuity of x(a) .
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PROOF. The existence of &(; w) follows from the assumptions of measur-

ability together with (5) . We note next that (4) implies that

lim f0-3 "I
, a; a) da

for every closed interval / which does not contain the point .

Let be a point of continuity of x(a) and break up the integral denning

#(;) into three parts, Ji, Ji ,
and /3 , using a = e and + e as partition

points. Here e = e(8) is chosen so small that
|| .r(a) #() || ^ <5 when

|

a

^e. Then

; co) da - z($) + /v (, a; )fec(a)
~

x(&\ da,
) J{_

The first term on the right tends to aero when to > w by (4) and the norm of

the second term is less than <5M() by (7). Thus lim sup_ee || Jz x() || ^

If re (a) is a step function, we have

and, since lies outside of all the intervals 1$ ,
each integral tends to zero when

co * co . In the general case we may approximate x(a) in the mean of order one*

by a step function xQ(a) such that
|| rc(-) rco(-) ||i

< 77. We have then, with

obvious notation, ||
J x + Ja Jio

-
Jao \\

< ^fa(, ) by (6) and consequently

lim sup || s() -
a;(5; w) || ^ 6M(f) + ^2^, e).

u-+co

Here 6 and 77 are arbitrary whence it follows that the right-hand side may be

replaced by zero. This completes the proof.

REMARK. Suppose that condition (4) is satisfied in the following stronger form:

(4') For every 6 > and all

/.{ /-H-a

lim / /(, a; w) da =
/ii, lim / 7v(, a; co) </a = jU2 ,

a >oo *>{ 5 oj^co t/

tw/iere ji + A2 == 1 awd MI > M2 ft?"e independent of .

,
wndcr ^e assumptions (1), (4'), (5), (6), and (7),

lim a(; co)
= mx(% -

0) + ju 2 a?(f + 0)
u *co

ai aZZ points where x() has left- and right-hand limits.

This is proved by the same methods as the preceding theorem.

Assumptions of a more special nature have to be made to attain convergence
almost everywhere.
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THEOREM 3.7.3. Let /(, a; co) satisfy conditions (1), (4), and (6) and, in

addition :

(8) there exists a non-negative function P(j3, co) such that

(i) |
!(, a; co)

|
^ P(

|

a
|; co) /or all co and aZZ a, wnf/i

|

a
[

:s 1;

(ii) P(/3; co) is a bounded decreasing function of /8 /or /Zzeci co;

(iii) J5 P(/3; co) d/3 M/or aZZ co > 0.

If x(a) Bi(Ei', 30 i/ien #(; co) exists for all and lim. u_too #(; co)
= x() almost

everywhere, in particular, in the Lebesgue set of x(a) where formula (3.C.I) is valid.

PROOF. The existence of #(; co) for all follows from the measurability

together with conditions (6) and (8ii). Now let be a point where (3.6.1)

is valid and break up the integral defining o;(; co) as in the preceding proof.

The discussion, of J\ -\- Js which is based on (4) and (6) goes as before. In the

discussion of ,/a we note that

da
; co) \\x( ti/3

=

If now

X(0',& =
f ll*( + 7) -x($ \\d-y,
JQ

then
j X(p; |) |

< 5
|

if
| |

^ e = e(5). An integration by parts gives

25

( C
; co)

- f X(/3; {) ^P(| /3 |; co)
J

; co)
- f )S rfpPdS; co)l

= 25 f P(/3; co)
^ J ^

2SM,

if c < 1 us we may assume. The proof is then completed as before.

These three theorems are typical for the theory and the reader will have no

difficulties in proving analogous theorems for other classes of functions.

3.8. Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. In extending the notion of a Stieltjes

integral to vector-valued functions we have two possibilities : either the integrand

or the integrator may he vector-valued. Both varieties will occur in the following,

but we may restrict ourselves to the Riemann-Stieltjes type of integral.

THEOEBM 3.8.1. Let x() be a strongly continuous function on the interval

Ei , &] to X and let f/() 'be a numerically-valued function of bounded variation

in the same interval. Then

exists as the unique strong limit of Riemann sums of the form

Z x(.Ti)[g(ffd
-

f/Of-i)]-
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Further, if T is a linear bounded transformation on 3 to ty then

T
{/*'*(*) %()}

=
f*

2

T(x()}

PROOF. If the points {<**} and {/3,-} define two partitions of [i , 2] such that

II #(') #(") || ^ e for
' and "

in the same a- or /3-interval and if Si and $2

are two Riemann sums corresponding to these partitions, then a simple cal-

culation shows that

This proves the existence of the integral. The second part follows from the

linearity and continuity of T by applying T to a sequence of approximating
Riemann sums.

THEOREM 3.8.2. Let /() be a continuous numerically-valued function in

[i } 2] and x() a function on [i , 2] to 9 which is of bounded variation in the

sense of Definition 3.4.4(2). Then

rfa

/ /() dx(^)
1

exists as, Lhe unique strong limit of Riemann sums . Further, if T is a linear bou tided

transformation on % to g), then

tl

PROOF. For the existence of the integral, see N. Dunford [3, Theorem 11].

For the second part we note that z() being of bounded variation implies that

T[x($] has the same property and the total variation of T[x($] does not exceed

||
T

|| times the total variation of z(). The desired relation then follows by
linearity and continuity from the corresponding relations for the approximating
Riemann sums.

References, Banach [2], G. Birkhoff [1], Bochner [2], Dunford [1, 2, 3],
Gelfand [1, 2], Graves [1], and Pettis [1].

2. COMPLEX FUNCTION THEORY

3.9. Holomorphic functions. The theory of analytic functions on the complex
plane to a linear vector space goes back to D. Hilbert [1 ] and F. Riesz [2 ]. For
the case of a general (B)-space the basic extensions are due to Norbort Wiener
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[1]. In recent years N. Dunford, L. Fantappie, I. Gelfand, E. R. Lorch, M. H.

Stone, and A. E. Taylor have done much to broaden our knowledge in this field.

The basic concepts are those of a holomorphic vector function and a holomorphic

operator function. Let D be a domain of the complex f-plane, f = + iij,

and let rc(f) be a function on D to a complex (B) -space #, 7(.f) a function on

D to (5(90 . In classical function theory a function /(") is holomorphic in the

domain D if it is single-valued, continuous, and differentiable. The first of

these notions carries over to abstract functions without ambiguity, but the

second and third notions have two different meanings for vector functions and

three for operator functions depending upon which notion of convergence we use.

Nevertheless we arrive at a unique concept of holomorphism.

DEFINITION 3.9.1. x() and t/(f) are said to be holomorphic in D if x*[x(f)]

and x*{U()[x\\ are holomorphic in Cauchy's sense for every choice of x* G
*

and x 6 ,
re* 6

*
respectively.

This is the weakest possible assumption and still it implies the strongest pos-

sible conclusion. For vector functions this was first proved by N. Dunford

[3, p. 354] and for operator functions by E. Hille [7, p. ()]. See also A. E. Taylor

([5, p. 576] and [7, p. 653]) . The proofs are beautiful applications of the principle

of uniform boimdedness.

THEOREM 3.9.1. . (1) Ifx('f) is holomorphic in D, then x() is strongly continuous

and strongly differeniiablc in D, uniformly with respect to in any domain D
which is bounded and strictly interior to D. (2) // [/() is holomorphic in D, then

U(f) is uniformly continuous and uniformly differentiable in D, uniformly with

respect to f in D .

PROOF. It is enough to prove (2) which exhibits the method. We base the

proof upon the fact that the difference quotient of a numerically-valued function

/(f) which is holomorphic in D lends to Us limit, the derivative, uniformly with

respect to f in any domain D which is bounded and has a positive distance from

the boundary of D. Expressed as an inequality for difference quotients we may
formulate this observation as follows :

LEMMA 3.9.1.. To any function ,f(f) holomorphic in the domain D and any

domain D which is bounded and strictly interior to D there is a finite quantity

M(f; Do) such thai for every choice of ,+, and f + /3 in DQ

l(l . , I r ,

A- [/(r + )
-

Ar)i
-

[/(r + /3)
-

-
j8 l^a /3

This follows from the fact that the function inside the absolute value signs

on the left is represented by the Cauchy integral

/(jO
rff

c (fZTf)

-

7jir f"z~^(/'iryT: $
'
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where C consists of a finite number of closed simple rectifiable curves in D having

a positive minimal distance bobh from D and from the boundary of D. The

conclusion is immediate.

We apply this Lemma to the function x*
{ C7(f) [x] }

where x and re* arc arbitrary

elements of and X* respectively. To simplify the noteition somewhat we write

_!__ /! [u('c + a)
- TO)] -

\ [TO 4- >

-
TO)])

= TO; <*, )

a - j8 (a p )

The lemma then asserts that

> 0)1X1} t = M(x*, x, U; Do)

for every choice of
, f + a and f + in L> By Theorem 2.12.3 this implies

the existence of a finite quantity M(x, U; Do) such that

, flMII r> tf; -Do).

But now Theorem 2. 12.2 applies and ensures the existence of a finite J!/(f/;I> ())

such that

|| TO; , 011 ^ M(U't Dj).

Here we let /3
> and use the fact that (5() is complete. Since the difference

quotient tends to a limit, there exists a linear bounded operator function

t/'(r) TO such that

-
[TO + )

- TO)] - tf'(r)
I

^
I I ^(^; A,)

l!

for all f and f + a in D . Thus 7(f) has a uniform derivative in I) and the

difference quotient approaches the derivative uniformly with respect to f in

Do . This of course implies uniform continuity as well as strong and weak

differentiability and continuity.

It should be observed that the assumption /() 6 (S() is not essential;

the proof applies just as well to a linear bounded operator function on ono (B)-

space to another.

3.10. Cauchy's integral. Let C be a recallable curve in the complex f-plane

given by the equation f =
(a), 5* a ^ a

,
where f(a) is continuous and of

bounded variation in [0, a n]. If #(f) is any strongly continuous function on C
to a (B) -space 3, then the integral

r a o r

/ x[f(a)] rff(o;) = / a;(f ) df
Jo Je

exists by Theorem 3.8.1 and if T is any linearbounded transformation on X to |)

=
1
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Similar formulas hold if a(f) is replaced by a uniformly continuous operator
function on C to (5(36), but in this ease we have also relations of the type

f f 1 fJ

7(0 dfU =
(A

'

J Jc

and

T\f
{>c

One may verify both formulas by observing that corresponding relations hold

for the approximating Riemann-Stieltjes sums which tend to the integrals
in question, strongly with respect to the - and g)-metrics respectively.
The restrictive assumption that &(f) and Z7() be continuous is a matter of

convenience and simplicity and may be replaced by measurability and integra-

bility of the norm with respect to the length of arc.

So far the functions x (f) and [/(f) were arbitrary except for continuity assump-
tions. Suppose now that they are holomorphic in a domain D of the f-plane
and that C is a simple closed rectifiable curve in D, the interior of C being also

in D. We now take ) as the space of complex numbers and T = x* an arbitrary
element of $*. It follows that

tt
rff

=
x*[U(fi[x}\ ft =

) Jc

for every x*. By Theorem 2. 1 0.4 this requires that

Since this must hold for every x, the operator in the second member must be

the zero element of (() . We have consequently proved the analogue of Cauchy's
theorem for operator functions and the same argument applies to vector functions.

THEOREM 3.10.1. If x(f?) is a holomorphic vector function on the domain D to

the (B)-space X, then

:(f) eft*
=

for every simple closed rectifiable contour C in D such that the interior of C belongs

to D. Similarly, if U(f) is a holomorphic operator function on D to ((3) then

fJc
$ = e.

It is of course imniateral if C7(f) maps $ into 96 or into another (B) -space g).

The fact that linear operations commute with integration provides us with

one of the most powerful tools in extending classical function theory to vector-

valued functions. The following very useful theorem is typical for the procedure .
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THEOREM 3.10.2. Let C be a rectifiablc curve in the complex plane, let X(T)

be strongly continuous on C to
,
and let K(, T) be a numerically-valued function

with the following properties. There exists a domain D in the {-plane such that

K(, r) is a holomorphic function of in D for every fixed r on C and K(, T) is

a continuous function of T on C for every fixed f in D. Then

\x(r} dr

is a holomorphic function on D to X.

REMARK. The assumptions that C is of finite length and that Z(T) arid Jv(f , T) are con-

tinuous in T may be weakened in an obvious manner. Thus in the special but frequently

occurring case in which C is an infinite line segment, it is sufficient to assume that K(f , r)

is a bounded measurable function of T and that #(T) is (B) -integrable over the segment
in question.

PROOF. The existence of #(f) as a function on D to X is obvious. Since

)x*(x(r)} dr

is holomorphic in D in the sense of Cauchy for every x* 6
*

2/(f) *s holomorphic

in D by Definition 3.9.1.

Taking 7C(f, r)
= I/(T ), we obtain integrals of the Cauchy type, which

consequently define holomorphic functions of |* in each of the domains into which

C divides the -plane. In particular, this observation gives the Cauchy integral

representations of a holomorphic vector function and its derivatives. We have

merely to note that if x(if) is holomorphic then

as is seen from

i {s*[aft 4- a)]
-

*Dr(r)]}
- ** [aft + a)

by letting a > 0, remembering that the expression inside the braces on the right

tends strongly to o/(f). These observations lead to

THEOREM 3.10.3. Let x(] be a holomorphic function on the domain 1) to the

(B} -space 36. Let C be a simple closed redifiable curve in D, the interior of which

is contained in D, such that arg(r f) increases by 2?r when r describes C (positive

orientation) . Then

It follows from Theorem 3.10.1 that the integral J x(f)d is independent
of the path and depends only upon initial and terminal points, if D is simply-
connected, and in the multiply-connected case we may deform paths in the
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customary manner. Thus we have the usual freedom of choice of paths to

suit our needs.

If :r(f) is holomorpliic in
|
f ft |

< R and
|| .r(f) || ^ M for such values of f,

then taking C to be the circle
|
f ft |

= r < R in Theorem 3.10.3 we get the

Caucky estimates

From these estimates we conclude the validity of the Taylor expansion

x(ti
= Z "^ (r

-
ft)" for

| f
-

ft I

< R.
n=0 vt '

Indeed, the series on the right converges strongly to a limit for such values of f

and since

for every x*, the series converges weakly to &(). Its strong limit must then

also be #(). This reasoning exhibits another mode of using the functionals

on in order to extend classical function theory to vector functions with values

in . The same device may be used to prove Laurent's expansion :

If a:(f) is holomorphic in ^ Ri <
\
f
-

ft
|

< #2 ^

*(r) = fln(f
-

ft)",
n= oo

wAere C,/or instance, is the circle r f
|

= ^, JKi < J? < J?2

If K! = and there is actually at least one an ^ 6 with a negative subscript,

then =
ft is a singular point of #(), namely a pole of order m if a-m ?* 6 but

an = 6 for w < m and otherwise an (isolated) essential singularity. In the

case of a pole we have

for all small values of
| f ft I-

From the Taylor expansion the uniqueness theorem is concluded in the usual

manner :

THEOREM 3.10.4. // rc(f) and y() are holomorphic in D and if &() =

n =
1, 2, 3, ,

the points {} Aavm# a Km# poinf m D, then ar(f) =

The property of being holomorphic is strongly adherent and is preserved

by various convergence processes. The next theorem contains the most ele-

mentary result in this direction; the theorem of Vital! is given in a later section

(Theorem 3.13.2 below).

THEOREM 3.10.5. Let {() }
be a sequence of holomorphic -Junctions on D to 1

which converges uniformly with respect to on a simple closed reclifidbk curve C,

the interior of which, D say, is also in D. Then {xn (fi } converges to a holomorphic
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function ;r(f) in D and, moreover, x^() > #
<fc)

(<T) in DO for every k. The con-

vergence is uniform with respect to
,
in DQ when k = 0, in any fixed domain interior

to DO when k > 0.

The classical proof applies, mutatis mutandis, to the vector case.

3.11. Analytic continuation. Theorem 3.10.4 has a number of important consequences,
the basic one being that the Wcierstrass principle of analytic continuation applies to vector-

valued functions,

Starting with an element of the function, a power series in (j- ft) with coefficients in K
and strongly convergent for

|
J- f |

< p(jTo), we obtain the totality of regular elements

by the usual method of continuation, To this set we add the algebraic elements correspond-

ing to the algebraic singularities including ordinary poles. The set of all regular and alge-
braic elements constitutes the vector-valued analytic function a;(f) .

We note that the theorem of monodromy is valid for vector-valued analytic functions,
that is, if a regular element of a; (JO can be continued analytically along every path in a simply-
connected domain D, then the resulting regular elements form a holomorphic function in D.

Suppose for the sake of simplicity that the analytic function x($) is single-valued.
Then the set of points which are centers of regular elements is the domain of holomorphism of

re(jO. Adding the set of poles, we get the domain of existence of re(JO which in this case

coincides with the domain of meromorphism. Every boundary point of the domain of holo-

morphism is a singular point of re(jO . The accessible boundary points may be characterized
in the usual manner by the fact that the. radius of convergence of a regular element tends
to zero when the center approaches the bound ary point in question. We note that a singular
point of re (JO is necessarily a singular point of at least one of the scalar functions re*[rc(f)J.

If S is the union of the singular points of all functions re* [re (JO), then the boundary of S
is the boundary of the domain of holomorphism of z( JO, that is, the set of singular points of

re(jO. A similar situation holds for holomorphic operator functions. A singular point of

Z7(JO is necessarily a singular point of at least one scalar function x*{U(fl[x]} and the

boundary of the union of the singular points of all functions *{#()[]} is the set of sin-

gularities of JJ(J').

The law of permanency of functional equations has only limited scope for vector-valued
functions since multiplication is not defined in ordinary (B) -spaces . However, it does
hold for linear functional equations in the following sense:

Lei T[x\ J-] be a linear transformation on % to ), not necessarily bounded. Suppose there

exists a fixed domain D in the {-plane such that if rc(J-) is holomorphic in any domain D C Z>,
then !F[re(jO; ft exists and is holomorphic in D . Now let x(^} be a solution of the equation,

T[x; f]

holomorphic in D C D. If re (JO can be continued analytically along a path C in D, then

T[v(fi J fl can be continued along the same path and T[x(fi ; J-]
ss on C.

The first half of the assertion follows from the initial assumption on T, the second half
is then a consequence of Theorem 3.10.4,

3.12. The principle of the maximum. We return to the Cauchy integral

representing &({). If C is taken to be the circle
|
f ft =

r, the formula
may be written

*(& + re
1

'") d8.
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Consequently

This formula has important implications.

THEOREM 3.12.1. // x(if) is a holomorphic function on D to
,
then

\\ x() ||

is a subharmonic function of {in D. It follows that
\\ x({) \\

can have no maximum
in D and no other minimum than zero.

This in turn leads to the principle of the maximum:

Let x(f) be defined in a domain D and on its boundary C, holomorphic in D and

strongly continuous in D U C. If sup || x({) |

= M for { on C, then either x({)

is of constant norm M or
\ \ x({) \

< M in D.

There is a large group of theorems in classical function theory which is more

or less closely attached to the principle of the maximum. The common char-

acteristic of these theorems is that fairly meager information concerning the

absolute value of a holomorphic function permits far-reaching conclusions

concerning the properties of the function. Such theorems as a rule may be

carried over to vector-valued functions, simply replacing statements concerning

1 /(") I ky the corresponding statements concerning || x({) ||.
Often the classical

proofs carry over directly; if not, the assumptions show that the classical theorem

applies to all the scalar functions x*[x({)] and the desired conclusion for x({} is

reached with the aid of the principle of uniform boundedness or from the fact

that the vanishing of all functionals of an element in 9 implies that the element

is 0. The following two theorems belong to this group. The first is the extended

theorem of Liouville. We recall that a function which is holomorphic in the finite

{-plane is said to be entire.

THEOREM 3.12.2. An entire function x({) such thai \\x(re*
B

) \\ ^ Mr", ^
6 ^ 27r, a fixed *z 0, for all large r, is a polynomial in { of degree ^ a. It is a

constant if a < 1.

THEOREM 3.12.3. // x({) is holomorphic in <
|
{
-

o < R and if

||
a: (ft + re") II ^ Mr"a

for all small values of r, then { = { is a pole oforder ^ a.

The results of the classical investigations centering around the Phragmfa-

Lindelof theorem also admit of extensions to vector-valued functions. A number

of these theorems have already proved to be useful in modern functional analysis

and will be used in later parts of this treatise. Some of these theorems are listed

below without proofs. The reader will find proofs of the classical prototypes

and indications of the extensions in the papers quoted at the end of this para-

graph. The classical case of Theorem 3.12.4 is due to F. and R. Nevanlinna

(extension I. Gelfand); Theorem 3.12.5 is due to F. Carlson in the numerically-

valued case (vector extension in the first paper of E. Hille); Theorems 3.12.G
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and 3.12.7 go back to G. Polya (see paper by G. Szcgo for proofs, for the vector

extension see second paper of E. Hille and M. IT. Stone [4]).

THEOREM 3.12.4. Let x(fi he holomorphic in 9i(f) > - To every finite, point

on the imaginary axis and to every e > there shall exist a (semi-circular} neigh-

borhood in which ||rc(f) || ^ 1 + e. Then either
\\ x(fi \\ ^ 1 for all f in

> Oor

lim inf ~ ! log
+

|| x(rc
i0

) cos 9 (IB > 0.

r too 1' JTtl'L

Here log
+
a = max (log a, 0).

THEOREM 3.12.5. Let x() be holomorphic. in J)J(f) > and strongly continuous

in 9t(r) = 0- Suppose that

(i) ||s(HOH ^ Of',

(ii) || .</<") || Cexp [X(0)r], -7T/2 g (9 g 7r/2, Wierc X(0) ^ J-f, X(-0) =

lim sup -r<T
I,

a-o

(iii) (n)
= 0,n = 1,2,3,

THEOREM 3.L2.G. If x(] is an entire function of order one and -minimal lijpc

and if \\ x(n) \\ o(n), a > 0, then x(] is a polynomial in f of degree, < a.

In particular, x(f) is a constant if \ \
x( ?t) [[

?!s hounded with respect to n.

THEOREM 3.12.7. // ?y(f) is an entire function of l/(f 1) and if in the,

expansions

as vf

= E r
rt

, 1 .c < -i
; ;y(r)

= E &?"", i
r

I

> i,

a-n\\ and
\\

6
||

aro o(t), ft > 0, i/wtw f = I is a ?wfa of order < (i ~\~ I,

ihatis,y({) is a polynomial in l/(f 1) of degree. < /3 4-1.

For vector-valued entire functions rc(f') the notions of order and typo urn

defined by obvious modifications of the classical concepts. Thus x(f) is of

order p if

p = lim sup [log log M(r; .r)]/[log r]
f +oQ

where M(r ; a)
= max

1 1
x(rc

ie

) \\.
A function of order p is of type a if

a lim sup r"p
log M(r; x).

r oo

The function is of minimal type if a 0, normal type if < a <
, maximal

type if a = -\-o .
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3.13. The theorem of Vitali. This name covers two distinct but closely

related propositions dealing with functions which are holomorphic and uni-

formly bounded in a fixed domain. The first asserts that any family of such

functions contains a sequence, uniformly convergent in any interior domain;
the second that a sequence which converges in a set having a limit point in the

domain converges uniformly in any interior domain. These propositions are

usually proved on the basis of compactness and the first one seems to require
such an argument. The second one does not and the proof of E. Lindelof [3]

can be adapted to vector-valued functions. As a preliminary we prove Schwarz'x

lemma :

TriEoitEM 3.13.1. Let x(i') be holomorphic. in

:r(0)
= 0. Then

\\ x({) \\gM\t\ for |
f

|

< 1.

< 1, ||.r(f) || ^ M and

PROOF. The classical form of the lemma shows that
| #*[$($)] |

^ M
for every functional a;* such that ||rr* ||

= J. Theorem 2.9.3 shows that for

every fixed f we may find an x* such that
||
:*

||

= 1 and #*[#()] =
|| x() ||.

It follows that also
1 1

x(tf) \ \
^ Al f

|

.

THEOREM 3. 1 3.2. Let [xn (fi }
be. holmnorphic in a,fixed domain D and

\ \

xn ()
1 1

<

M for all n and all j; in D. Let there be a set {>.} in D having "a limit point

ft in D such that limw_>M .T rl(u) exists for every k. Then lira,,-,*, rcn (f) exists every-

where in D, the convergence is uniform with respect to f in any fixed bounded domain

which has positive, distance from the boundary of J), and the. limit function x(lf)

is holomorphic in D.

PROOF. We prove the theorem for the following special case. Let D be

the interior of the unit circle, ft
=

0, andM = 1. We have then

f
I

<

and
|| a,mn || = 1 for <

rdl m and n. Tf
| f |

< -3-, we have for every n

Hence for a fixed but arbitrary k with
|

f/,.
|

< $

||
a0n - a

(tl, || ^ ||
.f'n (r/,0

~
flo 4- || 3(&) -

and

lim sup flop || ^ 4

Since f/; when /c * co
,
it follows that {<,} is a Cauchy sequence and has

a strong limit, a() say, and
||
o

|| ^ .1.
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We now put EBli(?)
== [&({) flo]/f. By Schwarz's lemma ||jcn.i(f) || ^ 2

for all n and all f, f < 1. It follows that the new sequence {xn,i() }
satisfies

the same conditions as the original sequence {xn (f)} except that the bound is 2

instead of 1. The bound for the coefficients is obviously unchanged, however.

Using the preceding argument we then see that limn_oo a\n a\ exists and

|| a\ || ^ 1. By complete induction we get the existence of limn_M amn = am

for all m and am ^ 1. Now form

Then for
| f ]

r < 1

I *,(r)
-

a(r) || E ||
amn - a

||
r
w

-f 2r
fc+1

/U -
r),

m-Q

whence we conclude that
|| #() x(t?) |j

when n co, uniformly with

respect to f for
| f |

^ r < 1. This completes the proof of the special case.

The extension to the general case is routine analysis. We cover the domain DO C D
by a finite number of circles all in D. The first circle is placed with its center at f = fo ,

each consecutive circle is placed with its center in a preceding circle. The preceding proof
shows the convergence in the first circle, whence it spreads to the consecutive circles and
hence to all of Do . If the centers are properly chosen, the given circles may be replaced

by smaller concentric circles, still covering Do ,
in which we have uniform convergence.

3.14. Vector-valued functions of several complex variables. A consider-

able portion of the theory developed in the preceding sections may be extended

to the case of functions of several complex variables. In the present section we

give only a couple of theorems, due to Max Zorn, which are basic for the dis-

cussion in Chapter IV.

Let Zn be the linear vector space of elements C = (fi , , f ) ,
where ft ,

, fn are complex numbers and addition and scalar multiplication are defined

by the usual conventions

Ci -f 2
= (fn + fjsj

*

3 <Tni + s)> C = (afi , , ).

We make Z n into a (B) -space by defining || ||
in a convenient manner, for

example,

IIC II- {|M'+---H- M 2

}

1
or ||C |1

-max fi |.

It is immaterial for the following which definition of the norm is used.

Consider a function /(C) =
/(ft, , T) on Zn to a (B)-space ,

defined in

some domain A of Zn . The partial derivative of /(ft , ,) with reaped,
to 5 is denned by the usual convention

rtf t
'

1
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the limit, which is taken in the sense of strong convergence in
, being independ-

ent of the manner in which a* tends to 0.

THEOREM 3.14.1. Let /(ft, , ft,) on Zn to % have first order partials with

respect to each fa when =
(ft , , ft,) lies in some domain A containing the

origin. Then:

(i) /(ft i fn) /ias partial derivatives of all orders and the mixed partials

are independent of the order of differentiation;

(ii) /() is continuous and bounded on every bounded closed subset of A;

(in) if || /() || ^ Mfor || < || p and a < p, then for || || ^ <r

/)-/>)- 2
%oi ,fol \0ifc /O

(iv) /(ft ft -,) ss differentiable with respect to ft

PKOOF. We may assume that this theorem is known for the special case in which =

Zi and we reduce the general case to this particular instance with the aid of the bounded

linear functionals x* 6 #*

(i) The numerical function s*[/(fi, , f)] is partially differentiable since strong

differentiability implies the weak kind. Hence

9 r 3

x*f(b, ) r)] =
**\jfr

exists and is partially differentiable with respect to ft.-, fc = 1, 2, , n, for every x* 6 X*.

This implies the existence of second order partials of /(ft. , , f ) itself (in the sense of

strong differentiability) and proves the first part of assertion (i) since the higher derivatives

can be handled by an induction argument. The relation

f 9 2
f

**[/]
= x*

'

which is valid for every x* 6 X*, shows that the order of differentiation is immaterial.

(ii) This part as well as (iv) follows from (iii) ;
let us only establish the boundedness as

it will be necessary for the proof of (iii).

We consider the numerically-valued functions *[/()] on an arbitrary closed bounded

subset E u of A. For every fixed x* the set
| x*[/(E )]| is bounded; by the theory of uniform

boundedness it follows that ||/(Eo) ||
is also bounded.

(iii) Now consider a p such that
1 1 1 1

g p lies in A. This set may therefore serve as an

Eo ;
let M be the corresponding bound. For the numerical functions OJ*[/(01 this gives

Hence, by the numerical case,

; ||z*||[A'/Mp-<r)]|U||
2

for || C || ^ <r < p. An application of Theorem 2.9.3 yields (iii). As was observed above,

(iii) implies the continuity of /() and part (iv).
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It should be observed that we have used only the fact that x*\f(i , , f)l is partially

differentiablc in A. The proof is valid also when n - I and shows that if x*[f(fi] is dif-

ferentiablc for f
|

< p and for all a;*, then/(f) is strongly differentiable.

THEOREM 3.14.2. Let
)/?=<,

Ph(h , ft) be a scries of homogeneous polynomials

a,kn constants in
,
and Id A be an open sat in the space Z2 . The following facts

are then equivalent:

(i) the series converges at each point of A;

(ii) the terms Pk are uniformly bounded in any bounded neighborhood A of

any arbitrary point (fi , fto) in A such that AO C A;

(iii) every point of A has a neighborhood Ai such that X^-o sup^ || P/,(fj , ft) ||

is convergent.

PEOOK. It is easy to show that (ii) implies (iii). For let j| P* ||
s M in A

;
then for

sufficiently small e, < e < 1, the set (1
-

t) A will still be a neighborhood of (f10 , fro) and

in it we have \\Ph\\ M (I )'' by virtue of the homogeneity of Pk That (iii) implies

(i) is trivial, but the implication (i) implies (ii) is not. Here we have recourse to the

numerical case for which the theorem has been proved by F. Hartogs [1], He states that

the series converges locally uniformly in A; this implies uniform convergence on bounded

closed subsets.

If 2 Pfc(f: , fa) is convergent in A, then

S x*[Pt(ri , fa)l

-O i-O

will be a series of numerical polynomials, convergent in A and therefore uniformly con-

vergent in any A as specified. Applying the theory of uniform boundedncss to the set

we see that it is bounded, which was to be proved.

References. F. Carlson [1], Dunford [3, 7, 8], Fantappic [2], Geli'and [4],

Hartogs [1], Hilbert [1], Hffle [7, llj, Lindelof [3], Lorch [2, 3], F. and Ii.

Nevanlinna [1], P61ya [3], F. Riesz [2], Stone [4], Szego [1], A. E. Taylor [S,

7], anclN. Wiener [1].



CHAPTER IV

FUNCTIONS ON VECTORS TO VECTORS

4.1. Orientation. In preceding chapters we have studied two different

types of abstract functions, viz. functions on vectors to scalars, mainly repre-

sented by linear bounded functionals, and functions on scalars to vectors, in

particular integrable functions and holomorphic functions. To these types
we now add a third one : functions on vectors to vectors, and the emphasis will

be on functions analytic in a sense to be specified later. To simplify matters

both the domain and the range will be arbitrary complex Banach spaces though
less restrictive assumptions are feasible. In particular, the topology of the

domain is immaterial for a considerable portion of the theory.

The theory of analytic functions on vectors to vectors is of recent date, but

the Volterra theory of functions of composition can be regarded as a forerunner

and most of the basic concepts can be traced back to the founders of functional

analysis. The fundamental notions of abstract differentials, polynomials, and

power series were introduced by M. Fr6chet around 1909. A. few years later

R. Gateaux applied the ideas of Fre"chet to concrete problems (analytic func-

tionals and functions of infinitely many unknowns) and much of the later

development is based upon the brilliant work of Gateaux which was published

posthumously.
The modern theory is the outgrowth of the work of three different schools.

A. D. Michal and his pupils, in particular, I. E. Highberg and R. S. Martin,

developed a theory of abstract power series, while Angus E. Taylor created

a theory of analytic functions based upon the Gateaux differential. The latter

line of approach was followed independently by L. M. Graves and T. H. Hilde-

brandt who applied the resulting theory to implicit functions and boundary
value problems. S. Banach seems to have possessed a theory of analytic

operations but of this only some fragments dealing with polynomial operations

appear to have been published by Banach himself and by S. Mazur and W.
Orlicz. See also G. Suchurnlinov for the case of analytic functionals.

In the following we attempt to give a unified presentation of the subject

matter, confining ourselves to results which are needed in building up the theory
or required in later applications. There are two paragraphs: Differentiate

Functions and Analytic Functions. The reader should also consult sections

5.17 and 22.9 which are concerned with the extension of classical analytic

functions from the complex field to a Banach algebra with or without unit

element. References are found below; for a more extensive bibliography

This chapter was written in collaboration withMax Zorn to whom most of the new results

are due. Zorn has published his investigations in [1, 2, 3],

65
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the reader is referred to the expository papers of Graves [3], Hyers [1], Michal

[1], and Taylor [7].

References. Banach [3, 4], Evans [1], Fantappie [2], Frechet [1, 2, 3, 5],

Gateaux [1, 2], Graves [1, 2, 3], Highberg [1, 2], Hildebrandt and Graves [1],

Hyers [1], Kerner [2], Martin [1], Mazur and Oiiicz [1], Michal [1], Michal

and Clifford [1], Michal and Martin [1], Suchumlinov [1], Taylor [1, 3, 4, 6,

7, 8], ondZorn [1, 2, 3].

1. DlFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS

4.2. Multilinear forms and polynomials. In the following we shall be con-

cerned with functions defined on a complex (B) -space 3c and having its values

in another such space $. In Chapter II we considered linear functions on

to ). The extension to multilinear functions is immediate.

DEFINITION 4.2.1. Ifxi,xt,---,xn are variables in
,
a function F(XI ,

x2 >

, ) defined for all values of the variables and having values in g) is called

a symmetric n-linear form, if (i) it is linear in each variable separately and (ii)

it is a symmetric function of the variables. It is said to be continuous if it is con-

tinuous in each variable separately.

DEFINITION 4.2.2. A function y = P(x) on to $ defined for all x is called

a polynomial in x of degree m if for all a, h 36 and all complex a

m

(4.2.1) P(a + ah) = Pv(a, h)a,

where the Pv(a, h) are independent of a. The degree is exactly m if Pm (a, h) ^ 0,

P(x} is a power or a homogeneous polynomial of degree n if it is a polynomial arid

P(ax) ss a
n
P(x) in x and a,

According to this definition, the zero element is homogeneous of arbitrary

degree. This is the only case, however, in which the degree of a power differs

from its degree as a polynomial. More precisely expressed: if P(x) is a poly-

nomial of degree exactly m, if P(x) is homogeneous of degree n, and if P(a*) ^ 0,

then m = n. The following simple argument, due to Christine S. Williams,

starts from the identity a
m
P(a + a~

l

h] a
m
P[a~

l

(h -f- aa)]. Using the homo-

geneity on the right and expanding both sides with the aid of (4.2.1), we see that

P,(a, h}a
m~v =

P,(7t, a)a*" "*'.
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Since neither Pu (a, h} nor Pm (h, a) can vanish identically, this identity requires

that m = n and

(4.2.2) Pv (a, 7i)
= P_,(/i, a), v = 0, 1, 2, -, n.

Returning to general polynomials and rewriting (4.2.1) as a Newton inter-

polation polynomial

(4.2.3)

we see that the coefficients Pv (a, li) are uniquely determined by P(x), In par-

ticular

(4.2.4) P (o, />)
= P(o), Pw (o, A) = i 4TP(o).

m!

That the last coefficient is actually independent of a will be shown below.

From (4.2.3) we obtain by complete induction that

(4.2.5) P(o
I

where the increments /IM are arbitrary elements of X and the summations with

respect to vi , ,
vn go from to m. The right side is a polynomial in the n

complex variables ai} ,
an of total degree nm. Replacing each a^ by Xap

we obtain a polynomial in X of degree nm which by formula (4.2.1) must reduce

to one of degree m. Owing to the arbitrariness of the a's this is possible if and

only if each difference of P(a) involving more than m spans /^ vanishes identi-

cally. This leads to the basic

THEOREM 4.2.1. // P(x) is a polynomial of degree exactly m, then

(4.2.6) AS.../,,OT+1 P(s) =<?

identically in x and in the increments Jh, , h,,, +1 . JVo difference of order m
can vanish identically. Conversely, if P(x) is a polynomial and if a difference of

P(x) of order k vanishes identically in x and in the increments, then the degree of

P(x) is less than k.

PROOF. (4.2.6) was proved above. If the degree of P(x) is exactly m,
then m! Pm (a, h)

= AjCP(a) does not vanish identically. The converse assertion

follows from (4.2.3) which shows that, P(a + a/0 reduces to a polynomial in a.

of degree less than k since the identical vanishing of a Hh order difference implies

the identical vanishing of all differences of order ^ k.

Setting

(4.2.7) P(xl> ,x,, t }
=1 A;

l

r ..xm /
J
(a),
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we note that giving a an increment h and taking the difference of span h produces

a result which vanishes identically in //. It, follows that P(x\ , -, xm ] is actu-

ally independent of a. This shows in particular that the coefficient Pm ((t, h)

is independent of a as asserted above.

It is obvious that any sum of polynomials is a polynomial of a degree not

exceeding the highest degree present among the summands. If P(x) is a poly-

nomial in x of exact degree m so is P(x + c) for any fixed c. Further, a poly-

nomial of degree m is the sum of homogeneous polynomials

where !'(:) is homogeneous in re of degree v. It follows from (4.2.1) that

P,,(;F)
=

P,,(0, .T) so that Pv(x) is uniquely determined.

DEFINITION" 4.2.3. The polar form of a homogeneous polynomial P(x) of degree

m is dejined by (4.2.7) .

THEOREM 4.2.2. // F(x\ , ,
xn) is a symmetric n-lincar form, then F(x,

, x} is a Jiomogenfions polynomial of degree n.

PROOF. One shows hy induction that

'4.2.8) F(Xa -I- pb,
-

,
Xa + $} = Z F(a, , a, &,

. v n-
\ M

where on the right the variables a and b occur v and n v times respectively.

This proves the assertion. A converse is given by

THEOREM 4.2.3. // P(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, its polar

form is a symmetric n-linear form. In terms of the polar form we have P(x) =
P(x, , x) and

(4.2.9) P(\a + M&) = l>(a t

ere //ic corfficwiti of XV'~* ^' homogeneous polynomial in a of degree v and in

h oj degree, n v.

PROOF. That the polar form is symmetric follows from (4.2.7). Let us

prove that it is linear in xn . This follows from Theorem 4.2.1 upon observing
that

f/rl = A"""
1 PM

I

"sr --*n~i y W
is a non-null polynomial in x, the second differences of which vanish identically.
It follows that /(a:) is a polynomial of degree one and hence that /(#) /(19)

is homogeneous of degree one. But then /(a;B)
~

f(6) = P(xl , ,
jcn) is linear

in xn . Thus the polar form is n-linear. That P(x, , x} = P(x) follows from
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(4.2.2), (4.2.3) and (4.2.7). Formula (4.2.9) is then an immediate consequence
of (4.2.8). The homogeneity properties are obvious.

The rest of this section is devoted to questions of continuity.

TIIKOKKM 4.2.4. A liomoycncoiis polynomial of degree, n is continuous if and

oit.li/ if il is hounded in some, sphere. It is then bounded in every fixed finite sphere

and satisfies a Lipschilz condition of order one uniformly in such a sphere. More-

oner, there exists a constant M such that for all .r

||/^)|| M\ :r
1 1".

PROOF. Suppose that
|| P(x) \\ ^ B in \x a\\ ^ p. The coefficients

Pb(a, b) in the expression for P(a + ali) given by (4.2.1) can obviously be ex-

pressed linearly with numerical coefficients in terms of I*(a + "b), v = 0, 1, 2,

, n, where co is a primitive (n + l)th root of unity. There is consequently a

HI such that for
1 1

b
\ \

f p we have

II /Ma, Z)|| Kit k =
0, 1, ...,n.

Pi,(a, h) being homogeneous of degree n k in b, one infers that for all values of b

(4.2.10) || /Ma, b} || 7V" B

||
b ir", k =

0, 1,
- .

., n,

and this shows that P(x) = P(a + (x a)) is bounded in every finite sphere"

Since Pa(a, 6)
= P(a), the estimate also gives

Sinc.e now (4.2.10) holds uniformly with respect to a in any bounded domain

of
,
the Lipschitz condition also holds uniformly in such a domain. For a 6,

b = x, k = we get the desired inequality || P(x] \\<>M \\x\\\

Conversely, if P(x) is continuous at x =
a, then P(x) is bounded in some

sphere ||
x a

\\ ^ p and the preceding argument applies.

THEOREM 4.2.5. A symmetric n-linear form F(XI ,

-

,
xn] is continuous if

and only if it is bounded in the sense that there is a constant M such that
\ \
F(XI ,

, xn) 1 1
^ M

1 1
Xi

1 1 \\Xn\\ for all values of the variables. It is then a

continuous Junction of (x\ , ,
xn ).

PROOF. The condition is sufficient since

if
||
a* || ^ p, \\Xk\\ ^ p for all /c.

To prove the necessity it is enough to consider the case n 2; the general case

can then be handled by complete induction. Thus we have a symmetric bi-

linear form F(x, y] continuous in x and y separately. It follows that F(x, 9}
=
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F(9, y} = 6. The linearity in y gives 1 1
F(x, y) \\ M(x) \\y\\ where the bound

M(x) obviously satisfies the conditions

M(xl + a;2) ^ M(xd + M(xz], M(ax) =
[

a
(
Af(a;), M(0) = 0.

Thus M(x) is a non-negative sublinear functional denned for all x. Let

M(B) = Hm sup M(x).
S-*0 ||||g

We start by proving that M(Q) is finite. If the converse were true, we could

find a sequence {xn }
such that (i) xn ->' 0, (ii) M(xn} > n. Consider the corre-

sponding sequence of linear functions F(xn , y}. By assumption F(xn , y) >

F(d, y}
- 6 for every y 6 By the theory of uniform boundedness, this

implies that
1 1
F(xn , ) ||

= M(xn] A for all n. This contradicts the assump-

tion that M(0) = + o> . There exists consequently a finite B B(8) such that

M(x) 5(5) for
|j
x

||
8. Hence M(x) ^ B(8}8~

1

\\x \
^ M \\x\\ for all

x and

\\F(x,y)\\ M \\x\\\\y\\.

Thus F(x, y} is bounded and consequently a continuous function of (x, ?/) as

asserted.

Combining the two preceding theorems one gets:

THEOREM 4.2.6. A homogeneous polynomial is continuous if and only ij its

polar form is continuous. Conversely, a symmetric n-linear form F(x\ , , #)
is continuous if and only if the polynomial F(x, , x) is so.

DEFINITION 4.2.4. // P(x) is a homogeneous continuous polynomial of degree

n, the least value of M for which
\
P(x] \\ ^ M \\

x
\\

n
for all x is called the bound

or the norm of P( ) and is denoted by
\ \

P
\ \

. For a continuous symmetric n-lincar

form the bound or norm \\F \\is the least value ofM such [hat
\ \
F(XI , ,

xn)
\ \
^

M
|| xi || ||

xn || for all Xi , ,
xn .

DEFINITION 4.2.5. A function y = /(re) on 3 to g), defined in the set !>, is said

to be continuous in the sense of Baire if there exists a set of the. first category i\i C X1

such thatf(x) is continuous in the set 3) 3)o

If g) is separable, this notion is equivalent to f(x') having the property of

Baire, that is, for every open set the set/"
1

((^5) has the property of Baire in

the sense defined in section 1.2. For these different notions, we refer to C.

Kuratowski [2, p. 191 et seq.]. Our use of the notion of continuity in the sen.se

of Baire will be restricted to the implications of the next three theorems; for

the first of these we refer to Kuratowski (loc. cit.), for the others to S. Maznr
and W. Orlicz [1, p. 182].

THEOREM 4.2.7. A convergent sequence of functions, continuous in the sense

of Baire, converges to a function having the same property.
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THEOREM 4.2.8. 7f a homogeneous polynomial is continuous in the sense of

Baire, then it is continuous everywhere. A symmetric n-linear form which is

continuous in the sense of Baire with respect to each variable separately is continuous

everywhere with respect to the variables jointly.

Combining these results we obtain:

THEOREM 4.2.9. A convergent sequence of continuous symmetric n-linear forms

converges to a form with the same properties or the limit vanishes identically. Also,

a convergent sequence of 'continuous homogeneous polynomials of fixed degree n

converges either to such a polynomial or to the zero element.

4.3. G-Differentiability. The crux of the theory of vector-valued functions

of vectors is the question of differentiability. In this general situation the di-

ferentials of Fr6chet and of Gateaux appear to be the most appropriate concepts.

We start by formulating some topological notions of importance to the theory.

DEFINITION 4.3.1. A subset S) of a (B}~space is said to be finitely open if

for each choice of elements XQ (E SD and hi , ,
hn ,

the elements XQ + ^" fahk

which are in 5D correspond to an open subset of the space Zn of ordered n-tuples of

complex numbers (fi , ,&)

This is equivalent to saying that 5D intersects every finite-dimensional linear

subspace of 3c in a relatively open set.

There are actually sets which are finitely open without being open. The following

example is clue to E. G. Begle and H. Pollard. Let [xn ]
be a sequence of points in X such

that (i) for each n, the point xn +i is not in the closed linear vector space spanned by %i ,

x^ , ,
xn ,

and (ii) Km xn = xa exists. Let 5) be the complement of the set {xn }
. Since

33 contains XQ ,
it cannot be open. On the other hand, any ^-dimensional subspace of 9

. can contain at most 7c points xn ;
its intersection with 5D is consequently relatively open,

that is, is finitely open.

DEFINITION 4.3.2. A set G*(;TO) is called a c-star about x if (*(.TO)
= x + H,

where h 6 //, |
f

|
^= 1 implies that h (E H .

We note that if ) is finitely open and contains x
,
then it contains a finitely

open c-star about x formed by all points XQ + h for which
| f |

f 1 implies

XQ + fh 6 SD. We speak of the c-star in 3) about x .

Let us denote by p(x, h) the suprernum of all numbers p such that
|
f

|
^ p

implies that x + h 6 3D-

DEFINITION 4.3.3. Let y =
f(x) on 96 to g) be defined in the finitely open set SD

and suppose that for every x G ) and h G 36 the quotient [f(x + fft) f(%)]/,
which is defined for < < p(x,ti), tends to a unique limit as f > 0. We
then say that
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(i) f(x) is G-dijferentiable in 3);

(ii) 5f(x; K) = / = lim -
[f(x + #) -

/(a:)]

variation with increment h of f(x) ;

(iii) f(x) possesses a Gateaux differential in SD.

DEFINITION 4.3.4. We say that f(x) is F-differentiate and possesses a total

or a Frechet differential in SD if (i) 3) is open, (ii) 5/(a; h) exists as a continuous

function of h, and

(iii) lim JL
I
/( + h)

-
f(x) -8f(x, h) ||

=
0, a; 6 SD.

We note that if/and g are Or-differentiable so is of+ j3g and

It is also a simple matter to show that

5/(rc; ah) =
adf(x; h)

so that 8f(x, h) is homogeneous of degree one in h,

THEOREM 4.3.1. f(x) is G-dijfcrentiable in the finitely open set SD if and only if

for every x 3) and h 3, f(x + h) is a holomofphic function of f when
\ \

<p(x,h).

PROOF. This follows from the observation

[d I i

=
Sf(x + ft A; h).

COROLLARY. f(x) is G-differentiable in SD if and only if for every re G SD and
anyhi,--,hn% the function f(x -f ^ ^hh) is partially differentiable with

respect to k ,
k =

1,
-

, n, in the open set A = A(/h , ,
lin) of the space Zn

which corresponds to points x + ^ "
khk in SD.

THEOREM 4.3.2. For every h 6 3, sif = a/(a;; A) is a G-differentiable func-
tion of x.

PROOF. We have

r-o

0,0
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By the preceding theorem f(x + ftfo + ft/i2) is a partially differentiable function

and Theorem 3.14..1 ensures the existence of the higher partials.

We may thus define the nth variation 8
n
f(x; hi, ,

hn} of f(x) with incre-

ments hi , ,
hn by

DEFINITION 4.3.5. We set 8*J(x; h] =
S/(x; Ai); 8

n+1
f(x; hi,

''

, fc+i) =
"+l

[a

n
/(; fo , , An)]; 7(; A) = *7ta &,, A).

For the sake of convenience we add the convention that [8

n
f(x;hi ,, /i)]n=o =

/(re). We state without proof

THEOREM 4.3.3. We have

( 1 1

(i) {
T- f(x + f: Ai + ft fc)

-
/(*; fo) ;

I "Si Jo.o

THEOREM 4.3.4. S^f
=

5/(a- ; K) is linear in h. .

PROOF. We have already noted that <5/(re; h) is homogeneous of degree
one in h, but it remains to show the additivity. Consider the function

f(x -f- Ti^i + f2/12) of C = (fi , ft) It is partially differentiable, thus by Theorem
3.14.1 (iii)

ft
lO W2/0

By Theorem 4.3.3 (i) this gives

/( + ft/n + ft^2)
= /(*) 4- W(; /x) 4-

Letting ft
=

ft
= f we get

since o(
\K 1 1

)
= o(

\
f

|
) . This shows that

8f(x; ^ + W = Hm } [f(x + f(/n + A2))
-

/(re)]
f-*o i

and the theorem is proved.

In defining F-differentiability it is customary to require that 8/(x; h) exist

as a linear continuous function of h. Theorem 4.3.4 shows that the assumption
of linearity is redundant and this is why it was omitted in Definition 4.3.4. Actu-

ally the latter still contains a redundance: Zorn [3] has recently shown that

condition (iii) is implied by (i) and (ii). If (ii) is satisfied, we see that 8f(x; )

for Jixed x in 3) is a bounded linear operator on lo g). If the (B) -space of all
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such operators be denoted by <5[, g)], then 8f(x; ) is a function on 5D to

which, as we shall see later, is continuous and even analytic in x. Zorn calls

this function the derivative, of f(x) and denotes it by f'(x) so that &f(x; Ji)
=

The notion of a derivative as distinguished from that of a differential appears to have

been considered by A. D. Michal in 1936.

THEOREM 4.3,5. 8
n

f(x; hi , ,
hn) is a symmetric n-linear form in hi, ,

h n

which is G-differenliablc with respect to x when x 6 ). S
n
f(x; h) is a homogeneous

polynomial of degree n in h.

PROOF. d
n

f(x; hi, , /O is linear in the last argument since it is a varia-

tion; it is symmetric by Theorem 4.3.3 (ii) and hence linear in each hk . The

rest follows from Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.3.2.

Let us now look at the Taylor development of the function f(x -f fft) which

must be valid for
|
T 1

< p(x, &) :

Using Theorem 4.3.3 (iii) we get

/(* + r/o = S svc*; A) ^ = E 1 -/(*; r^).
n0 W! n=0 n!

Here we may replace hby h; reinterpreting the condition on h geometrically

we arrive at

THEOREM 4.3.G. For x SD and JP -f ^ in the c-slar about x in SD, we have

.

n-O 71 !

Another way of stating the condition is to say that the series converges for

p(x, h) < 1.

From Theorem 3.10.3 it follows that

n

where F is any circle
j f

=
p' with p' < p(x, A) . In particular, if x -f~ /i belongs

to a o-star in 2) about a
1

,
we may choose p' I. This leads to the analog

of the classical estimates of Cauchy:

THEOREM 4.3.7. In any c-star (*(a) about x = a in which \\f(x) \\ ^ M,
we have

\\
8
n
f(a; h) \\ Mnlfor a -f h <S*(o).

The existence of a finitely open c-star of boundedness may be asserted for

every point a 6 D. In. the following theorem, we have taken a = 6,
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THEOREM 4.3.8. Let &*(0) C > 5e a finitely open c-slar about 0, <3 a subset

of *(0) wMc/i is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace of and compact

there Then there exist quantities c and M, < e < 1, < M, and a finitely

open c-star <?(*) = (5 wcfc fta* (i) @ C (1
-

e)<5
= (S(e) C <g C <g*(0), (ii)

||/(x) || ^ M m (5, and (iii)

1)1 sup || "/(*;*
n=0 ft! aCC(e)

PROOF. The function ^(x)
= maxm ^i ||/(faO ||

is well defined when x

&*(0). If is any finite-dimensional linear subspace of 96, then f(x) is con-

tinuous in 9c <*(0) s ( since every a; in (S* is of the form ]" ftfo and

/(" f*A*) is a partially differentiable function of fi , , TnforX/r frfo in ^

This unplies, however, that <p(rc) is also continuous in ( - In order to see

this, let {%} (S, and x> ~> ^o Sn when k -+ . There exist complex

numbers ft and ft of absolute value one such that<p(x/ )
=

||/(fta*)

. Then

= limsup H/(ft*) II ^

On the other hand, <p(x ^ || /(ft%) II
whence

= v(o)

and, finally, , m*/ N ,

This being established, we consider the subset )(%) of &*(0) where ?s

^(a; ) + i
s Xo 6 This set is finitely open since its intersection with any

n is relatively open; it is a c-star from the definition of <p(x) and it contains XQ .

<& being compact, there exists a finite subset of such that the corresponding

sets JD(0, , $(n) suffice to cover . We put (S = U(%), ^ 7
1 +

maxfc^C**). Then S is a finitely open c-star in <*(*), containing, and ||/(a;) || g

M in (S. Let @ be contained in the w-dimensional linear subspace 1n ;
since

(S is relatively open, we can find an c, < < 1, such that C (1
-

e) (S =

((). For a; (e) we can use formula (4.3.1) with a; replaced by 0, /i by a;
3

and p' by 1/(1
-

e). It follows that sup,e(o II $7(0; ) II
= ^i " e) nL

This completes the proof .

At this juncture an examination of the properties of differentiability of powers

is in order.

THEOREM 4.3.9. A homogeneous polynomial is always C-differentiable ;
it is

F-differentiable if and only if it is continuous.

PROOF. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Definition 4.2;2.

Formula (4.2.1) shows that if P(x) is of degree n then

h] = fc! ?-,;(*, A), fc ^ ,
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and that the variations of order greater than n vanish identically. Definition

4.3.4 shows that the continuity of P(x) is necessary for F-differentiability. But
if P(x) is continuous, then the homogeneous polynomials Pn-b(x, h) are eon-

tinuous functions of x as well as of h since they may be expressed linearly with

constant coefficients in terms of (n + 1) suitably chosen functions P(-x + /<.).

Since Pn-k(x, Ji) is homogeneous of degree h in h and of degree n /, in :c, we
can find a constant If such that

\\P-k(x, h} II ^ M\ a ||-* ||
A ||*, fc =

0, I,---, .

These estimates show that the conditions of Definition 4.3.4 are satisfied so

that P(x) is F-differcntiablc when it is continuous.

From this point of view we may refer to a homogeneous polynomial as an F-power
or as a G-power according as it, is F-dij)'erenliable or merely G-di/crcntiable, that is,

according as it is continuous or not. By Theorem 4.2.3 we may replace con-

tinuity by boundedness in this statement.

The Taylor series of f(x) given in Theorem 4.3.0 is an expansion in terms of

(?-powers in h. It could consequently be described as a G-powcr scries. Simi-

larly a convergent series in terms of ^-powers could bo called an F-powcr m>.
It is suggestive for purposes of comparison to reformulate the main results of

this section in the new terminology.

THEOREM 4.3.10. If f(x) is defined and G-diffcrenliable in a finitely open net

S) C
,
then to every x S) there is a G-power series Xo Pn (x, h} where Pn (x, h)

is a G-power in h of degree n and a G-diJI'erenliable function of x. The fwclionx
Pn (x, h) are uniquely determined by f(x) and Pn (x, Jt)

=
8"f(x; h)/n\. We hare

f(v + V = E /Vaj, /O,n0

valid if h is in the c-slar in about x. To every x there is- a finitely open e-star in
which f(x) is bounded and the wrifift converges uniformly and normally in the w
that.

'

__/ n-o HUps+;,eE
[

Pn (x, h)

The question of when a G-power series becomes an ^-power series will be
considered later.

4.4. ^-power series. Let \Pn (x)}, n =
0, ], 2, , be a given sequence

of (7-powers in x, the degree of Pn (x) })eing n. We shall study the ^-power-
series

its region of convergence and the properties of its sum.
We start from a local point of view which enables us to determine the cross

sections of the region of convergence, denoted by [PB ], with planes through
its center x = 0.
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DEFINITION 4.4.1. Let u 6 and \\u\\
= 1 and put

M(W) = lim supn-voo ||
Pn(u} ||

1/n
, p(w) = l//*(w).

We state without proof

THEOREM 4.4.]. (i) // the terms of (4.4.1) are bounded for x = x
,
then the

scries is absolutely convergent, for x = x
, \\ < 1. (ii) If x fn, ||

u
\\

=
1,

the scries converges absolutely for \ f |

< p(w) and diverges for
\
f > p(w) .

COROLLARY. jT/iff closure of the region of convergence of a G-power series is a

c-star about 6 (or reduces to 0) .

The properties of p(u) appear to be very complicated even in cases which look fairly

simple on the, surface. As an example we may take X =
(Zj), the space of sequences x =

ja,ij, with
i|
x

||
= {S |

n
|

2
!

1/2
,
arid D = Z\ ,

the space of complex numbers with the

usual norm. Then

is an /(1-powcr series as is easily verified. Here the function p(it) has the property that its

lower and upper limit functions arc identically and + respectively. Indeed, supposn
that u = {a n \

and
1 1

u
\ \

= I . To any given e >0 we may find an integer N and two numbers
A and B near unity such thai

m

2 ! I

2 < t
2

A'+l

and

MI = {xli , A at , , Aau , 0, 0, },

j
= B{ ttl , ,

-

, * , (N + 1)"
2/3

, (N + 2)-
2/3

, }

are unit vectors. Here p (MI) = w andp(w2 )
=

0, further

u - wi g A - 1 + M - MS 2BN~1/6 + B - 1 + e

so that MJ. and 2 arc as close to as we please. This proves the assertion.

A satisfactory theory is obtainable in the case in which there exists a finitely open domain
of convergence. This assumption implies certain restrictions on p(u) (essentially lower

semi-continuity) which, however, we shall not investigate here. We start with a simple
lemma.

LEMMA 4.4.1. If a G-power P(x) satisfies || P(x) \\ ^ M in a c-slar (*(#())
=

XQ + //, then it satisfies the same inequality in the c-star (*(0) =
fo5 H- // for

PROOF. Let /i H and consider the function P(x -f" h ) for
|
^ 1.

It is holomorphic for all such values of f since it is a polynomial in f . By the

principle of the maximum
|| P(XQ + ho) \\

reaches its largest value on the unit

circle, say for f = ffl But the homogeneity of P(x) gives

|| POvi-o + h ) ||

=
|| Pfa + tfh ) || ^ mas*w || P(x + li) \\

M
since // is a c-star. This proves the lemma.
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THEOBEM 4.4.2. // the G-power series (4.4.1) converges in the finitely open
c-star (S*(rc )

= x + //, it will also converge in @*(0) = f& -f- ff
}

\ f j
^ 1 .

PROOF. Let h 6 -f/ and consider the linear subspace {ix -f ft/a}
=

(tfo + h -f (ft
-

I)EO + (ft
-

1)A} . It intersects (%TO) in a relatively open set

SDo corresponding to an open set A in Zz . Since (1,1) A, we can find an
e > such that the closed bicylinder r2 :

|
ft 1

|

s
e, j ft 1

|

s e is in A.

Substituting x = hx + ft/i into the power series, one obtains a series of homo-
geneous polynomials in (ft , ft) convergent in A. By Theorem 3.14.2 (ii) this

implies that the terms of the series are uniformly bounded in T2 . Thus there

is a finite M such that, Pk (x) \\
M for x in the c-star S*(a? + h} : XQ +

h + jia; 4- Wi with On + 1, ?a + 1) F8 . By Lemma 4.4.1 the inequality

j| Pk(x) ||
^ M holds also in the c-star S*(0) : (.c + A) + iji&o + Wi, |

f
|
^ 1,

(i?i + 1) 172 + 1) T2 . Using the homogeneity of P*(a;) or referring to Theorem
3.14.2 again, we see that the power series is absolutely convergent in the c-star

p*(0) for any p < 1. This c-star, for p sufficiently near to 1, contains all points
of the form ftxo + ftfc, ft

|

^ 1, | ft |
^ 1 . Since h H is arbitrary, it follows

that the power series converges in the finitely open c-star fa? -f H , \ f |

iS 1
,

as asserted,

COROLLARY. // a G-powcr sm'e.s1

converges in an open sat, it converges in a

neighborhood of 6.

THEOREM 4.4.3. If the G-power series (4.4.1) converges in a finitely open set S\
it will converge uniformly on discs, that is, for fixed x G 3), h toe m>

Z Pftfo + f/0

wi^ 6e uniformly convergent for
\ \

fg p
7 < p(rc, /i).

PROOF. Consider the series
M
P*(ft -f ft/i) ;

it is a series of homogeneous
polynomials in (ft , ft) which converges in an open set A in Z2 , containing all

points (1, ft) with f2
1
< p (x, h). The subset defined by ft |

^ p' < p(:c, /O
will be a region of uniform convergence by Theorem 3J4.2 (iii).

^

4.4.4. // a sequence of functions (fn(x) } converges uniformly on the.

discs x -f h, j f | p' < p(x, A), of a finitely open set 3) a/i<2 if ike functions fn (x)
are G-differcntiablc in

), <Aew toe Zmii wH ofeo ?;c G-differcnliaUe in 3).

PROOF. If /() =
lim^oo/nGe), we have to show that f(x9 + ft) is diffurenti-

able with respect to f for
| f |

< P (ar , /i). This follows from Theorem 3.10.5.
The same theorem also jdelds:

THEOREM 4.4.5. Under the conditions of the preceding theorem we have for
x 6 $, A 6

*/(; 70 = lim */.(*; &).
-oo

Combining Theorems 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 we obtain:
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THEOREM 4.4,6. // a G-power scries converges in a finitely open set, its sum
will be a G-differeniiablc Junction.

In the preceding theorem we may replace strong convergence by weak.

THEOREM 4.4.7. // a G-power series converges weakly to a limit in a finitely

open set, then its weak sum is G-diffcr&ntiablc.

PROOF. By assumption the series Z" y*[Pn(x}] converges in 3) for every

y* <~ $*. We note that y*[Pn (x)] is a (7-power in x with values in Z\ and the

series Z y*[Pn(x}] converges in the sense of the strong metric of Z\ (that is,

in the sense of Cauchy). By Theorem 4.4.6, ZQ" V*[PM] is (7-differentiable

in 3) and if f(x) is the weak sum of the series Zo" Pn(x), we have consequently
that y*[f(x)] is (r-differentiable for every y*. This is equivalent to y*\j(x + h)]

being a holomorphic function of
"

in
| f |

< p(x, h) for every y* and this implies
that /OK + ti) is holomorphic in the same domain. It follows that f(x) is G-

differentiable in 3) (in the strong sense). We may however go still further:

THEOREM 4.4.8. // a G-powcr series converges weakly to a limit -in a finitely

open set 3), then it converges strongly in 3).

PROOF. We shall prove this under the additional assumption that 3) is a

c-star about 6. It will be seen below that this is no real restriction of the gen-

erality. Let the weak sum of the (r-power series be J'(x) . It is (r-differentiable

in 3) and may consequently be expanded in a Maclaurin series, say f(x)
=

Zo" Pk(6, x). This- series converges in 3) by Theorem 4.3.10. It follows that

for every y* 6 $*
CO W

Zu*\P,(fi <r}} = V ii*\ P, (-)'}]
<l L-* &w, Jsji jf^ y [t fcUt'AI-

These are numerically-valued (r-power series of the function y*[f(x)]. But the

power series representation is unique according to Theorem 4.3.10, whence it
'

follows that y*[Pk(0, x)]
= y*[Ph(x)] for every x f 3) and y* 6 g)*, /c = 0, 1,

2, . It follows that Pk(x) = Pk(0, x) . But the series Z" Pk(0, x) is strongly

convergent in 3), hence Zo* Pk(%} has the same property.

We come now to the question of the structure of the finitely open set of con-

vergence of a G-power series. Theorem 4.4.2 has a bearing on this problem. We
have further:

THEOREM 4.4.9. The largest finitely open set in which a G-power series con-

verges is a c-slar about 6.

PROOF. We assume the existence of a finitely open set of convergence. It is

clear that the union of all such sets is a finitely open set of convergence and that

it is the largest such set. It remains to prove that it is a c-star about 0. De-

noting this largest set by @o[-?YJ, we assume that x 6 o[Pk], %o ^ 0. In the

comments to Definition 4.3.2 it was observed that to every point of a finitely
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open set there is a finitely open c-star about that point which is also in the set.

Let (*(o) = #o H- H be the c-star in o[P*] about XQ . By Theorem 4.4.2,

[P*] then contains the finitely open c-star (*(0) = f# -)-//,
|
f

I

= 1- ^n

particular, we see that x G o[P/i] implies x G o[P/,-], for
j f ^1, that is,

@o[P/J is a c-star.

DEFINITION 4.4.2. A subset 3) of is caZfed c-convcx if, A 6em</ an?/ bounded

open set of complex numbers and T its boundary, the assumption that x + Th is

contained in 3) implies that x + Aft fe'es in 3).

THEOREM 4.4.10. o[P/J is c-convcx.

PROOF. Suppose that A is a bounded open set of complex numbers and T

is its boundary; let x and ha be such that the set @ C [Pk] where = no +
7&, f 6 T. Since lies in a two-dimensional linear subspace and is compact

there, Theorem 4.3.8 applies. Consequently there exist a finitely open c-star (

about 6 and an e, < e < 1, such that (i) @ C (1
-

e) G C < C [P*] and (ii)

]T) .Mfc converges where Mh - sup || Pk(x) ||
for a; G (1 e) (S. Consider now

the set H of all elements h G X such that x fl
4- f/i + h G (1 e) S for every

f G r. It is claimed that // is finitely open. To see this, intersect // by a finite-

dimensional linear subspace %n ;
let h H 9 n

= //rt and let (1 e) (5 fl 3 n
=

Sn . Then x -f f/io + /i G Sn for every f G r. Suppose we could find a se-

quence {/&} G ^n and a sequence {?} G r such that /iv > /i and x + fv/'-n +
A,. G X (Sn . Without loss of generality we may assume that fv > f T.

We have then #o + Jk -\- hv -^ x -\- fo/i -f- A, an element of the relatively open
set S . This involves a contradiction and we see that for all large values of v

we must have XQ + ,/io -f hy <S . It follows that // is relatively open
and that H is finitely open.

We now consider Pk (xQ + fa + A) for h G // . But when <T G r we have
o -f fAo + h G (1

-
<0 6 so that

1 1

Pk(xQ + r/zo + /i)
1 1
^ M* . By the principle

of the maximum, this inequality holds also for f A. It follows that2 1 1 Pk($) \ \

converges uniformly for x G BO -f- A/z + H which is a finitely open set. Hence
x 4- A/io + // G o[Pjt]. In particular, x + fa o[P;t] for G A and the

theorem is proved.

Let 3D be a finitely open set in X, We can always find a finitely open c-convex c-atar
about 6 containing $D and if 5D 5^ X, there are infinitely many such stars which form a par-
tially ordered system under the relation of inclusion-. The intersection of any finite num-
ber of such stars is a star with the same property; for an infinite system the intersection is

still a c-convex c-star but may possibly fail to be finitely open. Let Z denote the inter-
section and 3' the "finite interior" of Z, that is, the set of all points of Z belonging
to finitely open subsets of Z. It is clear that S) C 3 and Of is finitely open. It is not so
obvious that 3 is also a c-convex c-star. To see this, suppose that x 6 3 C Z so that fa:

Z for
| f | ^ 1 and there is a finitely open sot H containing such that rc + H C $.

It follows that fa + {H C Z for
[ f |

g 1. But the left side of this inclusion is a finitely
open set containing fzo ; thus fzo 6 3f and $ is a c-star. The c-convcxity is proved by
the same type of argument. The assumption that x + Th C 3- implies the existence of
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a finitely open set // such that xa + Th + // C 3 or (XQ + //) + r/i CS C 2. Since is c-

convex, this implies that (XQ + H) + A/i C 5. But + A/i + f/ is a finitely open set

containing x + A/to and thus belonging to S- This proves the c-convexity of $.
Thus to every system of finitely open c-convex c-stars containing SD there is a unique

smallest set with the same properties, contained in all of them, namely the finite interior

of the intersection of the sets in the system. By Zorn's lemma there is a minimal finitely

open c-convex c-star containing 5D and contained in all such stars. We denote this minimal
star by &[35]. The two preceding theorems then imply

THEOREM 4.4.11. If SD is a given finitely open set in and if a G-power series 2 Pi<(x)

converges in S3 then [>] C o[P/.-]-

From this theorem it follows that the assumption made in the proof of Theorem 4.4.8

that 2) is a c-star about 8 is no restriction. Another consequence is the following

THEOREM 4.4.12. // f(x) is G-di/erentiable in a finitely open c-star 5) about 9, then it may
be continued as a G-di/erentiable function into all of [)].

2. ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

4.5. F-differentiability. In the (r-theory developed in the preceding para-

graph, the topology of the argument space 9 played a subordinate role and

practically the whole discussion could be carried through for an arbitrary

complex linear space X. The topology of the range space $ was more im-

portant, but the theory could probably be extended, for instance from (B)- to

(F)-spaces, without too much effort. In the present paragraph we shall be

concerned with F-differentiable functions and here the assumption that both

spaces are of type (B) will be utilized more fully although undoubtedlyweaker

assumptions could be made without serious detriment to the theory. In passing

from the G- to the F-theory, finitely open sets are replaced by open sets which

are required for F-differentiability.

Definition 4.3.4 shows that an F-differentiable function is continuous and

(7-differentiable. The converse is also true and, in fact, continuity may be re-

placed by local boundedness or even continuity in the sense of Baire. The

sharpest of these results will be proved later, but for the time being local bound-

edness provides a convenient working condition.

DEFINITION 4.5.1. A function f(x) on % to ty is said to be locally bounded

in the open set SD if for every point a in 5D there is a sphere <s5 ,
| (

x a
\ (
^ ra ,

and a finite M(a) such that
\ \ f(x) ( |

^ M(a) when x 6 @a .

DEFINITION 4.5.2. A function f(x) on X to ), defined in the domain 3D, is said

to be analytic in 5D if it is single-valued, locally bounded, and G-differentiable in SD.
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THEOREM 4.5.1. If f(x) is analytic in the domain T1

,
then iL is continuous and

F-differcntiabk in >. If, has variations of all orders which are continuous, F-dif-

fercntiable functions of x and of all the increments hi, ,
h n ,

that is,

d
n

f(x; hi, ,
hn ) is an analytic function of x in > for -fixed hi , ,

hn and a

continuous multilinear fonn in hi , ,
hn for fixed x in T 1

. The Taylor expansion

f(x + h) = Z I 5" f(x; /O
rj=0 Hi

is an F-power series in h.

PROOF. Since f(x) is G'-differentiable, it has variations of all orders which
are Cr-differentiable functions of x and symmetric

1 multilinear forms in the

increments hi . Further f(x) may be expanded in a Taylor's series about every
point x in S) and the assumption that f(x) is locally bounded enables us to apply
Theorem 4.3.7 with C*(a) replaced by a . This gives

||
d
n
f(x; /O ||

n\ M(a) if
||

a;
- a

\\ $r , ||
h

\\ g $r. ,

so that x -f h @ Since d
n
f(x; A) is homogeneous of degree n in h, we have

consequently for all h

||
8
n

f(x;h) || ^ n\ M(a] (2/ra}
n

\

h ||" if
j

x - a\\ ^ |ru .

This proves that 8
n
f(x; h} is a continuous function of h, locally uniformly in x,

and locally bounded with respect to x in S) 3 uniformly in h in any finite domain.

Combining these estimates with the Taylor expansion, we obtain

j
,

for
|

a?
- a

||

jg
$r , ||

h
i|
< -|rn ,

so that /(a;) is continuous and F-differeutiablo

in 3). Since d*J(x ; li) , considered as a function of x for fixed h
}
is locally bounded

,

:

,

and G-differentiable in
, the same argument shows that 5

n
f(x ; h) is continuous

-,|

and F-differentiablc with respect to x in >. This conclusion extends also to

I
57(#; hi , ,

/i n) which is the polar form of d
n

f(x;h) and hence linearly expros-

f
sible in terms of the functions o

n
f(x-y ejii + + n/O, =

0, 1, all of which

'\
are continuous F-difiFerentiable functions of x. The argument shows that,

I '.

57(z;
^^is^an.

analytic function of x in 3); being a continuous function of h for

I
:

fixed a, it is an F-power of degree n in h, and the Taylor series is an F-powor
| . series in h.

The G-theory asserts that the largest finitely open region of convergence of
the Taylor series is a e-convex e-star about a:. That the largest open region of

convergence is also a c-convex c-star will follow from the discussion in section 4 .7.
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4.6. Properties of analytic functions. We shall prove some theorems

about vector-valued analytic functions which are obvious analogues of classical

theorems in the numerical case.

THEOREM 4.6.1. An analytic function which vanishes in a sphere vanishes

identically in its domain of analyticity.

PROOF. Let SD be the domain in which /(a:) is supposed to be denned as an

analytic function and suppose that /(re)
= 6 in the sphere <3a :

||
re a

||
< r.

Then formula (4.3.1) shows that 8
n

f(a; x a) = 6 for
||
x a

\\
< r and hence

for all x. From Theorem 4.3.6 it follows that /(re)
= 6 in the largest sphere <5

with center at x = a and contained in ). Now if 6 is any point in 3) not in <3,

we may join the points a and b by a finite chain of open spheres in 5D, @ = @,

<5i , ,
@ ,

such that <3/; contains the center of @/fc+ i . Since /(re)
= 9 in @

,

the preceding argument shows that /(x)
= in <5i and hence, by induction,

/(/;)
= and /(re)

= 5 in.

It should be observed that the conclusion is not necessarily valid if it is known merely

that f(x) vanishes in a point set having a limit point in 3D. In particular, the theory of

linear bounded functional provides examples of analytic functions of a vector variable

capable of vanishing on a linear subspace of without vanishing identically. However,

the theorem as formulated makes it possible to apply the classical process of analytic con-

tinuation, with obvious modifications, to the present class of analytic functions.

The convergence theorems of classical function theory extend, mutatis mutan-

dis, to vector-valued analytic functions. We restrict ourselves to the analogs

of well-known theorems of Vitali and Osgood. Both the assumptions and

the conclusions differ somewhat from the classical prototypes, however; in par-

ticular, no information is obtained relating to uniform convergence of the given

sequence.

THEOREM 4.G.2. Lc.t {Jk (x) }
be a sequence of functions analytic and locally

uniformly bounded in a fixed domain & . If Hmk -n> fk(x) exists in a sphere @ in
),

then the limit f(x) exists everywhere in SD and is analytic there. Further

57(rc;/i)
= lim/^r/fcOt; K)

for every n and all x in <).

PROOF. The assumption of local uniform boundedness is understood in the

following sense: to every point rc 3) there is a sphere @(x ) and a finite posi-

tive quantity M(x ) such that \\fk (x) \\ ^ M(rc ) for x 6 @(a;o) and k = 1, 2, 3,

. For the proof it is enough to show that limk^* fk (x) exists everywhere in

) and that the limit f(x) is also a G-differentiable function. Since \\f(x) \\ ^

M(rc ) for x @(o), /(#) is locally bounded and hence analytic. Since /*(&)

is analytic in 3), it is (7-differentiable there, that is, for fixed x SD, h

the function fk(x + ti) is holomorphic for r < P(Z, V- If @, there exists

a p (rc, K) such that x + fh D @(x) when
| f < Po (x, h). For such values
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of f we have \\fk(x + h} \\ g M(x] and lim/,_M //.(a; + f7i)
= f(x + f/0 and,

by the Vitali Theorem 3.13.2, f(x -f- <f/i) is holomorphic in . This* implies

that /(re) is G-difTerentiable and hence analytic in <3.

In order to extend this result to all of 3) we use the classical machinery used

in analytic continuation. Let a be the center of @, 6 any point of 5) @. We
then join a with 6 by a finite chain of interlaced spheres <SQ , @i , , <2.v ,

such that the center of <:> is a, ,
a ()
= a,aN = 1>, av+\ , <So C <S and CI !T .

We may assume that C @(a,) without loss of generality, since otherwise we
have merely to intercalate more and smaller spheres having their centers on the

polygonal line with vertices at a
, a-i , ,

aN which line is a compact set. Let

p,,be the radius of @(a,,) and put ( = <5 U (Si U U <Q V , ^ v ^ N. If j\f

max ilf(a.) ,
we have ||/t(rc) || ^ M for all x in (Sjv . Suppose that we have

shown the existence and analyticity of /(re) in (5, and let us show it in (5,+ i
=

&r U <&v+i . For fixed /i the sequence {//..(an-i + f/0 }
is made up of functions

which are holomorphic and in norm not exceedingM in the circle
|
f |

< PH-I/| I

^
I \

and the sequence converges ioj(avi.i + 7i) when
| f |

< [p v aH.i |]/j| //
)j.

By the Vitali Theorem 3.13.2 the sequence then converges also for f |

<
PH.I/||/I|| and the limit /(+! + f'O is holomorphic also in the larger circle.

It follows in particular that lim/^oo//^^) =
/(re) exists for x in +! and hence

everywhere in (S,+i . It remains to prove that f(x) is analytic in 5H.i . For
this purpose it is enough to observe that for fixed 7i and Xn S>+1 ,

the se-

quence {//o(rco + r/i)} is made up of functions holomorphic and uniformly hounded
in some circle f < po(x , 7i) where it converges to /(rr -f- f7i). The limit is

then holomorphic in the same circle whence it follows that f(x) is Cr-difforont iablo

and hence analytic in <3 v+i . The argument also shows that the process fur-

nishes the analytic continuation of /(re) from ($. to (S.+i . Since /(re) is known
to be analytic in Go, it follows that the induction argument applies so that

f(x) is analytic in (5^ and hence ultimately everywhere in 3). The bounded
convergence of /&(& + f/t) to /(a,, + f7i) for

] f j

< p,,(.r(l , ;*) also implies con-

vergence of the derivatives, whence it follows that

Iim8
n
j,i(x- Ji)

= d
n
f(x; /?,)

J;KX>

for all n and all re in >. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 4.6.3. // f/w functions fk(x] are analytic in a fixed domain X- and if

limfc_M //,(x)
=

/(re) m'sfe /or raery x I'M 5), /Aert every opan mhwl of 5^ amiuinx
a domain in which /(x) is analytic.

EEMARK. In other words, the domains of analyticity of /(re) arc everywhere donw; in
35. There exists at least one such domain; there may be infinitely many, the number bains
limited only by the cardinal number of non-overlapping domains in the space . The
analytic functions defined in the different domains are not necessarily related by analytic
continuation.

PROOF. Let (35 be an open subset of S) and lot %* bo the closed subset of W
in which \\fk(x) \\ g n for all k simultaneously. Since \imk->fk(x) = f(x) exists
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everywhere in ), each point x 6 belongs to $ for n > nx . We have $n C
$n+i and lim Jy n

=
. Consequently there is an integer TV such that ft^

contains a sphere <S so that
|| fk (x) \\ g TV for x and all fc. The functions

/A (a;) being analytic and uniformly bounded in <3, the existence of lim/^oo/iX^)
=

f(x) in implies that f(x) is analytic in by virtue of the preceding theorem.

This completes the proof.

We conclude the discussion by extending the principle of the maximum.

THEOREM 4.0.4. Let f(x) be analytic in the domain 3D and continuous in its

closure ). // sup || (/(re) ||

= M for x f) - SD, fftm efc-
|| /(&) ||

< M in

)or else \\f(x) \\
= M in ).

PROOF. Suppose a 3) and ||/(a) ||
= a ^ M. Let /i

< be fixed but

arbitrary and consider the linear manifold x == a -f f/i. It intersects SD in a

relatively open set corresponding to an open set A in the complex plane. Let

AO be the component of A which contains f = 0. Then /(a + f/i) is a holo-

morphic function of in AO ;
it is continuous in A and sup /(a + f/i) |j ^ M

for f 6 A A . By the maximum principle of section 3.12, this implies

II f(a + f/i) ||
g M for r Ao . It follows that

|| /(a) ||

= a = If. But then

the principle asserts that
1 1 f(a + fft)

\ \

M everywhere in A . In this argu-

ment h was arbitrary. Consequently the asumption that /(a)
1 1

> M is self-

contradictory and
1 1 /(a) ||

= M requires that \\f(x) \\

= M for every x in SD

which may be joined with a by a straight line segment in 3X This in turn

implies that \\/(x) \\

= M for every x in S) which may be joined with a by a

polygonal line in SX Since all points of S) have this property, we conclude

that ||/(o:) ||
= M in 3) if equality holds at a single point of SD.

It should be observed that it is not permitted to conclude from
1 1
/(a) 1 1

= M
that f(x) is a constant of norm M. As a counter example we may take X = )

=

2 with x = C =
(fi , ft), || C ||

= max
(| n |, |

fa |),
and /(O =

(1, ft). This

is a linear continuous and hence also analytic function of < and
1 1
/(C) 1 1

=
max (1,

|
ft |). Here ||/(C) ||

= 1 when
|| C ||

^ 1, but/(C) is not a constant.

4.7. /''-power series. Let {Pi( (x)} be a given sequence of /'-powers, the

degree of Pk(x) being 7c, and consider the F-power series X)" Pk(%) This is

of course also a (?-power series so the results of section 4.4 apply. Owing to

the continuity of the terms, sharper results may be proved, however.

THEOREM 4.7.1. // ([.?&] is the region of convergence of an F-power series

and if &[Ph] ^ Int S[P*] is non-void, then [Pi: ]
is a c-convex c-star about d.

PROOF. Suppose that [Pk] is non-vacuous and contains the point x .

There is then also an open c-star {x$ -f- II} about x contained in [Pk] and by
Theorem 4.4.2 the series converges in the set {fa?o + //}, |

f
|
^ 1, which is an

open c-star about d. It follows that [PJ is also an open c-star about 6. The

c-convexity requires a more elaborate argument. Suppose that there is an

open set A in the complex plane -with boundary T such that for some x and ho
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'
'

1 '1

:

|
the point set [XQ + f/i }, f T, belongs to [P/;]. This implies that for every

t ft T there is a positive p(o) such that x -f
'

h + h 6 [Pfc] if
||
h

\\
< p(fo).

';fi
. The set T being compact, inf p(f )

s p > 0. Thus x + h + f/io [PJ when
I f T, ||

h
||
< p. Now consider the series 2* Pfclfiteo + ft) + faM> ^ fixed,

.

;

||
/i

||
< p. This is a series of homogeneous polynomials in (fi , ft) converging

in some open set A of Z2 containing the set (1, T). By Theorem 3.14.2 we can

\

: find a neighborhood AX of (1, T) in A such that ^/-^ converges where MU is

!

: the supremum of ||Pfc[fiOc + h} + ftfto] II
for (ft, ft) in. AI. In particular,

\, || Pfc(a;o H- /i + r^o) || Ss A/fc , f T, and by the principle of the maximum the

! same inequality is true for f 6 A. Thus the series X) 1 1
P/; (:r) j | converges for

'''

;'

!

every a; of the form + h -f f/ic , f A, ||
A

||
< p, and these points form an

;
; open set containing the set {XQ + h ], f G A. Hence the latter set belongs to

.
I ^ [Pfc] and the c-convexity is proved.

I
It is natural to expect that an F-power series should converge to an analytic

I
function in [P&], but this simple proposition is by no means easy to prove.

1 - The first stage of the proof is given in
*

!

: THEOREM 4.7.2. // [Pt] is non-vacuous, it contains a non-vacuous open c-star

I \
about 6 in which the series converges uniformly to an analytic function.

j

'

l PROOF. If @[Pfc] is non-void, the sum of the series, /(.r) say, is a G-differenti-

I j
able function of x in @[P*] by Theorem 4.4.0 and /(a;) may be expanded in a

I I convergent Taylor series about each point of <$[Pt]. In particular, the Mao-
I laurin series is seen to be identical to the given F-po\ver series, that is, b

k

j(Q\ x) ~
I

- kl Pk(x) for all fc and all x. We can then appeal to Theorem 4,3.8 which asserts

|

I the existence of a finitely open c-star about such that ]Ct AT* converges

| ^

where Mk is the supremum of
|]
Pk (x) \\

for x in G. Pk (x) being continuous, we

may replace (S by its closure <t without changing the value of the supremum.
;

. It is desired to show that ( contains an open sphere. Let n denote the set

I

^

of all points x such that (l/ri)x f_ ,
n =

2, 3, . Every point x 6 X belongs
to some ( n since G is finitely open and contains 6. It follows that C n4 1

and lim ( n = 3. This shows that some set <5n contains an open sphere since

I

X cannot be of the first category in itself. It follows that contains an open
; sphere, <3:

||
x - a

||
< p say. We have then

||
Pk(x) |j ^ M* for a; 6 <2.

By Lemma 4.4.1 the same inequality is valid in the open c-star G : {fa + h\,

I
f |

^ 1, ||
h

|

< p. In So the F-power series converges uniformly to /(or);

the terms being continuous, f(x) is also continuous in Go and consequently
analytic there.

We note in passing the following theorem, the proof of which is left to the
reader:

THEOREM 4.7.3. // the terms of an F-power series are locally uniformly bounded
in an open set 3), then the series converges locally uniformly in SD and vice verm.
The sum of the series is analytic in 3).

We come now to the main theorem:
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THEOREM 4.7.4. The sum of an F-power series is analytic in

PROOF. We already know that the sum/(x) is analytic in some neighborhood
of x = 6. We now take a @[P/J, a ^ 9, and consider the Taylor series

/(a + h) = E -. V(a; ^)
n=0 ?1 !

which is a (?-power series in h by Theorem 4.3.10. As such it converges in the

largest finitely open c-convex c-star about a contained in the finite interior of

[Pfc]. In particular, it will converge in a non-void open c-star about a, that is,

it converges for h in a non-void open c-star about 0, We shall prove that this

series is actually an F-power series in h. To this end we note that

d
n
f(a- /)

=
k

the convergence of the series being ensured by Theorem 4.4.5 for all values of n.

Here 5
n
P*(a; K) is a homogeneous polynomial in h of degree n. It was shown

in the proof of Theorem 4.3.9 that
||

8
nPh (a; h} \\

Mhn\ \\
a

\\

k~ n
\\
h

\

n
so

that the terms are /'"-powers in h of fixed degree n. By Theorem 4.2.9 the sum

of the series 8
n
f(a; h) is then either identically 6 or else an F-power in h of degree n.

Thus the Taylor series for f(a -f Ji) is actually an F-power series in h. The

series being convergent in an open set containing h =
6, Theorem 4.7.2 asserts

that it converges uniformly in some neighborhood of h = 6. Hence /(a + /O

is an analytic function of h for small values of \\h\\, that is, f(x) is analytic

everywhere in

THEOREM 4.7.5. // a [Pfc]> then there exists an open c-star about

containing a, such that ]>> MJ, converges where M;c is the supremum of \ \
Pk(x)

\

in (.

PROOF. This is the analogue for jP-differentiable functions of Theorem 4.3.8

and the same type of proof applies. Since f(x) is now continuous in [P*],

the function <p(x)
= max ||/(fas) ||, |

f |

=
1, is also a continuous function in

[P*]. The set (So of points x such that <p(x) < v(a} + 1 is an open c-star about 6

containing x a. If e is a small positive number, (S = (1 e) (So still contains

x = a and is an open c-star about 6. From Theorem 4.3.7 we get ||
5
k

f(6; x) \\ ^
kl [1 + <f>(a)](l

-
e)* for x in (, so that Mk ^ [1 + <p(d)](l

-
e)

fc

and the con-

vergence of the series E^ *s obvious.

COROLLARY. The F-power series ^kPk(x) converges locally uniformly in

The preceding theorems give a reasonably good qualitative description of

[Pit]. We can obtain some quantitative results related to the function p(u)

of Definition 4.4.1.
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DEFINITION 4.7.1. Let pa = inf p(w), \\u\\
= 1

3
and put

t I T
Pu

~
1/Mti j M = li

We call pa the radius of absolute and pu the radius of uniform convergence of

ZiP(aO.

We recall that
||
Pn ||

is the norm of Pn (x) in the sense of Definition 4.2.4

and is finite if and only if Pn (x) is an F-power. For a true (7-power series we

have always pw
= 0. The justification of the terminology is given by:

THEOREM 4.7.C. For the F-power series ]T)~ Pn (x) we have < p u ^ pa if

and only if [P^] is non-void. The series is absolutely convergent for \x\\ < pa ;

this is the largest open sphere with center at 6 contained in [Pk]. On every spherical

surface \\x\\
= P with pa < p there are points where the series diverges. It is

uniformly convergent for \\ x\\ < (1 e)pu ,
e > 0, and fails to converge uni-

formly on any spherical surface \\x\\
= p with pa < p.

PROOF. Suppose that pa > 0. Then

limsup||Pn (o;)||
1/ri = |M|/p(u) \\x\\/pat

so that the series converges in the sphere ||
x

\\
< pa ; [P*] is non-void and

contains the sphere. On the other hand, from the definition of" the infimum it

follows that for every c > there is a point u on the unit sphere such that

p(w) < Pa 4- e. Hence if
|

a
|
> pa + e, lim supn_>M || P(aw) ||

1/n > 1 and the

series diverges for a; = cm. Thus every spherical surface
||
x

\\
= p with p > pa

contains infinitely many points where the series diverges because the terms do
not tend to zero. It follows that

|j
x

||
< p is the largest open sphere with

center at 6 contained in [P*]. The converse follows from Theorem 4.4.1.

If pM > and
1 1

re
1 1

< (1 e)pu ,
then

for n 2: n(e) and the uniform convergence of the series for
||
x

\\
< (1 e)pu

is evident. On the other hand, the definition of the supremum implies that

for every > the inequality ||
P

|| ^ [p(l -
e)]~" holds for infinitely many

values of n. For each such n we can find a un on the unit sphere such that

II Pn(wn) || ^ [pu(l
-

2e)]~
n
and if p is given, p < p, 6 may be chosen so small

that

||P*(pw) ||

= p
n
||Pn(O ||

> P
n

[Ptt(l
- 2)p = A n

where A > 1. This implies that the series cannot converge uniformly on the

spherical surface
||
x

\\

= p when p > pM . Theorem 4.7.2 shows that pM >
whenever p > 0. This completes the proof.
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Wo may very well have p < Po . This is shown by the following modification of the

example used in section 4.4. We take =
(Z2), )

= Z\ and

1

This is an /''-power series and a simple computation shows that p u = 1 and pa = c
.

4.8. Further applications of Baire continuity. We now return to the

problem of deciding when a (r-differentiable function is actually F-differentiable.

The earliest solution of this problem appears to be due to A. E. Taylor (1937)

who showed that continuity is sufficient. We replaced this assumption by local

boundedness in section 4.5; the much weaker condition of continuity in the

sense of Baire, found by Max Zorn, will now be considered. For the proof
we shall need some simple lemmas which we state without proof.

LEMMA 4.8.1. If f(x) and g(x) are Baire continuous, so are af(x) + @g(x)

and f(ax -f a), where a, /3, and a are fixed, a, /3 Zi ,
a (E #.

LEMMA 4.8.2. If f(x) is Baire continuous for \\
x a

[|
< p and F(x) =

f(x)

or 6 according as
\\
x a

\\
< p or ^ p, then F(x) is continuous in the sense of

Baire for all x.

THEOREM 4.8.1. If f(x) is defined as a G-differentiable function, continuous in

the sense of Baire, in an open set SD, then /(#) is F-differentiable and hence analytic

in -D.

PROOF. The basic idea of the proof is to show that the Baire continuity of

f(x) with respect to x extends to the variations 8
n
f(x; hi,

-

,
hn] with respect

to all (n + 1) variables. Since these variations are symmetric w-linear forms

of hi ,

-

,
hn ,

Baire continuity implies ordinary continuity with respect to the

increments by virtue of Theorem 4.2.8; this in turn implies that d
n
f(x; h) is an

/'"-power in h and the Taylor series is an F-power series with a positive radius

of absolute convergence so that f(x + K) is analytic in h for small \\h\\ and

x 6 ). This makes f(x) analytic in SD.

We start with the first variation. Let a )be fixed and let @:
||
x a

\\
<

p be a sphere in SD. We define

(/(), ,.

F(aO =
(6, x 6 9 5;

Fn (x, h} = n
I

F (x + -
h)

- F(x) \, w =
1, 2, 3, .

The functions are continuous in the sense of Baire with respect to the arguments

involved by Lemmas 4.8.1 and 4.8.2. Further

lim Fn(x, h} =
8f(x-, h}, x @, h 6 &
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Theorem 4.2.7 then implies that 8/(#; h) is Baire continuous with respect to x

(in @ to start with but the extension to all of 3") is immediate) and h As

already observed, this makes 5/(rc; h} continuous in h for x fixed in 3). We can

now apply the same type of argument to S/(x; hi) . It is a Cr-differentiable, Baire

continuous function of x in ) and a continuous function of hi . It follows that

&
2

f(x; hi , h] is continuous in the sense of Baire with respect to all three variables

and hence continuous in the ordinary sense with respect to hi and li% . In the

same manner we prove that all variations d
n
f(x; hi, ,

hn) are continuous in

the sense of Baire with respect to all variables and hence continuous with respect

to hi , ,
hn so that d

n
f(x-, h} is also a continuous function of h for #63). The

Taylor series

, ,

converges in a neighborhood of A = 5 and is an jF-power series in h. By Theorem
4.7.3 it is then an analytic function of h in this neighborhood of h = 6, Hence

/(#) is analytic in S) and the theorem is proved.
This method appears to be quite powerful. With its aid Max Zorn has proved

the following theorem which solves a problem which has been outstanding for

some time.

THEOREM 4.8.2. // f(xi ,
xs) is defined on 36 X 3 to g) arid ts F-differeniiabk

with respect to each variable separately) then it is F-diffcrentiable with respect to

he pair (xi , #2). The norm in X X ts defined to be, for instance, \\ (xi , &s) (|

=
bill + II ft II.



CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS IN BANACH ALGEBRAS
5.1. Orientation. In the case of a Banach algebra we may consider func-

tions (i) on scalars to the algebra, (ii) on the algebra to itself (or to another

algebra) ,
and (iii) on the algebra to scalars. The theory of functions of type

(i) differs from the theory developed in Chapter III only by the added freedom

resulting from the presence of products. For this reason we shall not devote
much time to general questions, but concentrate the attention on a study of

the resolvent, that is, the inverse of Xe x, considered first as a function of X
and later also of x. This is a central problem in the theory of linear transforma-

tions in which case x = T is an element of a space of endomorphisms of a given

(B) -space. This problem is also basic in our approach to functions of type (ii)

where we are primarily interested in the problem of extending analytic scalar junc-
tions from the scalar field Lo the algebra. Corresponding problems for the case

in which the (B) -algebra does not have a unit element are solved in ChapterXXII.

Among functions of type (iii) we consider only linear bounded multiplicative

functional^, assuming multiplication to be commutative. These functional

are intimately connected with the spectral theory; their relations to functions

on maximal ideals will be brought out in Chapter XXII. The latter chapter
contains numerous complements of the analytical theory of (B) -algebras as well

as the algebraic theory and should be consulted in connection with the reading
of the present chapter.

There are five paragraphs : Regular and Singular Elements, Functions on Scalars

to the Algebra, Spectral Theory, Functions on the Algebra to Itself, and Functions

on the Algebra to Scalars. References are to be found at the end of each para-

graph.

1. REGULAR AND SINGULA.H ELEMENTS

5.2. Regular elements. Throughout this chapter the symbol $8 denotes

a complex Banach algebra having a unit element e. Multiplication is non-

commutative unless the contrary is explicitly stated. All statements regarding

limits and convergence are to be understood in terms of the nomied metric of

the space 33.

There is no mention of inverses in our postulates, but it is a priori evident

that some elements have inverses. The distinction between elements which

have inverses and those which do not is fundamental in this theory.

91
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DEFINITION 5.2.1. An element x is said lo be regular if there is an clement x~
,

called the inverse of x, such that xx"
1

x~
l

x = e. A non-regular element is called

singular. An element y (z) is said to be a right (left} inverse ofxifxy = e (zx c).

An element may have any number of either right inverses or left inverses.

However, if xy = zx c, then zxy = ze and y = z. Thus in an associative

algebra the existence of a right inverse implies that the element has either no left

inverse or the right inverse is also a left inverse and the element is regular. In

non-associative systems this is not necessarily true. If 33 has no divisons of

zero (see section 5.4), right and left inverses are also unique when they exist.

The distribution of regular elements is an important question to which the

two following theorems give an answer,

THEOREM 5.2.1. Every clement x in the open sphere \\
x e

\\
< 1 is regular

and for such an x

(5.2.1) x-
1 = e + S (e

-
-*)"

rtsol

PROOF. The series is absolutely convergent so it defines an element of 33

and multiplication by x = c (e x) on right or left gives e.

THEOREM 5.2.2. The regular elements form an open set in 33.

PROOF. We denote the set of regular elements by ($ and shall show that if

#o j
then the elements in the open sphere ||

x XQ
\
<

\\ u^"
1

jj"
1

also belong
to . Formally

x
~ l =

[a-
-

(,c
-

a:)]"
1 = ^{ (

> -
(x

- x^ 1

]"
1

(5.2.2)

This series, however, is absolutely convergent when \\x XQ\\ <
\\ .TO

'

!j

'

and multiplication by x = x (x x) on right or left givos c. Thus tho ,^uiu

of the formal series is actually a;"
1

so the assertion is proved. Moreover, thn

series shows that

Hence :

THEOREM 5.2.3. Tlie inverse of
1
is a continuous function of x in .

It should be noted that the property of being regular or being singular is

not invariant under extensions and contractions of the algebra. Extensions

preserve regularity but contractions may not; for singular elements the situation

is reversed. We shall see later (section 5.13) that some elements may romum
singular under all possible extensions of the algebra.
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5.3. The maximal group. We return to the set of regular elements in

33. It is clear that if x, y ,
so does xy, and (xy)"

1 = y~
l

x~
l

. Further,

if x :-
,
so does x"

1

. Since e (~ and the associative law holds in 33, we see

that & is a group. We call the maximal group of 33 since every other group
in 33 having c as its unit element must be a subgroup of .

Being an open set, is the union of disjoint maximal open connected sets,

= LL ,
the components of . The component i containing c is called the

principal component or the kernel of . It will be shown in the Appendix [The-

orem 22.4.2] that in the commutative case has either a single component, or else

infinitely many. In the latter case the number of components need not bo

countably infinite.

THEOREM 5.3.1. The inverse of x is an analytic Junction of x in the sense of

Definition 4.5.2 in each of the components of .

This is an immediate consequence of formula (5.2.2) and Definition 4.5.2.

THEOREM 5.3.2. i is an invariant subgroup of as well as the maximal

connected subgroup of .

PROOF. Let a be a fixed but arbitrary element of and consider the map-
pings y = ax, z xa. Both are homeomorphisms of 58 onto itself and, in

particular, is mapped onto itself. Since open sets go into open sets, each

component of is mapped onto a component of in a one-to-one mariner.

If a i ,
then ai =

i
=

i ,
since both transformations map e on a. It

follows that ab 6 i if a and b i . The inverse transformations also take

components into components. In particular, if a 6 i ,
thencT

1

!
= la"

1 =
i ,

since both transformations take a into e. Thus, if a (~ i ,
so does a""*

1
.

Hence i is a subgroup of .

Finally, if a is any element of
,
the mapping u = a~

l

xa takes components
onto components. In particular, it leaves i invariant since c is invariant.

Hence i is an invariant or a normal subgroup of . It is also a maximal

connected subgroup of since any larger subgroup must bo disconnected.

This completes the proof, but the result may be further strengthened as follows:

THEOREM 5.3.3. i is the only open connected subgroup of .

PROOF. Suppose that & is an open connected subgroup of . It is conse-

quently a subgroup of @i . If a is any element of i ,
then af& is a left cosot

of $ with respect to i . As the homeomorphic image of an open set, afp is

also open. It follows that the union of any system of left (right) cosets of $)

is open. Since the complement of & with respect to i is the union of left

cosets of ,>, it will be open. Consequently, & is both open and closed in i ,

whence it follows that =
i .

We observe that the components of are _the elements of the quotient group

(factor group} @/@i .

For further properties of groups in 33 see Chapter XXII.
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5.4. Singular elements. The set $ of singular elements in $8 is closed and

contains at least tlie zero element. If 58 is a field, 9 is the only singular ele-

ment. We note further that $ is connected because, if x is singular so is ax,

and x is connected with the zero element by elements in $.

We note at this juncture some special types of elements which may occur

in a (B) -algebra, all of which are singular and remain singular under arbitrary

extensions of the algebra.

An element x 7^ 8 is said to be a divisor of zero if there is a y ?& 6 such that

either xy = 8 or yx 6. It is clear that y is also a divisor of zero. This notion

has been generalized by G. Silov [1] who calls x a generalized divisor of zero if

there is a sequence [yn \
C 33 with \\yn \\

= 1 such that either xyn > or ynx 6.

It is clear that such an element is singular.

An element x ^ 6 is said to be nilpotent if some power of re equals 0. Such
an element is clearly a divisor of zero. This notion has been generalized by
I. Gelfand [4] (the term quasi-nilpotent is due to E. R, Lorch [3]); x is quasi-

nilpotent if lim_K ||
x
n

||

1/n = 0. An equivalent condition is that e ^x shall

be regular for every finite complex /i. Finally we have the idempotent elements:

j is idempotent if / =
j. This condition is of course satisfied by the zero

and the unit elements, but there may be other idempotents. Thus if S3 =
((9E) and P is a projection operator, then we have P2 = P. Any idempotent

j ^ e is singular.

References. Gelfand [4], Lorch [3], Nagurno [1], and ilov [1],

2. FUNCTIONS ON SCALABS TO THE ALGEBRA

5.5. The calculus. As already remarked in the Orientation, the theory of

functions on scalars to a Banach algebra differs from the corresponding theory
of functions on scalars to a (B)-space only in the presence of ring multiplication.
For this reason we restrict ourselves to pointing out some of the new features

introduced by this fact. We also stick rather faithfully to the normed metric
and all notions are based on convergence in this metric. We have thus for the
most part only one form of each function theoretical concept to contend with.

In agreement with this convention, we say that a function x = x(a) on a
measurable set S in Ek to 93 is measurable if it is the uniform limit, almost everywhere
of a sequence of countably-valued functions. Theorem 3,2.3 holds for such func-
tions and in addition the product of two measurable functions is measurable.

Continuity and differentiability are defined in the obvious manner in terms
of the normed metric. The classical formulas of elementary differential calculus
are largely valid for differentiate functions with values in 33, but owing to
the non-commutative character of multiplication, they may take unconventional
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forms. Thus if x() and y( are differentiable functions in an interval

(i,2), then &()#() is also differentiable and

(5.5.1) [x($y(Q]' = x($y'(& + s'()y($),

where the order of the factors is essential. Similarly

(5-5.2) [
X
-1

($]> = -or1 *'*' 1

is valid if and only if re() is a regular element of 35 and rs() is differentiable.

Differentiation of non-rational functions of a function requires considerations

belonging to 5.4 and will be left to one side for the time being.

5.6. Differential equations. It is a priori fairly obvious that the classical

existence theorems for differential equations may be extended to Banach algebras

(and even to more general spaces as has been shown by A. Michal and his

school) . The following simple theorem is basic.

THEOREM 5.6.1. Let y - /(, re) on EI X $ to SB be defined and continuous in

each variable separately for | ft
|
^ a, ||

x x
\\ ^ /? and satisfy

-
,

n-2 7 *i - *2

/or , re, Xi , Xa in the regions indicated. Here a, /3, 7, M ^c j^rced positive numbers

and a/j. ^ j3. Then there is one and only one solution x = re() of the differential

equation

dx ,, ,

PROOF. The classical method of successive approximations can be used and

leads to a sequence of functions #() defined for
|

o
|
^ a by

a"o()
= XQ ,

a:B () =
rco

the integrals being taken in the sense of Bochner (actually Riemann-Graves

would suffice). The classical proof may be followed step by step, replacing

absolute values by norms throughout. One proves successively that the approxi-

mations are continuous, differentiable functions of in
| 1

^ and that

they form a Cauchy sequence. If then limn_ M re() =
rc(), we have

||/(, a&)) - /& (f)) II ^ T II tt)
-

-() II
~> 0.

Hence

(r, rc(T))
fo

and
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e uniqueness is p
The special case

if

fr The uniqueness is proved in the customary manner.

(5.6.1)
- = ax, a?(0)

-
e, .06$,

"s

is of interest to the theory of semi-groups. Here the method of successive

approximations leads to the unique solution

<a ,.71 n

(5.6.2) c + = exp (a).

We take this series as the definition of the exponential function exp (a) . It

obviously reduces to the classical exponential function when S3 is the algebra

of complex numbers.

5.7. Complex function theory. The methods of 3.2 apply to holomorphic

functions on a domain D of the complex plane to a Banach algebra 33. In

particular, a power series in f fo with coefficients in $8

defines a holomorphic function on
|
f fo j

< p to $ where

(5.7.1) l/P = limsup][a|j
1/n

.

n f

Incidentally, this Cauchy-Hadamard formula for the radius of convergence is

also valid for power series with coefficients in a (B)-space. The series diverges
outside the circle.

In the case of a Banach algebra, however, we may multiply absolutely con-

vergent power series and the product is an absolutely convergent power series

whose coefficients are given by the Cauchy formula so that

ixrixr- zfi: &*-*]
r.

n-O n0 n-.fl L.fc-0 J

The order of the factors is of course essential. Further, if the constant term a

of z(f) is a regular element of $8 so that a
1

exists, then (f) has also a holo-

morphic inverse for sufficiently small values of
| f ffl |. This follows from

Theorem 5.2.3 and formula (5.5.2).

The formula

(5.7.2) exp (fa)
- e 4- , a ^

7lBl TV 1

clearly defines an entire function of f and, in agreement with (5.6.1), we have

(5-7.3) ~ exp (fa)
= a exp (fa) = exp (fa) a.
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A simple calculation shows that if a\ and a2 commute then

(5.7.4) exp (ftaO exp (f2a2)
= exp (ftax + f2a2)

and, in particular,

(5.7.5) exp (fa) exp (-fa) = e

for all f . Hence exp (fa) has an inverse for all f and a. These formulas serve

as further justification for the name exponential function assigned to the series

in (5.7.2).

In conclusion let us remark that in dealing with analytic functions to a Banach

algebra the analyst has to be prepared for functions with somewhat unconven-

tional behavior; the similarity with the classical case is not merely suggestive

but also deceptive. Thus, for instance, if q is a quasi-nilpotent element, the

function log (e gf), defined by the obvious power series, is an entire function

of f . Similarly the function (e af)"
1

is ordinarily not a rational function of f .

We shall make a thorough study of this function or rather of an equivalent

function in the next paragraph.

References. Kerner [1], Nagumo [1].

3. SPECTRAL THEORY

5.8. The resolvent. We shall consider the inverse of Xe a as a function

of X for a fixed a 33. The resulting theory is closely related to the discussion

in section 2.14, where we considered the resolvent of a linear transformation T
on a (B) -space to itself, and has direct and important applications to the theory

of R(\; T) . Our present point of view is somewhat different, however, inasmuch

as we are interested only in what happens in the given space and not in any

underlying space. Thus the classification of the spectrum into point spectrum,

continuous spectrum, and residual spectrum has no longer any sense and we

are merely concerned with the resolvent set and its complement the spectrum.

If we so desire, however, we may consider the element a as an operator defining the

transformation y = ax on 93 to itself and to this operator we can apply the discussion in

section 2.14. Thus we have to distinguish between the spectral properties of a as an ele-

ment of 93 and as an operator on S3 to itself. It is properties of the first kind which con-

cern us here.

DEFINITION 5.8.1. According as Xe a is regular or singular in 93, we say

that \ belongs to the resolvent set p(d) or the spectrum <r(a) of a. For X in p(a) the

inverse of Xe a exists; it is denoted by R(\; a) and called the resolvent of a.
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We have from the definition

(5.8.1) R(\; a)(\e
-

a) = (\e
-

a)72(X; a)
=

e, X p(a).

THEOREM 5.8.1. The resolvent set is open. In each of its components R(\; a)

is a holomorphic function of X.

PKOOF. Suppose that Xo (E p(a) and substitute x = \e a, # = Xo e a

in formula (5.2.2) . Since .TO
- x = (X X)e, the formal result is

f 1

(5.8.2) JR(X; a)
= S(X ; a) < c + E (Xo

-
X)

n

[.R(Xo ; a)]
n
> .

^ =,! J

This series is absolutely convergent at least when

X - X
|
< ||fl(\o; o) H"

1

and within this circle it defines a holomorphic function of X. Multiplication

by Xe a = (X X )e + (Xo e a) on left or right gives e, so the series actually

represents the resolvent. This shows that a circular neighborhood of Xo also

belongs to p(a) and 72 (X; a) is holomorphic in this neighborhood. This proves

the theorem.

As an open set, p(a) is the union of a finite or countably infinite number of

disjoint connected open sets, the components of p(d). We shall see in a moment
that there is at least one component, pi(a), known as the principal component and

containing the point at infinity. But ordinarily there are infinitely many com-

ponents. Thus, R(\; a} is in general not an analytic function in the sense of

Weierstrass, but rather an analytic expression defining distinct analytic functions

in the distinct components. We shall express this fact briefly by saying that

72 (X; a) is locally analytic or, since 72 (X; a) is always single-valued, locally holo-

morphic.

In studying the principal component we shall need the following

LEMMA 5.8.1 . Let {an }
be a sequence of real numbers such that am+n ^ am -f-

for all m and n. Then a = lim^*, (an /ri) exists and ~ <& ^ a < -f- oo .

For the simple proof we refer to G. P61ya and G. Szego [1, p. 171, problem 98].

Actually a = inf (a/n).. The sequence (} is subadditive in the subscript
and the result is closely related to Theorem 6.0.1.

THEOREM 5.8,2. We have

'for |

X
|

> 7 where

7= limllaT".
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PROOF. Putting

. = log ||
a
n

||,

it is a simple matter to verify that am+ra ^ am -f- <xn . Hence

lim^ = limlog ||a
w

j|

1/w = aW*-* M ii

n*oo

exists. We put e
a = 7. That the series converges absolutely for

|

X
]

> j
follows from formula (5.7.1). Multiplication of the series by (\e a) on either

side gives e. Hence the series represents R(\; a) for
[

X
|

> 7.

It follows that the exterior of the circle
j

X
|

= 7 belongs to p(a) and by def-

inition it belongs to the principal component of p(a) .

THEOREM 5.8.3. The spectrum of a is a closed non-vacuous point set.

PROOF. The spectrum, being the complement of the open resolvent set, is

necessarily closed. If <r(a) were vacuous, then p(a) would be the whole complex

plane and R(\; a) would be an entire function which is also holomorphic at in-

finity. By the extended Liouville Theorem 3.12.2, R(\-, a) must be a constant

and, since R(\; a) > 6 when X <*>, R(\; a) = d which clearly contradicts

formula (5.8.1).

Any closed bounded point set in the \-plane may be the spectrum of an element

in a suitably chosen Banach algebra. Thus if x() is a bounded complex-valued
function defined on (0, 1) and

|| x(-) \\

= sup |
x() \,

then the set of all such

functions with the arithmetical operations defined in the ordinary manner is

a Banach algebra. Here the spectrum of x(-} is clearly the closure of its range

which may be a perfectly arbitrary closed bounded point set.

That R(\; a) is locally analytic was proved above with the aid of the series

(5.8.2). A more direct proof could be had from formula (5.5.2) and the remark

in section 5.7 according to which the inverse of a holomorphic function is holo-

morphic wherever it exists. Applied to the holomorphic function Xe a,

it shows that R (X; a) is holomorphic wherever it exists.

For future reference we note the formula for the derivatives of R(\; a) which

may be read off from (5.8.2) :

(5.8.3) 5W (X; a)
= (-l)*fcl[#(X; a)f

+1
.

5.9. The resolvent equation. A basic property of the resolvent is contained

in the resolvent equation :

THEOREM 5.9.1. // X and ju belong to p(a), then

(5.9.1) R(\; a)
-

R(p; a)
= -(X -

/*)#(X; a)R(; a).

REMARK. We shall later encounter a second resolvent equation. (5.9.1 ) will then be called

the first resolvent equation.

>J}IHI^
.T*'
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PROOF. We have

72(X; a)
= R(\; a)(juc

-
a)R(n; a)

X)e + (Xe
-

a)]R(n; a)

Incidentally, it follows from (5.9.1) that R(\; a) and R(p; a) commute. It

should be observed that it is not necessary for X and M to belong to the same

component of p(a). We note also that the resolvent equation is satisfied by
all resolvents R(\; a). The value of a determines the domain in the complex

plane where the equation is satisfied.

The functional equation

(5.9.2) B(X)
-

720*)
= -

(X
-

is of great importance in analysis. The equation imposes quite severe restric-

tions on the solutions which have to be analytic in X. All resolvents are solu-

tions, but we shall see that there are other solutions as well.

THEOREM 5.9.2 Let 72 (X) he a single-valued function on a domain D of the

complex plane to a Banach algebra 33, satisfying (5.9.2) for all values of X and p

in D. Then 72 (X) is holomorphic in D. A necessary and sufficient condition

that 72 (X) be the resolvent of some element of S3 is that R (X) be regular for at least

one value of X in D.

PROOF. The equation (5.9.2) shows that 72 (X) and 72(ju) commute. Let

XQ D and replace n by Xo in the equation, obtaining

72(X)[e + (X
-

Xo)72(X )]
= 72(X ).

By Theorem 5.2.1 the second factor on the left has an inverse at least for

|

X X
1 ||

72 (X ) ||
< 1 and multiplying both sides by the inverse gives

72(X)
=

72(X ) a -f- E (X
-

X)
n

[ JS(X )]

n

( n-,1

Hence 72 (X) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of X = X and, Xo being arbitrary,

this means that 72(X) is holomorphic in 7).

If 72 (X) is the resolvent of an element a of 33 for X D, then R (X) is regular

for every X 6 P(O) and in particular in D. It follows that the stated condition

is necessary. But it is also sufficient. Suppose that [Tt^Xo)]"
1

exists and put
a = X e - [JRCXo)]"

1

. Then \e - a = (X
- X )e + [^(Xo)]"

1

and by (5.9.2)

R(\} { (X
- X )e + [(Xo)r

1

}
= (X

- X )72(X)

= (X
- X )72(X) + e -

(\
- X )72(X) = e.

Thus R(X) is the resolvent of a. It is easily seen that a is actually independent
of Xo .
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COROLLARY. Every solution of Ike resolvent, equation which is defined and single-

valued in some neighborhood of X = Xo is of the form

+1
(5.9.3) R(\] = SCXo- A)'

n=U

where x is an clement of 33. Conversely, every sucli, series satisfies the resolvent

equation in its circle of convergence. It is a resolvent if and only if x is regular.

If re is singlar we call the function 72 (A) defined by (5.9.3) a pseudo-resolvent.

Using Theorem 5.8.2 we may express 72 (X) in terms of a resolvent by the formula

R(\] =
(Ao

- xrVflKXo - xr'ja:].

In particular, ifx = qis qnasi-nilpotcnt, then 72 (X) is an entire function o/X which

reduces to a polynomial if q is actually nilpotent. Conversely, if a solution 72(X)

of the resolvent equation is an entire function o/X, then R(\) is quasi-nilpolenlin 33

for every X.

The resolvent equation admits of several simple transformations which leave

it invariant and which consequently enable us to construct new solutions.

The following results are worthy of notice
;
the verifications are left to the reader.

(1) // 72(X) is a solution, so is R(\ -f- a) for any -fixed a.

(2) If j is an idempotcnt in $3 and j commutes with 72(X), then ;/72(X) is also

a solution.

(3) // 72(X) is a solution so is

In connection with (2) the following remark should be made. If R (X) is

a resolvent, 72 (X)
== R(\; a), then jR(\) is a quasi-resolvcnt in the sense that

(5.9.4) O'X
-

ja)jR(\; a) =
j,

that is, jf'72(X; a) may be regarded as the resolvent of ja in the subalgebra j%'
in which j plays the role of unit element.

We come finally to solutions Avhich are holomorphic at infinity.

THBOBEM 5.9.3. Every solution of the resolvent equation which is bounded

outside a large circle is of the form

(5.9.5) Z2(X)
= z -f- j#(X; x)

where / =
6, / =

j, zj jz
=

6, xj
= jx x, that is, x j$8j. Such a solu-

tion is a quasi-resobent if z = 0, a resolvent if z 6, j e.

PROOF. Since 72 (X) is holomorphic at every finite point where it is defined

and bounded at infinity, it must be holomorphic also at infinity. Substituting

72 (X) = ]C*-o c ^~
n m (5-9.2), dividing by (X /x), and comparing coefficients of
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like powers, we see first that all coefficients commute and obtain the following

system of equations:

CQ =
0, c Cfc

= 8 for all k,

cl = GI ,
cn - Cn-jCj+i, n > I, j

=
0, 1, -, n - L

The last set of equations shows that cn - (<?2)

"~ 1

,
n > 1 . Putting c =

z, Ci
=

j,

c2 = x, we obtain the expression stated in the theorem and the relations between

z, j and x are read off from the equations. The remaining assertions then be-

come obvious.

5.10. The Laurent resolution of the spectrum. Consideration of the

Laurent expansion of a solution R(\} of the resolvent equation leads to important

conclusions concerning the structure of .K(X). Since the resolvent equation is

unchanged under translations, it is no restriction in assuming that the center

of the annulus of holomorphism of JK(X) is at X = 0.

THEOREM 5.10.1. //^(X) is a solution of the resolvent equation for s= 71 <
I

X
|

< 72 ^ QO
,
then

= /r(x)
(5.10.1)

where

(i) -ST(X) and R+
(\] are also solutions of the resolvent equation]

(ii) -ST(X) is holomorphic for
|

X
|

> 71 and! is of the form

/r(X) -
j72(X; a"),

j being an idempotent and a" J33J, if 71
=

0, a" is quaiti-nilpotcnt;

(iii) R
+
(\) is holomorphic for X

|
< 72 and

a belonging to the subalgebra (e j}$Q(e j).

In particular, if R(\) is the resolvent of the clement a, then

where

a~ =
ja, a

4 =
(e
-

j)a, a a'
f = c -

j,

[(e
~

j)X
~ a+]J^

+
(X)

=
(c

-
j),

O'X
-

a-)TT(X) =
j.
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REMARK. This theorem is suggested by results of M. Nagurno [1] who discussed the

case in which .K(X)
= R(\; a) and the center of the annulus is an isolated singularity on the

boundary of the principal component of p(o) . Nagumo, however, stated that the functions

R +
C\) and R~(\) are resolvents; properly speaking they are merely quasi-resolvents as

will be seen.

PROOF. Substituting a Laurent series in the resolvent equation, we obtain

oo \n n co oo
V~v A

fj,
ic-\

-^-n j. m
/ J ^H ~^ ~~" / j ^^ *^Jc (-"Ttl A fji

.

oo oo

It is easily seen that all the elements cn commute with each other. Also on the

left-hand side of the above equation the coefficient of cn is

Xn~~-
1 i -\ ?i 2 i i n 1 /* -*. -i+ X M -I- + M ifn^l;

0, if n =
0.

/> n 1 i \ n+1 2 r i % 1 n\ ., r\

(X/i + X ju + + X M ), if n <

Thus all terms involving X
re

and //, n being negative, are missing as well as

those involving mixed products XV" in which the exponents have opposite signs.

This implies that every element c/; with k ^ is orthogonal to every cm with

m 1. Then defining

one sees that relations (5.10.1) hold. Substituting this expression for R(\)

in the resolvent equation and using the orthogonality property, it may be seen

from the power series involved that both R+(\} and R~(\) will be solutions

of the resolvent equation.

JftT(X) is holomorphic at infinity and vanishes there. Hence from Theorem

5.9.3, jfiT(X)
=

jR(^', cT] where a~ j33j. The series defining R(\; aT) converges

for
|

X I > ji and if 71 = this implies that a~ is a quasi-nilpotent element.

The idempotentty cannot be unless #~(X) = 8 and it will be seen in a moment

that j T e unless R+
(\) = 6.

Since R+
(\) is holomorphic at the origin the corollary of Theorem 5.9.2 shows

that J?
+
(X)

= Sno ( X)^"
4" 1

. Since a = ca and j = c_i, these two elements

commute and are orthogonal to each other. It follows that ao belongs to the

subalgebra (e j)33(r j)- The assumption j
= e would clearly imply a =

and R+
(\) = G.

R+ (\~) being orthogonal to j, we conclude that

JT(X) = jfi(X)
= R(\)j, R+W =

(e
- j)(X) =

fi(X)(e
-

j),

and

X = ^+ Xa~ = a~^+ X) = 6.
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If R(\) is the resolvent of a,

(\e
-

a)R(\) = R(\}(\e
-

a)
=

e;

upon multiplication by the idempotents j and e j this identity yields

(JX
-

ja)R~(\) = #-(X)(jX
~

ja)
=

j,

[(e
~

j)X
-

(e
-

j-)a]R
+M = R+

(\}((e
-

j)X
-

(e
-

j}a]
=

(e
~

j).

On the other hand, from the definition of R~(\~) it follows that

(JX
- cf)TT(X) =

-ZT(X)(?X
-

o") = j.

Since oT and ja are both in ,7'%', the fact that they have the same quasi-resolvent

in this subalgebra implies that they are equal, a~ = ja. Putting a
+ = a a~ =

(e j)a, it is seen that *

-a+R+
(0)

= -a+a = e -
j

and so a
+

is the quasi-inverse of ao in the subalgebra (e j)S3(c j)- The

remaining parts of the theorem are at once verified.

COROLLAEY. If 6 is the only quasi-nilpotent element in 33, then any isolated

singularity ofR(\}is necessarily a simple pole,

Indeed, if the isolated singularity is at the origin as we may assume, the

principal part of R(\} there is R~(\) = jR(\'} a") where a~ has to be quasi-

nilpotent and hence equal to 6. R~(\) then reduces to its first term j/\ and

R(k) has a simple pole. In the terminology of Definition 22.13.2, 58 is without

a radical.

For the case in which iiJ(X)
= R(\] a), Theorem 5.10.1 asserts that to a par-

ticular resolution of the spectrum of a into two complementary sets corresponds

a resoluiion of a and of R(\; a} into orthogonal components. This is merely a

special case of a more general resolution theorem which will be proved in the

next section.

5.11. Spectral sets. The basic notion here is that of a spectral set intro-

duced by N. Dunford. We shall also need the notion of an oriented envelope

of a spectral set.

DEFINITION 5.11.1. A non-void set <r is called a spectral set of a if <r is a subset

of a (a) and <r is both open and closed in cr(d), T(d) is called an oriented envelope

of o- if

(i) r(cr) -is the union of a finite number of closed simple reclifiable curves having
no points in common]

(ii) P(<r) lies in the resolvent set p(a) of a;

(ui) r(o-) bounds an open set A(cr) containing a",

(iv) a
1

ff(a) or belongs to the complement of T(o-) U A(<r) :
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(v)

(vi) m the positive orientation of F(cr), the set A(o-) fo'es to the left of r(o-).

Condition (v) ensures that the closure of a A(<r) has no points in common
with the closure of a A(o-'). The construction of T(cr) can be based on a simple
Hcine-Borel argument which is left to the reader.

To each resolution of o-(a) into disjoint spectral sets there is a corresponding
resolution of a and R(\; a) given in the following

THEOREM 5.11.1. Let cr(a) Uicr where each va is a spectral set of a and

cra f|
cr/3
= when a 7* p. Define

(5.11.1) j. - J-. f fl(T; a) df,
^irt /r

tuyere r a is an oriented envelope of <r .

a ja, jK(X; a) = j aJR(X; a),

; a), ^a (X; o)^(X; a)
=

0,

(jX - a)/2(X; a)
= B(X; a)(ja \

- aa} = ja .

Furthermore, the spectrum of aa is <ra in addition to X = and -R(X; a) is holo-

morphic in each domain of the complex plane which does not contain any points

of ff a . Finally

for\\

PEOOF. It is first observed that if r is a circle
|
X

|

= 7 > II
o

|| ;
then

* - ? Lm ' a) * '
as I fi(f ; a) * - e -
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By the resolvent equation

= i
f B(X; o) dX -L. /2iri Jr 27^^ Jr

1
/"

,
, ,

1 f d\
R(n-, a) dv z-. I

--
.

2?rz Jr ^ JT J- X

If a =
]8 replace F0 by rL ,

another oriented envelope of <r containing r a

in its interior. In this case the two integrals involving (/u X)"
1
are equal to

2iri and respectively and so /I = j a . If 5^ $ each integral is zero andj/'a^ = 5.

We note next that j a and a commute by formula (5.11.1) since a commutes
with R (X; a). Furthermore ja and R(\] a) commute by the same formula

since the resolvents 72 (X; a) and72(/x; a) commute. The orthogonality properties

of a a and R a(h; a) are immediate consequences of those of j a . The quasi-

resolvent property follows from multiplying (Xe a)R(\*, a) = e by j
z

a = ja .

The given representation of J? a(X; a) for
|

X
|

> -ya then follows immediately.
From the resolvent equation we obtain, upon dividing by (X M) and inte-

grating with respect to ju around the contour Ta ,
a result which may be written

'.At A

For X outside of A(o-)> the first integral, being of the Cauchy type, is a holo-

morphic function of X, while the second integral is zero. Replacing T a by T'a
as above, the first integral is holomorphic for X in A'(cr)> while the second term
becomes R(\; a). Hence R a (\; a) is holomorphic outside any oriented envelope
of ffa and inside T it has exactly the same singularities as 7J(X; a), that is, the

set act This shows also that j tt 7* 6, e.

Finally we consider the spectrum of aa . For
|

X > ya

oo

R(\; aa]
= f-A"

1

-f- ) w^X""""""
1 -

(e ja)X~
l + A'(X; a).

i

The singularities of the last member are clearly and <ra . This completes the

proof of the theorem.

The possibilities of extending this resolution theory to infinitely many com-
ponents will not be considered here.

The following theorem follows from the results of Theorems 5.10.1 and 5.1 1.1 .

THEOREM 5.11.2. Let the resolvent R(\; a) be holomorphic except for isolated

singular points Xi ,
X2 , , X/; . Then there exist h idempotents ji , fa ,

-

, jk
where

i r

; a) #,
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&

T a being a small circle about X
,
such that

k

and

; a) = j.(X
-

X.)"
1

Here a = j a(a X ae) is quasi-nilpotent (or nilpotenf). Furthermore, a~^aj
= 6

and a 2Ji dTa + 2Ji JX .

T/ms, to a complete resolution of the spectrum of a corresponds a complete resolu-

tion of a and of the resolvent of a.

5.12. Some special resolvents. We shall list the properties of R(\; a) for some par-

ticular choices of a.

(1) a = q is quasi-nilpotent. Then

00

R(\; q)
= eX-1 + q

n \~n^
n=l

which is an entire function of 1/X. The spectrum reduces to one point, X = 0. If q is

actually nilpotent, the series reduces to a polynomial in 1/X.

(2) a = j is an idempoicnt. Then the resolvent series gives

In this case the spectrum consists of two points, X = and 1, each of which is a simple

pole of the resolvent.

(3) a = a.e is a scalar multiple of the unit element. It is easily verified that 12 (X; a) has

the same property and

with a simple pole at X = a.

In connection with (2) the following theorem due to E. R. Lorch is of interest :

THEOREM 5.12.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a Banach algebra S3 shall con-

tain an idempolent differentfrom and e is that there is at least one element of 93 whose spectrum

is not connected.

PEOOF. By virtue of (2) above, the condition is clearly necessary and by Theorem

5.11.1 it is also sufficient.

5.13. Permanent spectral singularities. It may lie recalled that the

regular or singular character of an element depends on the algebra in which it

is embedded. If a e 33i C % and a is regular in S3i ,
then it is also regular

in 332 provided that the extension preserves the arithmetical operations and the

unit element. However, an element may be regular in % but not in SBi ;
in

other words, an element a as a rule has two different spectra in 33i and 332 ,

a(a\ 580 and a(a; 332) respectively with cr(a; %) Z> a(a; B2). The following
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definition is due to E. R. Lorcli; Theorem 5.13.1 is duo to C. E. Rickart (cf.

S. Bochner and B. S. Phillips), the first half of Theorem 5.13.2 is due to E. R.

Lorch and the second half to G. Silov (for the case of accessible singularities).

DEFINITION 5.13.1. A point X <r(a; 33]) is a removable spectral singularity

of a in S3i if X C o"(a; SSa) /or a suitable choice of S3 Z) 5Bi . / is a permanent

spectral singularity of a if X 6 cr(a; 53 2) for every possible extension 31> of $81.

THEOREM 5.13.1. // a > ao and a;
1

exists for each n, then either aJT
1

aciste

or do s a generalized divisor of zero.

PROOF. Suppose a^
1

does not exist. We prove that lim supn_^
|| a~~n \\

= co. Suppose || a*
1

1| ^ Af < oo, for all n. Then

|| C 1 - a;
1

1|

=
II a~\an

~- am)a~
l

\\ ^ M 2

|| a*
- am \\ ->0,

that is, there exists a 6 such that a~* > bo Moreover

Since (a J6 >
0, an(^o

- O -* ^, and o^ 1 = e we have OO&D = <?. Simi-

Iarl3
r & 0o = e. This is a contradiction; therefore Jim sup,,-** |

a~n
l

\\
=o

and we may clearly assume that this holds with lim sup replaced by lim. Now
define bn = a~n / \\ a~? \\

so thai \\bn \\
= 1. Wo have.

where the two summands on the right tend to when n > <*> . Therefore

aiibn
~~> ^; that is, o is a generalized divisor of zero.

COROLLARY. // ($ is i!/i maximal group in- 93, //wiri //IP dements on the bound-

ary of arr: generalized divisors of zero.

Another consequences is :

THEOREM 5.13.2. All points belonging to the boundary of the spectrum of an

element ainS& are permanent spectral singularities of a. ff Xo is- such a boundary

point, then Xc a is a generalized divisor of zero,

PROOF. The second half of the theorem follows directly from the preceding
theorem and this shows that \ e a is a singular element of S3 as well as of

any extension of S3.

This theorem also has interesting consequences.

COROLLARY 1. The components of p(a; 330 w< ; ulw components of p(a\ SB2)

if % C S32 .

COROLLARY 2. The spectrum ff(a; 53) remains invariant under (i) extension

of- 33 if <r(a; 33) is nowhere dense, (ii) contraction of 33 if p(a; S) is- connected.
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5.14. Resolvents of linear operators. We shall now take up the problem

of fitting the theory of resolvents of linear operators, first broached in section

2.14, into the theory of resolvents of elements of a Banach algebra developed

in the preceding sections.

We take 33 = @(X), that is, the Banach algebra of linear bounded transforma-

tions on a (B)-space to itself. Suppose first that T 6 (() and let R(\\ T)

be its resolvent in the sense of Definition 2.14.1. Thus R(\; T} 6 G() for

X in p(r) but not for any X in <r(T). It follows that R(\; T) is the inverse of

XI T in the algebra (() and the notions of resolvent set and spectrum de-

rived from Definition 5.8.1 coincide with the corresponding notions of Defini-

tion 2.14.1.

From this it follows that all results derived in the preceding sections apply

to R(\; T) as an element of ((36). Thus p(T~) is an open set, o-(T) is closed and

never vacuous, R(\; T) is holomorphic in each component of p(T} and, in par-

ticular, in a neighborhood of the point at infinity. The resolvent equation is

satisfied and the various series expansions based on the resolvent equation

are valid. Further the discussion of the resolution of the spectrum applies.

What we do not get, however, is the resolution of the spectrum <r(T) into the

three components Pcr(T), C<r(T), and R<r(T) since this involves conditions in

the underlying space . The following result, however, can be stated in terms

of properties of /i*(X; T) in (() alone, though the proof requires the use of

properties in . Sec A. E. Taylor [7, p. 660].

THEOREM 5.14.1. // Xo is a pole ofR(\; T), it belongs to the point spectrum of T.

PROOF. By Theorems 5.10.1 and 5.11.2 the canonical representation of

; T) near X = Xo is

R(\; T} = J Q
n
(\
-

Xo)-
71" 1 + R+ (\; T),

n-O

where / = J, Q = J(T -
Xo/) = (T - X /),7. If X is a pole of order -TO,

Q"
1
-1 ^ but Q

m = 8. We can then find an element y G such that &

JQ
m~ l

y ? Q. Hence (T X /)a;
= Q

m
y = 0. Thus x is a characteristic ele-

ment corresponding to the characteristic value X . It is worth noting that if

x is any characteristic element then Jx = x. This follows from the identity

(X
- X )#(X; T}x

-
x,

valid for characteristic elements, by substituting the canonical representation

and comparing coefficients.

On the other hand, if X = X is an essential singularity of 72 (X; .T
1

), no assertion

can be made concerning the spectral character of X . In the following three

examples, I
7

is a quasi-nilpotent operator, X = is an essential singular point of

R(\; T} and is the only point of <r(T) :
. ,

(i) X =
(&), T takes (,TI, a;2 , ,

xn ,

-

) into (xz ,
xs/2, ,

xn+i/n, '),

point spectrum;
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|; (ii) X = C[Q, 1], T takes x(t) into /o x(u) du, residual spectrum;

I (iii) % = Co[0, 1], subspace of <7[0, 1] where x[0]
= 0, T as in (ii), continuous

5 spectrum.

I
,

For the last two examples, cf. section 21.12 where, however, 9 = L[0, 1].

*', The same ambiguity is encountered at non-isolated points of the spectrum.

j
Even an interior point may belong to the point spectrum. The following

]
. example illustrates this possibility :

*

(iv) 9 = C[0, oo
], T takes x(t] into x(t + ft) where h is a fixed positive number.

\ Here the point spectrum is the set
|

X
[
< 1 plus X = 1

, the rest of the unit circle

f

'

is the continuous spectrum. Cf. section 16.2.

f The case in which I
7

is a linear unbounded transformation is less direct. We
<!,.

assume that T is closed; its domain SD and range 9? are in X. Then T\
~ X/ T

f
will be closed with domain 3) and range 5H\ . In case ^V

1

exists, it will also be

j

a closed linear transformation by Theorem 2.13.10. For X 6 p(T), T\
l

=s

f,
: R(\; T) exists as a linear bounded transformation whose domain 9?\ is dense

'

-. in and since 72 (X; 7
1

) is closed, we have 9ftx
= Be. Hence 72 (X; 5P) ^ @(X) and

(Xf
- r

jT)72(X; 7
7

).i-
= x in 96, 72(X; T)(\I - T}x = a; in 3).

If X, M p(T), then for all x

R(\; T}x - 72 (X; 7')(/i/
-

T)72(ju; T)x

= R(\; 2')[(M
~ X)/ -f (XI

-

= -(X -

where the last step, R(\- T)(\I -
T}R(v; T}x =

R(yi- T}x, is justified since

R(n; T)x 6 S)/ It follows that 72(X; !T) is a solution of the resolvent equation,
belonging to ((36) in its domain of existence p(T). It is no longer a resolvent
in the sense of Definition 5.8.1, but it is a pseudo-resolvent arid all results in

the preceding discussion which apply to arbitrary solutions of the resolvent

equation also apply to 72 (X; T).

Since B(X; T) is locally holomorphic, p(T) is still an open set and a(T) is

closed. Further, <r(T) cannot be vacuous, since this would make 72(X; T) holo-

morphic in the extended plane so that 72(X; T) would be a constant and hence
by Theorem 5.9.3, R(\; T} = Z where Z2 = 9. But (XT'

- T)Zx = x for all x
is clearly impossible so that v(T) is non-vacuous. It should be noted, however,
that in the unbounded case R (X; T) may very well be an entire function of X
and ff(T) reduce to the point at infinity. The following simple example illus-

trates this possibility:

(v) = <7 [0, I], T takes x(t) into a'({), 3) is the subspace of C'of.0, 1] where
*'(*) exists and belongs to <7 [0, 1]. Here 72(X; T) exists and takes x(t) into

/o

' *
(w) du which is an entire function of X.

The series expansions based on the resolvent equation hold also in the un-
bounded case and so does the Laurent resolution, Theorem 5.10.1. The con-
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siderations of section 5.11 cany over to a considerable extent as will be seen

by the two following theorems.

THEOREM 5.14.2. Let a\ ,
<r2 , , <r/c be bounded spectral sets of the operator T

and or a fl 075
=

0, a ^ /3. Define

where T a is an oriented envelope of a-a . Then

J a = J a ,
JaJp = 9, Ct 7^ /3, J a y^ 6, I.

Ta = TJ, R a(\;T) = J aR(\-T},

then Ta <g() emd/or a ^ /3

2Y/V = 6, TMX; T} =
Rp(\', TYI\ = 6, 7i; a (X; T)R^ T) = 6,

(J a\ - Ta)R a(\; T} = Ra (\; T)(J a\ - Ta]
= J a .

Furthermore, the spectrum of Ta is a tt in addition to X = and R a (\; T} is holo-

morphic in every domain of the "K-plane which docs not contain any points of <ra .

Finally

for |X| >T = limw_M ||n||
1w

.

PROOF. We have merely to examine the argument of Theorem 5.11.1 to see

what carries over to the new situation. We note first that the proofs of J a = Ja

and JaJp = Q carry over unchanged. The relations (XI T}R(\; T}x = x

for all x and JB(X; T)(XI
-

!F)z
= a; in SD show that

a; = ~~. [ ?R(t; T)x
27TZ Jr

'
for all 3

and J aTx is given by the same expression when x 3)- Hence Ja and T

commute when operating on elements of 2) and Ta = TJ a is a bounded operator

so that Ta @(3). Further / and #(X; T) commute because JB(X; T) and

E(f; J1

) commute. The orthogonality properties of T and R a (\; T) then

follow from those of J . The quasi-resolvent relations follow in one direction

by operating on both sides of (XI
-

T)B(X; F)x = x by J = J and in the

other by applying the operator JaR(\; T)(\I
- T) to J ax. The rest of the

proof goes as above.
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THEOEEM 5.14.3. Let R(\; T] be holomorphic save for the isolated singularities

Xi ,
X2 , , Xfc ,

oo. Then there exist k idempotents J: ,
J2 , , Jk where

= Xa ,

; T) = Z #(X; T) + ^+(X; 7'),

-(A; T) = JB(X; Z
1

)
= /(X -

X,,)" -f

+
(X; T) = E (TM)

n+1
(-X)

n
.

X; 2
1

)
= R+

(\; T)R~(\; T) = 0, T~TW = ^r; = 0,

R~(\- T)RJ(\; T) = 0, Ta Tft
=

, /or a ^ /3

I =
(!T Xa/) J a and r^ are quasi-nilpolents.

PROOF. The preceding theorem shows that the /'s are idempotents which

are mutually orthogonal. Further if T is the circle
| \

= 7 > max X,
|

and

J =

then J = Si J<* and J
2 = J. The /C(X; T} exist, are orthogonal to each other,

and are quasi-resolvents of Ta = TJa . The only singular point of R~Z(\; T)

is X and since R~^ vanishes at infinity, its expansion in powers of (X X) must

have the form indicated. Furthermore

1 frrr *

;
/". \ N T>/v. fp\ /]} _ HH T \ /

J. ^ - r , i l
^ Aa^-tt/yv^ ,

J. / (*^
~*

Jt t/ oc **oc t/ of

To complete the argument, one uses the Laurent resolution of K(X; T) for the

annulus 7 <
|

X
|

< =o
, obtaining

where
it k

T?~f\- T\ TT?f\. T\ T"
1

T T?f\- T\ V^ T?~f\ . rP\fL ^A, J. ) t/JttlA, 1 j jf j J a Xtv^A, J. ) /...j itai A ,
J. j,

1 1

CO

p+/\ . m\ /'T r\ TDA . /TT\ "V'^fT \"+V \ \n
/IJ l_A, J, y ^J. (/ j JTC^A, J J /_f( 1

ta) \
~~

"/

with
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The orthogonality of R+
(\; T) and R~(\; F) follows from that of 7 - / and / .

This completes the proof.

Finally we observe that Theorem 5.14.1 holds also for unbounded operators

T; the proof carries over unchanged and the remark Jx x for characteristic

elements is also valid.

References. Bochner and Phillips [1], Dunford [7, 8], Lorch [2, 3], Nagumo
[1], Rickart [1], Silov [1], Taylor [2, 5, 7].

4. FUNCTIONS ON THE ALGEBRA TO ITSELF

5.15. Preliminaries. There are some new aspects of the theory of functions

on vectors to vectors which come to the foreground when the underlying spaces

are (B) -algebras. These new aspects get most of the attention in the following;

after some preliminary remarks on contour integration, analyticity in com-

mutative (B) -algebras, and the second resolvent equation, we pass over to the

main question, viz. the extension of holomorphic scalar functions to analytic

vector functions.

Let SD be an open connected subset of the complex non-commutative (B)-

algebra 33 with unit element e. Let y = f(x) be a function on 33 to itself with

domain 3D. If f(x) is continuous in SD, Riemann integrals may be defined in an

obvious manner. Let F be a rectifiable arc in 3D. By this we mean that F is

given by an equation x = #(), ^ ^ 1, where x() is continuous and of

strongly bounded variation in the sense of Definition 3.4.4. We then define

-'

f(x)-dx = lim
-' n-oo fc-l.

where max*, (,* ,a-i) 0. The existence of the integral is established

in the usual manner and it has the properties of linearity and boundedness

which are to be expected. In particular,

(5.15.1) f f(x)-dx
Jr

max

where Z(T) is the length of T, that is, the strong total variation of x() in [0, 1].

Since 33 is non-commutative, there is also an integral Jr dx-f(x) which is

ordinarily distinct from Jr f(x)-dx.

This concept of the integral was introduced by E. R. Lorch [3] for a com-

mutative (B) -algebra. For this case he also introduced the following definition

of differentiabiliy and analyticity:

DEFINITION 5.15.1. Let S3 be a commutative complex (B) -algebra with a unit

element. A function f(z) whose domain and range 9t are in S3 is said to have
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a derivative f'(s } at z = 2 if for each e > a 5 > can be found such that for all

h in 93 with \\h\\ < 8

(5.15.2) ||/(z + A)
-

/(zo)
- V(*o) II

<
II
*

II-

/ias a derivative everywhere in 3), i/wn. ^ is analytic in S).

A function analytic according to this definition is continuous and F-dif-

ferentiable and hence analytic in the sense of Definition 4.5.2. By Theorem

4.5.1 its first variation Sf(z; h)
=

hf'(z) is an analytic function of z. We shall

show that f'(z) is also analytic in the sense of Loreh. Since f(z) has second

variations,

Hmi [/'(+#) -/'&]=/(*,*)
r-o f

'

exists and

S
2

f(z; h, k) = h/2 (z, 70
= kjfa A)

since the second variation is symmetric in h and k. Putting h = e, we see that

/2 (z, 7a)
=

ft/8(, e) = Af' (a) and

5%; A, fc)
= W"GO-

Since 5
2

/(2; ^, /) is an F-differential we have

|| 8f(z + A; ft)
-

/(*; /j)
- 5%; A, /;) ||

= o( ||
h

|| )

which for k = e reduces to

\\f'(z + K) -f(z) -"(^11=0(11/1.11).

Thus /"(z) is actually the derivative of f'(z) and the latter is analytic in the

sense of Lorch. From this one concludes that f(z] has derivatives of all orders

with 8
n

f(z; Ji)
= f

M
(z)h

n
,
and may be expanded in a convergent Taylor series

(5.15.3) /() = Z OB (*
-

)

n
,

n\ a n
= /

(B)

(),
n0

about any point a in 5). Conversely, such a power series defines a Lorch analytic

function of z in the interior of its set of convergence. In the notation of Defini-

tion 4.7.1 we have pa = p u l/y. where

/*
=

Iirnsiip|[aw !i

1/r(
.

We note that every term of (5.15.3) is an F-powcr in the variable z a and a

Lorch analytic function of 0. Conversely, a homogeneous polynomial of degree
n in z is necessarily of the form az

n
if it is analytic in the sense of Lorch,

From the last observation we may conclude that not every F-differentiahlo

function on a commutative (B}-algebra to itself is Lorch analytic. This follows,

for instance, from the fact that such an algebra may contain other continuous

linear functions of z than the multiples of z itself.
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Examples can be found from the theory of functions of two complex variables. The
space Z2 of elements C = (fi , fs) can be made into a commutative (B) -algebra by defining

(i , ) + fa , ft) =
(ttl + ft , a2 + ft), a (ft , ft) =

(aft , a/3,) ;

(i , 2)- (ft , ft) =
(aift , Q2ft) f || (ai j as) ||

= max [
|
ai

| f |
a2 j]_

Here /(() =
(f. , ft) is an F-differentiable function of < which is not Lorch analytic.

5.16. The second resolvent equation. As a preparation for the problem
of extending holomorphic scalar functions to a Banach algebra, we study the
resolvent R(\; x} =

(\c
-

re)"
1

as a function of x.

THEOREM 5.16.1. Let x and y belong to a complex Banach algebra S3, having
a unit element e, and suppose that X 6 p(x) D p(y) so that R(\; x) and R(\; y]
exist. Then

(5.16.1) JK(X;a;) -72(X;y) = R(\;x}(x -

PROOF. Formula (5.16.1), hereinafter referred to as the second resolvent equa-
tion, is obtained from the identity

(XC
-

X)[R(\; X)
-

R(\; y)}(\e
-

y) = x - y

upon multiplication by R(\; x} on the left and R(\; y} on the right.
1

Let us consider the functional equation

(5.16.2) j?(rc)
-

R(y] = R(x}(x - y}R(y]

on S3 to itself. The following existence theorem should be compared with
Theorem 5.9.2.

THEOREM 5.16.2. Let R(x) be a single-valued function on a Banach algebra 58

to itself, satisfying (5.16.2) for all values of x and y in a domain ) of S3. Then R(x)
is analytic in SD. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an element

cof$8 such that (c x*}R(x) = R(x}(c x} = e for all x in ) is that R(x) be a

regular dement of S3 for at least one value of x in 3).

PROOF. If o 6 S) then

(5.16.3) R(x)[c
-

(x
-

a)R(a)] = R(a).

By Theorem 5.2.1 the second factor on the left has an inverse if
|| (x a)R(a) ||

< 1 . Multiplication on the right of both sides by this inverse yields

(5.1(5.4) R(x) = R(a) <e + 2J [(x
-

a)R(a~)]
n(
r .

- 1
v n=? i j

If /^(a) =
0, then obviously R(x) = 6. Excluding this trivial case, one sees

that the power series is absolutely convergent in the sphere
1 1

x a
\ \

<
\ \ R(d) \ \~

l

and is uniformly convergent in any concentric sphere of smaller radius. In
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this sphere R(x) is consequently analytic; a being arbitrary it follows that

R(x) is analytic in >.

If there exists a fixed element c of 53 such that (c x)R(x) = R(x)(c x) = e

in ), then 72 (a;) obviously has an inverse everywhere in SD so that the stated

condition is necessary. Suppose conversely that [R(a)]~
l

exists, a 3X From

(5.16.3) one infers that R(x) {[R(a)]~
l + a x} s= c in SD and, interchanging

a; and a in (5.16.3), one sees that [^(a)]""
1 + a x is also the left inverse of

R(x). This completes the proof of the theorem.

On the other hand, if c x is a regular element of S3 for every x in some

domain 5D C $3, then (c x)~
l

is obviously a solution of (5.10.2) in 3). If

c = Xe, this solution will also satisfy the first resolvent equation (5.9.2) with

respect to X.

The assumption in Theorem 5.10.2 that [JBOe)]"
1
shall exist for at leant one

x in ) is not redundant. Indeed formula (5.16.4) defines a solution of equation

(5.16.2) in the sphere \\x a\\ <
\\ R(a) \\~

l

,
no matter how JI?(a) is chosen,

and this solution has an inverse in its domain of definition if and only if /s'fa)

has an inverse.

We emphasize that for every fixed b the series

(5.16.5; R(x) = &X) [(a;
-

)&]"
n=0

defines a solution of the second resolvent equation, analytic in the Hphcro

||
& a

[\
<

||
b I)"

1

,
and that every solution of the equation which is analytic

in a neighborhood of re = a is of this form.

5.17. Extension of holomorphic scalar functions. Among the analytic

functions on a complex Banach algebra to itself an important class is formed by
the functions which become analytic in the classical sense on Lhc mbalgcbra of

complex numbers. This class has been studied from different angles by N.

Dunford, I. Gelfand, E. R. Lorch, and A. E. Taylor. We shall attempt to fit

the theory of these functions into the general theory of analytic functions on

S3 to 35.

The question may be looked upon as an extension problem. The algebra, (5.

of complex numbers is extended to a complex Banach algebra SB so that, tS be-

comes embedded in 33. 3s it possible simultaneously to extend holomorphic
functions /(X) on ( to analytic functions /(a;) on 93 in such a manner thai f(X<)
= /(X)e? In this formulation the question does not have a unique solution

inasmuch as an analytic function /(re) on 35 to B may vanish for all y in (&

without vanishing identically.

As an illustration, let 58 be a complex.matrix algebra, A a matrix such that Ak * O but
Ak~l T* 8, then any non-trivial product of k factors A and n factors X is a homogeneous
polynomial in X of degree n which vanishes when X = \E without vanishing identically.
There are consequently infinitely many analytic functions which vanish on the complex
plane without vanishing identically and the extension problem becomes mcietenniiwtf.
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It is possible, however, to define a unique principal extension in a perfectly

natural manner and the resulting class of analytic functions has simple properties.

Actually there are several different procedures which lead to the same result.

We shall start with the local point of view which is less ad hoc than the methods

in the large.

DEFINITION 5.17.1. ///(A) is holomorphic in the circle
|

X Xo
|

< p, then

(5.17.1) f(x) = f
^^(x-\ eT

no n !

is by definition the principal extension o//(X) in the sphere \\x \oe\\ < p.

THEOREM 5.17.1. // /(X) is holomorphic in a domain A of the complex plane

and if >A is the union of all spheres \\x-\oe\\ < p such that the circle
|

X Xo
|

< p is in A, then the principal extension o//(X) is uniquely determined by Definition

5.17.1 in the domain A and is an analytic function ofx in 3)A

PROOF. We denote the power series in formula (5.17.1) by f(x; X tf). It is

clearly an analytic function of x in the sphere of definition. Thus we have

merely to verify that the various power series f(x; X e) are elements of the

same analytic function /(#). Suppose that two circles
|

X Xi
j

< pi and

|

X X2
|

< pz in A overlap and let X be a point common to both. The classical

argument based on rearrangement of power series now shows that /(a; XJP) =

f(x; X <3) in the sphere ||
x - X e

||
< pi

-
|
Xi X

|

and in a concentric sphere

f(x; X2 )
=

f(x-, X e). It follows that the various elements f(x; <xe), a A,

are analytic continuations of each other and define uniquely an analytic function

f(x) in )A .

THEOREM 5.17.2. Let x >A and choose a X 6 A such that the circle Ty :

X - Xo =
II
x X e

|| + c, e > 0, lies in A. Then

(5.17.2) f(x) = ~
f /(A)(X; x) d\.

2-m JT

PROOF. The definition of >A shows that it is always possible to find such a

circle Tx . We apply formula (5. 10.4) to R(x) = R(\; x), choosing a = X^e.

Since R(\; X e)
= (X

- Xo)"
1

*, the formula simplifies to

(5.17.3) R(\; *)
<= E (a;

-
Xoe)"(X

- Xo)"""
1

.

n=0

Substituting this expression into (5.17.2), we see that the integral equals

f(x; X e)
= f(x) and the theorem is proved.

Formula (5.17.3) shows that <r(x), the spectrum of x, lies in the circle

j
x - X

|
^ ||

x - X e
|i,

that is, er(aO is interior to A when x A - But for

the existence of the integral in (5.17.2) it is not essential that we integrate along

the circle Tx ; any closed contour in A surrounding <r(x) will do. This indicates
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that the integral has a meaning as long as <r(x) lies in A and this may very well

happen for x outside of S)A . Before we can proceed to a study of the resolvent

integral, a few observations of a mixed function theoretical and topological

nature are required.

Let $ be a closed bounded set in the complex X-plane and /(X) a function

holomorphic in a domain A containing $. An argument of the Hcine-Bord

type shows that we can find an open set fi with the following properties (i)

3? C fl C A, (ii) fi has a finite number of components &,, , (iii) each ftM is bounded

by a finite number of simple closed rectifiable curves IV ,
and (iv) ft has a posi-

tive distance from, the boundary of A. We assign a positive orientation to each

IV in the usual manner and let T = U IV be the boundary of 12, the orientation

of T being induced by that of IV We call T an oriented envelope. of<f> with respect
to /(X) . For X 6 & we have

If X G *, the integral is independent of the choice of P. The proof can be re-

duced to the classical elementary case by a somewhat laborious dismission of

the different topological possibilities.

We shall also need the following theorem concerning Kped.ni.

THEOREM 5.17.3. The. spectrum of x is a contimioux function of .r.

REMARK. We say that o-(rc) is continuous al x - a //', given, any open .*// ij

containing a(a), there is a positive, e such that <r(x) C 0/or \\
x - a

\

< e.

PROOF. Let a be given and let be an open set containing <r(a). Tho u.sua
1

Heine-Borel argument shows that we may cover tho closed bounded .sut ff (n) by
a finite number of circles with radius 25 where 5 is HO chosen that the* union of
the interiors of the

Circles,
Sfe say, has the properties a() C $., C i,

d[ff(a), flj ] > 5, and Q} is the complement of ft . The interior of il* coiisi.sis <f a
finite number of components, the closure of each of which lies in p(o) . I f follows
that #(X; a) is holomorphic everywhere in 2? and there exists a finiteM ,!/(//, h)

such that ||7iJ(\; a) || ^ M for X f. fl,* . By formula (5.10.4), lt(\-, x) .'.xiM<
for every such X provided ||

x - a \< l/M == 6 . It follows thai, for any surh
x we have p(x) Z> fl and <r(a-j C Qa C fl. This coraplotw the proof.
We corne now to the main extension theorem.

THEOREM 5.17.4. Let /(X) 6e holomorphic in the domain A. Ld WAj /w //<*

opm ^ o/ points x of SB such thai <r(x) C A and lei S(A) he the romjmtirtii /,/

(A) w;Mc/i contains the- set A<. For re i?t T(A) rfe/m<?

/(X) a(X; ;t-) r/X,'

r, is any oriented envelope of v(x) with respect to /(X.) . Then f(x) is
in S)(A) and coincides with the, principal extension of f(\} in TA .
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PROOF. That (A) is an open set follows from the preceding theorem.

The component (A) and the integral are then well defined. That 5D(A) con-

tains the domain SDA of Theorem 5.17.1 follows from the remarks after the

proof of Theorem 5.17.2 and the latter shows that the integral represents the

principal extension of /(X) in A . It remains to show that /(re) is analytic in the

larger domain SD(A) . For this purpose, let a S)(A) and choose an open sphere

(a) :
||
x a

\\
< p so small that $, the closure of LL o-(x), x 6 @(a), is in A.

For these values of x we may replace I
1

* by T, a fixed oriented envelope of $

with respect to /(X). Since 72(X; a) is holomorphic on each component IV
of r, there exists a finite quantity M(a) with

|| R(\', a) \\ ^ M(a) everywhere

on T. Formula (5.16.4) shows that for X T

R(\- x) = R(\; a) E [(x
-

a)R(\; a)]",
n=0

the series being absolutely convergent for
||
x a

|| ^ po < min {p, l/M(a)},

the convergence being uniform with respect to x in the sphere as well as with

respect to X on P. Termwise integration gives

(5.17.5) /(*) = Z ~ I /(A)#(X; a)[(s
-

a)7?(X; a)]" dX.

This is an abstract power series in (x a) which is absolutely and uniformly

convergent when ||
x a

\\ ^ p . It follows that /(a;) is analytic in this sphere

and consequently everywhere in S)(A). This completes the proof and justifies

DEFINITION 5.17.2. The principal extension of /(X) is defined by formula

(5.17.4) in )(A).

The use of formula (5.17.4) in matrix theory and operational calculus is of

old standing and goes back to H. Poincare" (1900) in a memoir devoted to the

theory of continuous groups. F. Riesz (1913) introduced similar devices in

Hilbert space theory. In one form or another it is basic in L. Fantappie's

theory of analytic functionals as well as in recent investigations of commutative

normed vector rings by I. Gelfand and E. R. Lorch, of spectral theory by N.

Dunford, and of analysis in complex Banach spaces by A. E. Taylor. For fur-

ther historical remarks we refer to the expository papers of Dunford [7] and of

Taylor [7].

Formula (5.17.4) presupposes that the Banach algebra has a unit element.

It is possible, however, to give an alternate definition of f(x~) (when /(O)
=

0)

which is equivalent to (5.17.4) when the latter applies, but which holds in any

complex Banach algebra. See further Chapter XXII, especially section 22.9.

The interpretation of the symbol f(x) when /(X) is holomorphic in the sense of Cauchy

and x is an element of a (B) -algebra (usually an algebra of endomorphisms <()) varies

in recent investigations. Lorch has emphasized with justice that analyticity does not

reside in the symbol /() and that the term "analytic function of x" should be reserved

for differentiable functions of x. The functions defined by formula (5.17.4) satisfy this
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requirement, if one is satisfied with the existence of Fr<$chet differentials and analyticity
in the sense of Definition 4.5.2. The more restrictive definition of analyticity due to
Lorch works well in the commutative case for which it is constructed, but loses its signif-
icance in a non-commutative algebra.

Formula (5.17.4) may be regarded as a natural generalization of the well

known formula of Cauchy. The formulas for the derivatives also admit of

generalizations which may be read off from (5.17.5) together with Theorem 4.3.10 :

(5.17.6) 8
n

f(x; h)
= ~ f/(X)tf(X; x)[hRfa x)]

n
d\.

The correspondence between the functions /(X), holomorphic in a domain A,
and their principal extensions f(x) in 3)(A) has been investigated by I. Gelfand

[4] and A. E. Taylor [7]. We shall prove

THEOREM 5.17.5. Let A be a bounded domain of the, complex plane and bounded

by a finite number of Jordan curves or Jordan arcs or both, no two of which have
more than a finite number of points in common. Let 3)(A) be the corresponding
domain of 33 as defined above. Let ([A] be the complex (B] -algebra of all functions

/(X) holomorphic in A and continuous in the closure A of A, with the ordinary defini-

tion of the arithmetic operations and with ||/||A
= sup |/(X) J, X A. Further

let 33[A] be the complex algebra of functions F(x) analytic in S)(A) and having
values in i8, the arithmetic operations being defined as in 93.

There exists an isomorphic mapping: /(X) +f(x) of 6[A] on a subalgebra 33o[A]

of 58[A] such that (i) X -> x and (ii) 1 1 /
-

/ 1 1
A - implies that

\ \ fn (x~)
-

f(x] \ \

> locally uniformly in )(A), This mapping is unique and is defined by (5.17.4)

REMARK. For the meaning of the terms homomorphism and isomorphism used below,
see Definition 22.10.2.

PROOF. We start by proving that the mapping defined by (5.17.4) has the

required properties. That the mapping takes /(X) = X into f(x) = x follows
from Definition 5.17.1. It is clear that the correspondence is linear so in order
to prove that the mapping is a homomorphism it is sufficient to prove that prod-
ucts go into products. This may be proved with the aid of the first resolvent
relation and formula (5.17.4), but it is really simpler to use a local argument
plus analytic continuation. In fact, if /(X) ; 0(X), /t(X) <[A] and MX) s
/(X)f/(A), then in any circle

|

X - X
1
< p in A we have an identity between

power series

n=0 n0

with obvious notation. By Definition 5.17.1 this gives

s.
n0
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in the sphere ||
x - \c-

||
< p , that is h(x) = f(x}g(x). By Theorem 4.6.1, this

identity must hold everywhere in SD(A) . Hence the mapping is a homomorphism.
In order to prove that the homomorphism is actually an isomorphism, we

have to show that the correspondence is one-to-one or that f(x) = 6 implies
/(X) = 0. Suppose that for a particular choice of /(X) in <[A] we have /(re)

= 6
for all x in D(A). But if X 6 A than Xe 6 >(A) and/(Xe) = /(X)e so that in

particular /(X) = 0. Thus the mapping is an isomorphism.

Suppose that /(X) G[A] and is bounded away from zero in some domain A C A. Let
G[A

]jind
3XA ) bear the same relation to A as (5 [A] and 3) (A) have to A. Then /(X) and

I/COT 1

belong to G[A ] so that the corresponding functions /(a;) and [/(x)]"
1 exist for a;

35 (An). Since/(a;) has an inverse for such values of x, it follows, in particular, that /(a;) & 9.

Necessary and sufficient conditions on x in order that f(x) = 8 have been given by N. Dun-
ford [7, p. 044, the minimal equation theorem}.

To prove the continuity, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.17.4. We
choose a point a >(A), a small sphere @(a) with center at a, and let $ be
the closure of \J x<r(x), x G (a). In the representation of the functions {fn (x) }

corresponding to the given Cauchy sequence {/(X)}, we may replace Tx by a
fixed contour r which is an oriented envelope of $ with respect to all functions

/n(X) . As above we have
1 1 R(\ a)

\ \
^ M(a) for X on r and

1 1
R(\ x} \ \

^ K(a)
for

I)
a; -a

|| ^ Po <min {p, [M(a) ]~* }, X on T, where li^a) ^ M(a)[l - p M(a)]~\
It follows that

where L(r) is the length of T, so that/Ge) converges locally uniformly to /(&).
This shows that the mapping defined by (5.17.4) has all the desired properties.

It remains to show that the mapping is unique. In order to prove this we
observe first that if 3s

is any isomorphic mapping with the stated properties,
then 3 must map the zero and the unit elements of ([A] upon the zero and the

unit elements of S3 [A], that is, > 6 and 1 > e. Further,S maps the polynomial
-P(X) = 2-)/Lo a/cX

7"

upon P(x) = a e + ]Cfc=i akX
k

. Moreover, if a is not in A,
then (a X)"

1

6 S[A] and ae x is regular for x in S)(A) so that R(a-, x) exists.

Since products go into products, 3s must take (a X)"
1

into R(a- x). This,

however, agrees with the image under the principal extension; consequently $
will map each rational function whose poles are outside of A on its principal
extension as denned by (5.17.4). We can now appeal to an extension of the

Runge theorem due to J. L. Walsh [1, p. 47]. Under the present assumptions
on A, each /(X) 6 C[A] is the limit of a sequence of rational functions with

poles outside of A, the convergence being uniform in A, and if A is simply-
connected the rational functions may be taken as polynomials. In other words,
the rational functions of ([A] are dense in this space. From the fact that 3'

agrees with the mapping defined by (5.17.4) in a dense set of S[A] together with

the continuity assumptions, we conclude that 3 is identical with the principal

mapping everywhere in C[A] so the correspondence is unique.
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There are several remarks which should be appended to the preceding definitions and

theorems. The interpretation of /(x) as the principal extension of /(X) appears to be new.

A corresponding extension to (B) -algebras without unit element will be given in section 22.9.

If 93 is a commutative (B) -algebra, /(a) is not merely the principal extension of /(X) in

3) (A), but it is the only extension from scalars to 33 which is analytic in the more stringent

sense of Lorch, Definition 5.15.1. This is seen as follows. Suppose that F(x) is Lorch

analytic in a domain 3) which intersects the complex plane in a domain A and that ^(Xc) =

F(X)e for X A where Jf^X) is holomorphic in A. This requires that FM (\c) F (n)
(X)<j

for every n and Definition 5.17.1 together with Theorem 4.6.1 show that F(x~) coincides

with the principal extension of F(\). In this case formula (5.17.5) takes on the somewhat

more familiar form

(5.17.7) /(a:)
= (x

- a)
~ I /(X)[B(\;a)]

+1 d\.

.=3
^7rt ^r

This is a power series of the type occurring in formula (5.15.8). It consequently defines a

Lorch analytic function, that is, the principal extension o//(X) is analytic in the sense of

Lorch if SB is a commutative complex (B) -algebra and it is the only extension of /(X) having

this property.

Gelfand also restricts himself to the commutative case. In his presentation f(x) is

defined by Theorem 5.17.5 (with slightly different assumptions) and he shows that if 3
is a continuous isomorphic mapping, /(X) > /(z), of holomorphic scalar functions onto

abstract functions taking X into x, then /(a;) is necessarily given by (5.17.4) . Pie evidently

regards /($) as an analytic function of x, but he does not state in what sense it is analytic

nor does he study f(x) as a function of x.

N. Dunford has extended this function concept' in a manner which is of importance to

operational calculus by allowing /(X) to be piecewise analytic. If a-(x') is the union of a

finite number of disjoint spectral sets
a-,-

in the sense of Definition 5.11.1, the set <r,- being
contained in the component 0,- of the open set ft, then on the boundary UU P/& of ft,- , /(X) =

/j(X), where / 3-(X) is holomorphic in a domain containing O/ . Formula (5.17,4) still has

a sense and is taken as the definition of /(&). The analytic properties of such functions

f(x) have not been investigated; it is possible thaif(x) is piecewise analytic in some suitable

sense.

Finally it should be observed that formula (5.17.4) defines an analytic function of x in

each of the components of the open set (A) of Theorem 5.17.4 and not merely in S3(A).

An example is given by the function x~ l which is defined and analytic in each of the com-

ponents of the maximal group of section 5.3.

We end this discussion by proving some theorems which are all closely re-

lated to spectral theory. The first is the spectral mapping theorem of N. Dun-
ford [8, p. 195].

THEOREM 5.17.6. ///(A) 6 <5[A] and x 6 >[A], then <r[/(.r)]
=

f[<r(x)].

PROOF. Let a <r(x) and define

?(X) = f/(a)
~

/(X)](
- X)"

1

, X A,

so that g(\) <S[A] and consequently

(5.17.8) g(x)(ae - x) = f(a)c
-

f(x).
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It follows that the right member cannot have an inverse and that /(a) <r[/(.r)j

Conversely,
let_/z <r\f(x)] and suppose that /i C .f[cr(x)]. We form A(X)' =

IM
-

/(X)] winch is holomorphic in A save for poles, none of which belongs to
<r(x). We can then find a subdomain AI such that <r(x) C AI C A and h(\) is

holomorphic in A, . Since x SD(AO, we have h(x)\j*
-

/(*)] = e which con-
tradicts the assumption that /* C 0f/(aO].

If 53 is a (B) -algebra of endomorphisms, <g(), even the finer structure of
the spectrum is preserved under the mapping. We refer to Definition 15.5.1
for the terminology used below.

THEOREM 5.17.7. // =
<g@), # /(X) [A], and ^ r 6 3>(A), ften

M/ - /(T) /ias toe property P, = 1,2, or 3) if and only if the equation /*
=

/(X)
/ias a solution, X = a, a 6 <r(T), swc/i tootf a/ - T /ias toe same spectral property P,.

PROOF. If a (= o-(T) and </(X) is defined as above then by formula (5.17.8)
we have

Tliis shows that the left member vanishes whenever [al
-

T]x does, that is,

property 1\ is preserved under the mapping. If, on the other hand, al - T
maps 1 on a non-dense subspace % a ,

then it maps g(F)[X] on a subspace of %
so that [/(a)/

-
/(?')]$] is also non-dense. Finally, if the image of the unit

sphere in X under the operator al - T is not bounded away from zero, then
the same holds for the image under /(a)/ - f(T). This proves that if al - T
has the spectral property P, then so does /(a)/

-
f(T), To prove the converse

proposition, suppose that /x f a[/(T)]. By the preceding theorem there is at
least one a G <r[T] with /(a) =

^. We may assume without restricting the

generality that the equation /(X)
=

ju has only a finite number of roots a: ,

a>2 , ,
in A and that /(X) ^ ju on the boundary of A. Set P(X) =

Then F(2
7

) is well defined and

f(T)]x =

It follows that any x which is annihilated by IJL! /(5P) is also annihilated by
P(T) . But this means that for at least one of the factors a/J T we can find a

y 7^ 6 with (a/./ T
1

)?/
= d. On the other hand, if pi f(T) maps X on a non-

dense linear subspace, then P(T)[] is also non-dense and this implies that

(dkl T)[%] is non-dense for at least one k. Finally, if the image of the unit

sphere under the operator ju/ f(T) is not bounded away from zero, then the

same holds for the image under P(T) and hence also for at least one of the factors

a<J T. It should be noted that \sl f(T) has all the spectral properties of

the operators a/J T with /(at-)
= p and no others. This completes the proof.
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THEOREM 5.17.8. //{/(X) G[A] andf(fi) is holomorphic for // w 0(A) so //i/,

6 33oA and

PROOF. The existence of [f(g}}(x) for a; SD(A) is assured by Theorem 5.17.4

so we have merely to prove that/[<?(.r)] exists and the equality. Since cr[g(x)]
=

g[ff(x)] is a closed point set in r/(A) and /( is holomorphic in 0r(A), we can

find a domain A with r/[<r(;r)] C An C (/(A) and /(/a) CS[A ]. Hence /(?/) exists

and belongs to S3o[A ]
for every ?/ SD[An ]. In particular, we may take y -

f/(.r)

so that/[0(a;)] exists for a: <r S>(A). To prove the equality we note that for

/* $ 0(A), the function /i(X) s [/z
-

(/(X)]""

1

G G[A] so that AOtO =
#(/*; f/(.:i:))

exists. Hence taking T and r
()
to be oriented envelopes of r/(A) with respect to

and of cr(rc) with respect to (j(\) respectively, AVC have

!
/" f f(n')Kft;x) A ,= --.- - / / '----------I. d\th

2.TTI JT (Ziri)" Jr Jr M ~ (/(X)

(;) r/X - \f(<j)\(xl

The next theorem, which attaches to the ideas of Theorem 5.1 J . 1, shown that

a spectral resolution of x extends to the functions of x in 9% [A]. We suppress
the proof.

THEOREM 5.17.9. Let A contain X = and Irt f(\) ;' |AJ. // .r G T.'(A)

a; a = jax, a =
1, 2, , /:, //im/(a:)

=
o[Aj,

/(aj) =
(c
-

y,,)

5.18. The exponential function and the logarithm. The principal exten-

sion of exp (X) is obviously given by

(5.18.1) f*p (*)-!;, x<:%,
*.,.(> /,"!

and this is the only extension which is analytic! in the SCTIHC of Loirh if ^ is

commutative. If x and ?/ commute

(5.18.2) exp (x) exp (y)
- exp (a; -f- ;//).

In particular one sees that exp (a:) is always a regular flcmfni- of S having
exp ( a;) as its inverse. We have also the obvious

THEOREM 5.18.1. The, functional equation

(5-18.3) F(x -f ?/)
= F(fWu)

in a commutative (B} -algebra is satisfied by

(5-18.4) /%

./ is an idcmpoient, f =
j, awrl PX(K) is a/4 arUlmnj Iwmogcnwm poly-

nomial of degree one.
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We now proceed to define the logarithm of x which is obviously going to be

infinitely many-valued. We 'start with a domain A in the complex plane which
is bounded away from zero and infinity and in which argX is single-valued.

Any determination of Jog X will then be holomorphic in A and defines a cor-

responding determination of log x by

(5.18.5) log x = f log X B(X; x) d\
fiiri JT

for x d 1)( A). Here P is any simple closed rectifiable curve which contains A
in its interior and X = in its exterior. If x is any regular element of 33 whose

spectrum does not separate X = from X =
,
then we may define log x by

(5.18.5) because we can always find a domain A with the required properties.
An alternate statement is that X = belongs to the principal component of the

resolvent set of x.

The various determinations of logx defined by (5.18.5) obviously differ by
multiples of 2irie.. Since exp (2irie) e we have

(5.1S.G) exp (a; -f- 2V) = exp re

for all ;E. Other periods will be discussed later. Using Theorem 5.17.8 we
see that

(5.18.7) exp (log re)
= x, x 6 5D(A),

for each of the above determinations of log x. For the converse relation, let

D be any bounded domain in the X-plane such that no two points of D are

congruent modulo 2iri. The function /x
= exp X maps D onto a domain A

with the properties stated above in which log X is holomorphic. Theorem 5.17.8

then shows that

(5.18.8) log [exp re]
= x + 2mrie, x <E

where the integer n depends upon the determination of the logarithm. In par-

ticular, n = if we choose the principal determination of log X in (5.18.5).

In the commutative case Lorch defines the logarithm by

f
z

(5.18.9) log x =
/

z~
l

dz,
->e

where the path joining e and x is an arbitrary rectifiable curve in
j. ,

the prin-

cipal component of the maximal group. The resulting function log x is analytic

m the sense of Lorch in i which is the maximal domain of definition of the

logarithm. See further section 22.3.

Lorch has also studied the periods of the exponential function (cf. section 22.5).

THEOREMS. 1.8.2. Ifjisanidempotent,thenexp(2irij)
=

exp x for each x commuting with j. If $8 is commutative then 2irij is a period

of exp x and every period is of the form 2-rci )* nflv where k is finite, the n's are
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integers, and the fs idempotents. In particular, if 6 and e are the only idempotents

of $&, then exp x is simply periodic.

PROOF. The reader can verify that exp (2?rtj)
= c. Suppose 'that 93 is

commutative and that p is a period of exp x. Then exp p = e and exp (p)

is a periodic function of of period one. Hence (see section 11.2)

; p}
= c~

xs
exp (fr) dj =

[1
- fi-T c~ oxp

Jo 'o

where the three members are defined for X p(p), 9i(X) > 0, and X 5*

respectively. This shows that R(\ ; p) is a meromorphic function of X, with simple

poles at a finite number of the integral multiples of 2iri, say at X, = 2irin v ,

v = I
, 2, 3, ,

k. Theorem 5.11.2 applies and shows that the corresponding

residues jv are idempotents, e - 2i j M* ~
<W'/* 5

further 7 = and p =

2?rt X)i WJ" as asserted. In particular, if A; = 1 we have j\
=

e, p 2irintf.

By Theorem 5.12.1, S3 will contain an idcmpotent j 7* 9, e if and only if it contains anx

whose spectrum is not connected. In general the number of linearly independent idem-

potents is infinite so that the number of linearly independent periods of the exponential

function is also infinite. The periods may very well form a non-countable set. As an

example consider the closed operator algebra S3 [I, T] generated by a linear bounded self-

adjoint operator T on Hilbert space to itself and suppose that the spectrum of T is the inter-

val a. g A ^ 0. Let E(\) be the corresponding resolution of the identity so that E(\)E(n) =

E(\) forag X ^ju^/3. Then E(\) is an element of 58 [I,T\ and the set of elements [2wiE(\')},

a ;j X ^ (3, is a set of periods of the exponential function in this algebra. Cf . section 19.2

References. Dunford [7, 8], Fantappie [1, 2], Gclfand [4], Lorch [3, 4j,

Toincare [1, 2, 3], F. Riesz [2], Taylor [7], Walsh [1].

5. FUNCTIONS ON THE ALGEBRA TO SCALAHS

5.19. Linear multiplicative functionals. The last topic to bo discussed in

this chapter is the theory of bounded linear multiplicative functionals on a (B)-

algebra with unit element. It is practically necessary to restrict oneself to

the commutative case.

A commutative (B)-algebra 33, being a (B)-space, lias an adjoint space 33*

of linear bounded functionals on 33. We shall bft concerned only with that

subclass of 58* the elements of which are multiplicative. Here the new facts

are due to I. Gelfand [4] whose theory of functions on maximal ideals will be

considered in section 22.18. The equivalent formulation in terms of multiplica-
tive functionals, which we shall consider here, was communicated to the author

by N. Dunford.

DEFINITION 5.19.1. n(x) is said io be a bounded linear multiplicative functional
on 58 if (i) n(x) 33* and (ii) n(xy) = n(x)n(y) for all x and y in SQ.
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In every (B)-algebra we have the trivial functional n(x) = which is evi-

dently bounded, linear, and multiplicative. If SB is the complex field, then

(j.(x)
= x is the only non-trivial multiplicative functional. In any other (B)-

algebra the existence of multiplicative functionals is equivalent to the existence

of maximal ideals (see Theorem 22.18.2). In the following we assume the exis-

tence of non-trivial multiplicative functionals.

THEOREM 5.19.1. If n(x) is a bounded linear multiplicative functional and

(i) M(e)
= 1;

(ii) n(x) 7^ if x is regular;

(ni) n(x) 6 (r(x);

(iv) if AO <?(x), there exists a multiplicative functional such that p(x) = Ao ',

(v) |Mi = l*/IHI = 1;

(vi) if x belongs to the domain of definition of the principal extension of /(X),

then MX)] = MX)].

PKOOF. Since x - ex we have p(x) = v(e)(x) for all x and since /*(&) ^ 0,

there exists at least one x such that /J.(XQ) ^ 0. Hence n(e) 1. This fact

also implies 1 1
AI

1 1
^ 1 if

1 1

e
1 1

is assumed to be one.

If x is regular, then /z(e)
= n(xx~

1

}
= n(x)(x~

l

) . Thus n(x) ^ and

(5.19.1) n(x~
1

}
= K*)]"

1
.

In particular, it is seen that for a fixed x and X 6 p(x)

(5.19.2)

The left side has a finite value for every X in p(x) . This requires that the value

of M(#) belongs to the spectrum of x.

Conversely, if X <r(aO, then y = X e - x is singular and, by Theorem 22.14.4,

there exists a maximal ideal of 58 which contains y. By Theorem 22.18.2 there

is a uniquely determined multiplicative functional /*() which vanishes on this

maximal ideal and nowhere else. From p(y) = we get n(x) = X . It should

be noted that (iii) and (iv) show that the range of the values of all multiplicative

functionals for a fixed x is precisely the spectrum of x.

Since <r(x) by Theorem 5.8.2 lies in the circle X
|
^ ||

x
||
we have

|
p(x) \

^

1 1

x
1 1

and \\n\\ 1. The opposite inequality was established above and

therefore
j |

JM
1 1

= 1 .

Finally, if /(X) is holomorphic in the domain A and x e SD(A), then /(re) is

given by formula (5.17.4). The right member of this formula is the limit of

sums of the form

"^ '
27rtt

and
1 n

./LX&.n Atl^'J (.XA.TI Aft In/-
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Since ^(y) is a continuous function of y, the left member tends to n[/(x)] when
n > co

,
while the right member tends to a Cauchy integral which clearly repre-

sents /[ju (a;)]. In this argument we have used (5.19.2) and the linearity of the

functional. This completes the proof. We refer the reader to section 22.18

for the theory of functions of maximal ideals and the connections with the

representation problem for (B)-algebras.

References. Gelfand [4], Hille [11], Smulian [1].



PART TWO
ANALYTICAL THEORY OF SEMI-GROUPS

Summary. The remainder of this treatise, except for the Appendix, is

devoted to the theory of semi-groups with special reference to one-parameter

semi-groups of endomorphisms of a (B)-space (see Definition 7.3.6) . The theory

falls into two sub-divisions, general and special theory. The present Part Two

contains the general theory and is divided into ten chapters: Subadditive Func-

tions; Semi-Modules; Addition Theorems in a Banach Algebra; Semi-Groups in

the Strong Topology; Laplace Integrals and Binomial Series; Generator and Re-

solvent; Generation of Semi-Groups; Analytical Semi-Groups; Semi-Groups, Ergo-

dic Theory, and Tauberian Theorems; and Spectral Theory.

Chapters VI, VII, and X contain prefatory material: stibadditive functions

and semi-modules are intimately connected with each other and with the theory

of one-parameter semi-groups, and abstract Laplace integrals are indispensible

in the discussion of such semi-groups. The foundations of the theory of one-

parameter semi-groups are laid in Chapters VIII and IX. We are concerned

with a family of endomorphisms T(a), satisfying T(a}T(&) = T(a + /?) for all

values a, /3 of the parameter in an open semi-module of real or complex numbers

having a. = as a limit point. Two entirely different cases arise according as,

when a. -> 0, T(a) tends to the identity in the uniform or in the strong topology.

The discussion is not restricted to the functional equation of the exponential

function; other addition theorems are also considered as well as the case in

which the parameter manifold is a "positive cone" in a (B)-space. The latter

includes the case of n-parameter semi-groups.

We return to the one-parameter case in Chapter XI where the infinitesimal

generator of the semi-group and its resolvent are discussed. The latter is the

Laplace transform of the semi-group operator. The converse problem of

constructing a semi-group with given infinitesimal generator is tackled in

Chapter XII. The important case in which the semi-group operator is an

analytic function of the parameter is studied at length in Chapter XIII . Ergodic

theory is in the main a question of the behavior of a semi-group operator T(a)

when the parameter tends to zero or infinity; in Chapter XIV we show that

ergodic theory is closely related to Tauberian theory of Laplace integrals, applied

to the resolvent of the generator of the semi-group. Chapter XV is concerned

with spectral theory, operational calculus, approximation of the identity, and

boundary value problems for analytical semi-groups.
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CHAPTER VI

SUBADDITIVE FUNCTIONS

6.1. Orientation. In section 2.8 we encountered subadditive functional,

that is, functions on an abstract space 9 to E\. such that

The case in which X is a euclidean space is particularly important in analysis.

Thus if = En and f(f) is positive-homogeneous, we have applications to the

theory of convex solids (H. Minkowski [1]) and to the uniqueness theory of dif-

ferential equations (E. Kamke [1], M. Hukuhara [1]). The special case n = 1

is encountered in the theory of moduli of continuity (Ch.-J. de la Valkic-Poussin

[1, pp. 7-8]. More recently, A. Beurling [1] and I. Gelfand [6] have considered

certain classes of weight factors, the logarithms of which are subadditivo func-

tions, with applications to absolutely convergent Fourier integrals and Fourier

series, singular integral equations, and Tauberian theorems.

Subadditive functions also play a basic role in the theory of semi-groups
where they enter in two different connections. The first instance is in the

theory of additive semi-groups or semi-modules in En . In the simplest and most

important case, that in which the semi-module is an open point act having the

origin as a limit point, the boundary of the semi-module is defined by a sub-
additive function in En-\ . The second instance is in the theory of om-paramclcr
semi-groups { T(a) } of endomorphisms of a (B~)-space.. Here the parameter set
is a semi-module of real or complex numbers and log || T(a) ||

is a subadditive
function of a on this set-

In view of these facts it is necessary for us to include a discussion of sub-
additive functions and of semi-modules; the former occupies the present chapter,
the latter Chapter VII. We restrict ourselves to subadditive functions in #,
denned on an open semi-module having the origin as a limit point, in other
words, one of the intervals (-,),( -co, 0) or (0, =*). This is the most
important case for our needs; ultimately the theory has to be carried over to
higher dimensions, but this is not so urgent.

It turns out that a finite, measurable aubadditive function is necessarily
bounded in any closed interval interior to its domain of definition, but may
tend to infinity at the end points. It is dominated above by a linear function
for large values of

if, but there is no universal lower bound, nor in there any
such bound for small values of t, if t = is an end point. The function need
not be continuous anywhere; such properties of continuity and differentiability
as it may possess are regulated by its behavior for small values of t.

The presentation is divided into two paragraphs: Boundedmm and Growth
Continuity and Differentiability. The latter includes a discussion of various
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associated limit functions which are also subadditive and of moduli of con-

tinuity. There are isolated results in the literature, but apparently no system-

atic discussion of subadditive functions per se.

The reader who is anxious to reach the theory of semi-groups as soon as possible can omit

material in fine print; the theorems in sections 6.4 and 6.6 are indispensible for the following.

References. Bern-ling [1], Cooper [1], Gelfand [6], Hardy, Littlewood and

Polya [1], Hille [7, pp. 13, 40-47], Hukuhara [1], Kamke [1], Minkowski [1],

Polya and Szego [1, p. 17, Ex. 98], and de la Valle'e-Poussin [1].

1. BOUNDEDNESS AND GROWTH

6.2. Preliminaries. In the following we shall be concerned with real func-

tions of a real variable, the domain of definition being one of the intervals 7 :

(- oo
,

QO ),/__:( co
, 0), and 1+ : (0, oo

). The symbol / will refer to any one

of these intervals. The name "subadditive function" was suggested by M. Riesz.

DEFINITION 6.2.1. A Junction f(t) defined on the interval I is said to be sub-

addilive if for all k and /2 in I we have

(6.2.1) /tti + 4) /(fe) +/0.

THEOREM 6.2.1. A positive constant is subadditive in any interval I. If

fi() and fa(f) are subadditive in I and if d ,
C2 are positive constants, then

+ 6*2/2(0 fc's also subadditive in I.

The simple verification is left to the reader.

THEOREM 6.2.2. ///(<) is subadditive in I, so is p(i)
= max [0, /(*)].

PROOF. The inequality (6.2.1) is certainly satisfied by p(t) for values of t\

and k such that /(0/(fe) 5; 0. If instead /(O > 0, /(fe) < 0, then

p( tl + fe)
= max [0, f(k + t2)] g f(k)

= p(tj = p(h} -I- p(fe).

It is well known that the functional equation

(6.2.2) F(h + = F(ti + ^(fa)

has non-measurable solutions in addition to the continuous solution F(t)
=

al,

a arbitrary. Any real solution of (6.2.2) also satisfies (6.2.1), so there arc non-

measurable subaddilive functions. Such functions are explicitly excluded from

consideration and all subaddilive Junctions discussed in the following are supposed

to be measurable.
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The inequality (6.2.1) is similar to

(6.2.3) gftfa + fe)l ifofo) + flf(fc)3

which characterizes convex functions. The two function classes are related,

but not very closely. The next two theorems, of which the first is largely due

to R. A. Rosenbaum, have a bearing on this situation.

We refer to G. H. Hardy, J. E. Littlewood, and G. Polya [1] for the properties of convex

functions used below. In particular, a measurable convex function is continuous and

satisfies

(6.2.4) {/(ali + (1
-

a)l z ] g 0(i) + (1
- )?&), < a < 1.

The function /(/) is concave if /() is convex.

THEOREM 6.2.3. (i) IJf(f)/t is decreasing in 1+ , then f (I) is subadditive, but need not be

convex or concave in 1+ . (ii) ///(i) is convex and subadditive in 1+ , thenf(t)/t is decreasing.

PROOF, (i) We have

+ <)
,

, /(ft + k) ^ . /(ft)
, ,

/(fe)
,,, ^

, ,/,
N

' --h is r
- k --

h k - =
f(ti) +J(tt).

The function /(O = i" 1
-f- satisfies the conditions of the theorem, but has a point of in-

flection at t
-

4. (ii) Take < o < b and put LI
=

o, U ~ a -f- b, a = a/6 in (6.2.4).

This gives

/(&) ^
^/(a)

+A -
-^/(a

-f- 6) ^ ~/M

which upon simplification reduces to af(b) ^ &/(ft). This completes the proof,

THEOREM 6.2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a measurable concave function

f(t) be subadditive in I+ is thatf(+0~) eg 0.

PROOF. Theorem 6.4.2 below shows that the condition is necessary. The sufficiency is

proved as follows. Since f(t) is concave, f(t) satisfies (6.2.4) and upon placing ti
=

0,

(1
~

) t<> a, l = b, we get

/(a) ^ /(0) + (1
-

a)/(ft) ^ 7 /(ft).
o

Hence /(/)/f is decreasing so that /(i) is subadditive by the preceding theorem. In the

proof we have tacitly assumed /() to be continuous to the right at t = 0. If this is not

true, the desired inequality follows by a suitable passage to the limit. We leave this

point to the reader,

In discussing subadditive functions we may disregard the ease / = /_. for if

/(/) is subadditive in 7_
, /( will be subadditive in /+ .

6.3. Infinitary solutions. It is desirable for the applications to allow solutions of (6.2,1)

which have infinite values, + or >
. Denoting real numbers by a, addition is defined

for these symbols by the conventions: a-f-w = co + oo = oo
)
o oo = ~oo oo = co.

The symbol s eo is left undefined and if /(fc)
=

-f- o while /(Z2 ) ,
then the value
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of f(l\ + /) is not restricted at all by these data. A solution of (6.2.1) is said to be finite

in Ike. inlcrmil (a, 6) if /(i) ^ 4- &3 and < when a < I < b. A finite subadditive function

is one. which is finite in its internal of definition which is always understood to be open. The

basic facts regarding infiniiary solutions are contained in the following theorem.

THEOBICM 0.3.1. Letf(l) be subadditiuc in 7 . ///(a) = ^ for a fixed a, a > 0, andf(f)

is finite in, (Q, a), then f(t)
~ <*> for t ^ aandf(t) = +<*>fort<Q. If, on the other hand,

f(a) + ce
,
a > 0, thenf(t) = + on sw&seZ o/ (0, a) <?/ measure 2: a/2 and i//(0 *'s finite

for t > a, then f(1)
= + <*> w/iew i < 0.

PKOOK. Suppose that /(a) = M . If f > a we may find an h, g /i < a, and a positive

integer n such that / = a + nh, whence /(O g /(o) + rt/(A) and/(i) = since /(/i) 5^ -f .

If t is given, f < 0, then there is a quantity b, a b, such that/(6) = oo and < t + b a.

Hence /(O f(t + b} - /(&)
= + = .

Suppose instead that /(a) = -f ,
a > 0. Then if h>Q,t 2 >Q and iti -Hz = a, we hare

+ : = /() ^ /(h) +f(k), that is, either /(/O or/(<2 ) is + J - Since /(f) is measurable by

assumption, it follows that/(i) = + on a subset of (0, a) the measure of which is at least

a/2. If/(O is finite when I > a and t a < 0, then/(i ) /(a)
- /(a - <o)

= + M

The following examples show that solutions of the type contemplated in Theorem 6.3.1

really exifit:

+, t 0, f , ,
. a

+ t ,f^- and { = a,

cot (rJ/a), < i < a, /,()
= <

2

-co, a^i<>; (0 elsewhere.

The verification is left to the reader.

6.4. Botmdedness. Finite subadditive functions have remarkable properties

of boundftdness which will now be investigated.

THEOREM 6.4.1. ///(/-) is subadditive and different from + in I, then f(t}

is bounded above in any dosed finite interval I* interior to I. If f(t) is also dif-

ferent from =0
,
then f(t) is hounded in I*.

PKOOF. Suppose first that / = /+ ,
a > and /(a)

= A. For k + k = a,

ti > 0, k > 0, we have A = /(a) ^ /(/i) + /(fe). It follows that the measure

of the set E t [f(t] A/2, < I < a] is at least a/2. Suppose now that /(O

should be unbounded above in some interval (a, /3) where < a < 13 < .

We can then find a sequence of points {tn }
such that/(O ^ 2n, tn -^ U ^ a.

It follows that for every n the set Wft) ^ n, < / < /3] has a measure /2

and hence that /(/)
= + < in a set of measure ^ a/2. This is a contradiction

and shows that to every 8 > there is a finite Ms such that /(O < Ms when

5^*^1/3.
If / = / we prove by the same type of argument that f(t} is bounded above

also in -1/8 ^ i g -8. But/() ^ /(I + ) + /(-I) and therefore /(i) is

bounded above also in [-5, 5] and hence in every interval [- 1/5, 1/5].

Suppose next that f(t) is also different from - o in 7+ . If f(t) is not bounded

below in (a, 0) we can find a sequence {k} such that /(O ^ ~n and * -> fo .

Wo set M = 'sup /(O in (2, 5). For any t
1
in this interval /(i' + O ^
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/(O + /(O ^ M n. For large n the intervals (/ + 2, tn + 5) contain

the fixed interval (fc -f 3, fo + 4) and for every I in this interval/(O g M ,,

that is, /(O = co against the assumption. Thus /(/) is also bounded below

in [5, 1/8} and consequently bounded.

If 7 = 7 the same argument shows that /(/) is bounded below in [1/5,
5]. From boundedness in [1, 3] and the inequality /(e) ^ ~/(2) +

/(2 + e), one infers that/(i) is also bounded below in
[ 5, gj and hence bounded

in
[ 1/5, 1/5]. It is possible, however, to prove a sharper result at t

~
0.

THEOREM 0.4.2. 7//(0 is subaddilive in /, then lim inf/_o/(/) w cither

or ^ 0. 7/z the first case f(t) is infmiiary in f.

"PROOF: Put lim inf i-,0 /(^)
= X and suppose first that X is finite. Then 1

exists a sequence {tn }
such that limn_, /(4) =

X, lim n_>00 Ln = 0. For ri 5; N t

we' have then X - e ^ f(2tn ) 2/(O 2(X + e) so that X ^ 2X or X ^ 0. If

X = + ? and / =f 7
, then f(t) z~ -f-

co in at least one of the sub intervals /4

and 7_ . Finally if X = -co and 7 = 7+ ,
then we can find a soc|ucnce { tn \

such that /(O ^ n and tn -* 0. From /(/,;4) ^ A'?'t, orio infers that f(t)

is unbounded below in every interval (a, /3), < a < /:? < *>
. Jf /(f) ^ -j- x

in 7+ ,
the proof of Theorem 6.3.1 shows tluit/f/j ^ <*.

, If / =
/,, instead,

we still conclude that /(/,)
*= + co in one or both of the subinfervuls I+ and 7,,

implies that /(O = oo in that subiritervul. It is possible, however, to have

f(t)
= co in one subinterval, + ^ in the other, arid /(()) perfectly arbitrary.

It should be observed that lim<_ /() does not. have to exist. An example
will be given in section 0.7 of a suhadditive function such that lim inf,_ /(/)

=
0,

lim sup_o/U) = +.

6.5. Negative subadditive functions. In ordtsr to amplify the preceding results we shall

consider subadditive functions taking ou negative values. The behavior of mich functions
differs in some respects from that of typical nub;uldifive functions.

THEOREM 6.5.1. ///(O is finite and subaddilivc. in 1
1 awl f(n') < 0, ft > 0, then f(I) <

for all large positive values of t. If I ^ be replaced by / //. //// ti:;nnin/>tiun f then in addition

f(t) ^ for all negative values of t.

PROOF. Theorem 6.4.1 shows tho existence of a finite ,17 .such that f(l) g M when
a g I 2a. If now na <Z t < (n + l)a, then

/(O ^ J[(n
-

l)a] +j

which is negative for all large positive /. Moreover, the inequality shows that fill If,

bounded above by a linear function of / for t 5: 2. Suppose that /(O is also defined for
t ^ and is subadditive in / . Since f(t') is finite and /((),) g 2/fO) we; havi- /(Oj and
from /(O) ^ /(i) + /(-/) we conclude that /(O amf/(-/7ure not negative simultane-
ously. In particular, /(/) is certainly positive for all large negative values of t. But if

/(O < for any I < 0, then tho argument used above shows that 'f(t) < for all /</!,,< 0,
which is impossible. Hence /(/) ^ when t g 0.
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We note that if /(i) is subadditive and /(a) =
0, then /(no) ^ 0, n =

1, 2, 3, . Here
equality may hold for all n as is shown by the example /(i) = |

sin t
\,
a = IT.

The simplest of all functions which are negative and subadditive in I+is/(i) = -t. By
Theorem 6.2.4 any concave decreasing function with/(+0) = is negative and subadditive
in I+ . The following theorem shows how to construct further such functions, the growth
properties of which will be of interest in connection with the discussion in the next section.

THEOREM 6.5.2. Let fa (t) be negative and subadditive in 1+ and let F(f) be any positive
never decreasing function defined in 1+ . Then f () F() is negative and subadditive in 7+ .

The simple verification is left to the reader. The theorem shows that it is possible
to construct a subadditive function on the interval 1+ which tends faster to < when
t -> than any fixed preassigned function of t. This is in marked contrast to the case
in which /(f) tends to + with t; here nothing faster than a linear function of t is admissible.

6.6. Rate of growth. A finite subadditive function is bounded in any
finite closed interval interior to its interval of definition. It may, however,
become unbounded when t approaches either end point of /. We start with a

theorem concerning the behavior for large values of t. For the following com-

pare G. P61ya and G. Szego [1, p. 17, Ex. 98] and the papers by A. Beuiiing

[1], R. Cooper [1], and I. Gelfand [6]. See also Lemma 5.8.1.

THEOREM 6.0.1. If f(f) is a finite subadditive function on I and if

inf =/3 and sup^ =
a,

t>0 t t<0 t

then

((5.0.1) lirn ^ =
/? and Km ^ =

a,
t-t+ca I t > co t

(6.0.2) -co <^/3<+co.
// 7o is replaced by I+ ,

then only the first limit has a sense and now co ^ /3 < co .

PROOF. Since /(O is finite, /3 is either finite or =o and a is either finite or

-j-
co . We shall restrict ourselves to proving the existence of the first limit

under the assumption that /3 is finite. The omitted cases follow the same

general pattern and will be left to the reader. Choose an a such that /(a) <
(0 + e) a and let (n + l)at< (n + 2) a, then

a < /(*) < naf(a:) f(t
- na] na , f(t

- na]
* ~ T ~ T T +

t

< T ^ "*" e) +
I

'

Letting i * + >
the last member tends to /3 + e since f(t

~
no) stays bounded

by Theorem 6.4.1. It follows that the first limit in (6.6.1) exists and equals $.

The inequality a ^ (3 follows from ^ /(O) ^ /(O +/( <) upon dividing by
/ and passing to the limit. The other inequalities have already been noted.

The inequality (6.6.2) has an important consequence:
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THEOREM 6.6.2. A function f(f), finite and subadditive in 1+ and such thatfS

oo, does not, admit of a subadditive extension to I which is finite for any t < 0.

PROOF. Theorem 6.5.2 shows that Theorem 6.6.2 is not vacuous. Suppose
now that f(t) is finite and subadditive in I+ , (3

=
,
and f(t) has been ex-

tended as a subadditive function to all of h . .Theorem 6.5.1 shows that the

extension must be non-negative for < 0. Suppose that /(&) < + so that

f( kb} < +00 for k 1, 2, 3, . Any negative t may be written in the

form t=t - kb where b^tQ < 26. Hence we have ^ f(t) g /(*) + /(-/&) ^
M + //( 6). This shows that the extension is finite for all negative values

of t and therefore f() is bounded in any finite interval. From the definition of a

it follows that a ^ /( &)/& is finite and this contradicts (6.6.2). Hence the

only possible extension is/(0 s= -f co for I < 0.

Theorem 6.6.1 shows that every finite subadditive function in 7+ is dominated

above by a suitably chosen linear function of t for large positive values of t

but no such dominant need exist for /() which may grow arbitrarily fast.

A function which is finite and subadditive in 1+ may also become infinite

when t decreases to zero. This is shown by

THEOREM 6.6.3. Any function G(t) which is positive and never increasing in 1+
is subadditive in 1+ . If G(t) > -f-

o> when t * 0, then G(t] docs not have a finite

subadditive extension for negative values oft. Iff(t) is a finite non-negative sub-

additive function in 1+ so is f(t) G(t) .

PROOF. That G(f) and G(t)f(i) are subadditive in 74 is trivial. Suppose
that G(t) is defined and subadditive in J and that G(t) + when t * -f-0.

The inequality G(h) ^ G(t+ A) + <?( which is valid for every h > 0, shows
that G(t) ss -f co for t < 0.

The results on boundedness and rate of growth may be summarized as follows:

THEOREM 6.6.4. A finite subaddiiive function is bounded in any finite dosed
interval interior to its interval of definition I. /// = /+, then Iim <_H. f(t}/l exists

and equals j8
= mit>0f(t)/t < + co . A linear function of t dominates f(t) for large

t, but if ft
= co

, /(f) may tend to oo faster than any preassigned function when
t > +00. Further, \ - lim inf^ /(0 ^ and A = Hm sup t->of(t) g +.
If A = + oo

} ,f(f) may become infinite faster than any preassigned function when
I _> _|_o. For the same function /(/), it may happen that \ -

0, A = +QO, and
fi
= co . If either the second or the third relation holds, then f(t) does not admit

of afinite subadditive extension in /_ . /// = J
,
then > oo

, a = lim^
= sup t< of(t)/t exists and ^ /3 a < oo.

The behavior of a subadditive function for large values of t is of importance to the appli-
cations. See Beurling [1] and Gelfand [6]. The former distinguishes between the non-
analytic and the analytic cases according as - a is zero or not. The particular case in
which a. = = and the integral/_[/() /(I + i

2
)] dt converges he refers to as the quasi-

analytic one. This terminology is a natural one for the problem considered by Beurling.
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2. CONTINUITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY

6.7. Composition of two-valued subadditive functions. Given the linear

functional equation F(h + fe)
= F(tJ + F(ti), the assumption that F(t) is

finite and measurable ensures that F(t) is bounded, continuous, and differenti-

able in every finite interval. Much less can be expected if
" = " be replaced

by
" ^ ". Wo have seen that a finite measurable subadditive function is bounded

in every finite closed interval interior to its interval of definition. It will be
shown below that it need not be continuous anywhere, much less differentiable.

To bring out this and related facts which will be useful in the discussion, we shall

introduce a class of special subadditive functions.

Let S be a measurable semi-module of real numbers, that is, S = {
a

}
is a measur-

able point set and a, /3 S implies a. -f /3 S. Define

fa, t S,
(6.7.1) f(f, 2) = '

a 26.

16, * C 2,

This is obviously a subadditive function in J . The assumption that S is a

semi-module may be dropped if in addition 6 g 2a. Incidentally, /(i; S) is

measurable if and only if S is; i/iws i/iere e:m bounded non-measurable subadditive

functions.

If now |a} is any sequence of positive numbers with X)a convergent, if

{Sn }
is any sequence of distinct measurable semi-modules of real numbers, and

if f(t\ Sn) is defined by (6.7.1) with fixed a, b independent of n, then

(6.7.2) /<XO
= Z af(t', Sn)

n=l

is also subadditive in J , .

'

Among these functions we single out the following for special consideration.

Let S be the set of rational numbers and let a 7^ b. Then /(i; S) is a two-valued

measurable subaddiiive function which is discontinuous for all values of t. With

the aid of this function we can also construct counter examples to Theorem

6.6.4. We choose a =
0, 6 = 1 and form f(t]

= t~
m
f(t- 2)

- I* where m
and n are arbitrary positive integers. This is obviously a subadditive function

in /+ with X = 0, A = + oo
,
and = < .

Let Sn be the set of positive multiples of l/n for n =
1, 2, 3, , let 6 = \a ~> 0,' and

On = 2~. Then

(6.7.3) 7'
7

(i)
= S 2- /(| i

| ;
Sn)

is a subadditive function in Jo which is discontinuous for all rational values of t except t =,0.

and continuous for irrational t. If n is an integer, n & 0, then F(w) = awhilelim/-^ F(t).

= la. Further limi_ J'XO = ^(0) = |a. This function will servo us as a counter example

to Theorem 6.8.2 below. Further counter examples will be constructed with the aid of

the same principle in later sections.
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6.8. Limit functions and continuity. We now introduce the upper and lower

limit functions f(f) and f(t) defined as follows:

(6.8.1) /() = lim sup /(), i(f)
= lim inf f(u).

A->0
| -(</ A-*0 \tu\<h

We recall that /(O is upper semi-continuous and /() lower semi-continuous.

.

THEOREM 6.8.1. lff(t) is subadditive in I so are f(f) andf(f).

PROOF. The case of f(t) is typical. If h and e are given positive quantities

and an = inf f(u) in (fo h, U + h) while & = inf f(u) in ( 2 A, k + li), then

there exists a, MI in the first interval and a KZ in the second such that f(ui) <
ah + e, f(uz) < fa + e. Then Ui -f uz is a point in (k -Ma 2h, l\ + k -f- 2A) .

Hence if 72^ is the infimum of /() in this interval,

78A ^ /(MI + MS) ^ /(0 + /(w2) < A + & + 2e.

On passing to the limit with A, the inequality

f(h + k) ^ /fe) + /(fe) + 2e

results. Since c is arbitrary, it follows that/() is subadditive in /. The upper
limit function f(f) is discussed in the same manner.

. THEOREM 6.8.2. ///(<) is subadditive in J and u(t; /)
=

f(t)
-

/(if),
then

(6.8.2)
'

(*;/) ^

inequality is the best of its kind. ///(O) > 0, then f(t) may be discontinuous

everywhere. If f(t) is continuous at t = but /(O) > 0, the discontinuities of

f(t) may still be everywhere dense. If, however, f(i) is continuous at t ~ and

/(O)
=

0, then f(t) is continuous everywhere.

. PROOF. Given t and h, e > 0, h > 0, and a point t, two points w t and w2 may
be found in the interval (t -h,t + h) such that/(wi) > /(O

-
e, /(MS) < f(t) + e.

Hence

^/(wi- wa) + 2e ^/(0) -f 36,

if A is sufficiently small. Since e is arbitrary, (0.8.2) follows.

That this inequality is the best of its kind follows from the examples of the

preceding section. For the function f(\t\\ 2) where S is the set of positive
rationale and a =

0, b > but arbitrary, we have a(t; /) = b = /(O; 2) and this

function is discontinuous everywhere. Formula (6.7.3) exhibits a subadditive
function which is continuous at the origin but discontinuous at all other rational

points. Here /'
T

(0) > and w(w; F) = F(0) for integral values of n. Finally,

if/CO.is continuous at I = and/(0) =
0, then/(0) = and (6.8.2) shows that

/() is continuous everywhere. This completes the proof. See also Theorem
2.8.1.
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Theorem 6.8.2 breaks down if /() is defined merely in I+ since /(O) does not exist. The
obvious expedient for getting out of this difficulty is to replace/(0) byA = lim sup/_ +o/,(f)

=
jd(0), which is well denned. Though the inequality w(i;/) ^ /d (0) is false, the subadditive

inequality will yield information concerning one-sided oscillations and limits.

We introduce the four one-sided limit functions and the corresponding oscilla-

tions

(6.8.3) /j() = lim sup f(u), /d(0 = lim sup f(u),
fc-0 t-h<u<t 7i-*0 t

(6.8.4) . /j(0
= lim inf f(u), fd(t) = lim inf. /(w),~

4 7

(6.8.5)

We note that if, for instance, w(f;/) =
0, then lim^o/^ A) =

/(<
-

0) exists.

The following theorem refers to the case 7 == / or 7+ . If 7 = 7_ instead Hve

have to make an obvious interchange of left and right in the wording of the theo-

rem.

THEOREM 0.8.3. 7//(i) is subadditive in I = 7 or 7+ so are the one-sided limit

/unctions. Further

(6.8.6) =g ,(*;/) ^ /d(0), g (;/) ^ /d(0) .

"
." *.",

and these inequalities are the best possible, 7//d(0) > Q, f(t + 0) and f(t 0)

need nod ms /or a single value of t. If /(+0) exists but exceeds zero,. f(l + 0)

may not exist for any t ^ 0. // /rf(0)
= so that /(+0) =

0, then f(t 4- 0)

/(f, 0) exist everywhere and

(6.8.7) f(l
~

0) ^ /() ^ f(l + 0),

6w s(i; /) 55 /(i 0) J(t -f 0) ?nay 60 different from zero in an everywhere

dense set. Moreover, if F(t} is any positive never-decreasing continuous function

tending to + > with t, then there exists a subadditive function in 7+ such tha/t

/(4-0) = but s(t'} /) ^ F() for infinitely many values of t tending to, infinity.

PROOF. The asserted subadditivity is proved as in Theorem 6.8.1. The inequalities

(6.8.6) are proved as (6.8.2) ;
we have to observe that the points Ui and w2 should be chosen

to the same side of t, and that MI > 1/2 This is always possible. That (6.8.6) cannot bje

improved upon is shown by the subadditive function /(i) which is zero or one according as t

is rational or not. Here <ai(t;f)
=

u>d(t;f) = 1 = /rf(0). Further, if S is the interval (0, 1)

plus (ho sot of rational numbers and if /(; S) = 1 on 2 and J elsewhere, then f(l; 2) 'and

are subadditive in /b . Hcrc/(+0) exists but equals 1 and /(/, + 0) does not exist for-i
1 ^

while 1(1 0) does not exist for any t.

Suppose now that Jd(0)
= so that /(+0) exists and is 0. It follows from (6.8.6)

that f(t + 0) and f(t 0) exist everywhere. The inequality (6.8.7) follows from/(i) <
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f(t
-

K) + f(h) and/ft + h) g f(t) +/W upon letting h ~> 0. Denoting by [t] the greatest

integer t, one verifies easily that, [/] and

/() = - 2 2-[ni]

are subadditivc; here/(+0) = but s(f;/) > for all rational values of t. Finally, if

F(f) has the stated properties, then by Theorem 6.5.2 we have that/(/.) = F(t)[l] is sub-
additive in 1+ , /(/)

= in (0, 1) and s(n; /) = F(n) for n =
1, 2, 3, . This completes

the proof.

6.9. Continuity in the mean. If /(/) is a finite measurable subadditive function, then

/(f) is integrable over any dosed interval interior to /. We introduce the mean values

(6.9.1)

1 f*
/*(*)- 1 msup- / f(t + u)du,

h -* 2ft jf

/
i r

/*(f)
= lim inf

/ f(t + u) du,
'<-o ^/i j_

ft

and set

(;/) = /*(*) -MO.

THBOEBM 6.9.1. I//(0 is a finite measurable function which is subadditive in I, then the

mean values f*(l) and/*(0 are also subadditive in I. /// = J
,
then

(6-9.2) g (*;/) ^/*(0).

This inequality is the best of its kind; &(t-,f)
- 0/or almost all t, bvl iff*(Q) > the points

where (*;/) > y 6e everywhere dense. 7//*(0) =
0, (*;/) - () andffl) is continuous

in the mean everywhere.

The proof is obtained by integrating the inequality

f(li H- t + (a + j8)s) ^ /(f t + s) + f(tz + jSa)

with respect to s from -/i to h and choosing the numbers a and properly. We omit, the
details. For the counter examples we use the function /(i; S) of formula (0.7.1) choosing
a = 1, b = \ and S in such a manner that (i) S IH invariant under the translation s == t + 2,
(ii) bhe density of 2 is zero at t = 0, and (iii) the upper and lower densities are one and
zero respectively at t = I . For this fund ion /*(0; 2) =

i and w(2n +];/) =
! which shows

that (6.9.2) cannot be improved upon. Condensing the singularities in the usual manner,
we can obtain a subadditive function which is continuous in the mean at /,

-- but at no
other rational point. Similar results hold for left- and right-handed mean values.

6.10. Moduli of continuity. An important class of subaddifcivo functions i.s furnished by
the moduli of continuity associated with various function spaces. There does not seem i o
be an adequate discussion of moduli of continuity in the literature HO the following con-
siderations may have some independent interest.

_

Starting with the simplest ease, let Cu(-, j) be the class of complex-valued func-
tions /() , uniformly continuous in (- .

,
w

) , and form

ftfl - sup | /(*-<<
(6.10:2) . M(;/) - max /*(;/).
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The name modulus of continuity is usually reserved for M(i;/), but we shall use this term

generically for both types of functions as well as for the analogs defined below. . When'

greater precision is necessary, we shall use the term rectified modulus of continuity for M(t;f)
and its analogs.

In the subspace [<*>, >] of functions continuous in co g t ^ , with the usual

norm ((/ ||

= sup _ 00 <<oo |/()|, we have

(6-10.3) pU;/) - |/U + -/()||.

These concepts extend to other function spaces. Suppose that the elements., of the

complex (B)-space are functions /(), defined for M < < oo
,
and suppose that the

translations /( + t) ,
1. real but arbitrary, belong to whenever/() does. Suppose further

that the definition of the norm is such that all translations have the same norm,
(!/( + II

= 11/11, and that the translations are continuous functions of t so tha.t ,

Hm H/0- + 1} -/($) ||
= when/ *.

,
..

t ->o *
'

We can then define

(6.10.4) m(l;j) =
|| /( + *) -/() ||,

(6.10.5) Mj(;/) = sup M*(S;/)
Ogsgi

as moduli of continuity in 36. The special case in which 3i = Lp (
<*>

, ),1
'

p < <

,

is well known. Here all assumptions are satisfied and the corresponding moduli, which

will be denoted by y.P (l\f) and M p (t;f), arc important concepts in the Lebesgue theory of

integration. The main properties of moduli of continuity are listed in

THKOEKM 0.10.1. // the space satisfies the conditions stated above, then the moduli

MX(; /) and M#(; /) ore even continuous non-negative subadditive functions in 7o , vanishing

for t = 0. Further, M^(t; f) is never-decreasing for t > 0. If M%(lo ; /)
=

0, to ?* 0, then

M]e(i; /) ES and f() is a constant. The limit of M#(i; /) w;/ien i > < is <[ 2 ||/ ||. T/ie

functions ft (t',f) and M(i',f) defined in (6.10.1) and (6.10.2) have the same properties except that

they arc bounded if and only ?'//() is bounded.

PROOF. It is obvious that both moduli are non-negative and vanish for t = 0. Since

\\f(-- t) /() i|
= ||/() /( +

1 1 by the assumed invariance of the norm under trans-

lations, the moduli arc even functions of t. The same property of invariance plus the

triangular inequality for the norm shows that n%(t; /) is continuous for all t. This makes

Mj(i;/) also continuous. The same properties of the norm give ...'.

<! + <) -/() II

<i + a) -/+ 11+

A simple argument shows that Mx(i; /) is also subadditivo, where, if t\. and l z have opposite

signs, we have to keep in mind that Mx(t;f) is even and never-decreasing whcn'i > 0.

Since n%(t',f) is subadditive and never negative, the assumption M3(j/) implies that

MX('; /) is a periodic function of period a. This is still feasible, for instance, in the space

Cu ( <', >), but in a Lebesgue space it would imply /() = 0. In the case of the rectified

modulus Mg(f ;/), which is never decreasing for t > 0, the assumption M#(a;/) = implies

MX(^; /) s 0, and this in turn forces /() to be a constant (or equivalent to a constant).

If /() s is the only constant belonging to X as in the case X = P(~ , ) ,
then We1

have

the stronger conclusion that M$(a;/) = for an a ^ implies/() s 0.
' '''.
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From the obvious inequality fj.%(t;f) g 2
|| / 1 1 ,

it follows that lim^,, Mj:(i;/) g 2

In some spaces, the numerical factor 2 cannot be replaced by any smaller number; thus

in (7 [o, 03] the functions a + & arc tan may be used to show that lim^^M^ (t;f)/ \\f\\

may have any value between and 2, the limits included. In Ls ( , co) the familiar

formula

I |/( -M) -
/(*) I

s ^ = 2 f [1
- cos to)] \F(ti\* dr,,

J-to J-co

where F(q) is the Fourier transform of /(), shows that

This implies that

(6.10.6) V2 II/H* HmM2 (/.;/) <2||/||.

The discussion of the case in which /() f. (7,,( ",") follows similar lines and is left to

the reader. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We turn now to the application of these concepts to the discussion of the continuity

properties of subadditive functions.

THEORKM 6.10.2. Letf() he a continuous subadditive function in IQ with /(O) = 0. Then

/() C (-<, ) and

(6.10.7) M(/;/) - max [/(, /(-f)].

In particular, if f(t) is even, lhenn(l;f)
~

f(t) and if f(t) ?.s altw never dttcrvasiny for t >
thenM(t;f) ^ f(t).

. Puoot'. The inequality

-I(-l') g/(f + t) -/() g/(/,)

shows that

I /(f + -
/( i ^ max [| /(/J | , | /(- 1) 1 ]

and this bound is reached either for = or for f = I, But =
/(()) ^ /(i) + f((.).

Hence at least one of the quantities in the last member is nun -negative and dominates the
absolute value of the other. This proves (6.10.7) and the rest of the theorem is obvious,

COROLLARY. If f(t) is a continuous wen xubadditive function and /(O) =
0, then f (I) is

the (non-rectified) modulus of continuity of a function in C u (~ <*,=) and if, in addition,
f(t) is never decreasing for 1>Q, then f(l) is a rectified modulus of continuity,

These conditions plus boundcdriess are obviously also necessary in order that f(l) be
the.modulus of continuity of a function in Lv(- , ), but wo shall not attempt a complete
characterization of such moduli here.

6.11. Differentiability. In studying the question of differentiability of

subadditive functions we have as usual to start at * = 0. The following theorem
should be compared with Theorem 6.6.1.
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THEOREM 6.11.1. Iff(f) is a finite subadditive function in la and if

sup #9 = B and inf^ = A
i>0 t 4<0 t

finite, then

lim = B and lim
A-+0 Ai A-*

(6.11.2) A ^ 5.

3T7ie same conclusion is valid for B = + co and A = > provided lim /(/O
=

O or lim inf /(A) > when h m 7+ and J_ respectively. If J is replaced

l>y I+ only the first limit has a sense.

PROOF. We proceed as in Theorem 6.6.1 and discuss only the first limit in

detail. It is clear that = < B. Suppose that B is finite and choose an a

such that /(a) > (B
-

e)o. Put a = nh + 8, n positive integer, ^ 8 < h.

Then

< /() < /W , /() < nh f(h) ,

XJ - * ................. ------------- '
"

["
- -

7 |

a a a a n

Het A -* 0; then n/i/a > 1 and /(5) > 0, whence

B - e < lim inf ^ lim sup'^ ^ J5~~
h h

so that (6.11.1) holds. The same type of argument holds if -B = +00 and

f^ __,. o with 8. On the other hand, if lim inf f(K) > 0, we have manifestly

23 =
-{- co and \imf(h)/h = +<*>. The same conclusion, however, is no longer

valid if lim inf /(A)
= < lim sup /(A) as is seen from the example of the sub-

additive function which is or 1 according as t is rational or irrational. Finally,

formula (6.11.2) is an immediate consequence of the inequality g f(t) +/( <)

We shall now consider the derived numbers of /(<) which will be denoted by a

prefixed D with an index + to denote right,
- to denote left, used as a superior

for upper and as an inferior for lower derived numbers. Thus D_/(<) is the lower

left derived number of /(<).

THEOREM 6.11.2. ///(<) is finite and subadditive in 1+ ,
then

(6.11.3) #+
/(0 2 5, D7(<) ^ 5

jfor aZi 1 In /_ we have instead

(6.11.4) D+/(fl ^ ^
3 ^)-/(0 ^ ^

cvnd iff() is finite and subaddilive in I
,
all four inequalities hold for all values of

t . In the latter case, if A and B are finite, f(t) is necessarily absolutely continuous.

In particular, if A = B then /(O = At.
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PKOOF. The theorem is obviously trivially true if A = cc and B =
-f-

If B is finite, the two inequalities

/(* + A)
-

/() /(A),

'

/(O
-

/(*
~

A) ^ /(A)

upon division by A and passage to the limit yield (G.I 1.3); replacing h by A

and proceeding in the same manner we get (G.I ] .4) . If all four inequalities hold,

A and 5 being finite, the derived numbers are bounded measurable functions.

By a classical theorem, due to Lebesgue, /(/) is an indefinite integral of any one

of its derived numbers and hence absolutely continuous. Finally if A = B
then/' (t)

33 A and/0) = At since /(O)
= 0.

Thus the conditions, /(O)
=

0, /'(O) exists and equals A, single out a unique sub-

additive function f(t) At.

6.12. Extensions. The preceding theory admits of extensions in several

directions. We note first that the domain of definition of f(t) need not be one of

the intervals /+ ,
/_

,
and /o considered above. Instead we could allow an

arbitrary interval (a, <*>) ,
> 0. We state without proof the following theorems

which will be needed later.

THEOKEM 6.12.1. Iff(f) is subadditive and finite, in (a, <=o) where a > 0, then

f(f) is bounded above in every interval (2a -f ,
2a -f- 1/e) and bounded below in

(a, a + 1/e). ///() is unbounded in (a, 2a + e), then it docs not admit of a finite

subadditive extension for t < a.

EXAMPLE. /() = a2
/(3 at - i

z - 2a2
) for a < t < 2a and/(i) = 1 for 2a f is subaddi-

tive in (a',
oo

) and not bounded above in (a, 2a) though it is finite.

THEOREM 6.12.2. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem limt-*<4(t)/t

exists -and equals inf f()/t for t > a,

We shall not discuss questions of continuity of such subadditive functions. If the

function does not admit of a subadditive extension clown to zero we loose our method of

attack oh' questions of continuity and differentiability and there is no obvious alternate

method available.

. : 'We can also. consider subadditive functions of n variables. We have then to discuss

functions /(t) on En to Ei satisfying

(6.12.1) /(tt + t2) =S /<tO + /(t,)

for all ti ,
t2 in the domain of definition, say. Here ti + t2 is the vector sum of t t and t2 ,

that is, the vector whose components are the sums of corresponding components of ti and ta .

The set S,, should obviously be a semi-module : t: ,
t2 S n should imply ti + ta <c S . Actu-

ally the relationship between semi-modules and subadditive functions is mutual; as wo
shall see in the next chapter, if S,, is open and has the origin as limit point then the boundary
of S M is determined by a subadditive function in (n 1) variables.

The inequality (6.12.1) was used by Minkowski [1] to characterize convex solids. Any
non-negative continuous function /(t) satisfying (6.12.1) and such that /(at) = a/(t) for

all t and all positive a defines a convex solid containing the origin. If also/( t)
=

/(t),
then the origin is the center of the solid.
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The same class of functions arises in the uniqueness theory of differential equations
(generalization of the Lipschitz condition, see E. Kamke [1]) . From this point of departure
M. Hukuhara [1] has determined the structure of all positive-homogeneous continuous
pubartclitive functions in En .

In these investigations S B = E n and the assumption of positive-homogeneity simplifies
the discussion very much. This assumption may be dropped, however, and the analysis

may be based upon the same simple tools as in the case of one dimension. It is of course to

be expected that some new features will arise. Thus, if S n = En and/(t) satisfies a suitable

measurability and finiteness condition, then Theorem 6.6.1 generalizes to an assertion that

(6.12.2) limp-i/(pu) - 0(u), ||
u

||
= 1,

p-0

exists and is bounded. If n = 2, then g(n) is the function of support of a bounded convex

region . See section 13.3 where a similar investigation is carried out for an arbitrary angular
semi-modiile 2j . Subadditive functions in n dimensions are investigated in detail in a

forthcoming paper by R. A. Rosenbaum.



CHAPTER VII

SEMI-MODULES

7.1. Orientation. The present chapter serves several different purposes. It

contains the basic definitions in the theory of abstract semi-groups and it gives

the elements of a theory of semi-modules (
= additive abelian semi-groups) with

special reference to semi-modules in a euclidean space. Such semi-modules of

real or complex numbers form the parameter manifolds of one-parameter semi-

groups of linear bounded transformations, the study of which will start in thn

next chapter and occupy the greater part of this treatise. This fact justifies

our studying the one- and two-dimensional cases at some length.

There is a peculiar relationship between semi-modules and subadditive func-

tions which was discovered by Max Zorn in 1942 and the present chapter is

largely based upon Zorn's work. In the case of an angular semi-module (
=

open, additive set whose closure contains the origin) the boundary is deter-

mined by a subadditive function whose domain of definition is an angular semi-

module of next loAver dimension.

There are three paragraphs: Semi-Groups, Semi-Modules in En ,
and Topo-

logical Semi-Modules. References are found at the end of the first two para-

graphs.

1. SEMI-GROUPS

7.2. Abstract semi-groups. The notion of a semi-group is of much inon-

recent origin than that of a group. It seems to have made its first appearance
in the literature in 1904 in the treatise of J. A. de Se"guier on the theory of ab-

stract groups [1, p. 8] which was followed a year later by a paper by L. E. Dick-

son [1] devoted to the subject. Sec also G. Frobenius and I. Schur [1], During
the last fifteen years there have been sporadic papers on the algebraic theory of

semi-groups; an incomplete list of such papers is to be found in the References at

the end of this paragraph. However, the main importance of the semi-group

concept does not seem to lie in the algebraic field, but rather in the applications
to analysis where topological semi-groups and in particular one-parameter semi-

groups of linear transformations on a function space to itself come up in the most
diversified connections. For such semi-groups, topological and analytical
methods are available to complement the algebraic ones and a much richer theory
results. We start the discussion by giving the formal definition of an abstract

semi-group.

146
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DEFINITION 7.2.1. An abstract semi-group is a system of elements which

may be combined by a single-valued, binary, and associative operation under which

<5 is closed. Thus

(i) to every pair of distinct or equal elements a and b of @, taken in this order,

there is a unique element a b 6 <S, and

(ii) a (b c) = (a &) o c.

The reader will recognize (i) and (ii) as two of the classical postulates for ab-

stract groups. He will note that the existence of a unit, element and of inverses is

not assumed. The semi-groups considered in this treatise will usually have a unit

element, however, and some elements may have inverses. When the notion

of a semi-group was first introduced by de Seguier and Dickson, a law of cancel-

lation was also assumed:

(iii) iffor any three elements a, b, c eitherab = acorba = ca, then b = c.

If the semi-group has a finite number of elements, (iii) implies that @ is a group

which is not the case if merely (i) and (ii) are assumed. We shall not assume

(iii) anywhere in this treatise. On the other hand we shall frequently

assume:

(iv) the operation is commutative, a b = b a.

DEFINITION" 7.2.2. A homomorphism of a semi-group @ onto a semi-group
'

is a single-valued transformation x * x' mapping <S onto all of ', and such

that (x o y)' = x' y' for all x, y in <3. A homomorphism which is one-to-one is

called an isomorphism. An isomorphism of a semi-group onto itself is called an

automorphism.

DEFINITION" 7.2.3. is a lopological (Hausdorff, metric) semi-group if <S is a

tupological (Hausdorff, metric) space in addition to being an abstract semi-group

and if the operation satisfies condition MT (MH, MD) of Definition 1.13.1.

In particular, if the metric is defined in terms of a norm subject to the condition

||
a o b

|| 2g j|
a

|! ||
b

\\,
we speak of a normcd semi-group.

7.3. Transformation semi-groups. An abstract semi-group is usually obtained

from a transformation semi-group by a process of abstraction which disregards

the nature of the elements and preserves only their mode of combination. Con-

versely, an abstract semi-group may be realized as a transformation semi-group.

The following definitions explain the terminology.

DEFINITION' 7.3.1. A set X of transformations Ta on an abstract space to

itself is a transformation semi-group if TaT? Z whenever Ta and Tp St.

DEFINITION 7.3.2. A transformation semi-group Z is a realization of the ab-

stract group <3 if to every element a of @ corresponds an element T(a) of <T in

such a manner that T(a o b} = T(d) T(ti). A realization is faithful if a ^ b

implies T(d) ^ T(b').
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Thus a realization is a homomorphic mapping of the abstract semi-group onto
a semi-group of transformations. Every abstract semi-group admits of a
realization by means of lefl-kmnslations. We take for the semi-group manifold
itself and define T(d) to be the transformation y = a o .-. Then there is a unique
T(a) to every a in <3 and T(a 6) = 7

T

<>) T(b). The realization is certainly
faithful if @ has a unit element or, more generally, if a x = b x for all x in <3

implies a = b.

This method does not always lead to a faithful realization, however. Thus in the semi-
group of matrices of the form

'xn

.0

two left-translations T(a) and T(b) always coincide if an <= 6U regardless of the values of
an and 612 .

DEFINITION 7.3.3. A realization X of <3 is called a representation of 6 if %
is a Banach space and the dements of are linear bounded transformations. If

is n-dimensional, the representation is of degree n.

In classical algebra it is customary to restrict oneself to representations of finite

degree. This would not be appropriate for the applications which we have in

view; even if representations of finite degree exist, it is those of infinite degree
which are apt to be of interest to the analyst. Thus practically all the trans-
formation semi-groups which are studied in Parts Two and Three of this book
are representations of infinite degree of very simple abstract semi-groups for
which

^

one can find trivial faithful representations of degree one. The next
definitions serve to introduce these special, semi-groups.

DEFINITION 7.3.4. A semi-module is an additive abclian semi-group, thai, is,

DEFINITION 7.3.5. A one-parameter semi-group <3 is the homomorphic image
of a semi-module 2 of real or complex numbers. 2 is called the parameter manifold
of <3.

Thus = {xa }
is a one-parameter semi-group if the law of composition reads

Such a semi-group has a faithful trivial representation by a semi-group of trans-
lations:

T(a)x = x + a,

where T(a) operates on the space of real or of complex numbers. Thin repre-
sentation is of degree one. It is a special case of the representations defined in
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DEFINITION 7.3.0. Given a (B)-space % and a family =
{T(a)} of endo-

morphisms of (= linear bounded transformations on to itself), where T(a) is

defined for a in a semi-module S of real or complex numbers. Z is catted a one-

parameter semi-group of cndomorphisms if for all a, /3 in 2 we have

(7.3.2) T

The study of such semi-groups will be our main concern in the remainder of

this book.

7.4. Some examples of semi-groups. We list some simple illustrations of the semi-

group concept.

(1) A ring is a semi-group under addition as well as under multiplication. A group is

also a semi-group.

(2) The positive real numbers form a semi -group both under addition and under multi-

plication; the negative numbers only under addition.

(3) The complex numbers inside the unit circle form a semi-group under multiplication.

(4) The complex numbers z in the sector a < arg z < ft form a semi-module if /3 a g -IT.

(5) The complex numbers z = x + iy such that x >
\ y \

a
, fixed, < a g 1, form a

semi -module.

The following transformations give examples of one-parameter semi-groups of linear

bounded transformations.

(G) Let B be the class of analytic functions /(z), bounded and holomorphic for $l(z) > 0,

with H/ll = sup | /(z) |

. Let a linear bounded transformation Ta on B to itself be defined

by Ta [/]
= f(z + a) when 9i(a) > 0. Then Z {T a }

is a one-parameter semi-group.

(7) Let 7/(0, 1) be the class of integrable functions on the interval (0, 1) with
| / ||

=

/' |/(0 |
dt.

'

For JR() > define

1 f*
2'J/] =

-7-7 (t
-

tt)*-y(M) du.

Then X \T a ]
is a one-parameter semi -group of linear bounded transformations onL(0, 1)

to itself.

In (6) and (7) the parameter manifold is the semi-module 9i(a) > 0. In both cases the

identity transformation can be adjoined and serves as the unit element but inverses do not

exist or, to be more precise, the inverse of T a exists as an unbounded transformation with

domain dense in the space in question. In the following example the parameter manifold

is the positive real axis which is a semi-module by (2) .

(8) Let C'[0, oo
]
be the (B) -space of functions /(i) continuous for ^ I g =o and with

||/||= sup | /(i) |

. For a > define T a \J]
= f(t + a) . Then Z =

\
T a }

is a one-parameter

semi-group of linear bounded transformations on (7[0,
<

]
to itself.

References (algebraic theory of semi-groups).

History: Dickson [1], Frobenius and Schur [1], de Se*guier [1].

Arithmetic: Arnold [1], Lorenzen [1].

Representation: Clifford [1], Suschkewitsch [2].

Structure: Dubreil [1], Rees [1 ], Suschkewitsch [1].
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2. SEMI-MODULES IN En .

7.5. Topological considerations. We shall be concerned with the .simplest of

all infinite semi-groups: the semi-modules in an n-dimensional euclidcan space

En . For a given n the set of distinct semi-modules in En is non-denumerable and

the classification and study of the structure of the various types is essentially a

topological problem which, as far as we know, is unsolved even for n = 1.

In the case of modules the situation is different (see J. Nielsen [1] and V. Bergstrom [lj) .

The whole space is the only open modulo. If the module is a closed set, then it is the direct,

sum of one-dimensional modules which are either equivalent to the module of real numbers
or else to a module generated by a single element. The general case requires further

analysis.

We shall not undertake a general study of the structure of w-dimensional semi-

modules, but we shall introduce some concepts which would seem to be useful in

such a study and which will be needed later, and we shall solve the structure

problem for a particular case which is basic for the theory of one-parameter

semi-groups.

DEFINITION 7.5. 1 . An element of a scmi-modide is called reducible if it is the.

sum of non-zero elements of the semi-module, otherwise irreducible. The set of all

irreducible elements is the irreducible core. If the latter is vacuous, the semi-module

is called indefinitely reducible.

DEFINITION 7.5.2. // S is an arbitrary set of vectors in En ,
the least semi-

module of En which contains S is called the additive resultant of ti and is denoted

by OS).

The semi -modules in examples (4) and (5) of section 7.4 are indefinitely reducible. The
semi-module of real numbers t > a > has the interval a < I ^ 2a HS its irreducible core and
is the additive resultant of its core. These examples suggest that a general semi -module

may be the direct sum of the additive resultant of its irreducible core and an indefinitely
reducible semi-module.

THEOREM 7.5.1. The additive resultant of H is uniquely determined as the inter-

section of all semi-modules in En containing S and (8) a consists of precisely those

vectors of En which are obtainable as finite, sums of vectors in S,

The proof is immediate.

We shall need some properties of the additive resultant in later applications.
It is clear that (S) a is open (closed) whenever S is open (closed). 'If S is open and
contains the origin, then ($) is the whole space. The connectivity questions are

less obvious. Since the additive resultant of an open sphere has only a finite

number of components, the additive resultant of an open connected set has the

same property.

The situation is somewhat simpler in the case of convex sets. In this case wo
have still another representation of the additive resultant. Let S a denote the

image of S under the affine transformation x' = ax, a > 0. Let x f (8) a . We
can then find an integer v and v vectors xi ,

xz , ,
x v S such that x =
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xi + xz + + x, . Since S is convex y v
= v~ l

(a:i + + x v) S and x =

vy v ,
that is, x & . Conversely & C (S) for all z> so that

(7.5.1) OS) = U,& , & = 5 convex.

LEMMA 7.5.1. // S is a convex open set in En ,
then ($) is connected if and only

if Si fl $2 T^ cwid <f if./w's condition is satisfied, Sv f] Sv4i ^ for all v.

PROOF. Let a; be a point in Si fl S2 . Since it is in Sz ,
there is a point y in

Si such that x = 2y. Since a; is also in Si ,
the whole segment xy is in Si . If

v is a positive integer, v > 1
,
z v
=

(1 jT
1

)?/ -f- jT
1

.^ is a point of this segment and

vzv is in $ . But a simple calculation shows that vz v
=

(v + I)?/, which is in

$H.i . Hence S v fl $+! =^ for all v. This implies that Xv
= U=i/< ig con~

nected for all v and, consequently, that (S) a has the same property. This shows

that the condition is sufficient. But if Si fl Sz =
0, then the equation x = 2y

cannot be satisfied by x and y in Si . If x and y are points in & on the same ray

(half-line) from the origin, we have consequently always x
\\
< 2

|| y \\.
A

fortiori, ||
x

\

< v
|| y \\

for v > 2, so that Si fl Sv
= for v ^ 2 and (S) a is not

connected so the condition is also necessary.

At this juncture a stronger result suggests itself, viz., that ($) is actually

simply-connected when it is connected, S being an open convex set. This is

trivially true in the linear case, but far from obvious in the plane or in En . The

conjecture has been proved by E. G. Begle whose proof we reproduce below with

his permission.

THEOREM 7.5.2. The additive resultant of an open convex set in En is simply-

connected whenever it is connected.

PROOF. The case in which the origin is in the set S can be dismissed as trivial

since ()<* is then the whole space. Next, let the origin be a boundary point of

S and x S. Then all points ax with < a < 1 are in S and in () if < a <
oo. This makes (S) a trivially connected. If y and z are two points of (S) tt ,

then there exists positive numbers a and /3 and two points u and v in S such thai

y = au, z = @v. Since the line segment joining u and v is in S, the line segment

joining y and z is in (S) a . Thus (S) is a convex open set and () is simply-

connected.

Leaving these trivial cases to one side, we assume that S has a positive dis-

tance from the origin and that & fl S* ^ so that (S) a is connected. We may
also assume that S is bounded, since the unbounded case can be handled by a

suitable limiting process once it is known that the theorem is true for bounded

convex sets.

It is sufficient to show that Xp
= [}?S, is simply-connected for all p. For,

on one hand, we observe that every closed curve of (S) a is a compact set,

and.hence lies inside some sphere in En with center at the origin. On the other

hand, S = Si is at a positive distance from the origin, and therefore for suffi-

ciently large k, Sk lies outside any given sphere.
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To continue the proof, we require the following

LEMMA 7.5.2. For any j, k, j < Js
}
we have

(7.5.2) st n sk
= St n SHI n < n s^i n sk .

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that the loft side of (7.5.2) is a subset of the

right side, since the opposite inclusion is obvious. Let z be any point of S,- D Sk -

Then z - jx = Jay where x and y are both in >S'i . Then the segment \y, .?;] is also

in Si . Consider now the segments [jy,jx], [(j -f l)y, (j + 1)#L > [(/*
~

!)?/>

(/c l)a;], [%, fcc]. The first of these is in
'/ ,

the second in /Sy-n ,
and so on.

We assert that these segments all contain the point z. The first point of each

segment is ^ ky = z with obvious interpretation of the inequality. The end

point of each segment is i; jx z which proves our assertion.

The main theorem now follows by induction, as follows:

Certainly Xi = Si is simply-connected. Let us assume that Xp is simply-

connected. Then A^+i = Xp U S^i . Now Xp (1 S^i = U*-a($ H ^W)-
But, by the lemma above, /S/ (1 ^1 = S

3

- fl /+i fl (1 H ^H.i . Hence

zp n 5,41 = \j'M n 5,+l n n sp n ^4 c 5, n >sp+i .

But Sp and $3,41 are both convex, so Sp D SP+i is also convex and hence con-

nected. Since 5^41 , being convex, is simply-connected, and Xp , by hypothesis,

is also simply-connected, we can now apply the well-known theorem that if the

intersection of two simply-connected sets is connected, their union is simply-

connected. This proves the theorem, We observe that the same proof applies

if S is closed.

7.6. Angular semi-modules. As a general discussion of the structure problem

for semi-modules would take us too far afield, we shall impose restrictions which

single out a well defined class of semi-modules with comparatively simple proper-

ties. For the following discussion see E. Hille and M. Zorn [1].

DEFINITION 7.6.1. A semi-module in a topological additive group is called an

angular semi-module if it is an open point set having the origin as a limit point.

We shall usually assume that the semi-module is a subset of En and a de-

tailed discussion will be carried through only for n 2.

We note a striking difference between modules and semi-modules: the only

module in En satisfying the conditions of this definition is the space itself. In

one dimension there are only two proper semi-modules : the positive axis and the

negative axis which of course are equivalent under a reflection. In two dimen-

sions we have a much greater variety, but the various types can be characterized

in simple terms by means of subadditive functions defined on one-dimensional

semi-modules. This characterization extends to higher dimensions: the angular
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semi-modules in En are determined by subadditive functions defined on angular

semi-modules in En_\ . The relationship between angular semi-modules and

subadditive functions is consequently of recursive nature.

We start the discussion by proving some results of varying degree of generality

which are needed for our problem.

We observe first that in any Hausdorff additive group, the closure of a semi-

module is itself a semi-module.

THEOREM 7.G.I. // 2 is a semi-module in En and if every sphere with center at

Ihe origin contains an element of S different from 0, then there exists a vector 1} 7^

such that the ray p&, p ^ 0, is in the closure of S.

PROOF. We denote the length of the vector v by ||
v

\ |. By assumption there

is a sequence {a/}, a/ 6 2, a,- ^ with lim a/
= 0. The unit vectors a//|| a/ 1|

must have at least one limit point in En and without loss of generality we may
assume lim a//| a/ 1|

= b where
||
&

||

= 1. If p is given, p ^ 0, we set % =

IP/ 1 1

aJ
1 1 ] + 1 where [a] is the largest integer fS a. Then we have lim n

}

-

\ \ a/ 1 1

= p

and the relation

pb = (lim 7i,-|| aj 1 1) (lim fl//|| a/ 1|)
= lim %a/

shows that pfr is the limit of a sequence from S.

THEOREM 7.G.2. // w a Hausdorff additive group in the sense of Definition

1.8.1 (2) and if @ s an angular semi-module in HI, i{/i<?w <S ts tfie interior of its own

closure.

PBOOF. We have to prove that if a point x of -6 does not belong to <3, then

every neighborhood Ux of a; contains an open set which is not void and has no

points in common with <&?. To prove this we take a neighborhood Uo of the zero

element such that x - U is in U, ;
in this neighborhood there will be a vector y

which, together with a full neighborhood Uy ,
is contained in @ D Uo . The

non-void open set x Uv \s contained in Ux but has no points in @; for if x u

wore in
,
x = u + (x u~) would be, which is not true. This proves the

theorem. An important consequence is

THEOREM 7.6.3. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem <S + @ C @.

PROOF. It is required to show that if x and y are arbitrary elements of

and @ respectively, then their sum belongs to @. Since the closure of a semi-

group is a semi-group, <3 + @ is first of all contained in < so that x + y is in <.

But with x + y there is a full neighborhood of the form U* + y also in @; in

other words, every point of @ + is an interior point of @ and therefore con-

tained in itself.

THEOREM 7.G.4. // S zs an angular semi-module in En ,
there exists at least one

vector 1^0 such that x S wnpKes re + p& 2 /or all p ^ 0.
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PROOF. It suffices to choose the vector b in 2 which is furnished by Theorem

7.6.1 and then to apply Theorem 7.6.3. Actually a slightly sharper statement

could be made: to every x 2 there is a positive t(x) such that x -\- pb 2 for

p > -e(x).

All that AVG have said so far in this section applies in particular to an angular

semi-module in EI . We shall now concentrate on this case and determine the

structure of 2. Since the properties of 2 are invariant under rotations about

the origin, we may take b as the vector (1,0) and identify E2 with the complex

plane. All vectors in E% are then of the form z = x -\- iy and if Xo + iijo 2,

then x + iyo 2 for a; > x e(zo) Now it is obvious that the characteristic

properties of an angular semi-module (additive, open point set whose closure

contains the zero element) are preserved under a projection on a linear subspace.

Hence we have

THEOREM 7.6.5. The projection of 2 on the imaginary axis is one of the. ihrcc

sets E(y > 0), E(y < 0), and E(- o < y < oo).

It is clear that the first two alternatives are equivalent under a reflection of 2
in the real axis. We may consequently restrict ourselves to the case in which

the projection of 2 is one of the sets E(y > 0) or E( < y < ). We de-

note the projection by IT. The last two theorems show that we may introduce a

function f(y) defined as a real number or &o for y f IT by

(7.6.1) f(y)
= lim inf x, x + iy f 2.

We have then the basic

THEOREM 7.6.6. f(y) is a subadditivc, upper semi-continuous function on IT

such that lim, mfv-+of(y)
= or <x> . In the latter case, /(?/)

= in II.

PROOF. Suppose that x\ + iy\ and x% -f- iy% are two points of 2. This implies

that /Q/i) + 5 + iyi and f(yz) + 5 -f iy* are in 2 for every 5 > 0, hence

/(yO H-
/(ya)

+ 25 + %i H- y) is in 2 so that/(?/i + y2) < /(yO + /(2/2) + 25. Since

5 is arbitrary, f(y) is subadditive. The fact that 2 is open implies that to every

y in IT there is a 8 > such that all points x + iy with ?/o 6 < y < y + 5,

# > /(2to) + ^ belong to 2. This implies that/(v/) < /(?/<,) -f 5 for
| y y \

< 5

so that/(y) is upper semi-continuous. Finally, z = is supposedly a limit point
of 2. This requires that lim infy_o/(2/) = 0. As an upper semi-continuous

function, f(y) is measurable so that Theorem 6.4.2 applies. This theorem gives

two alternatives : either lim inf
tf_ /(?/) ^ or it is < . In the former case we

see that lim infv-d(y) = 0. In the latter case we have f(y) = w since /(T/) 5^

-f OT for every y in IT. This completes the proof. If f(y) = co
,
then ob-

viously 2 is either the upper half-plane y > or the whole plane according as IT

is E(y > 0) or E( oo < y < ).

Combining the last two theorems, we arrive at the following description of

the angular semi-modules in the plane.
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THEOREM 7.6.7. There exists a pair of orthogonal unit vectors u, v such that the

angular semi-module 2 consists of all vectors %u + rtv with % > /(*?), where

(i) 77 varies over one of the sets E(rt > 0), E(i] < 0), or E( < 17 < ),

(ii) the function f^} has real numbers or ^ as values, is subadditive and upper
semi-continuous and satisfies the condition lim inf,_>(>/( 77)

= or <
.

Conversely, every set of vectors satisfying these conditions is an angular semi-

module in EZ .

We say that a function /( 77) satisfying condition (ii) is an admissible subadditive

function. Thus, to every angular semi-module in the plane corresponds a

"restricted product" [II, f(rf)] where IT is an angular semi-module of real num-

bers and /(r?) is an admissible subadditive function defined on IT. Conversely,

every restricted product defines an angular semi-module of the plane. In the

preferred system of coordinates, the boundary of 2 is made up of the curve

=
f(ij) together with horizontal line segments corresponding to the discontinu-

ities of /(?). If II = E(rj > 0), the positive w.-axis is also part of the boundary.

Since the vector b = u of Theorem 7.G.1 ordinarily is not uniquely determined,

the same holds for the preferred coordinate system (u, v~) so that the same angular

semi-module may correspond to infinitely many restricted products. We list

gome of the geometric properties of angular .semi-modules in the following

THEOREM 7.G.8. An angular semi-module in the plane is a simply-connected

point-set. It is either the whole plane or a subset of a half-plane, ft is indefinitely

reducible in the sense of Definition 7.5.1.

PROOF. To show that 2 is arcs-wise connected we exhibit for any two elements

IM + TOD and &u -f- 772?; of 2 a polygon which connects them and is contained

in 2. The construction is possible because the upper semi-continuous function

/(T?) has a finite least upper bound in the interval 771 ^ 77 ^ 772 If M exceeds this

bound, the polygon is made up of the following threepossibly degenerate-

arcs :

(i)
= & + #(M

-
0, -n

= m ,

(ii)
=

/z, -n
=

171 + tfOfe
-

??i), ^ tf ^ .1,

(iii)
= M + #(& -

M), 17
=

172 -

To prove that S is simply-connected, let (7 be a simple closed curve consisting of

points in S; we have to show that a point z inside (in the sense of the Jordan

Curve Theorem) is necessarily contained in 2. Indeed, consider the ray z pu,

p ^ 0. This ray will intersect C at a point z
fi

= z pou of S, and by Theorem

7.6.4 this implies that z = z
ti + p -u is in 2.

If /(T?)
55 co then S is a half-plane or the whole plane according as II is a

proper or an improper semi-module. We can dismiss these cases as trivial.

Again, if II is a proper semi-module, say E(f\ > 0), then 2) is restricted to fchc

tipper half-plane. The only case remaining in doubt is that in which II =

E(ao < 77 < co) and lim inf f(if) 0. Since /( 77) & +co, Theorem 6.3.1
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shows that /( 77) ^ ->, so that /(iy) is finite. Theorem G.G.I then gives the

existence of two finite quantities a and with a ^ such that f(if) ^ /3r/ when

17 > and /(if) ^ a?? when y < 0, so that 2 is contained in a sector with vertex

at the origin and opening ^ IT.

Finally, let 262. Since 2 is an open set, the closure of which contains the

origin, we can find a 20 such that zn and z ~ ZQ are in S. This asserts thai z is

the sum of two elements of 2 so that z is reducible and S consequently indefinitely

reducible. This completes the proof.

The extension of these results from two dimensions to n is a fairly simple

matter. Let Sn be a given angular semi-module in En and choose a Cartesian

coordinate system (MI ,
u2 , ,

un) in which the positive raxis belongs t o

the closure of 2,t . This is possible by virtue of Theorem 7.6.1. We then pro-

ject Sn on the orthogonal (n l)-dimensional space En-\ = (w2 , , //.,..).

The set of all vectors y =
(u$ , ,

un) such that there is a vector x =

(ui,uz, ,
un) in SB is an angular semi-module in En-i as observed above,

We denote the projection of Sn by Sn-i . We then define

f(y)
= f(uz , ,

un)
= lim inf Ui when (ui , u% , ,

nn) f Sn .

The values of this function on vectors in En-\ are real numbers or v. . That id

is subadditive and upper semi-continuous is proved as above and the same typo
of argument also gives lim inf^n/Cy) = or o . Thus every angular semi-

module in En gives rise to a restricted product [2M_i , f(y)] and vice versa.

Thus, in order to characterise the angular semi-modules in n-dimmsional cucli-

dean space we have to determine (i) the angular semi-modules in (n \}-dimc.imoiial

space and (ii) the admissible subadditive functions on such a semi-moduU in K,^ i .

The necessary tools for carrying through this recursive process have been given
in the preceding discussion and we shall not go into further detail here.

The methods developed above can also be used for a study of closed semi-
modules in En containing the origin. Theorem 7.6.1 obviously applies, but when
we project on En-\ the projection, which is a semi-module and contains the origin,
is not necessarily closed but is merely a set Fff . It is therefore more natural f u
assume at the outset that the original semi-module is a set Fa since this properly
is preserved under projection. We desist from further indications.

References. Bergstrom [1 ], Hffle [7, 2.5], Hille and Zorn [1], and J. Nielsen

[1].

3. TOPOLOGICAL SEMI-MODULES.

7.7 Zorn's category theorem. The emphasis placed on the study of angular
semi-modules in the preceding paragraph is justified by a previously unpublished
result due to Max Zorn.
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THEOREM 7.7. 1 . Let be a iopological additive group in the sense of Definition
1.8.1. Let S be a semi-module in 3. // S is of the second category at the zero-

dement and if S satisfies the condition ofBaire, then Int (S) = Int (3) and Int (S)
is- dense in S.

PROOF. The proof is based upon the properties of Kuratowski's operator D
(of . sections 1 .2 and 1.8) . We recall that D(Z) is the set of all points of _where
the set, A' is of the second category, that D(X) is closed, contained in X, and

equals the closure of its own interior. For typographical reasons we shall denote
the closure of X by X* in this proof. The symbol X + Y denotes the set

[x + ?/ j , x C- X, y 6 Y, and - Y = {-y}, y Y. The point of departure is the

inclusion

(7.7.1) D(X) - Y C D(X - Y)

which is proved by observing that if X is of the second category at the point a

then X Y is of the second category at every point a y, y Y.

By assumption <E D(S) and consequently also 06 D(- /S). We now set

A' = #, F = -S, obtaining DOS) + S CD( + S) and

S C DOS) + S C DOS + S) = DOS)

so that S C DOS'). Using the properties of D(X) mentioned above, we see that

AS* C [D() I*
= #OS) C S* so that DOS) = S*.

To simplify the notation we write S = R and denote the complement of

S by 5T. We shall prove that D(T) = T*. We note first that R + T C T.

Indeed, if x S, y 2
7

,
then the assumption that x + y 6 $ implies that y =

$ _|_ (_ -|_ y) ^ which is impossible. We have then

!T C D(#) + 2
1 C D(R + T) C D(?

7

) C T*

and 7
7 C D(T) implies T

7* C [D(T)]* = D(T) so that D(T) = T* as asserted.

We now bring in the assumption that S satifies the condition of Baire. One

formulation of this property is the assertion that D($) fl D(T) is non-dense so

that /S'* T* is non-dense. This says that Int (S*) fl Int (f*) = 0. But if an

open set does not meet a given set, then it cannot meet its closure. Hence

Int (/S*) [Int (T*)]* = 0.

But

(7.7.2) flrit (T
7

*)]*
= [Int D(T}}* = D(T] = T*

so that Int (S*) C Int OS). The opposite inclusion is trivial and consequently

Int (S*) = Int (S) which was the first assertion.

In (7.7.2) we may replace T by S by a similar argument. This gives

}* n s = s* n s = s,

so that the interior of $ is dense in S. This completes the proof.
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[3

This theorem shows that any non-pathological semi-module, haying the

origin as a limit point and located in a topological additive group, differs from an

angular semi-module by a non-dense frontier set. The structure of the latter

remains to be determined. It is also fair to remark that our discussion in the

preceding paragraph does not throw much light on the structure of an angular
semi-module in a topological additive group, since we have restricted ourselves

essentially to euclidean space.



CHAPTER VIII

ADDITION THEOREMS IN A BANACH ALGEBRA

8.1. Introduction. We shall now take up the main theme of these Lectures:

the theory of one-parameter semi-groups of endomorphisms and the various rami-

fications and applications of this theory. The point of departure is the following

problem :

Let be a complex Banach space, (() the corresponding Banach algebra of

endomorphisms of , Further let I, be a given angular semi-module of real or com-

plex numbers. Determine all functions T(f) on S to (() such that for all ft and

ft in S we have

(8.1.1) rtoWO = r(ri + fO.

If T(f) is a solution of this problem, we refer to @ =
{ T(f) }

as a one-parameter

semi-group of endomorphisms with parameter manifold S (see Definition 7.3.6).

We may regard as a representation of the semi-module S, but this interpreta-

tion is of no use for the following.

The first case which must be settled is that in which S is the interval (0, D).

This case is kept in the foreground throughout; while the complex module will

play a basic role in the present chapter, proper complex semi-modules will not be

considered until Chapter XIII where analytic semi-groups are studied.

Equation (8.1.1) is formally the addition theorem of the exponential function.

Actually the classical exponential function is a special instance of our theory for

if we take X = Z\ ,
the complex plane, and define T() as the similitude w =

f()z where

(8.1.2) /& + = /(&)/&), < fc , fe < ,

then <5 =
{ T() }

is a one-parameter semi-group of linear transformations. It

is well known that if /() is supposed to be measurable, then either /() = or

there exists a complex number a such that /() = e
a
*. Moreover, this semi-

group may be extended to an analytical group defined for all real and complex

values of the parameter since e
af

is an entire function of f and satisfies (8.1.2)

for all values of 1".

It is then natural to expect that if care is taken to exclude non-measurable

solutions of (8.1.1) as well as projections, T(fl will have the form exp (fti) where

A is an operator on to itself and the definite interpretation of the expo-

nential function is left open for the time being. In analogy with the classical

case of continuous groups, we shall refer to A as the infinitesimal generator of @.

These expectations are fulfilled to some extent at least. If 2 =
(0, ) and

159
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T() is bounded and measurable in the uniform or in the strong sense in (0, *
),

then T() is also continuous in the same sense for < < >, but !T() docs not

necessarily tend to a limit when - 0. If lirn^o T() exists it has to be an idem-

potent, that is, a projection operator which, for the purposes of the present dis-

cussion, we may assume to be the identical transformation. If lim^,, T() =
/,

we have two sharply differentiated cases according as the limit exists in the uniform

or in the strong sense. These two cases are referred fco hereinafter as the uniform

and the strong cases respectively. The uniform case shows close analogy with

the classical situation: an infinitesimal generator A exists, A 6 G(), and T() =

exp (A) where the exponential function is interpreted as in Chapter V. Since

exp (fA) is well denned for all complex f and satisfies (8.1 .1), we see that '3 may
be embedded in the analytical group @ = {exp (fA) }.

Save for the existence of a unique infinitesimal generator./!, none of this holds

in the strong case. A is now an unbounded linear transformation whoso domain

is merely dense in and the symbol exp (A) must be redefined. Several new

interpretations will be given. The function !T() is strongly continuous but

usually not differentiate, much less analytic; if T() can be extended to the

complex plane as an analytic function, the extension 7
7

(<T) defines an analytic

semi-group whose parameter set 2 is a proper complex semi-module, that is, a

subset of a half-plane and never the whole plane. The case in which !T() does

not tend to a limit when > agrees in most respects with the strong case and

may be handled with the same methods.

Both cases present themselves in the applications, but the strong case is by
far the most interesting to the analyst. It offers more difficult problems and
calls for more refined analysis, but the resulting theory is also richer and shows

greater variety.

8.2. Orientation. The present chapter is devoted to the uniform case and
related questions. In the uniform case the underlying space plays no role and
it is only the Banach algebra (() that matters. We can omit all reference to

and formulate the problem for an arbitrary complex Banach algebra 33 :

PROBLEM A. Determine all measurable functions /() on (0, j) to 58 such thai

for all & and & in (0, o>
)

(8-2-D /(& + &) =/&)/(&).

This problem, however, is capable of further generalization in several different
directions. We list three such extensions.

PROBLEM B. Determine all functions F(x) on a complex Banach space % to a

complex Banach algebra SB which are measurable on rays and satisfy

(8-2-2) F(x + y) =
F(x)F(y)

for all x and y in a given cone.
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These functional equations have the nature of addition theorems and the two
remaining problems generalize this feature of the question. If <?(, 0) is a given
analytic function of two complex variables and u, v are elements of a Banach
aM9bra >

the symbol G(u, v) is to be interpreted as in section 5.17, that is, as a

principal extension.

PROBLEM C. Determine all measurable functions /() on real numbers to a
Banach algebra 33 such that

for all 1 , & and & -j- 2 in some interval (0, ).

PROBLEM D. Determine all functions F(x) on a complex Banach space Hi to a

complex Banach algebra 33 which are measurable on rays and satisfy

(8.2.4) F(x + y) = G[F(x), F(y}}

for all x, y and x + y in some sector,

Here are four problems of increasing generality all of which will be partly
solved in the present chapter. It turns out that measurability with respect to

a positive scalar variable implies continuity for > but not the existence of a

limit when > 0. In the present chapter we separate and determine the solu-

tions which are continuous at the origin,
= or x 0; they are holomorphic

functions of and analytic functions of x respectively. Problems A and C are

treated in some detail; Problems B and D, which can be reduced to A and C

respectively, are discussed quite briefly.

Problem A has been in the literature in one form or another since 1935 when
D. S. Nathan made an attack on equation (8.1.1). He considered a group (or

group germ) of linear transformations !T() . No mention is made of the uniform

topology, only strong continuity is assumed explicitly, but his additional assump-

tion that
1 1 T(%i + 2) /

1 1
^ < 1 for 1 and & in some interval induces uni-

form continuity. The question was reopened from the point of view of Banach

algebras by M. Nagumo and K. Yosida in 1936. An independent discussion

has been given by N. Dunford (1942, unpublished) .

No study seems to have been made of Problem B though Theorem 5.18.1

must have been known to anybody who gave the question a passing thought.

Problems C and D have been discussed by Dunford and Hille (abstract 1944) .

The chapter is divided into four paragraphs, one for each problem. Refer-

ences are listed below.

References. Dunford and Hille [1], Nagumo [1], Nathan [1], Yosida [1].
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1. PHOBLEM A

8.3. Measurability implies continuity. In the following we discuss the

measurable solutions of Problem A. All such solutions which are defined for

> are also continuous, but they separate into two classes according as they

are also continuous for = or not. Solutions of the first class are analytic and

are actually entire functions of . Solutions of the second class are much more

varied and do not differ essentially from, the solutions of the strong problem
mentioned in section 8.1. The further analysis of this class will therefore be

postponed to Chapter IX.

THEOREM 8.3. 1 . Let 33 be a real or complex Banach algebra which need not have

a unit element. Let /(!) be an everywhere defined measurable function on the interval

(0, oo ) to S3 such that for < fr , & <

(8.3.1) /& + &) =/&)/(&.

Then /() is continuous for all positive values of .

REMARK. Measurability is taken in the strong sense . It may of course be replaced by the

equivalent condition that /() is weakly measurable and almost separately valued. It

hould be noted that if 33 = <S(sE), then/() is assumed to be uniformly measurable in the

enso of Definition 3.3.2 (1).
s

PROOF. Since /() is everywhere defined and strongly measurable, || /() ||

is finite and measurable in the sense of Lebesgue. From (8.3.1) we get the basic

inequality

(8.3.2) log || /(fc + &) || ss log ||/(fc) || + log ||/&) || ,

so that log 1 1 /()
1 1

is a measurable subadditive function of in I+ =
(0, )

and log ||/() ||
5* + . By Theorem 6.4.1, log ||/() ||

is bounded above in

any interval (e, 1/e). Hence jj/() ||
is a bounded measurable function in any

such interval. Choose three numbers a, /3, such that < a < p '< . Then

f
J a

exists as a (B) -integral since the integrand is a bounded measurable function
of ??. By (8.3.1) the value of the integral is simply (0

-
)/(). For small

values of e

(0
-

M/(* 4- e)
-

/()] = f [/( + 6
-

T?)
-

/(
-

J a

whence

*

\\f(r + )
-
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where M sup \\f(rf) \\
for a fS

tj ^ /?. By Theorem 3.6.3 the right member
tends to zero with e. It follows that /() is continuous for every > and the

theorem is proved.

The result of this theorem is essentially the best of its kind. Thus the assump-

tion that /() is continuous for > does not imply the existence of lim^o /()

or that /() is differentiate for > or satisfies a Lipschitz condition of pre-

scribed order or, finally, that /() is the boundary-value of a holomorphic func-

tion. All these plausible extensions are disproved by the following counter

example.

We take 33 = (5{L2 ( TT, ?r)}, that is, the Banach algebra of linear bounded

transformation on the space Lz ( ir, T) to itself with the customary metric.

The transformations T() which takes x(t)
~ ^Lxn e

mi
into

(8.3.3) 3{(0 ~ xo + E' n \~* exp [sgn n-e
lnl

#] ZB e
nii

is clearly an element of (S{Z/2 ( TT, T)} which satisfies (8.3.1) for > 0. Here

s 1 and

II 7V + 5)
- T

7

^) ||

= sup 27r rc~ ?'r exp [d\
-

5]

t n=l

for 27rX)~, I

xn-
1

2

^ 1 Consider now the function

(p(u; %, 5)
= 'M"^ w~

a

exp (e\5)

for 1 ^ M, ^ |, < 5 ^ 0.1. If w ^ log (1/5) then

*,(; f , 5) < 2[log (1/5)fl

Further.

and when I u < log (1/5) we have <p(u; f, 5) < w~s
e"5. Here the right-hand

member is concave upwards in the interval; it consequently does not exceed the

larger of c8 and [log(l/5)]~*. These estimates show that

(8.3.4) i[u>go/*)r* ^ ii ne + 5)
-

r(^) H < 2 pog(i/)r*.

From this inequality one sees that T() is continuous in the uniform topology

for > and does not satisfy any Lipschitz condition. If T($ had a uniform

limit when $ -+ 0, it would have to be the identity which is the limit of T(|) in

the strong topology. But (8.3.4) holds also when =
0, !T(0)

=
/, and shows

that the uniform limit does not exist. The estimates also shoAv that T($ cannot

be differontiable as this would call for a Lipschitz condition of order one. We

note finally that T() is the sum of two orthogonal transformations Ti( and

7
7

2() where Ti()(x] is obtained by restricting n to negative values in (8.3.3).

It is a simple matter to show that 7'i() and !T2() are analytic functions of f in

the upper and the lower half-planes of the complex plane respectively. Neither

is holomorphic on the real axis as may be shown by proving estimates analogous
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to (8.3.4) for \\Th ( irj)
- Th ()||. It follows that !T(f) cannot define the

boundary values of an analytic function on any interval of the positive real axis.

This example may be varied so that different moduli of continuity result. It

is also possible to make linif_o 1 1
T() \\

= + Examples of the latter type
are to be found in Chapter XVII (see Theorem 17.5.3).

At this point we have the choice of elaborating the theory of equation (8.3.1) without
further assumptions on /() or singling out solutions with special properties. The first

alternative leads to a theory not essentially different from that presented in Chapters IX
and XI below in the so-called strong case. We have merely to interpret /() as a linear

operator acting on a suitably chosen (B) -space . This may be taken as 93 itself, the opera-
tion being left-hand multiplication of x by /(). The measurability assumptions on /()
as an element of 93 will then imply strong measurability of the operator /(g) and the results

of the "strong" theory apply. The problem of constructing solutions of (8.3.1) which are

uniformly continuous for > (but not for = 0) will be considered briefly in Chapter
XII (see section 12.4) .

8.4. The exponential solutions. The only case in which an essentially different

theory results is that in which

(8.4.1) lim/() **j
f-o

exists. We can either assume (8.4.1) outright or else introduce the assumption

indirectly in an equivalent form. Both alternatives will be used in the following.

THEOREM 8.4.1. !//() is defined for > and satisfies (8.3.1) and (8.4.1)

then j is an idempotent of S3 and

f(& =
jf

=

Further f() is continuous for % ^ iff(fy = j by definition.

PROOF. That j is an idempotent follows from the relation

3
= lim M + d = Hm /()/(,) = /.

M-7I-0 {->0.i)-+0

Formula (8.4.1) implies that /(} is bounded for small > and from this it

follows that to every w, u > 0, there is a finite M(u) such that
|| /() |

g M(u)
for ^ u. Put

i(-*0

Here the limit exists uniformly with respect to in [0, &>]. It is clear that
satisfies (8.3.1) for f ^ and that 0() = jg($ =

g($j, gr(0)
=

j. This implies
that 0() is right continuous for ^ ^ 0. It is, a fortiori, measurable and hence
continuous by Theorem 8.3.1. We have then forO< 17^$, 0^17^ (),

||/(f H- 17)
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so thut/() is continuous and/() = #(). This completes the proof. If j = 5

wcseethat/() s= 0.

THEOREM 8.4.2. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem there exists

an clement a 0/58 such ihat a ja aj and

(8-4.2)

2Vif .smtvs is absolutely convergent, for all real (complex) values of % and satisfies

(8.3.1 ) for all such values.

PROOF. We know that / =
; and /() =

_//()
= /()j for all > 0. Let us

introduce! the subalgebra 5B =
j'%' in which j plays the role of unit element.

Conversely, $3 contains every x such that ja
1 =

xj = a: and from this one con-

cludes readily that 3% is closed. We have obviously /() S3o for all > 0. Since

/() -* J when -> 0, there is a 5 > such that
|| /()

-
j ||

< 1 for < f < 5.

For sufih values of we define

so that /(!)/(-$) = f(-$f(& =
.i
- /(O). Thus /(-$) is the inverse of

in 58o . It is clear that /()/( 77) is the inverse of /( + 77) for <
, 77,

IH- TJ < 5, so that/(-f -
77)
= /(-{)/(-,) = /(_,)/(_$). Using (8.3.1)

we can then define /(^) for all negative values of and the extension is easily

shown to be unique. The inverse of x in 93o lies in S3 and is a continuous func-

tion of x; hence the extension lies in 58 and is a continuous function of .

Since SBo is closed and /() is continuous, the integral //(r) rfr exists for finite

values of a, $ and is an element of SB . Further

!_ f
'

(aJ a

for all values of a. Since /(a) has an inverse in 33o ,
it follows that / /(r)

has an inverse for small values of /3 a. Now

% + r) dr - I /(r) dr = [/()
-

j] I /(r) dr
* a "a

which gives

i I

*+

V(r) dr~\ ["^/(r)
dr ~

\ [/()
-

j] I /(r) dr.

^ ? " S "

Here we choose /3 so near to a. that the integral on the right has an inverse in

So whence

(8.4.3)
i

[/()
-

j\
=

|i jf^/Cr)
^ - ~

+

/(T)
dr||

/(r)
drj

.
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When > the right side tends to a limit since the first factor tends to/(/3) f(a) .

It follows that

(8.4.4) lim
-*o 5

exists and is an element of 3%. Hence we have for all real a, /3

/>/ /-\\ // \ / // \ 7JW ~ /(0 = a
\

J(T) dr
"a

and, in particular,

(8.4.5) /($) =j+a f* /(r) cZr
"0

for all real values of . By iterated substitution one obtains

/() =
j + 7-7 a + nf

a + + ft" H-
j

/ ( T)"/(T) r/r.

Letting w oo we obtain formula (8.4.2).

If ^3 is a complex Banach algebra, we see that the series defines a holomorphic
function so that /() is an entire function of . A simple computation shows

that/() satisfies (8.3.1) for all complex values of .

The main points in the preceding proof are due to N. Dunford (unpublished).
Formula (8.4.3), which is the crucial point of the proof, may also be used to prove
the result under apparently weaker assumptions. We shall give a couple of such

theorems.

THEOREM 8.4.3. Let /() be a solution of (8.3.1) defined for > which in

measurable and (B)-integrdble in every finite interval (0, o>). //

(8.4.6) lim I
jT*/(r)

dr = j

exists, then j is an idempotent, the limit in (8.4.4) exists, and /() is given by for-

mula(8A.2).

PROOF. By Theorem 8.3.1, /() is continuous for f > 0. We have

i />? -I />u

/(*)
~

/ /(r) rfr = - /(T + f) rfr.

7? Jo tj JQ

When 17
-* 0, the left side tends to /(&?', the right to /({). Hence /() =

/($))
=

for > 0. Further

and in the limit this gives / =
j.
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_

We consider the closed subalgebra 3% = jty again and note that /{ /(r) dr
is an element of 8 which has an inverse for sufficiently small values of ft
From this we conclude that (8.4.3) holds for a = and small values of ft so that
the proof can be continued as above.

Assumption (8.4.1) may be introduced in a still more indirect manner. The
following theorem is an example of such a procedure; it may be regarded as a
generalization of the theorem of D. S. Nathan mentioned in section 8.2.

THEOREM 8.4.4. Let % be a real or complex Banach algebra of which 93 is a
dosed subalgebra and let <8 have a unit element j. Let /() be a measurable function
on the interval (0, ) to 3% which satisfies (8.3.1) for < & , fc < and let

there exist a & such that /() has an inverse in 93 . Then there exists an element a
of$Q such thatf(g) is given by formula (8.4.2).

^

REMARK. The assumption that /(&) has an inverse in 35 may be replaced by
I !/(&>)

-
j \\ < 1. By Theorem 5.2.1 this implies the existence of the inverse,

however. The basic assumption of D. S. Nathan was of this character.
PROOF. By Theorem 8.3.1, /() is continuous for > 0. If < <

we have

fo
-

*)
= /(& ~ &/(&

whence
^

it follows that /() also has an inverse in 33 . Since /(n )
=

[/(&)]*
has an inverse for each positive integer n, it follows that /() has an inverse in

S3o for all > 0.

From this point on, the proof proceeds as in the case of Theorem 8.4.2. We
establish formula (8.4.3) for 0< a < jS; this does not require advance knowledge
of the existence of lim^o /() . From (8.4.3) we conclude that this limit actually
exists and equals j and that the limit in (8.4.4) exists. The validity of (8.4.2)
is then obvious.

In conclusion it should be observed that the real difficulties in discussing the
functional equation (8.3.1) are associated with the interval (0, w). If the func-
tion /() is supposed to satisfy this equation for all real values of

,
then the

assumption that/() is measurable in an interval (5, 5) is enough to force /(f)
to be of the form given by (8.4.2). A solution defined on (0, ) is only excep-
tionally of this form, however, and this is the reason why we have to impose
fairly severe restrictions on/() in order to single out these solutions.

*

2. PROBLEM B

8.5. Solutions on Banach spaces. We shall extend the results of the preceding
paragraph to functions on a Banach space X to a Banach algebra 93. Here it is

desired to solve the functional equation
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(8.5.1) F(x + y)
= F(x)F(y) = F(y)F(x)

imposing as few a priori conditions on F(x) as possible. It is clearly desirable

that the domain of definition SD of F(x) should have the property of containing

x + y whenever x and y are contained; in other words 3) should be a semi-

module in . But in a (B) -space we have also scalar multiplication and in order

to apply the results previously obtained we have to bring the scalars into play.

It is convenient to assume that ax > for all a > whenever x t . This

leads to

DEFINITION 8.5.1. A set of is catted an open (a finitely open) positive, cone,

ij (i) $ is an open set (a finitely open set in the sense of Definition 4.3.1) and (ii)

x, y $, a > implies x + y, ax 6 $.

If F(x) is defined on & and satisfies (8.5.1) there, then for fixed x $ the

function F(c) is defined for > and satisfies (8.3.1).

THEOREM 8.5.1. Let F(x] be defined on afinitely open positive cone $. and satisfy

(8.5.1) for x,y . Suppose that for every fixed x 6 , F(%x) is a measurable

function of on (0, >

) // (> is any finite-dimensional linear subspace of ,

then F(x} is continuous on (> H $. /n particular, if is itself finite-dimensional,

then F(x) is continuous on .

PROOF. The following simple proof is due to C. E. Rickart; it replaces an

elaborate argument of the author's. Suppose that () is an n-dtmensional

linear subspace of and that xi , ,
xn are n linearly independent vectors in

3() n $. Then the set n consisting of all vectors of the form x = %&t + +
!& with & >0, ,> is in

c )
ft ^- Let .-c

(0) = xi + - + $ }

xn

be a fixed point of$n . It is desired to show that F(x) is continuous in ,fn at x<> .

By Theorem 8.3.1, for each i, F(&Xi) is a continuous function of & for , > 0.

Observe also that if rc
(W = ?f'a* + -{- f^n ,

then lim/^o, x
(k} = x

((]}

is

equivalent to lim^^oo i

w =
^i

0)

,
i = 1, ,

n. Moreover Hii ?/t is a continu-

ous function of (y\ , , yn) for y t
- 6 ^B. Since

it follows that the left member is a continuous function of (& , , ^,J for ,- > 0.

Therefore F(rc) is continuous in ^n at XQ . Every point a; in () D ^ being inte-

rior to a suitably chosen set $
, F(a;) is continuous everywhere in 3 (n) fl ,fl' and

the theorem is proved.

This theorem does not seem capable of much improvement. In particular,

we cannot expect Ffa") to be continuous in $. Thus if S3 has a unit element and

P(x) is a linear function on to 53, then exp [P(x)} satisfies (8.5.1) for all x and

exp [P(&)] = exp [P(:zO] is an entire function of
,
but exp [P(x}] is not neccs-

sariry a continuous function of x since P(a;) does not have to be continuous. It

is also clear that in general lim.{_oF(e) need not exist for any x 9^ 9. We can
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get somewhat further, however, by assuming the existence of the latter limit.

THEOREM 8.5.2. Let F(x] be defined and satisfy (8.5.1) for x 6 where is

now an open positive cone. If

emte /or aM x in
,ft\ to tfie Zwwf as arc idempotentj of SB, independent of x, and

there exists afunction P(x) such thatP(x) = jP(x) =
P(aj)y and

Here P(x) may be defined for all xin^as an additive, real-homogeneous Junction
which is continuous if and only if the limit in (8.5.2) exists uniformly with respect
to x in some sphere.

PROOF. By virtue of Theorem 8.4.2

where [j(x)f
=

j(x) and P(x) = j(x)P(x) = P(x)j(x). We have first to show
that j (x) is independent of x . From

= F^y)F(ax') = F(ax + ^), a, ft > 0,

we get by letting a

j(x)F({3y) =

whence by letting /3
>

Reversing the order of the limiting processes we get j(x}j(y) =
j(x) so that

It remains to determine the properties of P(x). Using the identity

4- y)}
= F(&)F(Zy), substituting the power series in f, and equating

coefficients of the first power of
,
we get P(a? + y) = P(x) + P(y). We have

also P(x) P(x) for ^ > 0. If $ is not the whole space, P(x) may be extended

from ^! to X as an additive, real-homogeneous function. Since $ is supposed to

be open we can find a closed sphere 1 1

x x
\ \
^ p which belongs to $. If y 6 36

we can express y uniquely as y = a(x XQ] where
||
x x<>

\\ p and a > 0.

We then define P(y) = a[P(x) P(xQ}]. It may be shown that P(ay\. + 187/2)
=

<xP(yi) + @P(yz) for all ?/i , ?/2 and real a, /?, that the new definition of P(y)

agrees with the old one in $, and finally that the extension is independent of the

choice of x and p. It is clear that the series (8.5.3) satisfies the functional equa-
tion for all values of x and y. ,
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Suppose now that P(x) is continuous so that
|| P(x) \\ g M \\

x
\\

. We have

then
|
F(&) -

j || ^ exp [%M \\x\\] 1 for > 0; consequently the limit in

(8.5.2) exists uniformly with respect to x in any finite sphere. Suppose con-

versely that the limit exists uniformly with respect to x in the sphere

(3:
||
x XQ ||

< p. We can then find a fixed ft such that for every x we

have \\F(rx)
-

j \\ ^ J, < T ft, and consequently also

/T
1

J F(rx)dr ~
j

We can then apply formula (8.4.3) obtaining
r

f
f }-i

P(x) = [F(ftx)
~

j]< F(rx) dr} ,

I.
" /

the norm of which does not exceed ( 1/2/3) [j | j \\ + 1] in @. P(x) being additive,

real-homogeneous and bounded in a sphere is consequently bounded and hence

continuous. This completes the proof of the theorem.

If S3 is a real (B) -space, then P(x), being additive and real-homogeneous, is

actually linear, but this is no longer necessarily the case for complex (B) -spaces.

In such a space there are always solutions of (8.5.1) defined and continuous for

all x which are nowhere analytic in x. This occurs even in the simplest case

X = B = Zi where F(f) = exp [a -f- ftif)], <T
= -f iy, and /? arbitrary com-

plex numbers, defines a solution of F(i)F(&) F(fa + fz) which is clearly con-

tinuous but not analytic in f unless /3
= a?'.

3. PBOBLEM C

8.6. Addition theorems. The functional equations studied in the pre-

ceding paragraphs are addition formulas. Classical analysis presents us with

a large number of such formulas and it is natural to ask if other addition theorems

than that of the exponential function may be subjected to abstract analysis.

This general question has been attacked by Nelson Dunford and the present

writer; a brief account of the main results will be given in the remainder of

this chapter.

In the present account we restrict ourselves to the case of a- single function

and an addition formula of the foi-m

(8-6.1) /& + fa)
=

(?[/(&), /(fed],

where G(a, j8) is an analytic function of a and ft such that G(a, ft)
=

G(f3, a).

In classical analysis G(a, /3) is ordinarily supposed to be a rational or an alge-

braic function. We shall not make this assumption as it does not lead to any
simplification of the, essentially local, problem which we are considering.
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Classical function theory is concerned with the existence and properties of

numerically-valued solutions of functional equations of the type represented

by (8.6.1). The problem still has a meaning for vector-valued functions; we

have merely to interpret the right-hand side of (8.6.1) properly and section 5.17

shows how this should be done.

Let 23 be a complex Banach algebra with unit element e. Let G(a, $ be a,

symmetric analytic function of a and /3 which is holomorphic if both variables

are in a certain domain A of the complex plane. Let u and v-be two commuting

elements of 33 whose spectra are located in A; more precisely, u and v shall belong

to the domain 3)(A) of Theorem 5. 17.3. We then define

(8.6.2) (}(u, v}
= ~ G(a, )(; u)Rtf; ) da dp,

where l\ and Tv are oriented envelopes of <r(u) and <r(v) in A. .

^

.

"

Suppose now that /() is a function on real numbers to 33 such that for. all I

under consideration /(&)/(>)
= /(&)/(&) and /({) (Ao) where A is an ar-

bitrary domain such that A C A. Then by definition . ;

(8.6.3)
=

7A-J f
{Airi)

" r i
J r 2

where I\ and T2 are fixed envelopes of A in A.

We shall extend Theorem 8.3.1 to the solutions of Problem 0. To this end

it is convenient to assume that G(u, v} is uniformly continuous on the range of

/() . The most natural assumption is a Lipschitz condition of order one. Such

a condition is automatically satisfied, for instance, if <?(, 0) is an entire function

and/() is bounded, or if /() is restricted to a closed set interior to the domain

T)A of Theorem 5.17.1, or, finally, if the values of /() belong to a compact subset

of (A).
' "- :!

THEOREM 8.6.1. Lei /() be a measurable function of % on the opan interval

(0, co) to 23 satisfying (8.6.1) for all fr and & in the interval and such iliatf(& and

f(i) commute. Let ffi denote the range o//() for < e < < w w/iere 9Z. is*

and SR. C SD(A e), A e
C A. Swpposfl that for every e, < c- <

,
i/wre w

ite positive M t such that for Ui ,uz ,v in M t

(8.6.4)

Thenf(%) is continuous in (0, w).

PROOF. Let < cu ^ 17 ^ j8 < | < and note that

whence

03

and
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* + * - 1

If a = min (a, ft -h 0), then the right meml)er is dominated by

Jtfi f

'

II /(* + ~
7?)
- A* -

1?) II <h = ^ f

"

II Ar + <0
-

/(r) || f/r,
J J%-8

which tends to zero with since /() is bounded and measurable. Hence /()

is actually continuous in (0, w).

In passing let us note that the requirement that Ai) and /( 2) shall commute

is frequently implied by the functional equation and need not be assumed

explicitly.

The counter example of section 8.3 shows that we cannot expect /() to ap-

proach a limit when > or to have any stronger properties of continuity in

(0, w). The situation is entirely different if /() satisfies (8.6.1) in an interval

containing = or is supposed to tend to a finite limit when > 0. We shall

consider the latter case in some detail. If lim (_n/(e) exists and equals an

element a of 3)(A) }
then

lim/($ + )
= Hm 0[f(Q, /()] =

<?[/(*), a]
e-M) -0

exists for < < a>. From the fact that /() has a right-hand limit every-

where, it follows that /() is right-hand continuous (even continuous) except

possibly in a countable set. Since /() in particular is measurable, it has to

be continuous everywhere in (0, o>).

8.7, Holomorphic solutions. Just as in the case of Problem A, continuity at

the origin implies analyticity. We set

The latter is evidently a holomorphic function of a, ,5, 7 in A. We can then define

Q(u, v, w) for u, v, w in SD(A) bj
r the obvious triple resolvent integral, assuming

u, v, w to commute, and

(8.7.1) Q(u, v, w) (u - v)
= G(u, w) - G(v, w).

LEMMA 8.7.1. ///() 6 (A), #/() w continuous for ^ ^
uniformly -with respect to f

, /(f)].
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PROOF. First note that since /() is continuous in [0, w], the range of /() is

a closed connected compact set 9? C )(A). If $ = U ^fa)* # 9?> then $ is

a closed subset of A and if F is an oriented envelope of $ in A, then R[<x; /()]

is a continuous function of (a, ) for a. 6 F, ?g 5= w. There is consequently
a finite positive M = If(F) such that

(8.7.2) || R(a] /()] || ^ A/(D, r, * f

Further

uniformly with respect to on F. It follows that uniformly in f, ^ f ^ co

err-
87r

3
7.

Here F and I\ are oriented envelopes of * in A and FI is interior to F. Now

j^
______ a

} )T Trt-n

so

1

Here

1 f f f Q,(OL 7)
7 = __ / / dp dyRiy ', f(.)] I

'

R[&', /(?/)] da
STr3

*' Jfi Jri
"

Jr oi p

1 f f f QC 01 ]8 7)= / (^^[75 f(r)j / rfcKK[o; !/(*?)] / ~JT~ <*j3.

87r
3 i Jr x

' '

Jr J ri a p

But for a r the last integral is zero so U = 9. This completes the proof of

the lemma.

We shall now prove that continuity of a solution at = implies the existence

of derivatives of all orders. We give the proof under the added assumption

that Gi\f(G), /(0)j has an inverse. This assumption has the effect of cutting out
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solutions involving other idempotents than c. It would be sufficient, however,

to assume the existence of the inverse in the subalgebra determined by /().

It is tacitly assumed in the following that this algebra is commutative.

THEOREM 8.7.1. // /(), having values in 3D (A), is a continuous solution of

(8.6.1) for ^ ^ co and if 6if/(0), /(O)] /ios <m inverse in $3, tfiert /() /&as deriva-

tives of all orders and

(8.7.3) /'(*)
=

// #() 2s aw?/ solution of (8.6.1) w/w'eA is continuous in [0, w] and commutes with

f(& and if 0(0)
=

/(O), tf'(O)
=

/'(O), ffien
fir

PROOF. From the contour integral definition of (?i[/(0), /()] we see that it

is continuous in f and hence

-o
, /(O)].

Thus we may fix a < w so the integral on the left has an inverse in S3. From
Lemma 8.7.1 we have

Km i f" Ql/^), /(O), /Cf)j rff
= i f

(?,[/(()), /(r)] df .

f-*o f>i JQ a Jo

Hence

(8.7.4) -limji f [/()^'
?-^o (a Jo

By formula (8.7.1) we have

(8.7.5) I/ft)
-

/fo)]Q[/(*

whence

J [/(
-

/(o)]
-

f

"

QLf(, A'O), /(r)i
g a Jo

=
\ f" KW),

(8.7.6)
^

i f r*+{ r 1 i= ~
< / J(r) dr - I f(r) dr\

-> ~
[/fa)

-
/

a? ^a Jo J a /(O)]a

as ^
- 0. Thus (8.7.4) and (8.7.6) give the existence of

(

"

GAM, /(r)l ^ri"

1

-

Jo J a

so /() is differentiable at ^
= 0. Applying the lemma once more we have
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-I/Or + 17)
-

/(I)]
= -

{(?[/(*), /($)]
-

<?[/(0), /($)])
77 r?

~
/(O)]

uniformly for ^ | ^ w. This establishes formula (8.7.3). That the two
factors in the derivative commute follows from the fact that the factors on the

left in formula (8.7.5) commute.

Once the existence of the first derivative has been established, that of the

higher derivatives follows by easy steps. It is enough to indicate the argument
for the second derivative. We have

da dft. .

+ T?)]
-

flfe; /(*)]} -> -/'() {W; /($)]}',

where we have used formula (5.5.2) and the fact that /'(I) commutes with

R[y; /(f)] which is obvious from (8.7.7). Here the limit exists uniformly with

respect to /3 on T. Hence

/" (*)
= -/'(O)/'^) 7^r2 I I

Cn (a, /3)JB[; /(0)]{ J2[)8; /()]}
2

da d/3
\2itfiY JT JT

and a contour integral argument of familiar type shows that this expression

equals

where

and 6-'i,i(w, v) is defined l)y the usual contour integral for u, v G 2)(A) . Wo
see in particular that

/"(O) =
[f(0)]

2

^u[/(0),/(0)]

and hence is uniquely determined by /(O) and /'(O). Similarly it is shown that

all higher derivatives exist and are uniquely determined by /(O) and/'(0).

There is consequently a formal power series in associated with /() deter-

mined by the initial values /(O) and /'(O). We shall not attempt to prove the

convergence of this series by direct estimates. In the most important case

considered below the convergence follows from other considerations.

8.8. Uniqueness of the solution. The uniqueness assertion of Theorem

8.7.1 still remains to be proved. Here we shall use the Lipschitz condition of

Theorem 8.6.1 which is easily verified in the present situation.
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Suppose that #() is continuous in [0, w], has values in >(A) and commutes
with /(??). From the integral representation of the function (?[/(), #(), /(??)]

combined with (8.7.2), we see that there is a finite K = K(f, </) such that for

^ f , r? ^ w

, </(), /Will ^ A', HQforO?), /(,), 0(0] ||
S A'.

Since

<?[/(*), /(*)]
- CM), /fo)I

=
<2[/(f), </(*), /(>?)][/(>

-
</(*)],

we have

(8.8.1)

and a similar inequality in which/, g and
, T/ tire interchanged.

We suppose now that /() and g() are continuous solutions of (8.G.I) and

that/(0) =
flf(0),f(0)

=
f/(0). We know then that they have derivatives of

all orders and that/
(n)

(0)
= g

w
(0) for all n. Placing 7i() =

/(^)
-

g($ we huv(j

*( + 17)
=

/tt + u)
-

flf(5 + 17)

so from (8.8.1)

I! h(t + u) || ^ ^Ill/ft)
-

fftt) II + ||/W
-

f/U) ||}
= A' {|| A(f) || +

whence

By repeated use of this inequality we get

(8.8.2) |i &() || g (2/iT |i A(2-
m

) II, m =
1, 2, 3,

Now consider

and let

Mn [g] max ||f/w

tt)

() ||

= max
|j f/

n>
() y

(n)
(0) ||

in the interval [0, co]. Since

vQ ^0 *^0

we have

^"
,
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If Mn [g] is replaced by Mn [f], the same inequality is satisfied by

In the following Mn denotes the larger of the two quantities Mn [f] and Mn \g\.

It should be noted that the polynomial in is the same in/n() as in gn($.

From

0(0||
=

!!/.(*)
~

9n(&\\ ^ ||/n(f)|| + ||0*te)

\ve see that

(8.8.3) \\h(&\\ ^ 2Mn .

Combination of this estimate with (8.8.2) gives

(8.8.4) i| h(& ||
f Mn o,

n
(2

1

-"JO
w

3 , w, n =
1, 2, 3,

Here we fix n so large that 2
1~ T

7iC < 1. Since m is independent of n and may be

taken arbitrarily large, we see that h() = and so g($ = /(f), ^ ? ^ co.

This completes the proof of Theorem 8.7.1.

Suppose now that ^>(f) is an analytic scalar function such that (i) <p() is not

a constant, (ii) p(f) = 2? "nf" convergent for
| r I

< P, (iii) ^(D 6 A, and (iv)

(8.8.5) p(fi + f2) = (?^(rO, ^(fa)]

for
|
fi , | fa 1, | fi + fa |

< P. Differentiating v (f)
= G[p(f), p(0)] we get

, <?(0)]; by (i) this implies that

and, in particular,

(8.8.6)
'

Gi[v(V, *(0)]
= 1.

Differentiating (8.8.5) by parts with respect to fi and putting H = in the

result, one gets [cf. formula (8.7.3)]

whence <p'(0) ^ 0. But if ?(f) satisfies the conditions stated above, so does

v(af) for any value of a provided p be replaced by p/| a
|

. We can consequently

normalize ^(f) by assuming (v) that </(0)
= 1.

Suppose now that /() is a continuous, and hence differentiable, solution

of (8.6.1) such that/(0) = ^(0)e,/'(0)
= a. Then

, /(O)]
=

and the existence of an inverse is trivial. On the other hand, the function

p(af) is defined by the series
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at least for
|
f

|

< />/ ||
a

\\
and for such values of f we have also <r[p(af)]

=

<p|jv(a)] 6 A since
|
cr(a)

|
^ ||

a
||.

From the construction of the series and

the properties mentioned, it follows that it satisfies (8.6.1) for
|
ft |, |

& i,

I
fi + ft

I

< P/ I

a
II-

Further p(0) = ^(0)e, <p'(0)
= a :a = a. As a corollary of

Theorem 8.7.1 we then obtain

THEOREM 8.8.1. Let <p(f) satisfy conditions (i) (v) listed above and let /()
&e a continuous, and hence differentiate., solution of (8.6.1) such that /(O) =

>(0>,/'(0)
= a. Then

m /Tie common interval of definition of the two functions. Thus /() admits of

an extension to the complex {-plane, satisfying (8.6.1), and this extension, if defined

by /(f) "(<#)} is holomorphic in some neighborhood of f = 0.

We sum up the main results of our study of Problem C in

THEOREM 8.8.2. // tlie addition formula

is known to have an analytic scalar solution <p(} , holomorphic, in some neighborhood

of f =
0, if <f>(t?) is not a constant and has values in a domain A where G(a, /3) is

holomorphic, then the formula has solutions having values in an arbitrary prescribed

complex Banach algebra with unit element e. ///() is such a solution defined and

continuous for <; ^ w, iff() 6 2D(A) awd/(0) =
y(0)e, then /(I-) is not merely

differentiable but actually analytic and in some neighborhood of f = ?w /?.aiv;

a =
/'(O).

For the validity of our argument and even of the conclusions it is quite essen-

tial that <?(0) belongs to the domain of holomorphism of G(a, $). This excludes

from consideration some important addition theorems, for instance, those of

cosf and cos am f, where 92(0) belongs to a singular manifold of (7(a, 0). In

these cases it is preferable to replace the given addition theorem by a pair 'of

addition theorems for the function and its first derivative. The discussion of

such and more general systems, we defer to another occasion.

4. PROBLEM D

8.9. Solutions in (?-power series. We shall restrict ourselves to a fairly

simple special case of Problem D which may be reduced to Problem plus the

theory of (j-power series.
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Let X be a complex Banacli space, 33 a complex Banach algebra with unit

element e, and let G(a, /3) be a symmetric analytic function which is holomorphic
if a and are in a domain A of the complex plane. We suppose that the func-

tional equation (8.8.5) has a scalar solution <p(tf) satisfying conditions (i) to (v)

of section 8.8. We take p = 1 .

THEOREM 8.9.1. Let F(x) be a function on to 33 defined for \\
x

\\
< 1 and

having values in 3) (A). It is supposed that F(x) is a continuous function of

for fS < 1 if x is fixed, \\x\\ < 1. Further

(8.9.1) limF(fcc) =
<p(Q}e

'

<-*o

for every Jixed x and

(8.9.2) F(x + y)
= G[F(x), F(y}}

if ||
a;

||, j| y \
, \\

x + y \\
< 1. Then there exists a linear function P(x) on 36

to 33 such that

(8.9.3) J'Xr) = <p\P(x)} = E an [P(x}\
n

o

/or 1 1

re
1 1

< 1 . The series is an F- or a G-power series according as P'(x} is bounded

or not. In the former case F(x) is analytic in
\\
x

\\
< 1. A necessary and suf-

Jicient condition that P(.r) be bounded is that the, limit in (8.9.1) exists uniformly

with respect to x in \\x\\ < 5.

PROOF. For fixed x the function F(%x) /() satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 8.8.1. There is consequently an a = P(x) such that F(x) -
(p\P(x)]

tit least for
| |

< I/ || P(x) ||.
It remains merely to discuss the properties

of P(x). We shall prove that F(x) is G-differentiable and

(8.9.4) 8F(x; K) = P(h) CWW, F(x}}:

Since P(ti) is the derivative of <p\P(h)] with respect to f at f = and we have

Gi[F(6), F(8}]
=

c, the formula is true for x = 6. From Lemma 8.7.1 we get

[F(x + f/i)
-

F(x)]
=

{G[F(rA), F(x)]
-

0(F(e),
i *>

when f > 0. This proves that F(rc) is G-differentiable for
||
x

\\
< 1.

By Theorem 4.3.4, 8F(x; ti) and in particular <5F(0; A) = P(fc) are linear.

From F(fo;)
= <p[fP(x)] we get, differentiating with respect to f and placing f =

in the result,
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d
n
F(d;Ji) = n!ttn[P(7i)]"

which is clearly a homogeneous polynomial in h of degree n. It follows that

(8.9.3) is the MacLaurin series of F(x) which by Theorem 4.3.6 converges in the

c-star about 6 in the domain of (^-differentiability. This implies that the series

converges and represents F(x) in the unit sphere. In order that the series be

an F-power series it is evidently necessary and sufficient that P(x) be bounded

and hence continuous. If P(x) is bounded, then (8.9.1) holds uniformly for

||
x

]| ^ 1 6. Conversely if the limit exists uniformly with respect to x in

\\x\\ < 8, then F(x) is continuous at x = 6. From

F(x + K) = G[F(x),F(K>]

and the continuity of G(u, v) with respect to u and v in 2) (A), it follows that

F(x) is continuous everywhere in
||
x

\\
< 1. F(x) is then /'-differentiable and

hence analytic in the unit sphere. This completes the proof of the theorem.



CHAPTER IX

SEMI-GROUPS IN THE STRONG TOPOLOGY

9.1. Orientation. The present chapter is devoted to the "strong case".

We consider two problems corresponding to Problems A and B of the preceding

chapter, appending a few remarks on Problem C.

The first question is the case of a one-parameter semi-group @ = (T()},

% > 0, of linear bounded transformations on a complex (B) -space $ to itself so

that

for all t , 2 > and all x <~ .

The second question is that of a semi-group =
{ T(x) } ,

x 6 ft, of linear

bounded transformations on a complex (B) -space ) to itself, the parameter

manifold being an open positive cone ft in a (B)-space 9 so that

for all xi ,
xz ^ and all y 6 ) The second problem contains as a particular

case what is conventionally known as an n-parametcr semi-group in which case

is a real euclidean ^-dimensional space.

In the first problem, strong measurability of T() for > together with

boundedness of
|| T() ||

on every closed interval interior to (0, ) forces T()

to be strongly continuous for > 0. If is a separable space, the boundedness

condition is superfluous and strong measurability may be replaced by weak.

We introduce the infinitesimal generator A of defined as the strong limit of

A, = - [T(d -
I]

f\

whenever it exists. A is ordinarily an unbounded operator but its domain

is dense in the union of the range spaces of T(a), a > 0. If the latter is dense

in X, then T(if)x > x when 17
- for all x. The main result is the "exponential

formula"

(Ei)
ij-K)

for all x and all > 0, which replaces the representation T() = exp (A) of

the "uniform case". Several other exponential formulas will be proved in

Chapter XI which contains a detailed discussion of the properties of A, its

resolvent JR(X; A) and the relations between !T() and R (X; A) through the

Laplace transformation. In connection with (Ei) see also E. L. Post [1] where

A =
d/dl.

181
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In the second problem, strong measurability and boundedness on all "rays"

of $ induces strong continuity of T(x) on rays which may be extended to strong

continuity on finite-dimensional subspaces. In this case we have a family of

generators {A(x)\, x $, which form a semi-module SI with positive multipliers.

1 corresponds to the Lie ring in the classical theory of continuous groups.

In particular, we are able to determine the structure of all strongly measurable

n-parameter semi-groups. They turn out to be direct products of commuting

continuous one-parameter semi-groups.

The literature on one-parameter transformation groups is quite extensive,

going back to M. H. Stone (1930) and J. von Neumann. for the case of unitary

groups in Hubert space, the general case being treated by I. Gelfand (1939) and

M. Fukamiya (1940). The earliest investigation having a direct bearing on

the corresponding problem for semi-groups is a paper by B. de Sz. Nagy (1936),

though some special semi-groups had been discussed by the present writer a few

months earlier. Nagy's representation of groups of self-adjoint linear bounded

transformations on a Hilbert space contains implicitly the results for semi-

groups rediscovered by the author in 1938. Semi-groups analytic in a half-

plane were investigated by the author in 1938 but the general case was not

attacked until 1942. Extensions to the ri-parameter case were announced in

1944. N. Dunford's contributions to semi-group theory started in 1938 when

he proved the first general continuity theorem for one-parameter semi-groups

(strong mcasurability plus boundadncss on (0, w) implies strong right-hand con-

tinuity) which he extended later to the n-paramoter case. Several of Dunford's

unpublished results are inserted below.

Groups and semi-groups of linear transformations \L(tt)\, mullipliautivi'-itiilw. param-
eter u, have been studied by N. P. Romanoff (1942). lie works with function spaces /'',

normally without a topology, and presupposes that the transform L(u)[/] is differentiable

with respect to M for all / F . The transformation X defined by

plays the role of infinitesimal generator. In one of his axiomatics \f h I1
'

for all / which

would seem to correspond to our "uniform caso" though comparisons are not easily made
due to the difference in approach. Romanoff has discovered a large number of general
methods of constructing such multiplicative systems and his contributions to the opera-
tional calculus of the infinitesimal generator are very important.

Groups and semi-groups of linear transformations have also bsnui sUulieil from the

point of view of partially ordered sets. In this connection we note the work of G. Birkhoff

(1939) and L. Alaoglu on ergodic theorems in general semi-groups. More recently (1043)

B. Vulich has investigated linear multiplicative operations on partially ordered spaces

satisfying the axioms of Kantorovich and their analytic representation in some important
special cases. These investigations appear to be rather remote from our linn of approach
so we shall not go beyond the mere mentioning of their oxistem:.:.

There are two paragraphs: One-Parameter tic.mi-Groups and

References. Alaoglu and Birkhoff [1], G. Birkhoff [4], Dunford [4, 5, 6, 9j,
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Dunford and Segal [1], Fukamiya [1], Gelfand [3], Hille [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10],

v. Neumann [4], Post [1], Romanoff [1, 2], Stone [1], de Sz. Nagy [1, 2], and
Vulich fl, 2].

1. ONE-PARAMETER SEMI-GROUPS

9.2. Measurability and continuity. Let be a complex (B)-space, (()
the complex (B) -algebra of bounded linear transformations on to itself, and

let T() bo a, function on positive numbers to (() such that

(9.2.1) Tfe + &x = T(ti[T(&x], 0<h,i< 00 ,*3.
Thus =

{!/'()} is a semi-group of operators in (S(X).

It is to be expected that, in some sense or other, measurability of T() implies

continuity for > 0. The proof given below presupposes that
|| T() \\

is

bounded for < e ^ ^ 1/e. The boundedness of the norm is implied by
weak measurability of T() provided is a separable space. In the non-separable

case, however, boundedness must be postulated as well as strong measurability

instead of weak. This distinction between the two cases is possibly due

to defects of the method.

THEOREM 9.2.1. T() is strongly continuous for > if either is separable

and T() is weakly measurable or
\\ T() \\

is bounded in each interval [e, 1/e]

and T() is strongly measurabk.

PROOF. We start by proving that the first set of assumptions implies the

second one. If is a separable space, part (1) of Theorem 3.3.1 shows that

jP() is strongly measurable whenever it is weakly measurable. It follows that

|| T(t-)x ||
is measurable Lebesgiie for each x. But if {xn \

is dense on the unit

sphere in then
|| T() \\

= sup || T()xn \\
is measurable as the supremurn of

a countable set of measurable functions.
|| T(i + fc) || ^ || fT(i) || || T(&) |

shows that log ||
7

T

() is a subadditive measurable function, never equal

to +0 ;
it follows from Theorem 6.4.1 that log || T($ \\

is bounded above in

every interval [e, 1/e]. Thus the second set of assumptions are satisfied.

We can then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 8.3.1. We choose four

numbers a, 0, , 77 such that < a < i? < < and an e so small that also

/3 < e. We have

T(Qx = T(ii)[T(t
-

ii)x]-,

the right side being independent of 77 is certainly integrable with respect to

t so that

= I
> a

r?)
-

T(*
-
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If
|
T(T)

|
^ M when a. ^ r ^ ft the norm of the integrand does riot exceed

M
|| [T(% e r?) r( 17) ]# ||

which is a bounded measurable function

of f\. Hence

03
-

a) || [T(S )
-

r(f)l* II ^ ^ /*

"

PXr )
-

T(r}\x \\
dr.

By Theorem 3.G.3 the right member tends to zero with e. It follows that T(^)x

is continuous for > and the theorem is proved.

The strong continuity of T() implies that
|| T()x is continuous for fixed x.

From this one infers without difficulty that
|| T() \\

is lower semi-continuous

and a fortiori measurable. Whether or not
|| T() ||

is necessarily continuous

is an open question.

Each of the two hypotheses in the second set of conditions in Theorem 9.2.1

is evidently necessary for the desired conclusion, but we may well question

their degree of independence also in the case of a non-separable space. It is

conceivable that weak measurability suffices in all cases. The following theorem

due to N. Dunford shows that it would be sufficient to prove weak continuity,

but throws no further light on the moot question.

THEOREM 9.2.2. Weak continuity of T() on (0, >) implies strong continuity.

PROOF. If T() is weakly continuous for a ^ ^ ft then to every x 6 ,

a* 6
* there is a finite M(a, ft x, a*) such that x*[T()x]

\
^ M(a, ft x, re*)

when a ^ ^ ft By the principle of uniform boundedness (apply Theorems
2.12.3 and 2.12.2 in this order) this implies first that

|| T()x || ^ M(a, ft x)

and secondly that
|| T() \\ ^ M(a, /3) when a ^ ft Thus

|| T() ||
is

bounded in any closed interval interior to (0, o). Next we note that ?'() is

weakly measurable. Less on the surface lies the fact that T()x is separably-
valued. This is proved as follows. Let

{ n j
be the positive rational numbers

and consider, for a fixed x, the set Sfta the elements of which are of the form

X) (an + i&n}T(n)x whore the a's and /?'s are arbitrary rational numbers, zero

for large values of n. Let 9?* be the set {T()x}, < ^ <
,
and suppose

that there is an element T(%o)x of ^lx Avhich is not a limit point of *3RX . We
can then find a linear bounded functional x* such that x*[T(% n)x]

= for all n
but x [T(%o)x] 1.

_

On the other hand, if
nft ^ ,

then by the weak continuity
of T($ we have x^[T(^x] -> xS[T(b)x]. This contradiction shows that 9^z

belongs to the closure of the countable set yjlx and this implies that ftk is sepa-
rable so that T()x is a separably-valued function of ^. But a separably-valued,

weakly measurable function is strongly measurable. Since in addition
|| T() \\

is bounded on interior intervals, T() is strongly continuous as asserted.

That strong continuity of T() does not imply uniform continuity is shown

by the counter example in section 16.2.

9.3. The first exponential formula. Once the strong continuity of T()
has been established, we may proceed to a further study of the structure of
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T(). This requires the introduction of the infinitesimal generator A of the

semi-group 5 = [T()}. We define

(9.3.1) A, - ![rfo)
-

7], 77 > 0,
*7

(9.3.2) ,4 a; = V\mA nx
7,~>0

whenever the limit exists. The set of elements x for which Ax exists will be

denoted by 3X/1). It is clearly a linear subspacc of and we start by showing

that &(A) never reduces to the zero clement.

Suppose now that T() is strongly continuous for | > and that x is of the

form

r
p

(9.3.3) x = xa.f
= T(r)y dr, y X, < a < ft < .

"a

Then

^.Ta
, f3

= i f ['/(
r;

J a

[T(r + 77)
-

T(r)]y dr

i /-/3+17 I /+'!
= -

/ T(a}y dff - -
T(<r)y

f] Jft 1\ 'a

T?
* 0. Hence every element of this form belongs to 5)(A). This obser-

vation is due to N. Uunford (unpublished).

Let X = T(a)\$\ be the range of the transformation T(a), a > 0. We have

clearly

(9.3.4) Z> 3u if <

and define

(9.3.5) % U- & ,
a > -

Thus o ^/^ Zeasi linear hull of the range-spaces of <S.

THEOREM 9.3.1. If 3P() is strongly continuous for f > 0, f/wn S)(A) is dense

m Xo Jto itf-'o se/s /taye ^ sa?ne closure, and Lhe range of A also belongs to &

PROOF. If .T 6 & there exists an a > and a y X such that x = T ()?/.

If iBa.u is defined by formula (9.3.3) then lim^ [l/(/3
-

)]rra ,^
=

x, that is,

every point of & belongs to the closure of 3) (A). Conversely, if cc
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then lim,,_o T(ri)x = x so that r 3Eo . It follows that the closures of -o and

are identical. Finally, if x 6 ^)(A), then A^x o and so does Ax.

THEOREM 9.3.2. If x 3)01),

PROOF. We have

where the last member tends to T()Ax when fj
> whence the theorem follows.

We now introduce the operator

(9.3.6) exp [($
- )/g !T(a) = Z ~

(f
- a)M; T(a)

which is an element of (() since A , is bounded. Here a is fixed, a > 0, is

arbitrary, 5: a, 17 is positive, and the main question before us is what happens
to the operator when ij

* 0. We prove first that the operator stays bounded.

This is proved by the following

THEOREM 9.3.3. Let
\
T() \\ g M for < a g max (a + 1, 2a);

/or a?Z e T > a, 17 > 0, w Aawe

V/a

expj*~--

providedM ^ 1. ForM < 1 w dmde each estimate by M.

PROOF. From the given estimate it follows that
|| T(%) ||

for ^ a is domin-
ated by

M*/a
,

M*'
a
~\ MI+f~ a

,
and M*~~

a

according asa^l,JW^l;^ J,M< 1; a < 3, M ^ 1
;
and a < 1, M < 1.

We then use the identity

r>

exp [(^ r)4,] !T(r)
= e

( /17

exp^
5

(9.3.8)
_w_ 1 /fc \ n

r(T + nu)
,Sn!V r?

of which the desired estimates are an immediate consequence. It follows in

particular that for < 17 ^ 1, M 5? 1, ^ r 5s o,

(9.3.9) || exp [(
- T)4,] T(T) || ^ M:+T

exp [(^
- T)(M - 1)].
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For M < 1 we may replace the right member by 1. These estimates show

that the operator stays bounded when 17 0. That it has a strong limit will

be shown in the next theorem (the first exponential formula) which is the main

result of this chapter. For the proof we need two lemmas, the use of which

was proposed by G. Polya. The proof of the first is left to the reader.

LEMMA. 9.3.1. ZXo (n
-

w>)
2

(ra!)-V = we
w

.

LEMMA 9.3.2. // w > and the summation is extended only over those values

of n jor which \n w\ > N, then

PROOF. We have

w -^ NT" / \*
WL -^ A7-2 V' W

we >n-w)->N2s
THEOREM 9.3.4. // 2

T

() is strongly continuous for > 0, then for every x 6

and every ^ a >

(9.3.10) lim
|| exp [($

-
a)A,] T(a)

- 2
7

().r ||

= 0.

,-+o

// !/'() uniformly continuous for % >

(9.3.11) lim exp [(
-

)A,] 7'()
- r() II

= 0.

/ 6o//t casfs f/ie Zzwi'i exists 'uniformly with_ respect to % in every finite interval

[a, {3}.

PKOOF. Let a, ft, f ,
a; be given, < a | ^ j8 < oo . We suppose that

1
1 T() \\M for a ^ ^ max (a + 1, 2a) . Let /*(, x) be the rectified modulus

of continuity of T(&x in [a, p\ so that
|| T(tfx

- r(&)* || ^ M(, *) whenever

a ^ fc , ?2 ^ |S, Ux
- & |

^ 5- From (9.3.8) one gets

whence

- ^
|| [T(a

Let Sj denote the sum of the terms of the latter series in which
|
+

5 and 2 the rest. Here Si < /x(5, &) and

' -
n ,
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Now So. is the product of
|| T(&x \\

with an exponential series to which L<mmm

9.3.2 applies with w =
(
- a) fa, N =

S/rj so that

So. < *(
- a)8-

The discussion of &> is slightly more involved. Restricting ouwolvcn to the

typical case M * 1 we have
|| T(a + nifrx \\ ^ Ml+mi

\\x\, regardless oi the

value of a, whence

Here we have to take w =
[fe

-
)/i?]M', but the range of summation Ls not

symmetric with respect to w and, unless r, is quite small, it may contain mtogors

from a neighborhood of w. For this reason we choose an 570 ^ 1 so small that,

< 1? fll ,

(ft
-

)

On this assumption the set of integers n for which

n
fl

contains the set occurring in S& . By Lemma 9.3.2 we have then

a)F< x.

Hence for a ^ & 1 ^ M, < 77 ^ 170 ,

|| exp [(*
- a)AJ r() - T(&* II

< M(5, x)

(9<3<12)
+ ,(^

- )n^+1 + 4^^-'^ u
| is

^
I!.

If M < 1, the second term on the right should bo divided by M. From this

estimate in which 5 is arbitrarily small, we conclude that (9.3.10) holds uni-

formly in [a, #j. If 5P() is uniformly continuous for > and not mordy

strongly continuous, we may suppress x everywhere in (9.3,12) replacing ju(5, .rj

by ju(5), the modulus of continuity of T() in [a, /3], and from this \w. scwt that

(9.3.11) holds uniformly with respect to in [a, 13}.

The proof of the preceding theorem is modeled upon an argument devised by O.

for the special case of the semi-group of right-hand translations in C[0, ]. Il rplau'H ;t

more complicated and less powerful argument based on the resolvents of A uud .4, previ-

ously found by the author. For the: important case in which the least closed linear hull

of the range spaces is the whole space, the strong convergence theorem can b proved by
a very simple and elegant method found by N. Dunford. See section D,4- fur the cane:

a- = 0.

In view of the importance of formula (9.3.10) for our theory we re.siai.f3 it

explicitly in two different ways. The first formulation
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(9.3.13) T($)x = lim e
-<*-">/

shows that the result belongs to the theory of "singular series". The second

form is more interesting: with the usual notation of the difference calculus

(9.3.14) A,"!r() = ,- (-!)"-* T(a + *,),
fc=0 \K /

we have

(9.3.15) T($x = lim
(
~

a)
"

AjT(a)x.
)-0 n=0 W!

This form shows that we are dealing with a generalization of Taylor's series.

We postpone further discussion of these formulas to Chapter XI where the

infinitesimal generator will be studied in more detail. See also Chapter XVI
for the applications to semi-groups of translations in which case the connection

with the classical Taylor's scries is the closest.

9.4. Continuity at the origin. So far a was supposed to be a positive num-

ber. The case of a =
0, in many respects the most interesting, remains to be

discussed.

THEOREM 9.4.1. // T(& is defined for > and satisfies (9.2.1) and if

(9.4.1) lim T(ij) = J
17

'

exists in the strong settee, then J is a projection operator, J
z = /, which maps all

of X wilo the closure of & = U T(a)\X\, and

(9.4.2) T($ = JT = TJ.

T() in strongly continuous for ^ 0, if T(fy = / Inj definition, and

(Q 4. 3)
r

f(g)x
= lim exp [AJ Jx

^ ' '
'

,-o

for all x, the limil existing uniformly with respect to % in any finite interval [0, a].

Finally, a set of necessary and sufficient conditions that the limit in (9.4.1)

shall exist with J = / is that (i) !T() be strongly measurable for > 0, (ii) there

exists a finite positive M such that
\\ T(f) \\

M for < f g 1, and (iii) & = 96.

PROOF. If 2X+0) = ,7 exists as the strong limit of T(r?) we prove, using the

same type of argument as in Theorem 8.4.1, successively that (1) J2 = /;

(2) |i '/(I) |i Jl/(w) for < ^ w < 5 (3) lim,->o ^(f + ?)
= ^Cf + 0) exists

in the strong sense for ^ 0, uniformly with respect to in [0, ], and T( + 0)
=

jj 1

^) = T()J't (4) !T( + 0) satisfies (9.2.1) for ^ and is strongly right-

continuous, 'hence measurable and, by Theorem 9.2.1, actually strongly con-

tinuous for ^ 0; and (5) 2
7

(> is strongly continuous and !T( + 0) s r().
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This proves (9.4.2) and shows that conditions (i) and (ii) are necessaiy for the

existence of (9.4.1).

Since Jx = lim,_o T(ii)x, it follows that Jx o - On the other hand, if

x 6 o ,
then Jx = x. Indeed, if x G S>(A), then lim^o A vx = Ax exists which

requires that lim.-.o T(ij)x_
= x. Hence Jx = x for x 6 $C4). By Theorem

9.3.1, S)C4) is dense in so that Jx = x everywhere in . Consequently

=
. It follows that (iii) is necessary in order that J = I.

The proof of (9.4.3) follows from formula (9.3.12) upon setting a = 0, T(0) =

J. We note that if 5P() is uniformly continuous for > and not merely

strongly continuous, then

(9.4.4) lim||exP [lJJ-rOl)||=0
ij-H)

uniformly with respect to in < < ^ g 1/e.

For the special case in which ,7 = /, N. Dunford has given a very simple

and elegant proof of (9.4.3) (cf. N. Dunford and I. E. Segal [1]). He noticed

that if x S)(A), then exp [(
- r)AJ T(T)X is a differentiate function of r

(by virtue of formula (5.7.3) together with Theorem 9.3.2). Hence

T(&x -
exp [&,] x = I ~ {exp [($

- TU,1 r(r).t} rfr

Jo OT

(9.4.5)

=
/ exp [(

-
T)^[,] r(r)[A,a;

-
Aa;] dr.

JO

If < 77 ^ 1,M ^ 1, formula (9.3.9) shows that the last member is dominated

in norm by

\\A,x- Ax

This expression tends to zero with 77, uniformly with respect to in [0, u>] since

the integral is uniformly bounded in this interval. It follows that (9.4.3)

holds for x SX-A). But 5D(A) is dense in and
|| exp (4.,) ||

is uniformly

bounded for < i? ^ 1, ^ ^ w, whence it follows that (9.4.3) holds for all x,

uniformly with respect to in [0, 03].

To prove the sufficiency of the conditions of Theorem 9.4.1 we note that (i)

plus (ii) implies that !F() is strongly continuous for > and that 3D(A) is

dense in & and by (iii) 2)(A) is dense in 36. But Iim,_v T(rf)x = x in 3D(yl) and

|| T(ri) || ^ M for < 17 < 1 by (ii), whence we conclude that the limit exists

and equals x everywhere in . This completes the proof.

Suppose now that T() is strongly continuous for > and define an operatorW by

(9.4.6) lim T(rix = T(V)x
))-+0

whenever the limit exists (in the strong sense). The domain of definition of

T(0) contains the closure of 3o which we now denote by 9h We also introduce
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the linear space 9ft consisting of all x such that T(tyx = 0. Here ft is closed

by definition and a simple argument shows that 9ft is also closed. Further 9ft

and ft have only the zero element in common. We can also characterize 9ft

as the set of elements x which are annihilated by T() for every > 0. Indeed,

if T($x = e for all > 0, then T(0)x = and x 6 9ft. Conversely, if x 2ft

then

TO* = lim T(t + u)o:
D-.0

= lim ITOirfo)*] = T(&[T(0)x] =
0,

ij-0

so that T()x = for every x 9ft and all > 0. We also note that 7
7

(0)a;
= x

fora; 6 ft.

THEOEEM 9.4.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that Km,_o

m #w? sfrowfl sense for all x is that

(9.4.7)
= 9ft 8 ft.

PKOOF. (9.4.7) is an assertion that to every a; 6 there is a uniquely defined

pair of elements x\ , xs, such that

x = xi + % ,
a?i Sift, % 9t*

If the condition holds then T(Q)x = x2 so that f(0) is denned for all x and the

condition is sufficient. Conversely, if 5P(0) is denned for all x, then 7(0) = /,

a projection operator, and

x = Jx -f (a; Jx)

is the required decomposition since Jx ft, a - /a: 9ft- The decomposition

is obviously unique, so the condition is also necessary.

It should be observed that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 9.4.1 are not sufficient to

ensure the existence of Ttfflx for all x. This is shown by the following example (a power

semi-group in the sense of section 16.7) . We take 96 = C(Q, 1] and define

X(f), *>0.

This semi-group is strongly continuous for > 0, but T(0)[*W] exists if and only if *() =0

at all the points t where the bracket equals zero, that is, for t = and l/[(2n + l)vrj. Ihe

functions x(t) having this property form the set % - K which is not dense in X and 91

contains only the zero-element so that (9.4.7) does not hold.
_

The form of Theorem 9.4.2 calls for additional comment. It is concerned with the

decomposition of the given space X into the direct sum of two subspaces SK and ft. Here

91 is the closure of the union of the range spaces of the individual transformations of the

semi-group and W is the intersection of their "null" spaces This is merely a epeoia

instance of a large class of decomposition theorems discovered by N. Dunford [P] who found

that they govern a number of apparently unrelated questions such as ergodic theorems,

Haar measure, invariant measure, Wiener's translation theorem, etc. We shall encounter
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other such decomposition theorems in Chapter XIV which is concerned with ergodicity.

Actually Theorem 9.4.2 is an ergodic theorem for a semi-group involving the limiting passage
-* and the strong Cauchy limit.

2. EXTENSIONS

9.5. Problem. B in the strong topology. We now consider two complex

(B) -spaces and ) and a function T(x) on 36 to (($) satisfying the following

conditions :

(1) T(x) is defmed for x G ft, an open positive cone in the sense of Definition

8.5.1, and has values in (()), that is, T(x) is a bounded linear transformation on

g) to itself for fixed x f .

(2) There exists a finite positive M such that for all x in $ with
\ \

x
\\

1 we

have
|| T(x) \\ ^ M.

(3) T(x)yis a measurable function oft- for > 0, x G ft, y G )

(4) For xi ,
xz ,y ),

(9.5.1) T(x, + aOfo] = T(xj{T(xJb]}>

Thus the operators { T(x] } ,
x G $, form a semi-group of linear bounded

transformations, the parameter manifold being the cone $ of which is a semi-

module with operators, the multipliers being all positive numbers. We assume
that $ ^ X.

THEOREM 9.5.1. T(&)y is a continuous function of % for > and fixed x G $,
T/ G 2). .More generally, if () is a finite-dimensional linear subspace of

TGc)?/ ?s a continuous function of x in %w fl $. /n pariicMar, if ,f iteeZ/ is

dimensional, then T(x)y is continuous for x in $

The first assertion follows from Theorem 9.2.1 ]>y virtue of conditions (2)

and (3). The proof of the second one follows the same pattern as that of

Theorems 8.5.1 and 9.2.1 and the details are left to the reader.

For x G & we now define

(9-5.2) A,(x)y - [TM - Dv,
V

(9.5.3) A(x}y = limAv(x)y
ij-+0

whenever the limit exists. The domain and range of A(x) will be denoted by
S)[A (x)] and $l[A (x)] respectively. We also introduce the range of T(ax) denoted
by $t[T(ax)] = tya (x] and put g)o(a)

= U 2)(a;). The next two theorems will

elucidate the relations between these linear subspaces of |). In the first theorem
comparisons are made for fixed x, in the second one for different values of x.
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THEOREM 9.5.2. For fixed x in $
, &[A(x)] is dense in <J)Q(X) and the two

spaces have the same closure. ^[A(x)] is also contained in the closure of )o(z).

// y belongs to the closure of g)o(x), then lim,_o T(r]x)y = y.

PROOF. For fixed x in $, T(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9.3.1

and the first three assertions follow from this theorem. By reason of condition

(2), the relation lim^o TMy =
y, which obviously holds in ^)[A(x)], must

also hold in the closure of this space. This is the last assertion and completes
the proof.

THEOREM 9.5.3. For every a > we have %)[A(ax)] =
$)[A(x)]. Further

$)[A(xi + %)] Z> $)[A(xi)] fl 3)[A(xz)] and $)[A(xdA(xd] is dense in the inter-

section. For y in the latter,

(9.5.4) lim TdflfiA (xjy = A (xjy.
!,-<)

PROOF. The first relation is a trivial consequence of

(9.5.5) lim [Tdax) -
I]y = lim-[T(f,x} - I]y

ij-*0 f\0i ij->0 f\

when either limit exists. Suppose now that y 5D[/l(a*0] fl 5D[A(rr2)]. Then

T(/3x2)y [A(iCi)3, hence also A$(x^y\ the latter expression tends to a limit

when ]8
* since y 6 S)[^4.(a:2)]. Thus A(x^)y is in the closure of SD[A(.Ti)]

and (9.5.4) holds by the preceding theorem. We may of course interchange a.':

and % in this relation.

Next if y SDtAfo)] fl SD[A(rr2)] we note that lim^o,^or(aa;i + My =
y>

Forming

ya+l

yn = n
2

<><x

one finds that

\T (- x^
-

/] \T (- a*)
-

L \n / JL \n /

and limn^n - T(axi + /Sar^j/. This implies that the domain of A(x

is dense in the intersection of the domains of A(x^ and A(x. Finally we shall

show that if y belongs to this intersection then A(XI H- x*)y exists. Indeed,

Here the second term clearly tends to A(x^y when y -* and the first term

equals

In this expression the first term tends to 8 when t\

-
0, since

|[ T(rjx^) \\ ^ M
for < T? ^ 1/H ii'i ||

and the expression in square brackets tends to 6 when

i)
- 0. It follows then from (9.5.4) that A (a* + %z)y exists and
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(9.5.6) A(XI + Xz)y ~ A(xi)y + A(x$)y.

In the same manner we prove

THEOEEM 9.5.4. ^[A(xi}A(x^ A(xh)} is dense in fVi)[A (#)]. In par-

ticular,
t

){[A(x)]'} is dense in ^)[A(x)].

From formulas (9.5.5) and (9.5.6) the following important result is obtained:

THEOEEM 9.5.5. A(x) is an additive, positive-homogeneous function of x.

More precisely expressed, (i) if A(xi)y and A(x^)y exist so does A(XI + %z)y and

is given by (9.5.6), and (ii) if A(x}y exists so does A(<xx}y andA(ax)y = aA(x)y,
a > 0.

Finally we have the following analog of Theorem 9.4.1.

THEOEEM 9.5.6. If

(9.5.7) lim T(ifK)y

exists for allx $, y 6 i), then the limit is a projection operator J independent
of x, J2 =

J, which maps all of ) upon a closed subspace . Every space
)o(z) 3

x 6 $, has )o as its closure. Further

(9.5.8) T(x) = JT(x) = T(x}J.

T(x) is strongly continuous as a function of x in $ H %M where H(n) is any finite-

dimensional subspace of 3, and

(9-5.9) T(x)y = lim exp [A,(x)} Jy
rj-*0

for all y, the limit existing uniformly with respect to x in any bounded portion
Of $ 3(n) .

Finally, a sufficient set of conditions in order that (9.5.7) shall exist with J 7
is that (l)-(4) hold and, in addition, (5) g) (:r) is dense in g) /or eocfc re.

PEOOF. Denoting temporarily the limit in (9.5.7) by ,7(x) we obtain from
Theorem 9.4.1 that J(x) is a projection operator, [J(x)f = ,7 (a;), which maps
all of 2) on the closure of g) (o;), and T(^) = J(x)T(^x) - T(x)J(x] for > 0.

Further !T(c) is a strongly continuous function of for > 0, and

(9-5-10) y(fc% = lim exp [fA,()] ,7(x-)?y
i)-0

for all y, the limit existing uniformly with respect to in any finite interval

[0, ]. We note next that if <> is any finite-dimensional linear subspace of

X, then by Theorem 9.5.1 T(x) is strongly continuous for x 6 & fl 3 (B>
.

To prove that J(a;) is independent of x, we argue as in the proof of Theorem
8.5.2. From
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we get, letting a -> and using continuity on finite-dimensional subspaces,

= T(l3x2}J(x1}y.
When j8

-> one obtains

J(xz}y =

and, interchanging a* and z2 , this gives J(x,}y =
J(x,}y whence J(y =

J(a:2) - / for all Xi , x* . Since J" maps g) on the closure of $ 0) for every
.T in f ,

this closure must be independent of x.

Formula (9.5.9) now follows from (9.5.10). The uniformity with respect to
x for x e t 9e (n) , ||

a?
|| co, follows from the estimate

exp U,()] Jy -
T(x}y y

valid for < 07 ^ 770
=

170(5, w, AT), where n(5, y] is the rectified modulus of

continuity of T(x)y in the domain in question. The estimate is obtained in
the same manner as (9.3.12).

It is obvious from Theorem 9.4-.1 and the preceding discussion that conditions

(l)-(5) are sufficient in order that the limit in (9.5.7) shall exist for all x in $
and have the value /. On the other hand, if the limit does exist and equals /
for all x in $ and (4) holds, that is, we are dealing with a semi-group, then
conditions (1), (3), and (5) are seen to hold so they are also necessary. Con-
dition (2) is of a different nature; all we can assert here is that (2) is necessary
if the limit is to hold uniformly with respect to x in the unit sphere.

9.6. The set of generators. From the preceding discussion we see that

with the semi-group @ =
{ T(x) }

of linear bounded transformations on g) to

itself there is associated the set 21 = [A(x}\ of infinitesimal generators. Here
A (a-) is also a linear transformation on g) to itself, but ordinarily A (x) is not

bounded and hence not an element of (S()). While the set @ is multiplicative,

1 is additive and corresponds to the Lie ring of a continuous group. If AI ,

AI $1 so does aiAi -f azA z when i ^ 0, a2 ;> 0, that is, 21 is a semi-module

with operators, the multipliers being positive numbers. Thus there is a marked
difference between our set 31 and a Lie ring, the latter being a module admitting
all real numbers as multipliers. This difference of course goes back to the basic

difference between a group and a semi-group.

In a Lie ring there is also defined a notion of multiplication, the commutator

UV VU being regarded as the product of U and V. In our case it is a priori

plausible that the elements of SI commute, but owing to the unbounded char-

acter of A(x), the proof of this fact requires a fairly elaborate argument in

the course of which we shall establish several other important properties of A (x) .

THEOREM 9.6.1. The operators T(x\) and A(x2} commute in the sense that

y = A(x,)T(x1')y provided y 6 SD[.4(r2)].

PROOF. We have
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If y 5D[/1 (rca)], the left side tends to r(*i)A(^s)/y when n -* 0. It follows that

the right member has a limit which, by definition, is A(xz)T(xi)y and that the

limits are equal.

The next two theorems are due to I. Gelfand [3] for one-parameter groups but

his proofs carry over to the present situation.

THEOREM 9.6.2. Ify )[/! (.r)] and f > 0, then

(9.6.1)
~ T(My = A(x)T(fr)y = T(

Ify is in the closure of SD[A(.r)] and a > 0, then

(9.6.2) A(x] (" T(&)y # =
(T(aa-)

Jo

PROOF. In the first case

where by assumption the last member tends to the limit T(%x)A(x}y when
77 0, thus proving (9.6.1). Further

/a

^
/-a+1

-|
<ij

T(^)y df = 1 T(rx}y dr~~\ T(rx}y dr.
7J

J a t] Jo

When t]
-* the first expression on the right tends to T(ax)y since r(fa;)j/ is a

continuous function of at = a for any y, while the second tends to y provided
y is in the closure of SDj/i(&)]. This completes the proof.

If y 6 5D|4 (a:)] we may pass to the limit under the sign of integration obtaining

(9.6.3) f T(
JD

These formulas have analogs for functions of several variables which may be obtained

by induction from the one variable case. In deriving the formulas, attention should be,

paid to the order of the limiting passages and to successive restrictions imposed upon
the element y. Thus if y %)[A(xi] A(x,,)\

8?i 8&

If y is in the intersection of the closures of %)[A(xi)}, , %)[A(xk )\ we have

f"
1

f"* fc

(9.6.5) ACzi)- -A(xk) I Tfaxi + + &Xk)y dfr >
dfy, ft [T(ajXi) I\ii

Jo Jo y-i

where evidently the order of the unbounded operators is immaterial. If in addition
y S)[A(xi) A(xk)] the operators A (z/) can be taken inside the integral, starting with
A(xk) and ending with A(XI), so that
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(9.0.6)

order being essential.

THKOHKM 9.0.3. T/ie operator A(XI} A(xk) is dosed for any choice of k

andxi , , a-/,- w $.

PKOOF. We start witlx k =
.1. Suppose that {?/} is a sequence of elements

in )[/l (u:)J and that yn *
?/o ,

/I (#)*/ s . It is required to prove that A(JJ)T/O

exists arid equals 2o . Formula (9.6.3) holds for y = yn so that

Passing to the limit with n one obtains

Here r is in the closure of S)[A ()] so the left side tends to z when a > 0. Hence

yl(:r)?/o exists and equals 20.

We note next that T(x), being a bounded everywhere denned transformation,

is closed. Hence if U is a closed transformation on g) to itself, UT(x) is also

closed ami so is T(x) U if U and T(x) commute.

Suppose now that we have proved the,closure of any product of generators

involving not more than (h 1) factors. We shall show that A(XI)
- A(x!:}

is also closed. Suppose that [yn ]
is a sequence in S)[A(ari) A(xk)] and

that yn ~>
2/0 , A(xJ A(xk)y -* 20 . We note that A(xz)

- A(xk}yn

S)[ylOri)'j for every n. Hence

Here th operator on the right is closed and the expression on the left tends to

a limit when n -* o . It follows that

- f STfecl
a Jo

Passing to the limit with a and remembering that 2 is in the closure of [A(xi)}

we got 2<,
= A(XI)

- A(xt)yo . This completes the induction proof.

We (-ome now to the main result:

THKOBEM 9.6.4. // y is in the intersection of S)[A(;rO] and

then it is also in 3)[A(rc2)A(rci)] and

A(xi}A(xz}y
= A(x2)A(xi)y.

PROOF. We have
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= lim A^(
i)-0

= lim A(xz)A^(xi)y = A(xz)A(xi)y

where the last step follows from the fact that (i) lim,_ A^(xi}y exists and equals

A (xi)y and (ii) A(XZ) is closed.

The assumption that y SD[.A(a;i)] is essential and is not necessarily implied by the exis-

tence of A(xi)A(xi)y. The following counter example may be helpful in clarifying the

situation. It is open to the objection that the corresponding set $ is not open, but thin

situation has to be faced in the next section anyway. We take ?
= C[0, ] with the usual

metric and define a two-parameter semi-group by

for $i ^ 0, 2 IS 0, (1 , 2) ^ (0, 0), the value of the transform for i = being defined by

continuity. Here there are two infinitesimal generators Ai and A where

i] is the subset of C[Q, *>
\
on which ly(t) tends to a finite limit when t ->

,
while 3)[A

is the subset on which y(t}/t tends to a finite limit when I 0. Here we have )[AiA 2 ]

and )[yMi] = pi]. On the former set A iA z
=

/, on the latter A zAi = /, but)|yli

. ...
The problem of permuting three or more generators can be handled in a similar maunpr.

For cylic permutation of k generators it is sufficient that

y W StACo-y)] Ufa) -A(xk)],
j-i

but if general permutations are to be allowed the conditions become fairly complicated.

9.7. The n-parameter semi-groups. The most important application of

the preceding theory appeal's to be to the case of n-parameter semi-groups of

linear bounded transformations of the type considered in ergodic theory. Here
= En ivS a real euclidean space of n dimensions with the usual definitions of

arithmetical operations and metric. We write x = (1 , , ) and denote the

unit vectors by HI , ,
un where Uj (5,-*). The assumptions (l)-(4) of section

9.5 will now be replaced by

(i) T(x) is defined for x 6 #t ,
the 2

n
-ant in which 1 ^ 0, , ^ 0, cxcludimj

(0, , 0), and has values in (()).

(ii) and (iv)
=

(2) and (4) with ,fl' replaced by E'n .

(iii) T(x)y is a measurable function of x in E^ for every fixed y 6 2).

The set #t is a positive cone but not open ; (iii) is evidently much less restric-

tive than (3). Nevertheless the following result holds.

THEOREM 9.7.1. T(x)y is a continuous function of x in the interior of E^ for

each y in ).

The proof follows the same lines as the proofs of Theorems 8.5.1 and 9.5.1,

the only difference being that now the measurability of T(x)y = T ("?%/,''*) y
as a function of (1 , , ) is postulated. The details are left to the reader.
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In view of this situation most of the results of sections 9.5 and 9.6 apply to

the present case. We get a simpler and more satisfactory theory, however,

by adding a fifth assumption:

(v) Do(wfc) is dense in g) for k =
1, 2, ,

w.

We recall that )o(w;0 is the union of the range spaces of T(aUk) for a > 0. We
can then state a stronger result :

THEOREM 9.7.2. Let <S = (T(x)} = {T(^ , , )} ~be a/n n-parameter semi-

group satisfying assumptions (i)-(v). Then

(1) T(i , , n) is strongly continuous in E\, and tends strongly to the identity

when (& , , )
-> (0, , 0);

(2) T(i , , ) is the direct product of n continuous one-parameter semi-

groups <
k
= {n(fr)} = {T(buk}} so that

n

T(fc, -,&) = !!>(&);
i

(3) T/(/) commutes with Tk(%k) and lim,_ T*(ij)y
=

j/;

(4) Tk(%k) is generated by the infinitesimal transformation A k
= A(uk) and all ilie

generators of @ are of the form A =
)f %kA k , & ^ 0.

REMARK. We have assumed that all the parameters are essential. If this is not the

ease, the theorem is still valid but the basic generators A k are no longer linearly independent.

PEOOP. We know already that T(i , , j is continuous in Int

but it remains to prove continuity on the boundary. The first step is to prove

that $ (z) is dense in ) for every x Int (#t). This follows from (ii) + (v)

by the following argument. Let y be a fixed element of g). To any >

we can find elements yi ,

-
, yn in g) and positive numbers 01 , , o such that

l
^ '

fc
=

1, ,
n.

If 2* fo*
=

o ,
we conclude that

If x Int (JBt) is given we can choose a, a > 0, so small that x - ax 6 Int (E n} .

Hence

|| yo
- T(ax)[T(xQ

- ax)yn] || ^ ei ,

so that g)o(a;) is dense in ). From this it follows that the conditions of Theorem

9.5.6 are satisfied and lim,-* T(r,x}y
= y for every x Int (Et), y g). In

particular

(9.7.1)
lim T(&M*

Here fc* + ^ Int (Et) so that r(^w* + "ndy is a continuous function of

b for ^ > and fixed 77 > 0. It follows that T(&uk)y, being the limit of a
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sequence of continuous functions of & ,
is measurable in & . Further

|j T(j-i: Uk) \\

^ M for < & ^ 1. By Theorem 9.2.1
, Tfau^y is then a continuous function

of & for & > 0, 7c = 1, , n, and, by Theorem 9.4.1, lim,_ T(ifuk)y = y. Since

= f[ !T fc(&)y
i

we conclude that T(x)y is continuous in jBt . This proves (l)-(3).

The set of generators of @ is 21 = [A(x}\. By Theorem 9.5.5

n \ n. n

*Mfc)
= ID %kA(u,k ]

ss X) ?*Afc.

Here AIC is clearly the infinitesimal generator of TU?*)- This completes the

proof. For this theorem, see also the recent paper of N. Dunford and T. E.

Segal [1].

Assumption (v) is essential for the validity of this result. If it does not hold a peculiar

situation will arise which we shall illustrate in the simplest case n 2. We take two con-

tinuous one-parameter groups i
= {2\(f)},<Ss {^MT?)} of linear bounded transformations

on ) to itself. We assume that the elements of @j commute with those of 2 and that

lim{-o Ti tt) = Ji , Hm,->o TaO?) = Ji where JiJ-t = JtJi ?* Ji and J2 . Then \Ti($Tt(*i)\

is a two-parameter semi-group <3 denned for 0, ??
3; 0, (, 77) 5^ (0, 0) and satisfying con-

ditions (i)-(iv) but not (v). Here TiffiTfa) is continuous in the interior of the first quad-
rant and tends to continuous boundary values on the axes. On the -axis the limit is JTi ()
T Ti(), on the 7?-axis it is JiTzM T* T2M-

9.8. Remarks on Problem C in the strong topology. The extension of the rcHullH of

8.3 to the strong topology meets with considerable difficulties which have not been over-

come at the time of the present writing. We shall therefore restrict ourselves to brief indi-

cations of what may be extended and where the difficulties set in.

We assume G(a, (3) as usual to be a symmetric numerically-valued function of the two

complex variables a. and j3 holomorphic in some domain A of the complex plane. Furtlmr
the addition formula

shall have an analytic solution ?>(f), holomorphic in
| |

< p and having its value* in A.
Moreover v(f) shall not be a constant.

Theorem 8.6.1 admits of the following extension, the proof of which is left to the roadcr.

THEOKEM 9.8.1. Let T() be a strongly measurable function of on the open interval (0, )

to (() such that

for all x % and all & and & in the interval and such that jP(i) and T(& commute. Let >K
be the range of T(Q in <() for < < w. Suppose that 91 is bounded and 9? CS(AU )

, I,, C A.

Suppose further that to every x there is a finite M(x) such that for all & , & , 17 in (0, )

\\ g M(x)

Then T() is strongly continuous in (0, 05).
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The justification of the Lipschitz condition is trivial if G(a, 0) is entire; in other cases

the situation is not so favorable. The crux of the matter is the extension of Lenuna 8.7.1

to the strong topology.
The analog of the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group is given by the operator A de-

fined as the strong limit of A, when ij
> where

It is likely that the domain of the operator A contains all elements of the form

rp

I (h[<r(G)l, T(Q]x d, < a < < u>, x 3.

v Q;

and that these elements are dense in X if U aT(d)[%] has this property.

A still more complicated problem is to decide whether or not the operator ?(/!) has a

sense and tends strongly to T() when rj
- 0. This is, of course, what one would expect

by analogy with the semi -group case but we really have no evidence one way or tho other.



CHAPTER X

LAPLACE INTEGRALS AND BINOMIAL SERIES

10.1 Orientation. An important chapter in classical analysis is concerned

with functions which are holomorphic in a half-plane. The point at infinity

is usually a singular point of such a function and the rate of growth of the

function on rays or on vertical lines gives useful information concerning the

behavior of the function in the neighborhood of the singularity. The rate of

growth is also decisive for the representation problem. Here we have several

possibilities; the function may be representable by a Cauchy or Poisson integral

in terms of the boundary values on the line bounding the half-plane, or by
one of the several forms of the Laplace integral, or by a suitable interpolation

series such as the binomial series, to mention just a few of the alternatives.

The rate of growth of the function decides what representations are possible.

In the theory of semi-groups of linear bounded transformations we are to

be concerned with several vector-valued functions which are holomorphic
in a half-plane. The resolvent R(\; A) of the infinitesimal generator is such

a function and in some of the most important cases the semi-group operator

itself has the same property. For an effective study of these functions we are

forced to carry over the classical theory to vector-valued functions. The
results will be used steadily in the following and are indispensable for Chapters
XI to XV.
The present chapter is divided into three paragraphs: Laplace transforms,

Functions Holomorphic in a Half-Plane, and Binomial Series. In the first we

develop the elements of the theory of vector-valued Laplace-Stieltjes integrals,

including the theory of convergence, analytic properties, scalar multiplication,

and inversion formulas. For the classical theory we refer the reader to D. V.

Widder's excellent monograph [1]. The second paragraph is concerned with

functions of class Hp(a; 9), certain concepts of order and the associated growth

measuring functions, and the problem of representing functions by Laplace

integrals. For the classical theory the reader may consult E. Hille [3] and E.

liille and J. D. Tamarkin [5, 6] where further references are to be found. The
theory of binomial series is equivalent to the theory of functions which are of

exponential type in a half-plane. Here the classical theory is due essentially
to F. Carlson [2] and N. E. Ndrlund [2] to whose writings we refer for further

details. An extension of this theory to vector-valued functions was given
by the present author in [7]; the present account, though sketchy, has certain

advantages.

References. Carlson [2], Hille [3, 7], Hille and Tamarkin [5, 6], Lindelof [2 J,

Norlund [2], Phragme'n [1], Phragme'n and Lindelof [1], Post [1], Widder [1].
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1. LAPLACE TRANSFOBMS

10.2. Laplace-Stieltjes integrals. Let be a complex (B)-space, a() a
function on [0, >) to X, and let a() be of strongly bounded variation over every
finite interval [0, to] in the sense of Definition 3.4.4 (3). Since a function of

strongly bounded variation has right and left limits everywhere and is con-

tinuous except for a countable set of discontinuities of the first land, we may
normalize a() by assuming that

a(0) =
6, a() =

$[a($
-

0) + a( + 0)] for > 0.

The integral

r*

a(; X) =
/
Jo

exists for finite complex values of X and finite positive values of . If, for a

particular X, lim^ a(; X) exists, we denote the limit by

(10.2.1) /(X) -

We say that the integral converges for this value of X and call /(X) the Laplace

Slieltjes transform of a(). If a(f) is absolutely continuous and a()

Jo g(a)da, then

(10.2.2) /(X) =

and /(X) is called the Laplace transform of

Let a*() denote the sirongr variation of a(a) in [0, ] We say that the Laplace-

Stieltjes integral is absolutely convergent for X = Xo if the numerical integral

(10.2.3)
o

converges for X = Xo . This implies ordinary convergence and the inequality

(10.2.4) ||/(r + *V)|| ^ *(o-)

whenever the right side exists. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the

convergence of (10.2.3) may of course be read off from the classical theory and

the latter also indicates the nature of the results relating to ordinary convergence
in the abstract case.

The following approach to the convergence theorywas developed byF.Bohnen-
blust in 1932 (unpublished) for the case of numerically-valued functions. Let

0(00) denote lim^M a(^), whenever the latter exists as an element of 31, other-

wise 8. We define the order of a() to be

(10.2.5) T = lim sup \ log || a()
-

a(oo) ||
.
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The functions a() of finite order form a linear space ?I; we collect functions

having the same order 7 into a subspace ?!(T). Since the order of the sum
of two functions of order 7 is f 7, the spaces ^l(j) are not linear.

We observe next that a(; X) is the strong limit of properly chosen Riemann

sums; hence integration by parts is permissible and gives

(10.2.6) a(; X)
= e~Xf a() + X f c~

Xa
a(a) da,

Jo

where the integral now exists in the Riemann-Graves sense. Conversely
we have

(10.2.7)

x"= ea(i X)
- X e"a(;X) da.

. Jo

Formula (10.2.6) defines a linear transformation

TO [()] =
a($; X)

on 31 to itself which maps the subspace 81 (7) on the subspace [[7 9t(X)] in

a one-to-one manner. Indeed, if a() 6 2t(y), then (10.2.G) shows that the

order of T(X) [()] is ^ 7 -
SR(X) and (10.2.7), which defines the inverse trans-

formation, shows that inequality is excluded and that the correspondence be-

tween the two subspaces is one-to-one. A simple computation shows that 7'(X)

has the group property

(10.2.8) T(\j. + X2)
=

The functions a() for which lim
f_w a() exists form a certain linear subspace

(S of St. A sufficient condition that a() 6 S is that the order of o({) is <
and a necessary condition is that it is ^ 0. Now the Laplace-StieUjes transform
of a(|) mtt exist for a particular X i/ and only if T(\}[a()} 6 S, that is, i/ the
order of ^(X)^^)] is < and only if it is g 0. From this observation we get

THEOREM 10.2.1. There exist two real numbers <r and <ra such that the, integral

(10.2.1) is convergent for ffi(X) > <r
,
6if nof for any X wY/i 9t(X) < <ra ,

and ii is

absolutely convergent for 9i(X) > aa ,
?wf noi/or an?/ X wY/i 9J(X) < o- . We have

(10-2.9)
' - ^ o-o ^ o* ^ oo,

(10.2.10) (T = lim sup -log
| a() - o (

{->00

(10.2.11) <ra = Jinx sup -
log | a*(,=o)

- o

0(00) = lim^a^) or 6 according as the limit exists or not and a*(oo) is

defined similarly.
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We refer to an and <ra as the abscissas of ordinary and of absolute convergence respectively.
A different abscissa of absolute convergence could be defined by replacing the strong
variation by the total variation in (10.2.11). There is also an abscissa of uniform con-

vergence which lies between cr,, and aa . We do not wish to introduce these notions here,

especially as they may lead to added confusion in the case in which a() is an operator
where wo have to consider the uniform as well as the strong topology.

Formula (10.2.6) shows that for 5R(X) > <r

(10.2.12) /(A)
= X [

e~
X

[tt(st)
- o(w)] </$ + 0(00).

lo

If 9?(X) > max (<r , 0) wo may omit (<*>) in this formula. We conclude that

/(X) is holomorphic for 9t(X) > cr . Further

From (10.2.4) we got that /(X) is uniformly bounded when 9t(X) > <ra + e.

The derivatives of /(X) are given by

(10.2.13) F
w

(X)
= (-1)" { e**!Ttla($, 5R(X) >'<r .

Since /(X) is holomorphic. in a half-plane and its norm cannot grow faster

than 0( |

X
|
), it, follows from the extensions of the principle of the maximum

(see section 3.12) that its zeros must be distributed rather sparingly if the

function is not to vanish identically. The classical instance of this observation

is the theorem of Lcrch which holds also for abstract Laplace-Stieltjes integrals:

THEOREM 10.2.2. // /(X) is holomorphic in 5ft (X.) > cr() mid if /(X)
= 6 for

X = X + n, n =
1, 2, 3, ,

then /(X) s Q.

PROOF. If x* 9c* is a linear bounded functional, then

:c*[/tX)]
= X I 6~

x
VM|)]c/|, ffi(A) > max(0, <r ),

vanishes for X = X + n and, by the classical theorem of Lerch, this implies

re*[/(X)] = 0. Since this holds for every a;* we have/(X) = 0.

We note that *[a()] is also noiTnalizcd. Hence by the classical uniqueness

theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes integrals x*[a()] == (not merely for almost

all f) and this implies a() = 0. Thus the uniqueness theorem also extends:

THEOREM 10.2.3. There cannot exist two different normalized representations

of /(X) in terms of Laplace-Stieltjes integrals.

In the classical theory it is shown that the product of two absolutely con-

vergent Laplace-Stieltjes integrals is an integral of the same kind. Since only

scalar multiplication has a sense in ordinary (B)-spaces, we have to be satisfied

with a partial extension of this theorem. To simplify matters we introduce a

slight restriction in the scalar factor.
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THEOREM 10.2.4. Lei

T (X)
= /"V <#(*), /(X) = f

'

e

Jo Jo

be Laplace-Stielijes integrals absolutely convergent for 9ft (X) > o^. Here

is to be a continuous numerically-valued function of bounded variation, /3(0)
==

0,

and a() is a normalized function of strongly bounded variation on [0, oo) to .

Then

(10.2.14) T(X)/(X)
= I e-

Jo

with

r* f
?

(10.2.15) c() = a(
-

17) (TO = 0(
-

77) dad),
Jo Jo

//ie integral being absolutely convergent for 91 (X) > cra .

PROOF. We note that c() is defined for all since /3() is continuous, the two

expressions for c() being found to be equal by an integration by parts. We
define /?() = and a() s for < 0. We denote the variation of /3() in

(00, j) by jS*(?) with similar notation for the strong variations of a() and

c) . We have then

= f /5(f
~

i?) da(rf)
J 00

arid from this representation one concludes successively that (i) c(0) =
0, (ir

c() is continuous, (iii) e() is of strongly bounded variation, and (iv) CHC(^) ^
j3*()a#() for all^. Without restricting the generality we may assume aa 0.

We have then log/S*(w) =
o(w), loga*(w) = o(w) so, by (iv), log c#(w) = o(w)

whence it follows that (10.2.14) is absolutely convergent for 9t(X) > = cr .

To prove that the integral really represents the product 7(X)/(X) it is enough to

show that the linear functional of the two sides of (10.2.14) are equal and
this follows from the classical multiplication theorem for Laplaee-Stieltjes in-

tegrals. This completes the proof.

The particular case 7(X) = X"" leads to the important representation

(10.2.16) /(X) =Xa
e-

x
*r/

{ a(), ffi(\) > max (0,

where

(10.2.17) fla (f )
=
-p: (

- nT~
l

a(^ dr,
I (a.) JQ

is the fractional integral of a() of order a, 9t(a) > 0. This is a generalization of

(10.2.12) . using integration by parts of fractional order. The main value of

this formula lies in the fact, that it defines a fairly effective method of summation
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for divergent Laplace-Stieltjes integrals which is equivalent to the arithmetic

means ((7, a) in the right half-plane. The effectiveness is based upon the

fact that if /(A) is of finite order and holomorphic in a half-plane, then A~7(?0 's

representable by an absolutely convergent Laplace-Stieltjes integral for suf-

ficiently large values of $ft(a) (cf. section 10.6).

It is important to realize that (10.2.16) is actually a convergent representation of /(X)

for 9t(X) > max (0, <TO); this does not follow from Theorem 10.2.4 which, asserts something

different, namely absolute convergence for Sft(X) > max (0, <TO). However, it is an easy
matter to show that the integral converges for 9?(X) > max (0, <TO ) by estimating the rate

of growth of (), that of a() being known. To prove that the integral equals X~ a
/(X) it

is enough to show that the linear functional are equal and this follows from another

classical multiplication theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes integrals according to which the

product integral converges if one of the factors converges absolutely, the other being merely

convergent. In our case \~a has an absolutely convergent representation for 5JJ(X) > 0.

10.3. Inversion formulas. For the complex inversion formulas we need

some preliminaries. With a slight change of conventional notation we place

(10.3.1) sKfl-

The following properties of si () are well known. It is a bounded function

whose maximum M ~ 1.0894- is reached for = T, while the minimum

0.28- is reached at = TT. For small values of

si (I)
= J + 0(f),

for large values

We shall now prove the following lemma for Dirichlet's integral which is

well known in the numerical case :

LEMMA 10.3.1. Lei $ be the class of functions b() on (- , w) to such that

&() _ when % > and &() is of strongly bounded variation on ( >, ).

(10.3.2) ltt 1
)
= lim -

ct >oo 7T J or

exists for all real and a and is absolutely continuous in on every finite interval

Furtlier

fta
/-

00

(10.3.3) b(| | w)
= si (co^) dj,b( + '?)

=
/

siMff
~

JOQ J CO

(10.3.4) 1 1 6(^| w) |i ^ Mb*(oo),

(10.3.5) lim 6( )
==

|[6(?
-

0) + & (^ + )1
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for every . TJic limit exists uniformly with respect to % in any closed interval of

continuity of b().

REMARK. It is perhaps necessary to observe that b( | ) is ordinarily not a member
of 58. A counter example is given by the characteristic function of the interval (/3, >)

in the numerical case with 6 ( | w) = si[w(/3 it)]. It is true, however, that lim{-.-oo&(f |w) = &

for all elements of 35.

PEOOF. Formula (10.3.3) is proved by integration by parts under the limit

sign, in (10.3.2), and (10.3.4) is an immediate consequence thereof. We recall

that 6* (or) is the strong variation of &() in the interval ( , cr). That 6(
|
w)

is absolutely continuous in follows by differentiation with respect to under

the sign of integration in the last member of (10.3.3) which leads to an absolutely

convergent integral. To prove (10.3.5) we break up the interval of integration

in the second member of (10.3.3) into six parts denoting the integrals from

left to right by I\ to h The partition points are taken at = oT", -co
2

,

0, oT
2

,
co~'

J

. Using the properties of si () stated above, we see that

h = &tt w"5

) + 0(w"*),

Ie = OCaT
1

),

where all the 0-estimates hold uniformly with respect to in ( GO, oo). From
these relations (10.3.5) follows. This completes the proof.

We can now prove the complex inversion formula:

THEOREM 10.3.1. Let /(X) he defined by (10.2.1), convergent for $(X) > <r
,

let 7 > max (0, <TO) and sd

(10.3.G) a($|) =
JuT

Then

> 0,

(10.3.7) lima( w)=Ua(+0), =0,
< 0.

TVw? Zwn.*i5 exists uniformly with respect to in any finite interval of continuity of a().

PROOF. We substitute (10.2.12) for /(A) in the definition of a( w) and inter-

change the order of integration as we may do using the Fubini theorem. It

follows that
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- slrl^ ~ ^
(10.3.8) fl (f |

co)
= l

-
7T Jo

Since 7 > (TO >
fommla (10.2.10) shows that the integral is absolutely convergent.

Setting fc() = a()e~
T{

for ^ and = for < with &(
|
&>)

= a( w)e~
7l

?

we see thai &() satisfies the conditions of the preceding lemma and that &(
|
w)

is defined by formula (1.0.3.2). Since a() is normalized for =^ 0, so is &(),

and the desired result follows from the lemma.

Applying this theorem to formula (10.2.16), we see that for $l(<x) > 0, > 0,

1 py+iu rl\ 1 C ,

(10.3.9) lim e*/(X)
*. =

-f- / (
-

i?)""
1

a(,) d,,
u -*co 27TI J7-t Ai+a 1 (.a) /0

the limit being 6 for < 0.

For the applications which we have in mind an inversion formula for Laplace

integrals will also be needed.

THEOREM 10.3.2. Let g(& B[(0, w) ; X] /or every finite o> and Zef

(10.3.10) /(A)
= f e~

x
^() d{

Jo

&e absolutely convergent for 9i(X) > cra . Lety > max (0, <ra) and sei

(10.3.11) ^(C |) = f f "{l
~ ^j e

(T+fr)
V(7 + r) dr.

Zir J-oi {
^

J

linage* QI( | w)
= </() /or aZ??iosi aZZ positive and eguafe 0/or < 0. The

Unit equals $\g( + 0) -f 0(
-

0)] whenever this expression has a meaning.

The limit exists uniformly with respect to in any finite interval of continuity

PEOOF. We substitute (10.3.10) for/(X) in the definition of g& \
) and inter-

change the order of integration obtaining after some simplification

2 fs^
2

[( ~
<*)/2J= ^ i (F7^""

Put /i() = f/()e~
7 *

or according as > or < with hi( \
o>)

Since -y > ff
, A() J5[^i ; ^] and

r

/ii( |
)
=

Jo

with

7TW

It is
r
a simple matter to verify that the Fejfr kernel satisfies all the conditions

of Theorems 3.7.1 to 3.7.3 and condition (4') with MI
= Ms = i It follows that
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to) tends to h() when co > =o
,
in the mean of order one as well as point-

wise in the Lebesgue set of h(). Since the Lebesgue sets of g(g) and /&() are

identical, the conclusions of the theorem are immediate.

The theorem shows that the integral

j
1.7+1 69

2iri J-f-im
'/(X) r/X

is summable (C, 1) to </() almost everywhere if /(A) is the Laplace transform

of {/() and 7 > max (0, <r). It is clear that other methods of summation could

be used for the same purpose.

The two preceding theorems express the determining function a() or r/()

in terms of the values of the generating function /(X) on vertical lines in the half-

plane of convergence. There are many other means at our disposal for the

solution of the inversion problem. Methods involving the values of /(X) at

the positive integers or the values of /(X) and its derivatives at some fixed point

are available but will not be considered here. Another class of methods in-

volves the values of /(X) for large real values of X. Here the oldest method

is that of E. Phragme'n [1] which extends easily to the abstract case.

THEOREM 10.3.3. Let /(X) satisfy the assumptions of Tlworom 10.3.1 and .sr/,

(10.3.12)

Then

lim
(0 3

n\

(1
- e->($ -

0) +
w) =

-j (TV+O), =
0,

e, < 0.

* + 0), > 0,

// a() is absolutely continuous, a'() =
f/(),

0,

i?i f/ie Lebesgue set of g().

PROOF. Here we have the representation

(10.3.13) oo(|
|
co)

=
J5(^

-
a; w)a(a)

Jo

where

w = co exp [copJ
- (}

is the derivative with respect to of the discontinuous factor of If. von Koch.
It is an easy matter to verify that this kernel satisfies the conditions of Theorem
3.7.2 including condition (4') with MI = 1 - e~\ ^ = <~

l

. This proves the first
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assertion. Replacing a() by g($ in (10.3.13), the value of the integral be-

comes doo( |")/d instead. But E(j3; ) satisfies the conditions of Theorem

3.7.3, taking P(/3; w) = w<r
w/3

,
and this proves the second assertion.

A different class of inversion formulas has been investigated very thoroughly

by D. V. Widder after preliminary work by E. L. Post. We shall consider

only one of Widder's operators

(10.3.14)

which is defined for large values of k for all > 0.

THEOREM 10.3.4. I//(X) is the Laplace transform of g()

lim LM[/(X)]
=

flf()

/!->

in //ie /*6fispMc se* o/ g(&. 7//(X) is ^ Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a(& then

lim

PROOF. In the first case we are led to the representation

where
k+l

The substitutions a = c, {
=

*', ^ = ^ lead to the singular integral

f M'(r
-

i)]k)g(e
r

)dT,
Jea

where
7 fc+l

T,/(7
.

4)
= (L- exp !(fc + DT - M-

Thta kernel Satisfies the condition, of Theorem 3.73 if - ^ f^
=

]' exp F-fcyV2] so that the limit of the integral ,s g(e )
= g(& m the Lebesgue

tot sLe the conditions of Theorem 3.7.2 also hold, mdudmg (40 mth ,,
=

^2
= |, we have

whenever this expression has a meaning.
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For the proof of the second part we note that

Wo (*- ; k) da(a] =
I e-

rW(r -r,;k} da(c
r

)

\ / J-ooo

~
or

Hence

2(2 /"/

I*,[/(X)]df =
J J

-
77;

"\Vhen /f > co this expression tends to

a(e"
2
)
-

aCe"
1

)
= afe)

-
afe)

by virtue of the Remark appended to Theorem 3.7.2. Here we have- assumed
that a() is normalized as usual. For & = ,& 0, we obtain the limit ((-)

-
a(+0) which is the required result. The interchange of the limit passages
k > oo and & > can be justified and it can also be shown that Lk.s[f(\)] is

absolutely integrable down to zero. We omit those details. An important
consequence of the theorem is the following

THEOEEM 10.3.5. 7//(X) is the Laplace transform of g(g) }
lhc,n

|| g($) \\ ^ M
for almost all > if and only if for all X > and k =

(}, 1
, 2,

- we haw

(10-3.15) X
t+1

|l/
tt)WH Mk\.

^ Laplace-SlieUjes transform of a() f/tcw a#(w) ^ M + ||/('co)

ij and only if for k =
1, 2, 3,

JoJo

PROOF. In the first case

L f
>/o

if IU() || ^ M almost everywhere, so (10.3.15) is necessary . In the second

f f r*3

~
I I

G (X)" !-d\da#(i-) = (k 1)! / d(i*.()
"0 "0

. -

j
s,

=
(fc
-

l)![a*(>) - a*(+0)] ^ M(k -
1)1,

case

t

X^II/WMH d\
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where we have used that a*(+0) =
||/(co) ||.

Thus (10.3.16) is necessary.

To prove the sufficiency we note that the first condition implies ||
Lh,$[f(\)] || ^ M

for all
,
the second that /? || L*,r[/(X)] \\

dr ^ M; since /(X) is assumed

to be the Laplace transform of g() in the first case and a Laplace-Stieltjes trans-

form in the second, the preceding theorem ensures that
|| 0() || ^ M for almost

all or a*(o) a*(+0) ^ M respectively.

Similar conditions can be formulated for the case in which g() BP[(Q, <*>) ; ],

1 p < co, and /(X) is the Laplace transform of g(). Widder has shown

in the numerical case that the conditions of Theorem 10.3.5 and its extensions

are sufficient to ensure that the function /(X) be a Laplace or a Laplace-Stieltjes
'

transform. His argument seems to hold for any abstract space in which bounded

sets are weakly compact, but it is not clear at the time of the present writing

whether or not his conditions are always sufficient for the existence of the

representation.

2. FUNCTIONS HOLOMORPHIC IN A HALF-PLANE

10.4. The classes Hp (a; ). We shall investigate various classes of func-

tions /(X) which are holomorphic in a fixed half-plane a > a, X = a + ir, and

have values in a fixed complex (B)-space . In addition /(X) will be subjected

to different types of boundedness conditions. We start with the classesHp(a ; ) ;

for the properties of numerically-valued functions of the class Hp (a) which will

be used in the following, we refer to the papers by E. Hille and J. D. Tamarkin

where further literature is quoted.

DEFINITION 10.4.1. /(X) #(; 36), p fixed, I p < >, if

(i) /(X) is a function on complex numbers to which is hokmorphic for<r> a;

(ii) SUP,> { Ao||/(<r + ^} \\

P
dr}

llp = ||/||, < <>o;

(iii) lim ff_/(<r + ir) = /(a + ir) exists for almost all values of r and

f(a + ir) B,[(-oo, co); ].

For the definition of the class BP[S; 96], S = (- , *>), see the remarks after

Theorem 3.6.4. Assumption (iii) is probably redundant; we assume it explicitly

to obviate the need of a lengthy digression. It is known that f(<r + ir) con-

verges weakly when ff
- a for almost all r. More precisely, for every linear

bounded functional x* X*, we have x*[f(\)} #,() and lim_ a*[f(<r + ir)]

exists for almost all r, where, however, the exceptional set may depend upon

x*, and the limit function belongs to L,(- ,).

THEOREM 10.4.1. I//00 6 H,(; X), then /(X) is represented ly its proper

Cauchy and Poisson integrals for a > a, that is
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1 na+i

(10.4.1) f(X) =
'

2?rt Ja-io

.in, ON r/- . M <r

(10.4.2) jV + IT)
= -

y /o-
(<r a;- -+- (T p)"

PROOF. The integrals exist by virtue of (iii). In order to prove that they

have the value /(X), it is enough to observe that the functional* agree. Thus

.

Z J a -ioa X p }
2in Ja-too X

since x*[/(X)] ^(a). This being true for eveiy re*, formula (10.4.1) must

hold and similarly for (10.4.2) .

THEOREM 10.4.2. I//(X) #,(; X

(10.4.3) ||/(r + tr)|| ^[

and for fixed 5 >

(10.4.4) lim
1 1 /(a + 5 + pe'*) ||

=
0, -f^^^|,

p >oo ^ "

uniformly in \j/.

PROOF. The inequality follows from (10.4.2). The integral of the Poisaon

kernel over the range o < T < w being identically one, a classical use of

Holder's inequality gives

UO.4.5) <- r f M-i I" I /Y i VJMI^ Wo- -
)1 / I J(a + j8) |r

J oj

= Wo- - a)r
:

[

which is the required estimate. From this it follows that (10.4.4) holds uni-

formly in every sector |TT + e ^ ^ ^ |TT e. In order to prove the

sharper assertion made above, we assume T > 0, and write the integral in

the second member of (10.4.5) as the sum of two integrals, one from ^ to

r/2 and the other from r/2 to cc . Thus

"\\fa + i/3) ||

?'

TTfcT a) J T/2

^ 4

and this tends uniformly to zero when X * cc in such a manner that <r ^ a + 5

and O-T~" 0. There is a similar inequality for negative values of T, These

inequalities together with (10.4.3) suffice to prove (10.4.4).
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THEOREM 10.4.3. If f(X) Hp (a; 3), then

(i) Iim _>a /!! 1 1
/(a + ir)

-
/(a + ir) ||

P
dr =

0,

(ii) T(a\f) = J"M ||/(cr + ir) I!

71 dr is a continuous monotone decreasing func-

tion of a for a ^ a. In particular, T(a.\ f)
=

[ |[/ \\ p}

p and T(oo ; /) =0.

PROOF. As in the classical case, one proves that the integral in (i) does not

exceed

""

||/( + #) -
/( + iy + #) ||

p
d/S.

<r a

By Theorems 3.G.3 and 6.10.1 the second integral is a continuous function of

7 which equals zero when 7 = 0. By a well-known property of the Poisson

kernel, the repeated integral consequently tends to zero when <r a proving

(i). The first two members of (10.4.5) give T(a\ /) ^ T(a\ /) for all a > a.

But in the representation (10.4.2) we may replace a by any quantity <r
,
a <

cr < cr, since every /(X) in Hp (a; X) also belongs to J/p (cr ; X). This gives

T(a; f) ^ jTVo ; /) when a > cr
,
so that T(a; /) is a decreasing function of cr.

That T(a;f) is continuous for a a follows from (i). Since (i) also holds with

a replaced by cr() ,
a < cr < cr, we conclude that T(cr;/) > r(cr ;/) when cr > o- .

This completes the proof since the statements concerning T(a; /) and T(<x> ; /)

are obvious.

7V?* class IJp (a\ X) is evidently linear; ii becomes a metric space under the norm

\\f\P and it is a simpk matter lo prove thai ii is complete, so that it is a (B) -space.

10.5. Order relations. So far p was supposed to be finite. We say that

/(X) 6 /^M (o; ; #) if it is hoiomorphic and bounded for a- > a and lim,r-> /(er, -j- ir)

exists for almost all r. //,(; 3c) is a (B')-space under the norm

The representation of /(X) by Poisson's integral, formula (10.4.2), is valid also

when p oo while most of the other results of section 10.4 become meaningless

or false.

We shall need some properties of unbounded functions whose rates of growth

are properly limited.

DEFINITION io.5.1 . Lcif(\) be a function on complex numbers to X, hoiomorphic

for cr ^ a, except at infinity. Let M(p; /) = max
|| f(a + pe^) ||/or -|?r ^

^ sg |TT. We say thatf(\} is offinite order u in this half-plane if

(10.5.1) Hm sup log Af(p;/)/log p = a.

p *oo

It is of finite order on vertical lines in the half-plane if

(10.5.2) lim sup log ||/(<r + ir) ||/log |

r
\

s /i(o-)
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is finite for c ^ a. Finally, /(A) is of exponential type in the half-plane if

(10.5.3) lim sup p"
1

log M(p-f) =
ft < <*> .

p.-t-M

It is of minimal type #0 =
0, normal j/pe if ft > 0.

It is clear that if /(A) is of finite order in a ^ a then it is of finite order on

vertical lines and /i(<r) =5 w. The following analog of a classical theorem of E.

Lindelof is less obvious.

THEOREM 10.5.1. Letf(\) be holomorphic and of exponential minimal type in

the half-plane a _ a and suppose that n(a) is finite. Then /(A) is of finite order

pi() in the half-plane in question. Further, /*(<r) is monotonic non-increasing,

convex, and continuous for cr ^ or.

PROOF. Let 7 be fixed, 7 > /*(), and consider gr(A)
= A~7

/(A). Without

restricting the generality, we may assume that a > so that #(A) is holomorphic

for <r ^ a and bounded on a = a. By a classical Phragme'n-Lindelof argument

or using Theorem 3.12.4 we see that
|| gf(A) ||

is bounded for 0- i> a, that is,

/(A) is of finite order <o S 7 in this half-plane. This being true for every 7 >

n(a), we have w /*() On the other hand, ||/(a IP) || Ss M(p;f}, so that,

comparing (10.5.1) with (10.5.2), we find that /u() ^ w and hence o> = /*().

By the preceding argument A~
7
/(A) is bounded for 7 > ^(^0 when cr ^ en

and, in particular, on the line a = az if <TI < cr2 . From, this we get that ju(<r2) si

M(O-I) + e for every e > 0. Hence /x(<ra) ^ /*(ffi) s tnat /*(<") is never in-

creasing. For the convexity proof we refer to Lindelof's article [2, p. 3 et seq.].

A monotonic never increasing convex function being necessarily continuous,

we have completed the proof.

Other growth measuring functions will be introduced in sections 10.7, 10.8,

13.3, and 13.6.

10.6. Representation by Laplace integrals. We shall show that every func-

tion on complex numbers to X which is holomorphic and of finite order in a

closed half-plane may be represented by a generalized Laplace integral. We
start with functions of the class HP (a; X).

THEOREM 10.6.1. Let /(A) HP(a; X) where a. ^ 0. Let 7 > a and ftp' > I

where l/p -f 1/p' - 1. Then

(10.6.1) af(Q = -L I
^
eW^) dp

4TT1/ J 7 joo

defines a continuous function on (0, <) to

(10.6.2) /(A) =A^ [" e-**0fi(
JQ

the integral being absolutely convergent for a > a.
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PROOF. That the integral defining a^t-) exists follows from Holder's in-

equality. Since the integral converges uniformly with respect to in every
finite interval, a/j() is continuous. The usual argument shows that the integral

is independent of 7 when 7 > a and if a > we may even take y a. In this

case, a simple computation shows that
|| ap() || Ss Me aJ

;
if a = we get instead

H ap() 2g M(e)e'
{
for every e > 0. It follows that the second integral is

absolutely convergent for & > a. In order to find its value, we substitute the

integral for ap(), interchange the order of integration, and use (10.4.1). The

details are left to the reader.

REMARK. If p I, we may take ft
=

0, obtaining

(10.6.3) /(X) = I
Jo

By analogy with the numerically-valued case, we would expect the same repre-

sentation to hold also for 1 < p ^ 2 with an oo() such that e~
a?
a () 6

Bi/P '[(0, ) ; #]. We do not know if this is actually so; since Bochner has shown

that Bessel's inequality does not necessarily hold for functions in B2 [S; 9t], the

basis for a satisfactory Fourier transform theory seems to be lacking when p > 1

and this closes the usual avenue of approach to the Laplace transform theory

as well.

THEOREM 10.6.2. Let /(X) be holomorphic and of finite order u in the half-

plane a a. Then a$() exists as a continuous function of for ft > co + 1 and

(10.6.4) /(X)
=

convergent for cr > max (0, a).

The proof is analogous to that of the preceding theorem and is omitted.

We see, in particular, that if /(X) is holomorphic and of finite order in a given

half-plane <r ^ a ^ and if <n > a, then formula (10.6.4) holds for <r > <n pro-

vided ft > J*(<TI) + 1. Increasing the value of ft is a convergency preserving

transformation which enables us to represent /(X) by Laplace integrals in the

largest half-plane in which /(X) is holomorphic and of finite order. As applied

to 00(), this transformation amounts to a fractional integration. Indeed, we

read off from formula (10.2.17) that

1

(10.6.5) W) =
=7-.1 (7)
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3. BINOMIAL SERIES

10.7. Properties of the series. Functions which are holomorphic and of

exponential type in a half-plane play an important role in classical analysis.

They are equally important in vector-valued function theory. Such functions

admit of representations in terms of binomial series, also known as binomial

coefficient series or Newton's interpolation series. We shall sketch the theory of

such series here since they will be- used extensively in Chapter XIII.

A binomial series is an expansion of the form

Uo _|_ % + ^ to_n!} + . . . + H
to -

i) (r
- n +-1}

_ _ _

(10.7.1) r
w,

where in the vector-valued case the quantities - are elements of a complex

(B)-space U. In the applications which we have in view, U will be a space

(5(30, that is, the coefficients un will 'be linear bounded operators on a complex

(B) -space to itself.

The series converges trivially when f is a non-negative integer since all but a,

finite number of terms vanish. If the series converges for f =
ft ,

where ft

is not zero or a positive integer, then one shows with the aid of Abel's summation
formula that it converges for every f with 5ft(i") > SK(ft)- Moreover, the con-

vergence is uniform with respect to in every finite closed sector, having its

vertex at f = ft but lying otherwise in the interior of the half-plane. Thus the

region of convergence is a half-plane > <r
, f = + iy, to which has to bo added

the trivial points =
0, 1, , [crn], and possibly also a point set on the line of

convergence = CTO . Further, the sum of the series, /(f) say, is a function on

complex numbers to U which is holomorphic for > em by virtue of the uniform

convergence. Similarly, the region of absolute convergence is a half-plane
> o-a plus, possibly, the line of absolute convergence = <rn .

The. abscissas of ordinary and oj absolute convergence are, given by

(10.7.2) <ro
= -1 + lirnsup log

ft.O
log n,

["
1 /2 if Mfc|| /log ?l,

fe=fl J /

whenever these limits are positive. If the first one is zero, but the series

2" ( !)** diverges, <r
fl is still given by (10.7.2); if it converges instead, we

have to replace

by Z (-l)
/c

?u-

n+l

in the formula. Analogous changes have to be made in the second formula.
The reader will have no difficulties in verifying these formulas; of. N. 15. Norlund
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[2, pp. 111-115] where z 1 should be replaced by f and absolute values by
norms in carrying over the proof. It is obvious from the formulas that

(10.7.4) era
-

<ro ^ 1.

The expansion of a numerical function in binomial series is not unique owing
to the presence of null series. If m is a positive integer, the series

f-il }

+Mn
m

converges for > m to the sum zero. It has the same sum for f = 0, 1,

m 1, and equals one for = TO. This fact may be used to obtain the so-called

reduced series for /(<T) . We shall suppose that /() is known in advance to be

holomorphic in a right half-plane and to be defined at the origin and the positive

integers. We can then find coefficients j , Ti , , 7P ,
where p =

[<r ], so that

the function

/(f) + Z7m ^n(f)/(w)
TO=0

has a binomial expansion convergent for > OQ ,
the sum of the series being

f(m) for f = m, m =
0, 1, , p. The resulting binomial series is known as

the reduced series. In the following all binomial series will be supposed to

be reduced series.

In the case of a reduced series, the coefficients un are uniquely determined by

the values of /(f) at the non-negative integers. We find by substitution that

(10.7.5) u n
= E (- 1)"""* /(*)

= A"/(0), n = 0, 1, 2, .

fe=.0 VV

The function /(f) may also be represented by a Laplace integral of the form

(io.7.o)

(10.7.7) ?(X)
= 2J A B

/(0)(X
- IP"" = 2-/(")X \

n=0 n=0

where the first series converges for
|

X 1
|

> 1 and the second for
|

X
|

> 2.

Further

(10.7.8) . lim|X''-
I+
*||0M|| =0

x~o

for every e > 0, if X -> in the sector \r + 8 ^ arg X ^ 3-|ir
- 5. Finally

C' is a closed rectifiable path, surrounding the circle
|

X - 1
|

= 1 once in the

positive sense, beginning and ending at the origin in the neighborhood of which

the path lies in the sector just mentioned. The power has its principal deter-

mination, X
r = exp (logX), where the imaginary part of the logarithm Kes

between -TT and v. These assertions are easily verified by direct computation;

see also section .13.6 where a special case is carried through in some detail.
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The function /(f) defined by (10.7.1) for > <r is of exponential type in every

interior half-plane. If j3 > CTO and if

(10.7.9) h(j>\ /)
= lim sup r~

l

log j|/(/3 + re
l>

) ||

r-na

is i/ie Phragmen-Lindelof growth function of /(f) defined for \-K < 2 -O-TT,

then

(10.7.10) fcfo;/) ^ Zfa)

where

(10.7.11) Z(0)
= <sin4> + cos (/.log (2cos0),

and log 2 ^ Z(0) ^ ITT. More precisely, we have the estimate due to F.

Carlson [2]

(10.7.12) || /(/3 4- re
1

*) || S exp [rZfo)] /
+i+'w

(l + r cos 4>r ,

where e(r) tends uniformly to zero when "

tends to infinity in the sector. The

proof goes through as in the numerical case, replacing absolute values by norms.

The crux of the proof lies in showing that

C O*exp

for all n when r is large and that the terms which have the greatest influence on

the order of /(f) are those whose subscripts lie in a certain neighborhood of

the critical value r/(2 cos <f>} for which the estimates of the binomial coefficients

may be reversed. We do not insist on these details, but add the observation

that l(4>) is the function of support of the closed convex region

(10.7.13) e* ^ 2 cos
77,

which in its turn is the image of the circle
|

X 1
|
^ 1 under the conformal

mapping X = e .

10.8. Representation and analytic continuation. Conversely every func-

tion /(f) which is holomorphic for ^ and satisfies an estimate of the above

type can be represented by a convergent binomial series. This is proved as

in the numerical case, that is, using Newton's interpolation formula, expressing
the remainder by Cauchy's integral and estimating its norm. See Ndrlund
(op. cit., p. 131 et seq.) . The result may be formulated as follows :

THEOREM 10.8.1. !//() is a function on complex numbers to tt, holomorphic
in the half-plane ^ /3, where it satisfies the inequality

(10.8.1) -H/03 + re**) ||
e
rl(

*\l + r)^
(f)

3
-- g g -,
2 2
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and the function e(r) tends uniformly to zero when r tends to infinity, then

may be expanded in a binomial series- of type (10.7.1), the abscissa of convergence

of which does not exceed the larger of the two numbers j8, 7 + tj
.

A numerical binomial series may be summed by the method of Cesaro which

in the present case is equivalent to applying the transformation f'
= f + k.

The much more powerful transformation f'
= af has been used by Norlund;

it gives the analytic continuation of /(f) in the largest half-plane where it is

holomorphic and of exponential type. This method applies also to vector-

valued functions. Indeed, if /(f) is holomorphic in ^ 13 and

re'*) 1 1
^

then we can clearly determine a positive a. so small that/(a) satisfies (10.8.1)

and is consequently representable by a convergent binomial series in the vari-

able f . This implies a convergent binomial series in the variable f/a for the

original function /(f) . Since min Ifo)
= log 2, it suffices to take a ^ (log 2)/.

In particular, if /(f) admits of a representation by a binomial series in
,
then

it is also representable by a binomial series in f/a for < a < 1. Let <r (a)

be the abscissa of convergence of the binomial series in f/a. Then <r (a) is a

never decreasing function of a which is completely determined by the rate of

growth of
| I/Q*) ||

on vertical lines.

With Norlund we introduce

(10.8.2) T() = lim sup 1
77 1~

:

log ||/( + 117)

which is clearly well defined in the largest half-plane in which /() is holomorphic

and of exponential type. Let be so chosen that /() is holomorphic and of

finite exponential type for (? ^ & + when e > 0, but lacks at least one of these

properties for > o
-

e, no matter how small e is. The function -y() is defined

for > o and has properties analogous to those of Lindelofs function ju(cr) of

formula (10.5.2) ; T() is monotonic never increasing, convex, and continuous for

% > o , but, in addition, it is non-negative. All these properties follow from the

Phragme"n-Lindel6f extension of the principle of the maximum.

Let (o ,
be the largest interval such that the equation

_

has a solution, which is necessarily unique, say cr = <r (a) t
when ^ a < a <

ai ^ . This is tne required abscissa of convergence. For < a ^ <x

we have <ro()
= cr (ao), for i < a, <r (d)

= + . Further o- () is monotonic

never decreasing and continuous for a < a < on . These assertions are proved

as in the numerical case. For future reference we formulate the result as

follows:
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THEOEEM 10.8.2. Let /(f) be a function on complex numbers to U which is

holomorphic and of exponential type for % ^ o -j- e when e > 0, but lacks at least

one of these properties for > e, no matter how small e is. If Q >Q,we assume

in addition that /(f) is defined for all real non-negative values of f. Let 7(),
CTQ (a), o ,

cmc? i foaye the meaning defined above. Then

do.8.3) /(r) = E A:/(O) - r(r
-

) (r
- (n - D),

n=0 W!

scn'es converges for > wAen, < a ^ a
, ncZ for % > <r (a) when

a < OL < on The series fails to converge for any non-trivial value of f when

Oil < (X.

It should be observed that the values assigned to /() on the interval [0, ]

are actually immaterial Changing these values merely adds a null series to

(10.8.3) and does not change the abscissas of convergence.



CHAPTER XI

GENERATOR AND RESOLVENT

11.1. Orientation. Further study of the semi-group @ = {T()} of linear

bounded transformations on a complex (B) -space to itself centers around the

properties of the generating transformation A and its resolvent R(\; A}. The
Laplace transform turns out to be the natural intermediary between T() and

fl(X; A}.

The following simple case will elucidate the situation. We take 26 = Z\ ,

the space of complex numbers with the usual metric, and consider linear trans-

formations on Zi to itself. Here

r(*)r = A, o < < oo
}

defines a one-parameter semi-group of linear transformations, the generating
transformation being

with the resolvent

A a

The function (X a)"
1

is the Laplace transform of e
a *

f
*

-\t at T _ 1

/
e c at;

= -
Jo A. a

forK(X) > 9J(a). Conversely

2-n-i

for a suitable choice of the path of integration.

Using the heuristic correspondence principle a > A, then e
a

(X a)"
1

J?(X; A) and we are led to the relations

(11.1.1) *T($dt = #(X; A),

(11.1.2) e R(\', A) d\ =

Thus we wowZd eapeci the resolvent of the generator to be the Laplace transform of the

semi-group operator T() , conversely the latter should be obtainable from the resolvent

lyy the inversion of the Laplace integral.

223
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These expectations turn out to be fully justified but there is of course the

usual difference between the uniform and the strong case when it comes to

the interpretation of the formulas. The fact that R(\-t A} is holomorphic at

infinity in the uniform case (and only in this case) simplifies its discussion.

The relations between R(\; A} and T() provide the subject matter of the

present chapter. There are two paragraphs corresponding to the uniform and

the strong cases respectively.

References. Fukamiya [1], Gelfand [3], Hille [9], Stone [I].

1. THE UNIFORM CASE

11.2. The resolvent. We suppose that 33 is a complex Banach algebra vrith

unit element e. Let /() be a measurable function on (0, w) to S3 such that
* for all 1 , 2

It was shown in Theorem 8.3.1 that /() is necessarily continuous for $ >
but need not approach any limit when -* 0. Under the additional assumption
that lini_o/() =

e, it was shown in Theorem 8.4.2 that there exists an a 6 33

such that

/() = exp ($o) = E a"
n-o n\

and this function is also denned and satisfies the functional equation for complex
values of the scalar variable.

We may consequently restrict ourselves to a study of

(11.2.D /0") = exp (fa), a 93.

The assumption that /(O)
= e rather than an arbitrary idempotent j ^ e is

natural since we want to consider the resolvent of a. Otherwise we have to
restrict ourselves to the subalgebra j%j in which j plays the role of unit element.

It is clear that

Jim sup -log || exp (wo) || g II a II

w-+oo 0}

so that the Laplace integral (note that e~Xf = exp (-
rt*0

(H.2.2)

'

jR(X)
-

/
e~

x *

exp (a) d$

exists and is absolutely convergent for $ft(X) >
||
a

||.
For such values of X

we may compute the value of the integral by substituting the power series of
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exp (a) and integrating term-wise. The result is

00

(11.2.3) JK(X)
= Z e^X""-

1 =
R(\-, a)

= (Xe
- a)"

1

.

n=0

This function is of course holomorphic for
|

X
|

>
||
a

||
and the spectrum of a

is located inside the circle
|

X
|

=
1 1

a
\ \

. Since exp (fa) is an entire function

of order one and type ^ ||
a

\\
in the sense of section 3.12, the integral in (11.2.2)

may be taken along an arbitrary ray arg f =
cp instead of along the real axis

in the f-plane. The integral will then converge absolutely for 9ft[X exp (i<p)]

>
||
a

||
and represents R("\; a) in this half-plane. We have thus proved:

THEOKEM 11,2.1. // a $3 is the generating element of /(f) so that /(f)
=

exp (fa), then R(\; a), the resolvent of a, is the Laplace transform of /(f).

11.3. Inversion of the resolvent. We can invert this Laplace transform

using any one of the methods developed in section 10.3. Since R(\; a) is holo-

morphic at infinity, the situation is more favorable than in the general case

and the inversion formulas give more. The best result is given by a formula

which does not have a meaning in the general case.

THEOBEM 11.3.1. If T is a simple closed notifiable curve surrounding the

spectrum of a in the positive sense then

(11.3.1) exp (fa)
= ~

f e
xf

R(\; a) dX.
67TZ JT

PEOOF. T may be deformed into a circle X
|

= p > \\a\\. Substituting

the power series in 1/X for R(\; a) and integrating term-wise, the power series

for exp (fa) is obtained. We note that (11.3.1) represents exp (fa) for all com-

plex values of f .

The information obtained from Theorem 10.3.2 is not quite so good. To

start with we see that for 7 >
j |

a
|, f real positive

, ,. -y+ioo

exp (fa)
= ~

7, 1)
-

/
e
xf
B(X; a) dX.

fjTTl J yita

Actually, however, the integral exists in the Cauchy sense and we have even

i f "y+to |~ ~|

(11.3.2) exp (fa)
= e + ^-. e*\ B(X; a)

- ~ dX,
ZlTl Jf\ea [_ AJ

where the latter integral is absolutely convergent since the expression in square

brackets is 0(
\

X |~

2

). Here we have of course made use of the fact that the

(C, 1) -limit coincides with the Cauchy limit when the latter exists. The formula

can be made to represent exp (fa) on the ray arg f = <p by turning the line of

integration so that it becomes perpendicular to the direction argX =
<p.

If use is made of this artifice, formula (11.3.2) has the same range of power as
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(11.3.1). The latter is of course a special case of the abstract analog of the

classical relation between an entire function of exponential type and its so-called

Borel transform.

From Theorem 10.3.3 we conclude that

w /_ 1")
n+1

(11.3.3) exp (fa)
= lim co ]C 7

-
rr, R(nu; a) exp (nwf),

M-*eo n=i (n 1)1

where co tends to infinity in such a manner that wf stays real and positive. We
get relations of more fundamental nature using Widder's operator

7? .-1 Li \-r,
r/ \r

which reduces to

[i
/i

T
R
(t'

a
** \i

by formula (5.8.3). Since \R(\; a)
- e when

|

X
| oo, Theorem. 10.3.4 leads

to the following important relation

(11.3.4) exp (fa) = lim
[~~ R( a)T,*- Lr u /j

which may be rewritten in the more suggestive form

(11.3.5) exp (fa) = lim \e- fa]
"

fc-t-oo L K J

and this representation is valid for all complex values of f . In order to see
this we note that

; a)] =
j

exp _
exp (ra) rfr

If00

/ \= r /
WQ

{ I \k\ exp (ra) dr
r JQ \ r /

if the integral is taken along the ray arg r = arg f as is permitted. Since
dr/f is real positive, this is Widder's singular integral and the conclusion of
Theorem 10.3.4 is valid. This argument shows that one more of the classical
definitions of the exponential function extends to the abstract case:

THEOREM 1 1 .3.2. For any dement b of 33 we have

(11-3.6) exp (b)
= lim fc - i &~T.

fc-H L & J

Actually a direct convergence proof shows that

(11-3-7) exp (6) ^limTe + ! fcT
;*-oo L K J
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is true. It turns out, however, that in operator theory the first of these defini-

tions is preferable to the second inasmuch as the first one can be used to assign
a meaning to exp (C7) for certain classes of unbounded operators U while the
second is useless for this purpose.

Suppose now that a is an element of 93 such that R(\; a) exists for X >
and X

|| JR(X; a) \\ ^ 1 for such values of X. Since R(\; a) is holomorphic at

infinity, Theorem 11.3.1 applies and shows that R(\- a) is the Laplace transform
of exp (fa). The boundedness assumption shows that \

k+1
\\
R (k

\\; a) || ^ 1

for k =
0, 1, 2, and all X > 0: Hence by Theorem 10.3.5

|| exp (a) || ^ 1

for all > 0. Further R(\; a) is holomorphic for 3?(X) = <r > and

(H.3.8) <r||J2(er + ir; a) || ^ 1, a > 0.

It is clear that the (bounded) spectrum of a is located in a ^ 0.

11.4. Analytical one-parameter groups of linear transformations. The
most important instance of the preceding theory is that in which 58 = ((),
the space of linear bounded transformations on a complex (B)-space to itself,

and = \T(f)} is a one-parameter group of such transformations with

(HAD r(fi + rO = T(tiT(&, r(o) = /.

The discussion in sections 8.4, 11.2, and 11.3 leads to the following result.

THEOREM 11.4.1. // the operator T() 6 @(36) is defined for > and satisfies

(11 .4.1) for real positive values of the parameter and if \\ T() /
||

> with
,

then there exists an operator A 6 @(3) such that T() = exp (A) for % > 0.

Defining T(lf)
= exp (fA) for all complex f, then =

(T'(f)} is an analytical

group. The resolvent ofA is the Laplace transform of

(11.4.2) R(\-,A) = I e-
Jo

to/iere i/ie integral may be taken along the ray arg f = arg X and i/ie representa-

tion is valid at least for X
|

>
||
A

\\.
Further

(11.4.3) 5P(f)
=

. f e
xr

JB(X; A) dX,
Ziri JF

.

Ziri

F surrounding the spectrum ofA in the positive sense, and also

(11.4.4)

Conversely, each element A of @() defines a one-parameter analytical group =

{exp (fA)} and ^'s growp coincides with the family of operators defined in terms

of the resolvent of A by formulas (11.4.3) and (11.4.4).

GOROLLAEY. A semi-group =
[T(t-)} } { > 0, has a bounded infinitesimal

generator if and only if T() -> I in the uniform topology when % > 0. Such a

semi-group can always be embedded in an analytical one-parameter group.
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2. THE STRONG CASE

11.5. Further properties of the generator. We assume that 96 is a complex

(B)-space, @ = (T()} a semi-group of linear bounded transformations on 9

to itself defined for > 0. We know that assuming T() to be strongly measur-

able and
|| T() \\

to be bounded on each interval (e, 1/e) is -equivalent to T()

being strongly continuous for > but does not imply that T() tends to a strong

limit when or that
1 1
T()

\ \

is bounded on (0, 1) . Thus additional assump-
tions are needed if a simple theory is desired. Such conditions are listed in

Theorem 9.4.1 or, what is equivalent, we may impose the single assumption:

Co . T() converges strongly but not uniformly to I when 0.

We exclude the possibility of T() tending uniformly to I as this case was

taken care of in the preceding paragraph. We know that the assumption Co

implies that T() is strongly continuous for > 0. Further
|| T() \\

is bounded
in every finite interval (0, o>). The infinitesimal generator A of @ is now an

unbounded transformation which is closed by Theorem 9.6.3. Its domain of

definition ^[A] is dense in # and so is 3)[A
n

]
for every positive integral n by

Theorem 9.5.4. We shall now prove a sharper result:

THEOEEM 11.5.1. fl n3)[A
n
]
is dense in .

PROOF. We use a construction due to I. Gelfand for the case of one-param-
eter groups. Let $ be the class of all numerical functions K(r) with the

following properties:

(i) K(r) has derivatives of all orders in (0, <);
(ii) K (n

\r) - when r - 0, n =
0, 1, 2, ;

(iii) for every 7 ^ andn ^ 0, e
yrKM (r) L(0, oo).

We consider the set 36[$] of all elements y of the form

(H.5.1) y = K(r} T(r)x dr, x 6 X.
Jo

Since
|| T(r)x \\ ^ Me 7T

for some finite M and 7, we see that the integral exists.

K(r)[T(r + ,)
-

T(r}}x dr

= I - [K(r - )
- K(r}]T(r}x dr ~ - T K(r)T(r)x dr

J
n T] n Jo

r-+ -
J

K'(T)T(T)X dr when r,
^ 0,

since the difference quotient converges in the mean to K'(r) while the second
term in the third member tends to by (ii). Repeating the argument we see
that A n

y exists for each n and

(11-5.2) An
y = (-1)" f K (n

\T}T(r}x dr.
Jo
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We want to show that [$] is dense in 9. The converse assumption implies

the existence of a bounded linear functional x* (&&) such that #*{[$]} = 0.

Among the functions K(r) in $ we note exp ( /cr
2

I/T). It follows then

that

r e~
kr2

e~
llr

x*[T(r}x] dr =

for all x $ and k =
1, 2, 3, . By Lerch's theorem this implies that

X*[T(T)X] 53 0, T > 0. Since r(r)a; > a: when r > and x* is continuous, this

gives x*[x] = for all x so that x* has to be the zero functional. This contradiction

shows that [$] is dense in 96. But [$] C (X S)[A
n

] so the theorem is proved.

If y [$], then !T()2/ has derivatives of all orders with respect to . This

does not imply that T()y is analytic in
,
however. The method used by

Gelfand in the group case in order to bridge the gap from indefinite differenti-

ability to analyticity does not seem to work for semi-groups. In the group

case the set of elements y such that T()y is an analytic function of is dense

in
;
we do not know if this is true also for continuous semi-groups.

11.6. The resolvent. Following the prescript of section 11.2 we form the

integral

(11.6.1) R(\;A)x = I e
Jo

and prove

THEOREM 11.6.1. Let

(11.6.2) a = lim -
log || T() ||.

M-*00 CO

Then (11.6.1) converges for $K(X) > a regardless of x 6 X. For each such \ the

integral defines a linear bounded transformation on 9 to itself with the following

properties :

(1) (XI
~ A)K(A; A)x = x for each x X, 72 (X; A) (XI - A)x = x for each

x >[A];

(2) /or fixed \ the range of R(\; A) is dense in 3;

(3) jR(X; A)rc = 0/or a fixed \ implies x = 6,

PROOF. The abscissa of absolute convergence of (11.6.1) is given by

aa(x} = lim sup - log 1 1
T(u}x \ \

^ a,
w-oo CJ

which proves the first assertion. It is not true in general that <ra(x) a for all x;

even the relation supn a|i-i cra (x) = a is in doubt. An any rate, the integral

defines a holomorphic function of X in the half-plane 9fc(X) > a regardless of x.
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If /3 is any fixed number, /3 > a, we can find an M = M(/3) such that

M* for ^ 0. It follows that

|| R(\; A}x || M[ft(X) -
0]-' ||

z
||,

Thus the integral defines a linear bounded transformation on to itself for

> a and the norm is uniformly bounded with respect to X for 9(X) ^
e.

We show next that #(X ; A)x G 5D[A ]
for all x if <tt(X) > a. Indeed

_
i)
f e^r()x # - i

Ji] ?7 JQ

-
a;

when 77
- since ^(T?)^ > or. Hence A^(X; A)a; always exists and we have

verified the first relation under (1). Next, if x 3)[A] Theorem 9.3.2 shows
that

= f c^r^w*] d =
Jo Jo

= lim [e^TOar]? + X f
o)-oo JQ

= -x

This proves the second relation under (1) and shows that JR(X; A) is really the

resolvent of A as indicated by the notation.

It was shown in section 5.14 that the resolvent of a linear closed unbounded
transformation satisfies the first resolvent equation. Hence

(11.6.3) R(\;A)x - RfaA)x ~
(/*
-

X)ft(X; .4) [720*;

for all X and M whose real parts exceed a. This can also be verified by direct

computation from tjie definition of R(\; A) as a Laplace integral.

Assuming X fixed, fri
%

(X) > a
,
we consider the range of 72 (X; A). Tf it were

not dense in
,
then there would exist a linear bounded functional X*(T* 6)

such that a;*[72(X; A)z] = for all x. From (11.6.3) one then concludes that

x*[R(n', A)x] = for all x and all M, 9*00 > This asserts that

as a function of M for all x. By Lerch's theorem, Jc*[T($x] t being a continuous
function of

,
must vanish identically for all . In particular rc*[.-c]

= for all .r.

From this contradiction we conclude that (2) holds.

Conclusion (3) is proved in a similar manner. If R(\ ;
A )x = 8 for a particular
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choice of X and x, then (11.6.3) shows that E(M ; A)x = 6 for all /*, fc(/i) >
;

by Theorem 10.3.2 this implies r()a; = for all ^ 0. In particular, & = 6.

This completes the proof.

Since A is unbounded, <r(A),the spectrum of A, is an unbounded point set.

The only additional assertion that can be made is that <r(A) lies in 9ft(X) ^ a.

Actually simple examples can be adduced showing that every point of this

half-plane may belong to a(A) (see section 16.2). Since ff(A) is unbounded,
R(\; A} cannot be holomorphic at infinity and the power series in 1/X which

represents R(\; T) in the case of a bounded operator T has no analog in the

present case. Nevertheless, the series exists in a certain asymptotic sense on
certain subspaces dense in . More precisely, we have the following

THEOREM 11.6.2. We have for every x in

(11-6.4) limXS(X; A)x = x

if I

X
|

-
co, | argX |

< |TT. If x G %)[A
n
]

(11.6.5) fl(\; A}x = E A k
x\-

k~ l + X~*#(X; A)A
n
x.

If x fiL SD[A
n

]
this expansion is valid for every n.

PROOF. We have

/

\R(\- A)x - x = X
Jo

- x

We shall prove that this difference tends to 6 when X -*
, uniformly with respect

to X in any fixed sector
| arg X

|
^ <p < |-r. To any given e > 0, we can find

n 8 = S(e, re) such that
|| T()o: a:

|

we can find an M(/3) such that
|| T()

we have

e S, Further, to any > a

M(fleP*, f ^ 0. Putting SR(X)
= r

r
&

c
JQ

f e
-Is

- -
a: ^ e .COS6C

-> \\x
ff

if cr ^ 2/3.

If a;

These estimates prove the first assertion.

the second relation under (1) in Theorem 11.6.1 gives

JB(X;
= {A**

A
k =

0,

Successive substitution gives (11.6.5). In partiular, if x f"U )[A
n

]
then

(11.6.5) holds for all n. We recall that this point set is dense in X.

Since limX-> 00 XJ?(X; A)A*x = A n
x by (11.6.4) Ave have the following
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THEOREM 11.6.3. Ifx fl n >[A
n
]
and 9ft(X) > a, then

(11.6.6) /2(X;A)3~ A n
x\~

n
~\

n=Q

the series being asymptotic to R(~k', A]x in the sense of Poincare', that is, for every n

(11.6.7) Km X
n+1

[#(X; A}x - Z A^rX'"-
1

]
= A*x,

where the limit exists uniformly with respect to X in any fixed sector
\ arg X

|
^

<P < I71"-

11.7. Inversion of the resolvent. We now proceed to the problem of ex-

pressing the semi-group operator T() in terms of the resolvent R(\; A) of the

generating transformation when T() is continuous in the strong sense. There

is no analog of Theorem 11.3.1 in this case, but we can apply all the methods

developed in section 10.3. Theorem 10.3.1 gives the following result:

THEOREM 11.7.1. For every x #, ^ 0, andy > max (0, a)

f -I pv+iu j\

(11.7.1) T(r}xdr = lim ~ e^R(\; A}x ~ ,

JQ (j-oo ATI J yita X

the limit existing uniformly with respect to in any finite interval. For every

x 6 S)[A], > 0, we have

(11.7.2) T($x = lim ~ f
"

e
X

E(X; A}x d\,
u *oo -uTTt" v

-y ico

m^ existing uniformly with respect to % in any interval (e, 1/e). For =
is |rc.

1

. In applying the results of section 10.3 to the present case, we set

gr()
= T()x, a($ =

Jo T(r)x dr. The former is a continuous, the latter an

absolutely continuous function of . Formula (11,7.1) is then an immediate

application of Theorem 10.3.1. For the second assertion we use formula (9.0.3)

according to which

f T(r)Ax dr = T()x - x,
Jo

together with the relation

R(\; A)Ax = \R(\; A)x - x,

Substitution in (11.7.1) gives

1 r
7+lco

i ry+iu- x = lim / e *R(\; A}x d\ - x lim , /
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The second limit is x if > but |x if = and the limit exists uniformly with

respect to in (e, 1/e). This completes the proof.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 10.3.2 we obtain

THEOREM 11.7.2. For every x %,% >Q, andy > max (0, a)

(11.7.3) T(Qx = ~. (C, 1)- f
+"

e
x

^(X; A)x d\
ZlTl J y-in

the limit existing uniformly with respect to in every interval (e, 1/e). For =
the limit equals $x.

Before leaving the complex inversion formulas we shall derive the duals of

Theorems 11.6.2 and 11.6.3. The first is a form of Taylor's theorem with re-

mainder.

THEOREM 11.7.3. If x [A
n
] and >

(11.7.4) T(&x = E A k
x + 1

I (f
- ^^rCrU-aj dr.

.

A=O /c ! (n 1)1 Jo

PROOF. We obtain this expansion by substituting (11.6.5) into ..(11.7,2).

Formula (10.3.9) takes care of the remainder term and shows that

A more direct and elementary proof is obtained by repeated integration by

parts in the formula

- x = I T(r)Ax dr
Jo

observing that

d fc

The dual of Theorem 11.6.3 reads as follows:

THEOREM 11.7.4. // x fl n $>[A
n

]
and > 0, then

(11.7.5)
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the series being asymptotic in the sense of Poincare to T(^)x on the positive real

axis, that is, for every n

(11.7.6)
4-

The verification of

r f

lim nC \ (
-

r)""
1

T(r}A
n
x dr = A n

x
-+0 JO

is left to the reader.

THEOREM 11.7.5. For every x 6 and >

(11.7.7) TO* = lim
|J

12
;

A)J x,

an alternate form of which is

r , -i-*

(11.7.8) TOrc = lim / - 1 JL x.
fc-+ L K J

T/ie Kmt'fe e;m uniformly with respect to in every interval of the form (e, 1/e).

PROOF. As in the case of (11.3.4) we find that

*+1

a:

and by Theorem 10.3.4 this expression tends to T()x when k > o uniformly
with respect to in (e, 1/e). The lowering of the exponent from k + 1 to k

requires an estimate of the operators involved. We have

^; &)y
(k- i)!

-XT jfc-l

e T

(k-i]

In view of the estimate
|| T() || ^ M(]3)e^ we get for X >

and for fc >
~k
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It follows that

k /k \IV Y\ I fu A \

(*($>*)*-*
and this tends to when k -> oo

. This completes the proof.
Formula (11.7.8) is the analog of (11.3.6) in the strong case. On the other

hand, it would be very difficult to generalize (11.3.7) to the strong case. It

seems likely that in general

f T
lim I +-

~ A
\

x
fc -*M L * J

does not exist even if re is restricted to belong to fin [A
n
].

11.8. Extensions. The preceding theory has been derived under the assump-
tion that condition C holds. Its validity is not restricted to this case, however.

A minimal set of conditions is:

M. For every x

(i) T()x is measurable for % > 0;

(ii) I) T()x ||
is inlegrable in (0, 1);

(iii) lim,_ if
1

Jo T(r}x dr = x.

The integral defining JK(A; A}x has a sense if and only if the first two con-

ditions hold. M(iii) implies that conclusion (1) under Theorem 11.6.1 holds

and it is also necessary for the validity of the first part of this conclusion as is

seen from the proof. M(iii) further implies that elements of the form

j T(r}xdr belong to )[A] and that the latter is dense in . Since T()x is

a continuous function of for x $D[A], conclusion (2) 'under Theorem 11.6.1

still holds. Indeed, the proof of (2) now shows that x*(x) = for all x 3)[A]

and hence for all x. In the proof of (3) we use a preliminary integration by

parts to show that Jo T(r)xdr = 6 and hence that x = 9 by M(iii). Thus

Theorem 11.6.1 holds under the new assumptions.

Similarly M(iii) suffices for the validity of (11.6.4) so that Theorems 11.6.2

and 11.6.3 are also true. Of the inversion theorems, 11.7.1, 11.7.3, and 11.7.4

are completely unaffected by the change in hypotheses. Theorems 11.7.2

and 11.7.5 have to be modified to the extent that the limits in question now
hold almost everywhere.

11.9. The exponential formulas. It has been emphasized in several places

in these Lectures that the semi-group operator T() is an exponential function,

T() = exp (A), of its infinitesimal generator A. In the uniform case, the

interpretation is straight forward

rp(t\ V A n r-1 \$J JL~I
j

**
*')

n=o n I

the generator being bounded, and the series converges in the uniform topology
of (() In the strong case, A is an unbounded operator and the definition of
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the exponential function is less direct. We collect here the nine exponential

formulas proved so far which serve as justification of our use of the symbol

exp (A) x for T()x. They are formulas (9.3.10)
=

(9.3.15), (9.4.1) with J =
I,

and seven of the formulas of section 11.7. Unless otherwise stated, x is an

arbitrary element of 36. In general the limit relations hold uniformly with

respect to in any interval of the form (e, !/<) ;
in the case of (Ei) the interval

is (a, a + 1/e), in (E2) and (E5) it is (0, 1/e) instead.

O / 5n \ W

*n 7i ft TL ^

""""

17-0

(E,) .

S/c!
'

(n
-

1)1

r *

(E,) limf

(E5 ) f T(r}x dr = lim ~ f
"

e
X

^(X; A)rc^ ;

/O u-oo jaTTi J yiu A.

,

1
/.7+*

(E) . T($x = lim -i-.
/

e
X|

/2(X; A)x dX,
u -*oo ^TTt Jyiu

(E7 ) r(f)a; = . (C, 1).

(Es) T(x = lim

*-*<

*

x.

Other exponential formulas will be encountered later, in particular in con-

nection with analytical semi-groups.
'The formulas listed above separate into several distinct groups according to

the device used in defining the exponential function. We shall encounter some
of these devices in a more general setting in Chapter XV, and we shall postpone
the analysis of the underlying principles until that chapter.



CHAPTER XII

GENERATION OF SEMI-GROUPS

12.1. Orientation. We come now to the converse problem of the theory:
What properties should an operator U possess in order that it be the infinitesimal

generator of a continuous semi-group @ =
{ T() } , > 0, of linear bounded' opera-

tors on a complex (B] -space to itselff

Here the expected type of continuity must be specified. If we require that

!F() tend uniformly to I when > 0, then the solution of the problem is trivial:

Umust be a linear bounded operator and every such operator generates an analytical

group. There are, however, two interpretations of the continuity requirement
which lead to worth while problems.

Co . T() tends strongly but not uniformly to I when % > 0.

Cu . Co holds but T() is uniformly continuous for > 0.

We shall obtain sufficient conditions on the spectrum and the resolvent of

U in order that the proposed problem have a solution satisfying Co or Cu .

The method consists in showing that, under proper conditions, R (X; C7) is the

Laplace transform of a one-parameter operator T() having the semi-group

property. All three methods used below lead to semi-groups with rather special

properties; the conditions imposed on the resolvent are somewhat arbitrary

and only in one case can we assert that they are necessary for the desired result.

Case Cu serves as a transition to analytical semi-groups discussed in the next

chapter. . ,

There are two paragraphs corresponding to the two problems indicated.

There is no literature on this question.

1. GENERATION OF A STRONGLY CONTINUOUS SEMI-GROUP

12.2. R(\; U} as a Laplace transform. In order to obtain an idea of what

conditions should be imposed on the operator U, we review the available informa-

tion concerning the resolvent of the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group

@ =
{ T() } satisfying condition C .

This condition implies that T() is strongly continuous for > 0; its infinitesi-

mal generator A is a closed unbounded operator whose domain )[A] is dense

in 96 and the resolvent R(\', A) is the Laplace transform of T()

R(\;A)x = I
Jo

d%, X := o"

'o

237
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There are two properties of the resolvent which are of special interest to us:

the half-plane in which R(\; A) is holomorphic and the behavior of R(\; A)
for large values of |X |.

The first property is under our control; replacing

!T() by e~
a
*T(%} changes A into A al and shifts the spectrum to the left by

the amount a. Without restricting the generality we may then assume that the

spectrum of A is located in the left half-plane, a- <| 0. The behavior of R(\; A)
for large values of

|

X
|

is regulated by the behavior of T() for small values of .

Now condition C implies that
|| T() ||

is bounded for small
,
but it does not

imply that
|| T() |

1 when + 0. In a number of cases of interest to the

applications, the latter condition holds, however, and even in the stronger form

(12.2.1) || T($ ||
1 + K, 0, < $ < 1.

As is easily verified, this condition implies that

|| R(ff + ir; A} || ^ - + 4 03 + <), <r > <r(>).
V ff"

After this orientation we proceed to state

THEOREM 12.2.1. Let U be a closed, linear, unbounded operator on % to itself

whose domain is dense in . Let the spectrum, of U be located in 9t(X)
= a- <^

and suppose that

(12.2.2) || K(a + ir- U) U ^ - + I
, a > 0,a ff-

wlwre ft is a fixed constant, (8^0. Then U is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-

group <S = {T($}, % > 0; !T() satisfies condition C and
\ T($ || ^ e^ for all

| > 0. Further

The proof of this theorem will be given in a number of steps which we formu-
late as lemmas and intermediary theorems. We start by observing that for

each fixed X with <r > the whole space X is the domain of R (X; Z7) and the

range of \I - U, while >[[/] is the domain of XJ - U and the range of R(\; U}.

LEMMA 12.2.1. $Q[tT] is dense in X for all n.

PROOF. We need only the case n 2 which is proved as follows. For any
fixed X with <r > the linear bounded operator R(\; U) maps X onto )[[/] which
is dense in . It will then map the subset )[Z7] onto a subset >2 which is dense
ia )[/] and hence in . Every element of 2 , being of the form #2

(X; U)y,
belongs to )[t/

2

] so the latter set is dense in 9.

The next three theorems serve to prove that R(X; U) is a Laplace transform.
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THEOREM 12.2.2. Ify > 0, > 0, and x e ^[U
2

], then

(12.2.3) T(x = lim f e^ R(\; LT)x d\

defines a linear bounded transformation on 5D[t/ ] to X. T()x is continuous for

% ^ and

r
(12.2.4) R(\; U)x =

/
e

JQ

PROOF. For x 6 SD[7
2

]
we have

/loo &\~\ J?f\ T7}i' T L-
^

JJv -J- ."*"

(12.2.5) ^(X^O^-a. +- (7o;+
x2

Substitution in (12.2.3) gives

(12.2.6) T($x = x + Ux +~ f e
xs

/?(X; U)U
2
x ~

2 ,

where the integral converges absolutely for ^ 0. It also converges uniformly

with respect to in every finite interval [0, w] whence it follows that T()x is

a continuous function of . The norm of the integral is dominated by

e*

as is shown by (12.2.2) . Here we may take 7 = 2/ when ^ > 0, obtaining

||Ttt)a;|| ^ ||
a;

|| + ||Z7*|| + *(! + *j8fi) ||
ZT

8
*

||.

Thus if we renorm ;D[C/
2

], taking

as the new norm, we see that T(& defines a bounded linear transformation on

)[?7
2

3 to 3. Since T(g) is continuous and bounded in the manner indicated,

the integral in (12.2.4) is absolutely convergent for o- > 0. For o- > 7 we may
substitute the expression for T(g)x in the integral, obtaining

f .-* r). * = 1 , + i irx + -L.f .-* f"^ 0. ; W ^ f*

The double integral being absolutely convergent, we may interchange the order

of integration, obtaining

<"
R(lt ' U)lfx -"- = -

:oo X M M2

Here the value of the integral may be found by the calculus of residues in the

classical manner. Comparing the result with (12.2.5), we see that the proof

is complete.
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So far we have not used condition (12.2.2) in any essential manner. The same

results could be proved under less restrictive assumptions on the resolvent.

The condition will be used fully in the next theorem, however. Putting

(12.2.7) Tk^}x

we shall prove

THEOREM 12.2.3. For all > and

(12.2.8) lim Tk()x
fc too

2
exists and coincides with T()x when x $D[/].

PROOF. Since R(\; U)x is the Laplace transform of T()x when x 6

Theorem 11.7.5 applies and shows that the limit in (12.2.8) exists and equals

T()x for x G [U] and > 0. It should be noted that in applying Theorem

11.7.5 we need to know only that R(\; U)x is the Laplace transform of the con-

tinuous function T()x and that R (X; U) is a resolvent. The result can also

be obtained directly from Theorem 10.3.4.

Next we note that condition (12.2.2) gives

(12.2.9) \\Tu(&\\ 2s

for all k and > 0. Further S)[C/
2

] is dense in
;
hence by Theorem 2.12.1

(the Banach-Steinhaus theorem) the limit in (12.2.8) exists for all x 3. This

completes the proof. *

We now define T()x for all x as the limit in (12.2.8) and note that

(12.2.10) || T() ||
<. /*, >0.

THEOREM 12.2A. T() is strongly measurable and (12.2.4) holds for all x
,

<r>/3.

PROOF. T()x is the limit of Tk(t-)x, that is, of a sequence of continuous

functions of
;

it follows that T()x is a measurable function of . Hence the

integral in (12.2.4) exists for all a; and defines a linear bounded transformation

on X to itself for each fixed X with a > ft since (12.2.10) holds. But this operator
coincides with the bounded linear operator R(\; U) on the dense set 2D[?7

2

]
so

the operators must be identical,

12.3. The semi-group property. In order to complete the proof of Theorem
12.2.1 we have to show that the operator T() defined by (12.2.8) is strongly
continuous and has the semi-group property. Once this has been accomplished,
formula (12.2.4) shows that U is the infinitesimal generator of
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THEOEEM 12.3.1. T() is strongly continuous for % > 0.

PROOF. This follows from the fact that (i) T(S-)x is continuous when x 6

S)[t/
2

]
which is dense in

,
and (ii) formula (12.2.10) holds. The details are

left to the reader.

THEOREM 12.3.2. T() tends strongly to I when > 0.

PROOF. This follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem since lim^o T()x x

for x in the dense set )[C7
2

] and (12.2.10) holds.

THEOREM 12.3.3. For > 0, x 6 3, and n 0, 1, 2,

(12.3.1) ?+
l

T(&x = (n + 1) f
Joo

PROOF. This relation is a consequence of the identity

(12.3.2) R(n+1
\\; U}x = ~(n + 1)B(X; U}[R

(n
\\; U)x]

which is obtained from formula (5.8.3). Here we substitute the representa-

tions by Laplace integrals, obtaining

= (n + 1)
Jo

= (n + 1)
Jo

77

The last step is proved by the same type of argument as used in the proof of

Theorem 10.2.4. It is an easy matter to prove that

f
Jo

is a continuous function of since T()x has this property. By the uniqueness

theorem for Laplace integrals, Theorem 10.2.3, we conclude that (12.3.1) holds.

We can now prove the final step:

THEOREM 12.3.4. T() has the semi-group property and U is the infinitesimal

generator of

PROOF. If x* is any bounded linear functional on 9t, then formula (12.3.1)

implies that

dr,
=

Q, n =
3 1, 2,

- - -
.

But here x*[-] is a continuous numerical function of 77 in the interval (0, )

and if such a function is orthogonal to all powers of rj, then it must be identically
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zero. From x*[-] = for all x*, we conclude that

for all
, 17,

and x, < t\ < ,
x X. This proves that = (T()} is a semi-

group of linear bounded operators on 36 to itself. That U is the infinitesimal

generator of @ follows from (12.2.4). We have already seen that !F() tends

strongly to / when > 0; it cannot tend uniformly to / since this would make U
bounded against our assumption. This completes the proof of Theorem 12.2.1.

It should be noted that the conditions of Theorem 12.2.1 are not sufficient

for property CM . A counter example is provided, for instance, by the semi-

group of right translations on (7[0, co] so that T()[x(t)] = x(t + ). Here

the conditions of Theorem 12.2.1 are satisfied with j3
= and T() satisfies C

but not Cu . Cf. section 16.2 for a discussion of this semi-group.

When /?
= Theorem 12.2.1 is the best of its kind in the sense that the stated

conditions are necessary as well as sufficient for the validity of the conclusions.

We lose the necessity when /3 > ; however, if Co is satisfied and
1 1
T()

1 1
^ c^

{

for > 0, then a condition of form (12.2.2) with /? replaced by j8 + e holds

for large values of a. As a matter of fact, we need (12.2.2) only for large values

of a provided we know in addition that
|| R(a H- *V; 7) [|

is bounded for <r j>

5 > 0. Thus the sufficient conditions are very nearly necessary also for /3 > 0.

Theorem 12.2.1 can be considered only as a partial solution of the problem proposed in

section 12.1 inasmuch as the corresponding semi-group operators have norms with very

special properties for small values of . Cf. formula (12.2.1). Such a behavior of the

norm is by no means implied by condition Co but follows from the restrictive assumption
(12.2.2). It should be possible to carry through the argument assuming merely that

a-
|| R(a -f- ir; U) \\

is bounded for a- > 0, but it does not seem possible to base the proof of

Theorem 12.2.3 on this assumption.

2. GENERATION OF SEMI-GROUPS UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS FOK >

12.4. Properly dominated resolvents. We shall investigate two different

sets of assumptions on the operator U which lead to semi-groups satisfying
condition C . It is of course necessary that the resolvent R (X; U) be holo-

morphic in a half-plane which we may take as a- > 0. In addition we must impose
conditions on the resolvent which are more stringent than those of Theorem
12.2.1. We can either impose stronger restrictions on the rate of growth of

R (X; U) in terms of the distance of X from the spectrum or else keep the distant

part of the spectrum away from the imaginary axis. Both devices can be manip-
ulated so as to give the desired result. The two classes of semi-groups which

may be constructed in this manner overlap but are distinct; both classes contain

non-analytic elements. In the first case we obtain
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THEOEEM 12.4.1. Let U be a closed, linear, unbounded operator on 36 to itself

whose domain is dense in %. Let the spectrum of U be located in a- ^ 0. Suppose

further that for a- >

(12.4.1) erf || R(<r 4- ir; U)
|

2
dr ^ B.

J 00

Then U is the infinitesimal generator of a semi-group @ =
{ T() } satisfying con-

dition Cu . T() need not be diffcrentiable, much less analytic. For % > 0, 7 >
we have

(12.4.2) $T(& = ~. 1

7+4M

e
x

*fl'(X; I') dX.

REMARK. Condition (12.4.1) is satisfied if, for instance, |

X
| | R(\; U) ||

is bounded for 9?(X) > 0, or more generally, if for |TT < </> < |TT we have

P || R(pe*', U) || g Af(0) where

PROOF. Condition (12.4.1) shows that R(\; U) H^; @(X)] for every e > 0.

By Theorem 10.4.2

(12.4.3) lim
|| R(v + ir; U*) ||

=
0, cr > 0.

|r|-co

It follows from (12.4.1) that the integral in (12.4.2) exists for every real and

by (12.4.3) the value of the integral is independent of 7 as long as 7 > 0. More-

over the integral converges uniformly with respect to in every finite interval

so that its value which for > is denoted by T() is a continuous function of .

For < the value of the integral is B, as we see by letting 7 > <*>
,
and by

continuity the same is true for = 0. Adding the integrals for and - we

got the alternate representation

(12.4.4) T(fr = J-. I

^
slnh (X$) #

2

(A; CO dX, > 0.

TTi J 7100

Using (12.4.1) and choosing 7 = !/( we obtain the estimate

(12.4.5) ||r($)|| -

Thus T() is an element of <S(9) and
|| T() ||

is uniformly bounded.

We observe next that if

(12.4.6) Ttt;) = ~
f

7+"

ZTTZ J jiu

then

(12.4.7)
lim 2

7

(;u)
w oo

This is shown by an integration by parts in (12.4.6) using (12.4.3) and#'(X; C/)
=

E2

(X; Z7). Thus formula (12.4.2) is simply another variant of the complex

inversion formula for Laplace integrals.
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We shall now verify that T() has the semi-group property. We form

r&m&) = ~
7o\-2 [ />

l4
*'tf(X; COfl'G*; CO dx dM ,

l& (27T&)
2 J J

taking the integrals along 9?(X)
= 71 , 3U/-0 = 72 where < 71 < 72 . The

double integral is clearly absolutely convergent. Repeated use of the first

resolvent equation gives

Thus T(i):r( 2) becomes the sum of three absolutely convergent double integrals.

In the first one we integrate first with respect to ju and then with respect to X,

obtaining

!
f^J

= i i r

1 ^ J

In the third integral integration with respect to X gives zero so this term drops
out. The second integral is the limit when w > o of

-72+tw
j
M

71+toe

/

72+iu /.71
t

/j tu 7i~i7i~ioo

Carrying out the integrations over the infinite intervals, one gets

'

} U) d\ = -f Tfe + & ;
w)

?i

and this expression tends to i-i^TQ-i + ^2) when w > oo by (12.4.7). Com-
bining the values of the three integrals, we get the required relation

Another lengthy computation is required to verify the formula

(12.4.8) (A; t/)
= f e-*r(f) , 8t(\) > 0.

Jo

The integral exists since T() is continuous and satisfies (12.4.5). In order to

compute the value of the integral we assume JR(X) > 7 and substitute the ex-

pression in (12.4.4) for T(). By a permissible change of the order of integra-
tion we get

-. f

7+1

#0*; Z7)
TTfc ^ too

sinh
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Here the integral with respect to can be evaluated by differentiating with respect

to ju, observing that the integral should vanish for /*
= 0. The value is found

to be

where the logarithm is supposed to be real when X and n are real, /x < X. The

iterated integral consequently equals

t f 7+ioo %
|

J-.
/ JB'fejtflogp^d/,.ZlTl J yica A /J

An integration by parts reduces this to

i fi+ica r i f ~j

B(M; U) __ + s-- d =
in J 7-too L> ~

/* X + MJ

Here we have used the fact that the integrated part vanishes in the limits by

(12.4.3) since the logarithmic factor stays bounded. Further, JR(X; U) as an

element of J/aU; (()] is represented by its proper Cauchy integral while the

integral involving the kernel (X + n)"
1

equals 6 as is seen by letting 7 -> oo .

This completes the proof of formula (12.4.8) .

The final steps are easy to take. We have to verify that T() satisfies condi-

tion Co and that U really is the infinitesimal generator of T( . As in the proof

of Theorem 12.2.2 we have

From this we see first that lim^o T()x = x for all x in the dense set SD[C/
2

];

since
|| T() ||

is uniformly bounded for | > 0, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem

applies and shows that lim^o !T()a; = rr; for all x in X. Thus condition Gu holds.

The formula also shows that U is the infinitesimal generator of T().

An example of a trigonometric semi-group on L2 ( v, TT) which satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 12.4.1 is given by

(12.4.9) T(&[x()] = Z exp [-%(n + i sgn (n) e"
4

)] xn e
n
", .

CO

where xn is the nth Fourier coefficient of x(t] !*(*, IT) . A simple considera-

tion shows that the infinitesimal generator A as well as AT($ = T'() are

unbounded operators on L2 ( T, TT). From the second fact it follows that

T() does not have a derivative in Lz even in the weak sense. This completes

the proof of the theorem.

12.5. Domains of type C . For the second method we impose sharper restric-

tions on the spectrum of U; the resolvent set shall contain essentially more than

a half-plane without being allowed to contain a sector of opening greater than TT.

The exact limitation is given in
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DEFINITION' 12.5.1. A simply-connected do?nain A of the. complex \~plane

(X = a + ir) is said to be of type C u if

(i) it contains the positive real axis;

(ii) the boundary of A is a curve F: a = ^(r), where $(r) is a non-negative

continuous function of r which never decreases when
|

r increases;

(iii) i^(0)
=

0, i^(r) oo M>/iew r
|

> co foj ^(r}/r * 0;

(iv) ^'(r) is equivalent to a bounded Junction and ^'(r) > w/ien
|

T
|

* QO
;

,

(v) /!! exp [-^(T)] f/r exists for % > 0.

Here condition (v) is satisfied if, for instance, iKO [log |

r
|
J~' > oo when

|

T
|

oo
. We shall now prove

THEOEEM 12.5.1. Let U be a closed, linear, unbounded operator on % to itself

whose domain is dense in . Let the resolvent set of U contain a domain A of

type Cu . Let

(12.5.1) fl(X) ||#(X; tO II ^ ^
for all X w A where 5(X) is f/ie distance from X to //ie boundary F o/ A. 7Yi/i /

is i/ie infinitesimal generator of a semi-group @ =
{
7

T

() } , > 0, swc/i //iai 7
T

()

satisfies condition Cw . 7'(^) Aas derivatives of all orders but need not be an analytic

function of . 7
1

(^) is (/iycn 6j/ formula (12.5.2) below.

PROOF. Let T(; u) be defined by (12.4.6). Since (12.5.1) implies
cr

|| R(a- + ir; f/) || ^ M for <r > 0, the argument used in section 12.2 shows thai

limw_t>7
T

(|; co).r = T()x exists when .7; 6 5)[t^
2

]. If we can show the existence

of Umu-^oo T(%\ co) in the uniform topology, then the limit must be an extension

of T(|) from 3)[/
2

] to all of X. Furthermore, the argument used in section 12.3

shows that T() is a semi-group operator generated by U and that T() satisfies

Co . To accomplish the proof we have then merely to show the existence of

limu-,00 T(%\ co)
= T() in the uniform sense and to prove that T() has uniform

derivatives of all orders. Condition C w then follows.

For this purpose we consider the integral

; U] d\ = B

and let w - oo . Here ri(eu) is the closed contour ABCDA where

A = 7 -f ico, B = ^V(w) -H ico, C = 1^( co) ico, D = 7 ico.

5Cy

is an arc of the curve 1\ : cr = |^(r), a small arc containing the origin

being replaced by a circular arc in A; 7 exceeds the radius of this circle, and the
other portions of TI(CO) are straight line segments. The integral along DA equals

The distance 8(X) from a point X = -|^(T) -f ir on TI to T exceeds CV(r)
by virtue of (iv), C being a fixed constant. It follows that the horizontal

portions of the path give contributions to the integral the norms of which
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do not exceed a constant multiple of

I
f

7
<r{ _ e^

and this tends to zero when o> > <

. The integral along (7# tends to

If 03

with an obvious redefinition of ^(r) for small values of r on the circular arc.

This integral is absolutely convergent by (v) since its norm is dominated by a

constant multiple of

It follows that !T(; co) has a limit in the uniform topology and !T(|) may be

represented by the absolutely convergent integral

(12.5.2) TO = ~
f (^R(\; U) d\.

Ztrl J i\

This integral converges uniformly with respect to in every interval (e, 1/e),

e > 0, whence it follows that T() is continuous also in the uniform topology

for > 0. Moreover, we may differentiate with respect to under the sign of

integration as often as we please so that

To see that this integral is also absolutely convergent we note that its norm is

dominated by a constant multiple of

[-3
*W

]
'
* '" rfT s

\
M

(2

where M(TJ) = maxT
|

r
| exp [ W^T)] is finite since

/tt
exp f ^(r)J rfr > ~ exp

.j.'a/2 -i

and the left side tends to zero when a > . A similar estimate holds for nega-

tive values of .

Finally we have to exhibit an operator U satisfying the conditions of Theorem

12.5.1 such that the corresponding semi-group operator is non-analytic. We

take 96 = L^ v, TT) with the usual metric and define T() by
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where the xn's are the Fourier coefficients of x(t}. The generator of this semi-

group is the unbounded transformation A :

(12.5.3) A[x(t}] ~ - 2 (I
n + * sgn O) n}xn e

nii

with the resolvent

R(\;
nit

_j X -f-
|

n
|
+ i sgn (n) >nz

From these expressions we read off that the spectrum of A consists of the points

{ [\ n \
+ *' sgn (WV]}> n

3 =tl> 2, -, and
|| ^(X; A) || equals the

reciprocal of the distance from X to the nearest point of the spectrum. The
resolvent set contains the domain a- >

\

r
\*
which is clearly of type C tt . Thus

A satisfies the conditions of Theorem 12.5.1. The terms with positive sub-

scripts in the series for T(^)[x(t}] define a function holomorphic in the lower

half-plane, those with negative subscripts one which is holomorphic in the upper,

and both functions have the real axis as natural boundary. Thus T() cannot

be analytic. This completes the proof of Theorem 12.5.1.

It should be observed, however, that the problems discussed in the present

chapter call for further investigations with a view of obtaining necessary and

sufficient conditions.



CHAPTER XIII

ANALYTICAL SEMI-GROUPS

13.1. Orientation. The semi-groups <3 = {T(%~)} which have been studied

in the preceding chapters have been defined for real positive values of the

parameter. The question of extending the parameter manifold and of finding

the maximal domain of definition of is a very natural one.

The question is not well put, however, and has little sense unless we make
clear what kind of extension is wanted. It is always possible to embed the

given semi-group <5> into a semi-group @o = (W(r)} defined for 9?(f) > such

that W() = T(), > 0. We may define, for instance,
*

where /3 is an arbitrary complex number. Thus an extension of T() from the

positive real axis to the right half-plane preserving the semi-group property is

always possible and is never unique.

On the other hand, we may raise the question if the given semi-group operator

y() admits of an analytic extension to a part of the complex plane and what

properties such an extension may possess. Such an extension ordinarily does

not exist; when it exists, it is unique and the extension has the semi-group

property wherever it exists. Here it makes sense to ask what is the domain

of existence of T(f) and we may refer to this domain as the maximal domain

of definition of <5>.

It turns out that if 2
7

() is analytic on an arbitrarily small interval (0, 5)

of the real axis, having the origin as a limit point, then the domain of existence

of T(tf) is an angular semi-module in the sense of Chapter VII.

We shall determine various conditions under which T() will admit of an

analytic continuation to an angular semi-module S2 . For the case in which

S2 is a sector, the conditions are necessary and sufficient in order that the ex-

tension shall exist and have a prescribed rate of growth along the rays of the

sector. The discussion is analogous to that of Chapters XI and XII. There

are some new features, however. The relations between the rate of growth

of T(f) in the sector as measured by the "indicator" and the position of the

singiikirities of the resolvent R(\; A), that is, the spectrum of A, are of consider-

able interest. They are completely analogous to the corresponding relations

in the numerically-valued case between the rate of growth of a determining

function, analytic and of exponential type in a sector, and the position of the

singularities of its Laplace transform. These are well known, at least in the

case in which the sector is the whole plane (see G. P61ya [2]) . If T({) is holo-

morphic and of exponential type in a half-plane we can also use representations

by binomial series and Laplace contour integrals to great advantage. Using

249
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the latter device, we show that it is possible, under mild restrictions, to embed
a given transformation in a semi-group which is analytic in a half-plane.

There are three paragraphs: Domains of Analyticily ,
The Structure of Analy-

tical Semi-Groups, and Semi-Groups and Interpolation Series.

References. Carlson [2], Hille [5, 6, 7], Norlund [2], Phragme'n and Lin-

delof [1], Polya [21.

1. DOMAINS OF ANALYTICJTY

13.2. Analytic extension of semi-groups. Our main concern is to show

that the semi-group property is preserved under analytic continuation and

that the domain of analyticity of a semi-group operator is a semi-module. The

following theorem is basic.

THEOREM 13.2.1. Let Z be a convex domain in the, complex ~plane, (Z) a UK

additive resultant in the sense of Definition 7.5.2. Let {} be a countable point
set in Z such that (i) {fn }

has a limit point ft in Z, (ii) 2f 6 Z, and (iii) f ;
-

-)-

fk Z forj, k =
1, 2, 3, . Let % be a complex (B) -space, @(36) its (B}-algebra

of endomorphisms. Let W({] be a function on complex numbers to (() which

is defined and holomorphic in Z. Let

(13.2.1)

for all j and k. Then (Z} a is a simply-connected domain, W($} may bo continued

analytically all over (Z} a ,
and for all

' and f" in (Z) a

(13.2.2) W(f + n
PROOF. We recall that (Z) a is an open set since Z is open. If Zn denotes

the image of Z under the transformation f
' = ng where n is any positive integer,

then each set Zn is a convex domain and (Z} a
~ U n Zn . By assumption (ii),

Zi fl Z2 7* so that Lemma 7.5.1 shows that (Z} a is connected and consequently
simply-connected by Theorem 7.5.2. The analytic continuation requires a

more elaborate argument.

Since 2f Z, we may assume, without loss of generality, that f -H Ty 6 %
for all j. W(f) being continuous in Z, it follows that (13.2.1) holds when j
or k or both are zero.

We now consider the two functions W({)W(a) and W(a)W(fi. They are

well defined for f and a in Z and are holomorphic in each of the variables separ-

rately. Further they are equal when = f ,- ,
a = ^ , j, fc = 0, 1, 2, . Now

fix a = f j-
and consider
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which is a holomorphic function of f in Z vanishing for f = * ,
A- = 0, 1, 2, .

By Theorem 3.10.4 the difference then has to vanish identically in /?. Next
we fix f in Z and consider the difference

which is a holomorphic function of a in Z vanishing for a = fi, ,
k = 0, 1, 2,

. Consequently

(13.2.3) w(fiw(a) = w(a)W(fi, a,

The next step of the proof is the establishing of the formula

(13.2.4) Tf(r) = W({ - a)W(a)

for all
" and a such that f, a, and a are in Z. The right-hand side is well

defined for a 6 Z, f a 6. Z and is holomorphic in each variable separately.

We can find three associated circles in Z, say 71 : f ft |

=
PI , 73 :

|
f fo |

= pa ,

and 73 :
|

"

2f i

=
PS with pa

=
pi + PS such that if a is in 71 and f is in 73 then

f a is in 72 . Give a the value f y where j > jo is so large that f / is in

71 . Then TT(f) Wr

(f fj) Pi7 (ft) is holomorphic for in 73 and vanishes

for all points
" = ft + ft >

/' > /<'(> Theorem 3.10.4 applies and shown that

(13.2.4) is true for a =
; and f in the convex domain Z fl Z + ft Here # -+- f /

is the image of Z under the translation
' = f + T/- We now gis

rc f a fixed

value f' in 73 and consider ^(f a)W(d) which is a holomorphic function

of a in Z f
' ^. This domain contains the interior of 71 . For a f / ,

j > Jo, the function has the constant value TF(f'); by Theorem 3.1,0.4 it is

identically equal to JT(r') for a 6 // fl ^"' Z. Fixing a in 71 ,
we see that

(13.2.4) holds for all f in 73 and hence for all f in .Z" fl ^ + a. By analytic;

continuation with respect to a, we sec that the relation holds for all f and a

such that $-,,$- are in Z. It follows that (13.2.2) holds for f, f", f + f"
in ^.

The final step in the proof is the extension of W(lf) from 7, to (^) . We
start by defining W(<r) in the convex domain Z% by

(13.2.5) Tf(r) = [W
r
(r/2)]

2
.

Bince f/2 ^, the definition makes sense and the function W() is holomorphic,
in Z2 . A simple calculation shows that (13.2.2) holds for f', f", f' + T" ^n ^2

The convex domains Z and Z% intersect in a convex domain containing the

point 2ft - For f in Z D Z2 we have [TF(r/2)f = Jf(f) by (13.2.4) as well as by
(13.2.5) so the two definitions agree. Thus W(f) is now defined as a holo-

morphic function of f in Z U ^2 and satisfies (13.2.2) for ', f", ^ + f" in this

domain.

We then define W( ) step by step in Zg,Zi, by

(13.2.6)


